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3Di, Release 2022-02 Klondike Release

Welcome to the 3Di Documentation! Here you can find everything you need to know about the hydrodynamic modelling software product 3Di.
• To read more about the 3Di Background, Ecosystem, Basic Modelling Concepts, and the Release
Notes, check out the Introduction section.
• Check out the 3Di Connectors section for a guide on how to integrate FEWS with 3Di. More
connectors will follow.
• Navigate to the Guide to the 3Di Livesite section to read more on how to use the 3Di Livesite.
• For more specified information on how to build a schematisation in the Modeller Interface, please
consult the How to work with 3Di page.
• In the Tutorials section you will find tutorials on how to use 3Di.
• Stuck with your model? Check out our FAQ and Problem Solving in the Problem Solving and
Support before contacting our Servicedesk.
• To read more about the science and modelling techniques behind 3Di, please consult the Physics
and Modelling Concepts sections.
If you are interested in a product demo, a live or online training, or becoming a partner, please
visit the 3Di website. Also, do not forget to check out our Youtube Channel for more information and
detailed tutorials!

Introduction
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Introduction

CHAPTER

1

Background of 3Di

3Di is a state-of-the-art hydrodynamic simulation software product, which can be used as modelling tool
in water management studies, in both urban as rural areas. It allows the user to simulate real-world
scenarios and make adjustments to them. This way, water experts can predict and mitigate the impact
of pluvial, fluvial and coastal floods, perform climate impact studies and make hydraulic designs of open
channel and sewer networks.
3Di distinguishes itself from other hydrodynamic software products because of the option to model
interactively and visually. For example, it is possible to add or change external forcings (such as
rain and wind), breaches and pump capacities during a simulation. Another very strong aspect of 3Di
is the use of the subgrid technique. This technique includes high resolution information in coarse
resolution computations, without compromising on calculation speed or detail. Furthermore, it enables
integrated modelling where overland, channel, sewer, and groundwater flows can be taken included
in one calculation.
3Di product overview and example applications
The product is a result of a consortium of Stelling Hydraulics, Deltares, TU Delft and Nelen & Schuurmans. The engine is developed by Prof. dr. ir. G. S. Stelling, who worked on the subgrid technique
in close collaboration with Prof. dr. ir. V. Casulli. Most of the techniques used within the 3Di engine
are published in scientific papers. The rest of the software is maintained and developed by Nelen &
Schuurmans Technology.
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3Di Ecosystem

The 3Di Ecosystem consists of the following five components:
• 3Di Modeller Interface: a QGIS based environment where schematisations can be build and edited.
• 3Di Livesite: a web application to start, pause and adjust simulations.
• 3Di Management Screens: an online overview of your schematisations, models and simulations.
• 3Di Computational Core: a Fortran software package which handles the hydrodynamic calculations.
• 3Di API : an application programming interface, which enables other applications and user interfaces
to interact with the computational core.
All components are secured by an Authentication and Authorisation system. This will be discussed
in the Authentication and User Management section.

Fig. 2.1: The 3Di Ecosystem.
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2.1 3Di Modeller Interface
The Modeller Interface is the QGIS based interface, where hydrology experts can build and edit models,
start simulations and analyse their results. It is a customised QGIS installation, which automatically
installs the required plugins for working with 3Di. This setup empowers the user to benefit of all processing power of QGIS, combined with the 3Di Models and Simulations and the 3Di Toolbox, two
powerfull custom made 3Di plugins. The 3Di Models and Simulations plugin enables the user to perform
a complete modeling workflow (i.e. upload your model, start a simulation and download & analyze your
results) within the Modeller Interface. The 3Di Toolbox is used for importing schematisations, checking
your data and analysing the results.
Note:
For more information on installing the Modeller Interface, please refer to our Installation
manual. The basics of the Modeller Interface are explained in the Workflow Tutorial. For the experienced
modellers, the How to work with 3Di section covers the more in depth applications of the Modeller
Interface.

Fig. 2.2: An example of a schematisation in the Modeller Interface.
We have chosen QGIS as our supporting platform because of the following reasons:
• QGIS comes with hundreds of powerfull GIS processing tools;
• It enables the combination of web maps (aerial, topo, osm and may others) and model schematisations;
• It offers an exstensive amount of styling options;
• It has a highly customisable interface
• The option of building your own plugins to interact with the model;
• The fact that it is an open source platform.
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2.2 3Di Livesite
On the Livesite you can start, pause and adjust your simulations. This is the key to interactive and
visual modelling, which is essential for a shared understanding of watersystems. A scientific paper on
the importance of a shared understanding can be found here.
The video below gives a brief demo of the Livesite. For more detailed information, visit the Livesite
page.
A demo of the 3Di Livesite

2.3 3Di Management Screens
When using the Modeller Interface, schematisations are stored locally. However, if a user uploads the
schematisation via the Model and Simulations plugin, the schematisation is uploaded to our private
cloud. These uploaded schematisation can be found in the Management screens. Furtheremore, all
relevant information on the revisions, 3Di Models and simulations related to the schematisations can
be found in the Management Screens. Therefore colleagues can synchronise their models on their own
laptop and continue working with the improved version. This enables the use of version control on your
schematisations.
The Management Portal can also be used to manage 3Di Models, start simulations from simulation
templates, monitor running simulations, and download results. With our portal we aim to provide our
users with the necessary information to run day-to-day tasks within a web browser.
A more enhanced use of the Management screens is described in the Management Screens manual.

Fig. 2.3: The homepage of the Management Screens.

2.4 3Di Computational Core
The computational core handles the hydrodynamic calculations after a simulation is started. These
calculations run on specialized servers to ensure computational power. Please visit the Physics and the
Modelling Concepts pages to read more about the science that underlies the Computational Core.

2.5 3Di API
Our REST API is the center of the 3Di Ecosystem, which serves as communication between all interactions of users and forcings and the functionality of 3Di. If you are only interested in using the above
mentioned tools, no extra attention to the API is required. However, the API can be used if you want
to connect your favourite tools (Jupyter Notebook, Matlab, Power BI etc.) or programming language to
2.2. 3Di Livesite
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3Di. This gives you a lot of flexibility to your modelling applications and can save you lots of manual
work and time. Some examples of applications of the API are:
• Batch simulations: run hundred different rain events.
• Automated testruns, results checks and adjustments to a model before running another simulation.
• Run 3Di in an operational system, such as a Flood Early Warning System.
• Use Jupyter Notebooks to run, download and analyse your 3Di simulations. Examples can be
found on the 3Di github repository.
• Design your own control for weirs or other structures.
The API Root can be found on https://api.3di.live/v3/. More enhanced information on the API is
written in the Swagger version, where each endpoint contains a block of documentation.

2.6 Authentication and User Management
2.6.1 Signing up
New users require an invitation to create a 3Di account. Users with a ‘manager’ role within an organisation are able to send invitations. If you do not know whom to contact, please contact our Servicedesk
at servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl.
If you have received an email from either a manager within the organisation or the servicedesk:
1) Open the invitation link in the email.
2) Click on ‘Sign up’ and fill in the required fields. Please use the same email as the invitation
was sent to. Using another email will not work.
3) Check your email for the required verification code.
4) You should now be redirected to the API root. This means you have created a 3Di account and
have access to the organisation.
Note: If you see a 403 error after openining the invitation email, please try to open the url in an
incognito window before reaching out to the Servicedesk.

2.6.2 Signing in
Users can login in either the Modeller Interface, the Livesite, the Management Screens and the API.
Except for the Modeller Interface, all 3Di components will redirect you to the following login screen:

8
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Fig. 2.4: The login screen.
If you do not have an account yet, please read ‘Signing up’ first. If you do have an account, you can
either log in by using your company account or by using your credentials, in case your company is listed
on the left part of the login screen. Loging in via your company account is the preferred option. Existing
users should use the same method as they used when signing in for the first time.
Warning: Due to our authentication update in May 2022 it might occur that you cannot log in
anymore. Please use the ‘Signing up’ guide to create a new account.

Tip: Do you want to add your company to the list to centralise the user accounts of your organisation?
Please contact our support office (servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl) for the options.

2.6. Authentication and User Management
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2.6.3 User management

Fig. 2.5: The User Management interface.
Users can be managed in the User Management interface. This interface can be reached via https://
api.3di.live/management/users/. The example above shows the list of users in the example organisation
‘3Di Test’, with for each user options for 4 roles. These role are desribed as:
• A Viewer, who can only read data and follow simulations
• A Simulation runner, who can read data and run simulations
• An Creator, who can read data and can add, change or delete schematisations and 3Di models
• A Manager, who can manage other roles in the organisation. A manager can not read or write
data by default. This role should be appointed separately.
The User Management interface gives you an overview of all users in your organisation. As manager
you can distribute the roles to all users within the organisation. This is done by clicking the ‘+’ next
to the user and choose the roles you want to assign tot the user. Click “Save” to save the changes. If
you are Manager of multiple organisations you can switch between organisations by using the selection
menu next to your username.
Note: A manager role is required to access the User Management interface. If you wish to obtain one
for your organisation, please contact the application manager within your organisation or our Servicedesk
at servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl.
Adding a new user
You can add a new user by clicking the “NEW USER” icon in the upper right corner. This will lead you
to the screen to add a new user.
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Fig. 2.6: The interface for adding a user.
By default the new user is granted a ‘Viewer’ role. At least one role is required when inviting a new user.
Press the ‘Save’ button to finish the invitation process, which results in an invitation email sent to the
(new) user. An existing user can use the invitation link to accept the invitation. A new user can create
an account by using the Signing up guide. When accepted, the user will appear in the User Management
overview.
Note:
• The invitation email might end up in your spam folder.
• Deselecting all roles will remove the user from the organisation, but will not delete the account of
the user.
• You cannot remove your own manager role.

2.6.4 Authorisation
Within 3Di the data governance structure is set up per organisation. Users within the same organisation
can see all models that are build under their organisation. Sharing models with external users is also
possible. The two options are:
• External users get access to the 3Di subscription of the organisation. By handing out Viewer and
Simulation runner roles, the user can access and run the models.
• Allow External users Viewer priveleges. This enables them to download the 3Di Models, so they
can use their own subscription of their organisation to run simulations.

2.6.5 Personal API Key
When you login via your browser, your browser receives a session cookie. All subsequent requests to the
API are authenticated with that session cookie.

2.6. Authentication and User Management
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Authenticating to the REST API outside of a browser is done by attaching a Personal API Key to every
request. You can attach a Personal API Key to a request by using HTTP Basic Authentication with
password = {your api key}. The username needs to be fixed to __key__ (with double underscores on
both sides of the word “key”).
Almost all applications or script languages support HTTP Basic Authentication.
Generate a Personal API key at https://management.3di.live/personal_api_keys. It is considered best
practise to generate one Personal API Key per application or script, so that you can selectively revoke
keys in case they are compromised.
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Basic Modelling Concepts

Fig. 3.1: A schematic overview of the 3Di Workflow modelling concepts.
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During the workflow from real-world data to simulation results, one encounters various modelling concepts. The first important concept is the Schematisation. A schematisation consists of all the required
information to create a calculation grid and subgrid tables: one or more rasters and a single SQLite. The
latter contains vector based information and the schematisation settings, such as grid and table settings.
When a new version of a schematisation is re-uploaded, a new Revision is created. A schematisation can
thus consist of multiple revisions. Out of each revision a so called 3Di Model can be generated. A 3Di
Model is the required format (i.e. a calculation grid and subgrid tables) of the data for the calculation
core to run a calculation. For each schematisation, the maximum amount of generated 3Di Models to
exists is 3. This means that if a fourth revision is uploaded, while the first three revisions contain a
generated 3Di Model, one 3Di Model needs to be deleted before being able to generate one for the newest
revision.
Note: Please note that when deleting a 3Di Model, the revision of the schematisation will not be
removed. This means that a deleted 3Di Model can be re-generated at any time, as long as the schematisation has no more than 3 existing 3Di Models.
In order to run a Simulation, additional Scenario Information is required. The Scenario Information
is a bundle of information of one or more of the following factors: 1) Forcings (i.e. wind, rain etc.), 2)
Events (i.e. breaches, laterals etc.), 3) Initial Information (i.e. initial water levels), and 4) the Simulation
Settings (i.e. numerical and timestep settings).
After a simulation has run, a Simulation Template can be created. A simulation template is basically a
copy of the simulation, which refers to the model and scenario settings that were used for the simulation.
The power of a simulation template is that it can be used to start another simulation with the option to
change various settings, including the scenario information. This enables the option to clone and change
past simulations, instead of having to start from scratch all over again. Therefore, simulation templates
comes in very handy in, for example, batch calculations.
More information on how to download and analyse the Results can be found in the Analysing Results
section.

Fig. 3.2: A visual overview of the 3Di Workflow modelling concepts.
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Release notes

4.1 3Di general releases
4.1.1 December 16th 2022
Hotfix:
• Fixed saved states using interception

4.1.2 December 6th 2022
Hotfix:
• Fixed obstacle edits for models with maximum infiltration capacity raster

4.1.3 November 21th 2022
Tables
When generating the subgrid tables the approach has changed. Instead of user defined equidistant steps
3Di now takes non equidistant steps. This saves a ton of space when generating 3Di models and is
especially of impact when modelling in hilly areas or in areas where there is a large difference between
pixels.

DEM edits
• Refactor of dem edits to make this feature more robust.
Gridbuilder
15
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• More efficient: ignores unused refinement levels

4.1.4 November 2nd 2022
Hotfix:
• Removed incorrect boundary conditions (legacy) initialization at t=0 with only 0 values

4.1.5 October 26th 2022
Hotfix:
• Fixed issue with embedded channel cross-sections

4.1.6 May 2022
The most important change in this release is the new login page.

For information about accounts and logging in, please visit this section in the documentation: authorisation_authentication.
We also added or changed the following:
• Added personal api keys (beta).
• Copy simulation template between threedimodels.
• Added user management screens
• Added users sub-endpoint to organisations to be able to patch roles.
• Enforce maximum amount of active ThreediModels per organisation and schematisation.
• Anybody who has the ‘simulation_runner’ role will get the ‘creator’ role in a one-time data migration.
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• Solved error in the Swagger page having to do with external validation.
• Set the ‘security’ (security requirements) in the OpenAPI spec.
• Fixed v3/statuses.
• Set up client-side OAuth2 in swagger.
• Fixed error message formatting bug in has role in organisation check.
• Fixed broken websocket post_simulation_action.
• Prevent browser login screens by setting the WWW-Authenticate header on a 401 response to
“Bearer”.
• Fixed login/logout buttons in DRF views.
• JWT authentication needs to add role_info to User object.
• Ansible fixes after deployment of 2.18.1.
• Added creation of Cloud Optimize Geotiff’s for infiltration_rate_file and porosity_file raster files.
• Use Celery for API workers instead of Django channels.
• Use access policies on all ViewSets, by default only admin has access.
• Reroute all login/logout to Cognito, remove SSO connection (except for the token endpoint which
will migrate username/passwords to API Keys gradually).
• Run API websockets (ASGI) in own service.
• Threedimodel tables file can only be downloaded by admin user.
• Dropped Django Group and model permissions, changed to using DRF permissions.
• Automatically migrate SSO users to API keys with is_password=True when they authenticate
with username/password through the API (token endpoint).
• Allow API keys for retrieving tokens.
• Fixed the schema for schematisations/{}/revisions/{}/create-threedimodel and /check.
• Changed status code of “Not Authenticated” responses from 403 to 401.
• Removed global-redis as a dependency for nginx.
• Revised roles: new roles are viewer, simulation_runner, creator, and manager.
• Catch file delete exception in post delete when file was deleted first.
• Bumped threedi-tables to 1.2.7

4.1.7 April 9th 2022 (hotfix)
In this hotfix release, we fixed the following issues:
• DEM edit
• Error with type ‘Half verhard’ bugfix
• Refinement errors
• Sporadically filled DEM
• Initial ground water rasters 2D
• Cloning with initial saved stae

4.1. 3Di general releases
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4.1.8 January 31st 2022 (Klondike)
On Januari 31st we have released the backend for the Klondike release. In this release we introduce a
brand new route to process schematisations into 3Di models. This will replace the process known as
‘inpy’. For users that have not been migrated yet, this will not have effect on their work process. 3Di
Models will simulate as before.
The migration will be rolled out gradually, users will be contacted for this. The management screens
are available for all users right away, but keep in mind that the new features mostly work on migrated
schematisations and 3Di Models. Contact our servicedesk if you have any questions regarding migration.
We use the following definitions:
• Simulation templates
• Schematisations
• 3Di Models
Simulation templates
Simulations can be started up using a simulation template. A simulation template can be seen as a
pre-defined setup of a simulation. It can contain:
• initial water level rasters
• control structures
• dry weather flow patterns
• lateral inflow
• time series of boundary conditions
• simulation settings (Aggregation settings, Numerical settings*, Physical Settings*, Time step settings*)
*These settings are required
Numerical Settings
• pump_implicit_ratio: 0,
• cfl_strictness_factor_1d: 0,
• cfl_strictness_factor_2d: 0,
• convergence_cg: 0,
• flow_direction_threshold: 0,
• friction_shallow_water_depth_correction: 0,
• general_numerical_threshold: 0,
• time_integration_method: 0,
• limiter_waterlevel_gradient_1d: 0,
• limiter_waterlevel_gradient_2d: 0,
• limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d: 0,
• limiter_slope_friction_2d: 0,
• max_non_linear_newton_iterations: 0,
• max_degree_gauss_seidel: 0,
• min_friction_velocity: 0,
• min_surface_area: 0,
• use_preconditioner_cg: 0,
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• preissmann_slot: 0,
• limiter_slope_thin_water_layer: 0,
• use_of_cg: 0,
• use_nested_newton: true,
• flooding_threshold: 0
Physical Settings
• use_advection_1d: 0,
• use_advection_2d: 0
Time step settings
• time_step: 0,
• min_time_step: 0,
• max_time_step: 0,
• use_time_step_stretch: true,
• output_time_step: 0
Initial Water
• initial_groundwater (file / global setting)
• initial_waterlevels (file / global setting)
• saved state
Schematisation
A schematisation contains:
General rasters:
• dem_file
• frict_coef_file
• interception_file
Simple infiltration rasters:
• infiltration_rate_file
• max_infiltration_capacity_file
Interflow rasters:
• hydraulic_conductivity_file
• porosity_file
Ground water rasters
• equilibrium_infiltration_rate_file
• groundwater_hydro_connectivity_file
• groundwater_impervious_layer_level_file
• infiltration_decay_period_file
• initial_infiltration_rate_file
• leakage_file
• phreatic_storage_capacity_file
1D elements:

4.1. 3Di general releases
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• channels
• pipes
• manholes
• connection nodes
• structures: - weirs - culverts - orifices - pumps
• location (node id) & type (e.g. water level / discharge / etc) of boundary conditions
• dem averaging
• impervious surfaces & mapping
• surfaces
• dem refinement
• cross section locations
• levees & obstacles
GridSettings
• use_2d: bool
• use_1d_flow: bool
• use_2d_flow: bool
• grid_space: float
• dist_calc_points: float
• kmax: int
• embedded_cutoff_threshold: float = 0.05
• max_angle_1d_advection: float = 90.0
TableSettings
• table_step_size: float
• frict_coef: float
• frict_coef_type: InitializationType
• frict_type: int = 4
• interception_global: Optional[float] = None
• interception_type: Optional[InitializationType] = None
• table_step_size_1d: float = None
• table_step_size_volume_2d: float = None
3Di Model
A 3Di Model is generated from a schematisation. The generation takes the grid & table settings from
the spatialite and processess the schematisation into a 3Di Model.
3Di Management Screens
The management screens have been extended with a Models section. In this Models section users can:
For 3Di Models
• See an overview of Models in a list
• See an overview of Models in the map
• Per Model a detailed page is available including the location on the map, size of the Model.

20
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• Per Model is an option to run the simulation on the live site
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to run the simulation on the live site
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to delete the model
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to re-generate the model from the schematisation
• A history of simulations performed with the 3Di Model
• An overview of available simulation templates. By default 1 simulation template is available for
every Model. This is generated based on the spatialite. The name of the simulation template is
the name in the v2_global_settings table.
For schematisations users can:
• See all available schematisations in a list.
• See past revisions of a schematisation
• Generate a 3Di Model from a schematisation or re-generate an existing model from the schematisation. Keep in mind that doing so will remove additionally generated templates

4.1.9 March 23rd 2021
3Di is expanding! We are proud to announce that due to international recognition we are expanding the
capacity of 3Di:
• The first stage of setting up our second calculation center in Taiwan is finished. Organizations that
prefer this center can connect to 3Di via 3di.tw.
• To cope with increasing demand for calculations the capacity of our main calculation center has
been upgraded
3Di available for scientific researchers
Interested to use 3Di in your research? We are proud to announce that we now supply free licenses for
scientific researchers. Contact us via info@3diwatermanagement.com when you’re interested.

4.1.10 March 8th 2021
Update land use map for the calculation of damage estimations
For usage in The Netherlands only:
We have updated the land use map that is being used for the calculation of damage estimations. This
to ensure tunnels are placed under a road.
Source date & time
• BAG: 2019-05-09
• BGT: 2019-05-09
• BRP: 2019-05-15
• NWB: 2019-05-01
• Top10NL: 2018-07-16
The map can be viewed here: stowa.lizard.net

4.1. 3Di general releases
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4.2 3Di Live Site
4.2.1 November 21th 2022
Flood barriers tool
A flood barrier can prevent a certain area from flooding. You can set the height of the flood barrier. For
more information about the flood barriers tool, you can watch the Floodbarriers preview on Youtube.
Added features
• Show 2D flow lines (new model generation required for this)
Fixed
• Link to 3Di documentation under ‘help

4.2.2 August 2022
• We have hotfixed the waterdepth interpolation to make sure that no water is shown visually before
the start of a simulation and to avoid large patches of interpolated water when zooming out
• Added Icon Forecast
• Implemented the following rasters:
– ICON-global forecast of precipitation with hourly timestamp
– ICON-EU forecast of precipitation with hourly timestamp
– ICON-D2 forecast of precipitation with hourly timestamp
• Icon forecast gives you a global forecast of rainfall for the next 24 hours. More information can be
found here:
• Added a rainbarchart to show the amount of precipitation during the simulation time
• Limit the datepicker of forecasted rain to the range of dates that the forecast spans. Mostly 2-7
days.
• Show in the datepicker if there actually is a rain-event on the model extend.
• Improved search functionality. For instance you can now toggle to view all types of sewers when
searching on sewers.
• Fixed a bug where a model without a simulation template would stall in the live-site.
• Fixed a bug where the water depth on nodes would display incorrect.
• Fixed a bug where the mouse cursor would change to a hand indicating you would be able to click
the element but couldn’t.

4.2.3 February 2022 (Klondike)
We have released new versions of the live site.
• Simulation templates are used

4.2.4 October 18th 2021
We have released new versions of the live site
• Saves the organisation you have selected and your previous search term last
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• Forms reflect the last action from the user. E.g. for rainfall it doesn’t reset to the default value
anymore
• Events can be deleted or stopped. For now pumps, discharges, rain and wind are supported

4.2.5 March 23rd 2021
We have update the 3Di live site with following features:
• Water depth graph now also shows a graph with water depth - 0
• Add a clock time hover
• Add hh:mm at the start of the simulation, to make clear what are the units of the clock
• Add decimal support for discharge (when editing pumps)
• Add minute support for durations
• Ability to select different units when editing a pump discharge

4.2.6 February 22nd 2021
Some bugfixes in 3Di live:
• Rescale DEM coloring based on model
• Correct water depth calculation for manholes
• Close culvert in both directions
• Rate limiter interferes with simulation in spectator mode
• Moving dots for 0D1D models fixed
• Correct handling of wind direction
• Breach editing used wrong id

4.3 3Di Management Screens
4.3.1 November 21th 2022
• See the complete commit message in the revision overview when hovering
• This overview now also shows for which revisions a 3Di model is available

4.3. 3Di Management Screens
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• When clicking on a simulation template, the link now is directed to the details page of the simulation
where the template was based upon. Showing the events in the simulation template.
• Added a save as template button to simulations detail page

• Shows queued simulations:
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• Regenerating a model that is active now gives a clear error message

• If a project tag is added to a simulation it will be shown

4.3.2 February 2022 (Klondike) v2
• Fixed a bug where the models map page stayed empty if there were no models
• Fixed a bug where a schematisation that has no revisions yet showed an empty page
• Add information about the current framework version, so the user knows if the current 3Di model
is up to date
• Show model id as well as name on the models list page
• The gridadmin.h5 file can now be downloaded from the model detail page as well as from the
simulation results download
• Simulation templates can now also be deleted
• The information on the models list page can be exported as an Excel file
• Generating a model can fail if the schematisation already has the maximum number; show an error
message if this happens.
• Add a column for ‘latest revision’ to the Schematisations table.
• Instead of subpages, now everything is reachable from the front page

4.3. 3Di Management Screens
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4.3.3 February 2022 (Klondike)
The management screens have been extended with a Models section. In this Models section users can:
For 3Di Models
• See an overview of Models in a list
• See an overview of Models in the map
• Per Model a detailed page is available including the location on the map, size of the Model.
• Per Model is an option to run the simulation on the live site
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to run the simulation on the live site
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to delete the model
• On the detailed Model page there is an option to re-generate the model from the schematisation
• A history of simulations performed with the 3Di Model
• An overview of available simulation templates. By default 1 simulation template is available for
every Model. This is generated based on the spatialite. The name of the simulation template is
the name in the v2_global_settings table.
For schematisations users can:
• See all available schematisations in a list.
• See past revisions of a schematisation
• Generate a 3Di Model from a schematisation or re-generate an existing model from the schematisation. Keep in mind that doing so will remove additionally generated templates

4.4 3Di Modeller Interface
4.4.1 December 8th 2022
Release notes 3Di Toolbox v2.4.1
Due to changes introduced in v2.4, threedi-modelchecker would re-install on every startup. This has been
fixed now. (#729) Fixed ‘Import sufhyd’: this routine expected a the table v2_pipe to have a column
‘pipe_quality’, which was removed recently (#728) A schema version check was added to ‘Import sufhyd’.
If the target spatialite has a too low schema version, you will be instructed to migrate it and try again
(#726)

4.4.2 November 21th 2022
Release notes 3Di Toolbox v2.4
• Bugfix: “predict calc points” tool no longer fails with “TypeError: not all arguments converted
during string formatting” #699
• Spatialite schema version compatibility upgraded from schema version 207 to 209 (#693, #648)
Release notes 3Di Schematisation Editor v1.2
• Editing channel start- or end vertices now disconnects channel from connection node, consistent
with behaviour for other line features (#66)
• Unused field “max_capacity” has been removed from Orifice layer (#73)
• Spatialite database schema version is now saved to Geopackage during conversion (#72)
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• “Load from Spatialite” no longer fails when the spatialite contains a v2_surface_map or
v2_impervious_surface_map with a connection_node_id that does not exist (#75)
• In all attribute forms, units are added to fields for which this is relevant (#8)
• Explainer text has been added to cross section ‘table’ input boxes in the attribute forms (#64)
• Mistakes in cross_section_table inputs are fixed if possible, and mistakes that cannot be fixed
are identified and reported to the user before “Save to Spatialite” starts. are checked GPKG to
Spatialite (#70)
• Remove unnecessary popup “Save edits to Manhole?” in specific cases (#80)
• Spatialite schema version compatibility upgraded from schema version 207 to 209 (#71, #83)
• Add cross section shape 0: “Closed rectangle” (#79)
• Enable/disable the width, height and table widgets based on cross section shape (#78)
Release notes 3Di Models & Simulations v3.3
• 2D grid (geojson file) is no longer downloaded after choosing model for new simulation. Instead,
please use the processing algorithms in Processing > Toolbox > 3Di > Computational Grid (#325)
• New project > New simulation no longer fails (#400)
• Fix issues with Models & Simulations Panel when other dock widget on the right are also opened.
The status bar at the bottom no longer dissapears when opening the Models & Simulations Panel.
(#153)
• New schematisation: spatialite is migrated to most recent version (#359)
• New schematisation becomes the active schematisation after “New schematisation from existing
spatialite” (#385)
• Add option to upload new initial water level rasters in the Simulation wizard (#280)
• In the dropdown for selecting an initial water level raster in the Simulation Wizard, show name of
the source file instead of “initial_waterlevels.msgpack” (#179)
• In the simulation wizard, you can now set the discharge coefficients and max breach depth in the
breach tab (#187)
• Spatialite schema version compatibility upgraded from schema version 207 to 209 (#398, #406)
• When downloading simulation results, the gridadmin.h5 file is now (also) downloaded to {3Di
working directory}{schematisation}{revision n}grid (#403)
• When downloading a revision, the gridadmin.h5 is also downloaded if available (#402)
Checker
• Warning for double cumultative cumulative discharges in the aggregation NetCDF - https://app.
zenhub.com/workspaces/team-3di-5ef60eff1973dd0024268b90/issues/nens/threedi-api/1766 ?
• Check on flooding treshold is now more strict
Postprocessing Lizard
• Added the possibility to use the projects in Lizard directly. Give your simulation as a tag:
‘project:number’ and the number will be added in lizard to the project.
Reminder
• The server known as inpy is no more. If you started using 3Di this year you can ignore this message.
For the other users: the 3Di models cannot run anymore on the live site. But the schematisations
are all available. The be able to run the 3Di model again, simply look for your schematisation on
management.3di.live and press ‘generate model’.
• If you’re not sure whether your model is generated using inpy, go to management.3di.live search
for your model. If there is no details page available (link is greyed out) then the model is generated
via inpy.
4.4. 3Di Modeller Interface
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4.4.3 August 2022
Release notes 3Di Toolbox v2.3
• Visualise any computatial grid (gridadmin.h5 file), using the new Processing Algorithm “Computational grid from gridadmin.h5”. This works for gridadmin.h5 files that were generated on the
server as well as those generated locally.
• Generate the computational grid for your schematisation in the 3Di Modeller Interface. The routine
that is used on the server to generate the computational grid, has now also been made available
locally, so that you can continously check how your schematisation is translated to a computational
grid. Use the new Processing Algorithm “Computational grid from schematisation”.
• Bugfix: pumped volume for pumps without end note is now also included in the water balance
• Bugfix: total balance in water balance tool now also works in QGIS 3.22
• Bugfix: water balance tool now handles aggregation netcdf’s that have different timesteps for
different variables
• Bugfix: side view tool now handles models that contain cross section locations that refer to nonexistent cross section definitions
• Bugfix: statistics tool gave IndexError for some datasets
• Bugfix: processing algorithm for water depth/level: batch functionality has been repaired

4.4.4 July 2022
3Di Models & Simulations v3.2
• Logging in with your username and password is no longer needed. Instead, you can now set a
Personal API Key in the plugin settings. The Personal API Key will be stored (encrypted) in the
QGIS Password Manager. (#382, #372, #366)
• Migrating spatialites to the newest schema version now follows the same logic in all plugins: if a
migration is required, a popup message will ask you if you want this. If you click Yes, migration
will be performed immediately. (#377)
• Some users experienced SSL Errors, caused by expired SSL certificates that are not properly removed by Windows. A popup message with specific instructions on how to fix this issue now
appears when the error occurs. (#379)
• When creating a new schematisation based on an existing spatialite, all rasters will be copied into
the new schematisation. In the previous version, only the rasters referenced from the global settings
were copied. (#375)

4.4.5 June 2022
3Di Toolbox v2.2
• Introducing the Watershed Tool! Analyse upstream and downstream areas of any location in your
model area, based on a network analysis of your simulation results (#641)
• Migrating spatialites to the newest schema version now follows the same logic in all plugins: if a
migration is required, a popup message will ask you if you want this. If you click Yes, migration
will be performed immediately. (#644)
• Added 3Di logo in the Plugin Manager (#606)
• Installation and update procedure has been improved. Black command prompt windows are no
longer shown on startup. (#621, #625)
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Documentation on the Watershed Tood can be found here.
3Di Schematisation Editor v1.1.1 - EXPERIMENTAL
• Migrating spatialites to the newest schema version now follows the same logic in all plugins: if a
migration is required, a popup message will ask you if you want this. If you click Yes, migration
will be performed immediately. (#50)
3Di Schematisation Editor v1.1 - EXPERIMENTAL
This is a new plugin that will make editing schematisations much easier than before.
What does this plugin have to offer for modellers?
• Directly edit all layers of your schematisation, using all native QGIS functionality for editing vector
features
• Quickly add features to your schematision with the “magic” editing functionality for 1D layers. For
example: existing connection nodes are used when drawing a pipe between them, new connection
nodes and manholes are created when a new pipe is digitized, etc.
• Easily move nodes and all connected lines using the smartly pre-configured snapping and topological
editing settings
• Easily move the start or end of pipes, channels, culverts, orifices, weirs, pumps, and the connection
node id’s will be automatically updated for you
• Get a complete overview of your schematistion: all rasters that are part of your schematisation are
added to the QGIS project when the schematisation is loaded
• Spot the tiniest local variation in elevation with the hillshade layer is automatically added on top
of your DEM
• Visualise the mapping of (impervious) surfaces to connection nodes and change them by updating
the geometries
• Easily navigate through your schematisation: layers in the layer panel are neatly grouped together
in collapsed groups
Version 1.1 is ‘experimental’ plugin, because it is not yet fully integrated with the other components
of the Modeller Interface. In practice, this mainly means that you will have to convert between the
Spatialite and the Schematisation Editor’s Geopackage format every time you start or finish editing your
schematisation.
New in version 1.1 (for those users who already tried out version 1.0):
• Facilitate adding channels and cross section locations (also fixes the issue that sometimes it was
not possible to fill in channel start or end node ids)
• Delete referencing features
• Release through plugins.3di.live as experimental plugin
• Rename to 3Di Schematisation Editor
• Set scale dependent visibility for manholes
• Fix export to spatialite in QGIS 3.22 (was fixed by adding a schema migration in threedimodelchecker)
• Fix drawing of pipe trajectory over existing manholes
• Consistent handling of geomtry edits
• Check write permissions for Geopackage target location
• Support spatialite schema_version 206 + updated the popup message if schema is not up to date
• Remove field cross_section_code
• Remove table cross_section_definition

4.4. 3Di Modeller Interface
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• Make all id fields autoincrement
• End all editing sessions when user clicks Save to Spatialite
• Rename column calculation_pnt_id of connected_point to calculation_point_id
• Pump capacity should be NULL by default
• Add geopackage database connection to QGIS list
• Refresh map canvas after removing 3Di model
• Correct list of calculation types in culvert attribute form
• Guarantee that layers are added to the correct group
• Add hillshade styled DEM
• Raster styling classes
• Hide ‘fid’ columns
• More intuitive validation color logic in attribute forms
• Make snapping work properly after saving/loading project
• Fix scale dependent visibility for manholes
• Rename plugin to 3Di Schematisation Editor
• Fix width and diameter labels for tabulated cross sections
• Compatibility with QGIS 3.22 / Spatialite v4.3
• Drop-downs are used in the attribute table for fields with a limited list of valid integer values (e.g.
calculation type).
3Di Toolbox v2.1
• IMPORTANT: If you update to 3Di Toolbox v2.1, you also _must_ update the 3Di Models &
Simulations plugin to version 3.1. Failing to do so may lead to unexpected behaviour of several
tools.
• Fix several issues with 3Di Spatialites in QGIS 3.22. Until now, all 3Di Spatialites were built using
Spatialite 3, which QGIS 3.22 no longer supports. Migrate Spatialite now tranfers all data to a
Spatialite 4.3 file.
• Graph Tool and Water Balance Tool plots now render properly on second screens
• Bugfix for using the SideView tool for open water
• Water Balance Tool in/out labels near the x axis are now located correctly
• Graph Tool and Water Balance Tool plots: time units can be chosen as s / min / hrs.
• SideView Tool and Statistics Tool: Feedback is given to user when manhole surface level is not
filled in.
3Di Models & Simulations v3.1
• Compatibility with migrating to the new Spatialite v4.3 file
• Support rainfall events from csv with more than 300 steps
• The “New schematisation” wizard now has the option to use an existing spatialite
• You will receive a warning when trying to upload a rainfall CSV with non-equidistant timesteps
• Errors from the 3Di API are reported more clearly
• You can now view all simulation results available for download, even when more than 50 are
available
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4.4.6 March 2022
3Di Models & Simulations v3.0.3
• Show schematisation checker results in two separate, tidy list widgets: one for spatialite checks,
one for raster checks (#229)
• Include ‘info’ and ‘warning’ level log messages in schematisation checker output (#286)
• Fix ‘Revision is not valid’ error when uploading new revision (#334)
• Fix ‘Revision does not exist’ error when uploading new revision (#344)
• On startup, check if any incompatible version of the python package threedi-api-client version is
installed and attempt to upgrade to correct version (#348)
• Allow rain intensities < 1 mm/hr (#180, #347)
3Di Customisations v1.2
• Remove all user interface customisations, except red menu bar
• Add “About 3Di modeller interface” dialog
3Di Toolbox v1.33
• Processing tools have been added to check the Spatialite and Rasters. These processing algorithms
add the check results as layers to your QGIS project, instead of in a separate shapefile, csv, or text
file. You can access them through Processing > Toolbox > 3Di > Schematisation. In the future,
these processing algorithms will replace the current checker tools available in the ‘Commands’
Toolbox.

4.4.7 February 2022 (Klondike)
We have released threeditoolbox 1.31 and 3Di Models & simulations 3.0.2. “3Di Models & simulations”
is the new name for what was previously called “API client”. Please note: If you continue to use the old
route, you still need the previous version of the plugin as well.
We have also released a new version of the Modeller Interface: Download here the latest version: Modeller
Interface

4.4.8 August 2021
We have released a new version of the Modeller Interface with the following:
• Update on the animation toolbar
• Added tooling for dry weather flow calculations
• Water depth maps for multiple timesteps
• Bugfix Sideview Tool
Download here the latest version: Modeller Interface
Also we have included a comprehensive table on our docs showing the current status of implementation
of features of API v3: simulate_api_qgis_overview
Important note for QGIS Users
Please note that installing QGIS has been undergoing some changes, at the moment the OSGeo4W
Network Installer is the recommended way to install QGIS. See https://www.qgis.org/en/site/forusers/
download.html for more information. This change does not apply for users that use the Modeller Interface
installer.
Animation Toolbar update
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The styling of all animation layers has been improved. The value categories are no longer fixed but
based on the value distribution in the entire simulation. In the 2D domain, the animation toolbar now
visualizes cells instead of nodes. Furthermore, the option ‘relative to timestep 0’ was introduced. This
allows you to switch between e.g. absolute water levels and water level relative to the start of your
simulation.
Below are examples of a dike breach. Animation 1 is showing relative change in water level and discharge.
The plot is done for every calculation cell and flow line. Animation 2 is the same situation as an absolute
plot showing the water level per calculation cell and the discharge over the flow lines. Some other
improvements to the toolbar include:
• More user feedback.
• The animation layers are removed when the Animation Toolbar is deactivated.
• The groundwater layers are only displayed when the simulation includes groundwater.
Dry weather flow calculator
In some cases it is required to add dry weather flow to a simulation. To enable this a processing tool has
been added to convert dry weather flow as defined in the model spatialite (dry weather flow attribute of
the impervious surface layer) to lateral discharge timeseries that can be used as in your simulations. In
our earlier API (v1), dry weather flow was read automatically from the spatialite and calculated according
a standard distribution. In the current API (v3), dry weather flow is added as lateral discharges to allow
for more flexibility. E.g. in the distribution of dry weather flow over the day.
Water depth maps for multiple timestep
We have added the option to generate water depth/level maps for a range of timesteps. The output is a
multiband geotiff, where each band contains the water depth map of one timestep.
The water depth processing algorithm also has various minor bugfixes and improvements:
• Selecting DEM layer from project no longer gives an error.
• Generating outputs for timestep 0 without moving the timestep slider no longer gives an error.
• Improved readability of LCD display by adding days to the display.
• Set LCD value to 00:00 when file is loaded.
• More accurate description of what the tool does.
Bugfix SideView tool
The SideView tool no longer worked since QGIS 3.16.6. This has now been fixed

4.4.9 May 21st 2021 - 3Di API QGIS Client
We have released a new version of the Modeller Interface and an update of our 3Di API QGIS Client to
version 2.4.1. The following has been fixed:
• Users no longer get a throttling warning when trying to start a simulation.
• Results download only shows results for the model that is selected in the panel.
The location of plugins has changed from https://plugins.lizard.net/plugins.xml to https://plugins.3di.
live/plugins.xml

4.4.10 April 22nd 2021 - 3Di Toolbox
We have released a new version of the Modeller Interface and the ThreediToolbox 1.18 . This is a fix for
the error “Couldn’t load plugin ‘ThreeDiToolbox’ due to an error when calling its classFactory() method
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named ‘alembic’ “
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4.4.11 April 1st 2021 - 3Di Toolbox
Due to some changes under the hood in QGIS 3.16 we have released a new version of the Modeller
Interface and the ThreediToolbox 1.17

4.4.12 March 8th 2021
Download the latest version of the Modeller Interface , which at the time of writing uses QGIS 3.16.4.
For QGIS users: upgrade the plugin using the plugin panel. In case this doesn’t work, it is possible to
install the plugins as zip file. The latest versions are ThreediToolbox 1.16 and Threedi-API-QGIS client
is 2.4.0.
Local calculation of water depth & water level maps
It is possible to generate water depth maps for every time step with the newest version of the Modeller
Interface. To generate these water depth maps, 3Di applies a special algorithm that combines the water
level results with the information of the DEM. This algorithm creates visually appealing maps. The maps
show the water level and water depth results on high resolution, these can be based on the interpolated
and on the non-interpolated water level results.
A quick guide to generate water depth maps:
Processing ^^> Toolbox ^^> 3Di ^^> post-processed results ^^> water depth
Or check out our documentation: Calculate waterdepth and waterlevel maps
Extended support for starting simulations using the Modeller Interface
We have added the following support for starting simulations from the Modeller Interface:
• added support for wind. See our user manual: Using the Modeller Interface or our technical
documentation : Wind effects for more information.
• added option of tags. This can be used to tag a simulation with a project related tag. This way it
is easier to organise simulations.
• added time-interpolation options for laterals
• added the option for Netcdf upload for rain
• option to set base URL for the API (for use of 3Di in other countries)
The following bugs have been fixed:
• start time is now correctly used
• search window for models is now case insensitive
• bug fix lateral file upload
Bugfix in the ThreeDiToolbox
• Fix import sufhyd coordinates swapped on newer gdal versions.

4.4.13 February 22nd 2021
• We now support QGIS 3.16 for our toolbox
Download the latest version of the Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface
Please not that the Modeller Interface is not yet upgraded to QGIS 3.16, we will do so when the QGIS
repo’s are updated.
For QGIS users: upgrade the plugin using the plugin panel.
3Di Modeller Interface styling improvements
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Based on your feedback we have improved the styling of the schematizations in the Modeller Interface.
Not only that, we now have support for multiple stylings! Check out the video to see how it works.
The improvements are:
• For weirs, orifices and culverts, the styling now indicates when flow in one or both directions is
impossible (discharge coefficient - 0)
• Grid refinement styling now indicates the refinement level
• Multiple stylings are added next to the default. Switching to these stylings allows you to visualize
flow direction, code, id, storage area, bank level, reference level, invert level, crest level, diameters
and dimensions, min/max of timeseries, and pump capacity. How it works is explained in the docs:
multiplestyles
Schematization checker improvements
We are constantly working on improving the 3Di experience. Based on user experience analysis we have
added the following checks to the schematization checker:
• Add check ConnectionNodesDistance which ensure all connection_nodes have a minimum distance
between each other.
• Set the geometry of the following tables as required:
impervious_surface, obstacle,
cross_section_location, connection_nodes, grid_refinement, surface, 2d_boundary_conditions
and 2d_lateral.
• Add check for open cross-section when NumericalSettings. use_of_nested_newton is turned off.
• Add checks to ensure some of the fields in numerical settings are larger than 0.
• Add check to ensure an isolated pipe always has a storage area.
• Add
check
to
see
if
a
connection_node
(pipe/channel/culvert/weir/pumpstation/orifice).

is

connected

to

an

artifact

Bugfixes in 3Di Modeller Interface
• Fixed h5py error, it is now possible to use the 3Di toolbox on QGIS 3.10.12
• Fixed x-axis bug in the water balance tool

4.5 3Di API
4.5.1 November 21th 2022
When using an .env fileyou need to change the content of this file to:
THREEDI_API_HOST=https://api.3di.live THREEDI_API_PERSONAL_API_TOKEN= supersecret API key
• Instead of username / password. It is more secure and for new users the username/password
combination will not work anymore. Note: Try to avoid committing passwords and API keys to
public github repositories.
• Added variable increment table step sizes.
• Block obstacle/raster edits for models generated before 3.0.0 release.
• Obstacle edits support.
• Duration on structure-controls has become mandatory.
Note: this is not backwards compatible, but without duration it does not work…
• Increased total timeout for trying Lizard rain requests for one timestep to 30 minutes.
• Gridadmin.h5 epsg_code is only an attribute on root level.
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• Threedimodel 1d/2d/0d extent’s can now be zero size (singular point).
• Allow patching duration on Lizard raster rain and sources & sinks Lizard raster resources.
• Set simulation.threedicore_version on simulation start.
• Added rain (node) graph websocket to results-api and registration endpoint.
• Added rain graph endpoint in API v3
• Add endpoint for uploading and downloading ‘flowlines’ geojson file on threedimodel.
• Added has_threedimodel field to schematisation revisions and querystring filter option.
• Stopped Inpy-generated models support.
• Fixed a bug in the LizardRasterSourcesSinks serialization.
• Fixed a bug in api/v3/auth/users (non-superusers).
• Changed link in email sent when queued simulation is started. #1657
• Bugfix: get correct list of related rasters for DEM raster edits. #1711
• Bugfix: Aggregation of uploaded initial waterlevel rasters on threedimodels was not triggered.
• Allow an user to create multiple initial waterlevel rasters on a threedimodel.
• Support bigger geotiffs by enabling temporary compression for Cloud Optimize Geotiff creation.
Hotfixes that were already set in production
• Stop initializing boundaries with 0 values at t0 by default.
• Improve waterdepth interpolation by using vol/vol1 to prune Delaunay triangles that have volume
< 0.001 voor all 3 nodes.
Fixed
• Threedicore version is now correctly written to the simulation details

4.5.2 July 2022
(2022-07-20)
• Bumped pyjwt in scheduler and fixed decoding issues.
• Restore simulation labels for Marathon (Mesos).
• Increased total Lizard radar rain (multiple requests) timeout to 5 minutes.
• Upgraded pypi packages in services.
• Api-workers: Added Celery readiness/liveness file probes.
• Changed order in ThreediModelTask so Simululation Template worker is started after aggregations
are done.
• Fixed bug in simulation template processing.
• Fix bug where threedimodel resources were not incorperated in simulation copy using the fromtemplate endpoint.
• Allow to dynamically enable/disable tasks in api-worker.
• Prevent simulation deletion which is simulation-template
• Frontends have moved to ghcr.io.
• Bumped threedicore to 2.2.12

4.5. 3Di API
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4.5.3 June 2022
(2022-06-12)
• Threedi-modelchecker now support spatialite 4
• Bugfix for file boundary conditions expiry date in simulation templates.
• Bugfix for sending e-mails for simulations picked up from the queue
• Bugfix for async (file) event validation.

4.5.4 May 2022
• Added personal api keys (beta).
• Copy simulation template between threedimodels.
• Added user management screens
• Added users sub-endpoint to organisations to be able to patch roles.
• Enforce maximum amount of active ThreediModels per organisation and schematisation.
Moreover:
• Anybody who has the ‘simulation_runner’ role will get the ‘creator’ role in a one-time data migration.
• Solved error in the Swagger page having to do with external validation.
• Set the ‘security’ (security requirements) in the OpenAPI spec.
• Fixed v3/statuses.
• Set up client-side OAuth2 in swagger.
• Fixed error message formatting bug in has role in organisation check.
• Fixed broken websocket post_simulation_action.
• Prevent browser login screens by setting the WWW-Authenticate header on a 401 response to
“Bearer”.
• Fixed login/logout buttons in DRF views.
• JWT authentication needs to add role_info to User object.
• Ansible fixes after deployment of 2.18.1.
• Added creation of Cloud Optimize Geotiff’s for infiltration_rate_file and porosity_file raster files.
• Use Celery for API workers instead of Django channels.
• Use access policies on all ViewSets, by default only admin has access.
• Reroute all login/logout to Cognito, remove SSO connection (except for the token endpoint which
will migrate username/passwords to API Keys gradually).
• Run API websockets (ASGI) in own service.
• Threedimodel tables file can only be downloaded by admin user.
• Dropped Django Group and model permissions, changed to using DRF permissions.
• Automatically migrate SSO users to API keys with is_password=True when they authenticate
with username/password through the API (token endpoint).
• Allow API keys for retrieving tokens.
• Fixed the schema for schematisations/{}/revisions/{}/create-threedimodel and /check.
• Changed status code of “Not Authenticated” responses from 403 to 401.
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• Removed global-redis as a dependency for nginx.
• Revised roles: new roles are viewer, simulation_runner, creator, and manager.
• Catch file delete exception in post delete when file was deleted first.
• Bumped threedi-tables to 1.2.7

4.5.5 February 2022
2.17.4 (2022-02-23) - Bugfix in embedded (connection) node in lateral files processing
2.17.3 (2022-02-22) - Make sure threedimodel workers receive tasks only once. - Include threedimodels
which are being validated in max amount of threedimodels check for schematisation. - Support embedded
(connection) nodes in laterals files and other API resources.
2.17.2 (2022-02-16) - Bumped threedi-tables to 1.2.6 - Bumped threedigrid to 1.1.14, geometry filtering
bugfix. - All boundaries conditions in a file need to have the same timesteps. - Bugfix: simulations
need either duration or end_datetime - Fixed uploading revision rasters with md5sum (deduplication)
in case the other raster has a different type. - Improve speed of user_organisation_roles queries. - Allow
threedimodel filtering on revision__schematisation__id. - Maximum number active model check no
longer takes non valid models into account.

4.5.6 February 2022 (Klondike)
General
• Reordering of nodes and lines: the order and ids of the calculation nodes and flowlines will be
different.
• Reprojection of 1D objects: the EPSG database that is used when reprojecting spatialite geometries
to the model projection was upgraded from version 7.9 to 10.041. Due to improvements in the
projection definitions, this may result in effects due to geometries that are displaced relative to the
DEM (and correspondingly the 2D grid), for example 1D-2D lines or grid refinements. Note that in
all cases no correction grids (e.g. RDNAPTRANS) or date-dependent datum shifts (e.g. ETRS89
to WGS84) are applied. Versions corresponding to EPSG database 7.9: PROJ4 4.8.0, August 2011
Versions corresponding to EPSG database 10.041: PROJ4 8.2.1, Dec 2021
Channels, pipes and culverts
• 1D initial waterlevels on channels/pipes/culvert nodes are now (linearly) interpolated between
connection nodes.
• The volume of an embedded channel/pipe/culvert (that is added to the 2D nodes in which they
are embedded) now stems precisely from the part of the channel/pipe/culvert that is inside the 2D
cell. Previously, this was not the case.
• If the direction of a channel/pipe/culvert geometry is reversed compared to the “connection_node_start” and “connection_node_end”, then this is now fixed automatically.
• The calculation type of culverts is not ignored anymore.
• For calculation nodes on channels with connected calculation type, the cross section will be used
until the surface level of the DEM. This will give differences for channels with connected calculation
type in case the cross section is below the surface level.
Cross section definitions
• A new “closed rectangle” (type 0) cross section definition is available. This definition requires both
width and height.
• For tabulated cross section definitions, the input is validated more strictly. Previously, a wrong
input (e.g. using a comma as separator between numbers) resulted in the table only receiving one
value.

4.5. 3Di API
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2D initial waterlevels
• The no data value in 2D initial waterlevels is now excluded while taking the min, max, or mean.
This means that cells with partial data now receive a water level whereas in the old route they did
not.
Obstacles / Levees
• The algorithm with which 2D flowlines are assigned to obstacles/levees is changed. Now, every
flowline that intersects the obstacle/levee is assigned to it.
• Also levee/obstacle geometries can be drawn outside the DEM area, which was previously not
possible.
2D boundary conditions
• The constraints on 2D boundary conditions have become less strict. Every border cell can now get
a boundary condition. It is required however that the border cells of a single boundary condition
form one horizontal or vertical edge. The boundary condition does not need to be precisely at the
cell edge anymore. Also it is not required anymore to adjust the DEM to precisely align to the
border cells; if there is no DEM data at the outer cell edge, the DEM data will be extrapolated.
Gridadmin / Results NetCDF
• The gridadmin.h5 and results_3di.nc file now uses NaN (not-a-number) instead of -9999 for missing
values in float columns. Integer type columns still have –9999 to denote “missing”.

4.5.7 January 31st 2022 (Klondike)
The following endpoints have been added to the API:
• Upload Schematisations
• Download Schematisations
• Create 3Di Models from a Schematisation
• Create Simulation Templates
Technical details:
Filters:
• Added threedimodel__revision__id filter on simulations.
• Added threedimodel__id filter to simulations endpoint.
• Renamed revision_id filter on threedimodels endpoint to revision__id.
• Added filter on /threedimodels/ for organisation unique_id.
• Tags in filter now support icontains lookups.
Ordering:
• Added simulation name, simulation type, threedimodel name, schematisation name, started, total_time, and simulation username ordering options to Usage.
• Added simulation name, simulation status, threedimodel id, threedimodel name, simulation username, simulation active_status filter options to Usage.
OpenAPI changes:
• Changed swagger definition for LineString to array containing 2 arrays of 2 numbers.
• Added min_started and max_started to Usage serializer.
• Changed openapi tags field definition to become equivalent of Python List[str].
• Added mandatory longitude, latitude order for coordinates at all relevant places in openapi/swagger
docs.
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Threedicore:
• Updated to 2.2.3.
Boundary conditions:
• Boundary conditions: new format validation and docs.
• Sort new-style boundary condition files by type and id.
DWF:
• Periodic (“daily” only for now) file lateral support. Intended for dry weather flow.
Results files:
• Keep simulation log files (disable automatic cleanup)
Debugging:
• Enable simulation DEBUG level logging by either providing automatic-test or debugmode as tag.
Lizard raster rain:
• Adjust timeout of Lizard raster rain requests to 120 sec.
• Bugfix: Lizard raster rain with interval >= 1 day(s) where not processed correctly.
Bugfixes:
• Bugfix:
added missing permissions
cal/timestep/numerical settings.

for

local

rain

endpoints

and

deleting

physi-

• Fixed bug in threedimodels levees geojson download.
• Fixed websocket issue for raster-edit update and delete events
1D initial waterlevels:
• Enabled management of initial_waterlevel and initial_groundwater_level model rasters for default
users.
• Added ‘dimension’ field (default:
els/{pk}/initial_waterlevels.

‘two_d’, optional new value:

• Added simulations/{simulation_pk}/initial/1d_water_level/file
tial_waterlevels with dimension = ‘one_d’.

‘one_d’) to threedimod-

resource

to

refer

to

ini-

• A POST on simulations/{simulation_pk}/initial/1d_water_level/predefined now also creates a
simulations/{simulation_pk}/initial/file resource. The scheduler ignores the /predefined one if
the /file resource exists.

4.5.8 December 13th 2021 (hotfix)
We have released the following hotfixes:
1. Fix for cross-sectional area in case of breaches
2. Fix in breach computations in case of time step plus

4.5.9 November 24th 2021 (hotfix)
We have released the following hotfixes:
1. Writing correct value to Mesh2DFace_zcc variable in the NetCDF
2. Convert infiltration values to m/s for dem_edit input

4.5. 3Di API
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4.5.10 October 18th 2021
We have released the API V3
After this release, we stop to support API v1. Do you still need access to API v1? Please contact our
servicedesk.
New Features
• Added structure controls file (bulk) upload.
• Added extra fields, filtering and sorting options on statuses endpoint
Improvements
• Decreased SQL query count of files and threedimodels endpoints.
• Simulation can only be created by an organisation with a valid contract.
• API version v3.0 renamed from to v3. Version v3.0 still works for backwards compatibilty.
Bugfixes
• Removed 5 min timed-out when uploading result files.
• Set simulation state to finished after pause timeout.
• File endpoint max pagination size is now 250, like rest of the API endpoints.
• Boundary conditions interpolation
• Added convergence_eps to Simulation settings
• Properly set file status after upload_processor crash.
• Gracefully handle invalid “spatial_ref” in default NetCDF.
• TMS min/max values where incorrect if the raster contained np.nan values.
• Fix versions in browsable API hyperlinks.
• Fix versions in browsable API hyperlinks.
• Disable throttling on /health/ endpoint.
• Fix authorization for objects that derive their ownership through schematisation objects (threedimodels resource and childs, threedimodel fields, initial_waterlevel field).
• Solve N+1 query issue for threedimodels with schematisation revisions.
• Results.basic field in Lizard postprocessing API is now correct.
• Levees geojson generation problem fixed due to incorrect dtype
• Simulation filtering on status endpoint is no longer possible
• Ordering of Lizard postprocessing statuses

4.5.11 June 25th 2021 Hotfix
We have released the following hotfixes:
1. fix for errors with initial waterlevels (2D only model / Embedded problems)
2. fix for edge cases regenradar concerning the 2D extent and the 0D extent
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4.5.12 June 14th 2021
We have released the following:
• Simulation settings endpoint
This settings endpoint contains 4 different type of settings:
• numerical
• physical
• timestep
• aggregation
Using this settings endpoint overrules the settings that are uploaded with the spatialite. Currently this
option is only available via our API. For more information on usage please check the swagger pages
For users using dry weather flow in urban sewerage systems please note that there is a difference between
API v1 and v3 how inflow from dry weather flow is being handled. Please check our Using the Modeller
Interface section for more information.

4.5.13 April 11th 2021
We have the following release announcements: - API v3 now has support for leakage

4.5.14 March 8th 2021
Extended API v3 with boundary conditions & bug fixing
General
• Remove folders in the logging zip-file
• Changed precision of float to 6 decimals for initial water levels in 1D model domain
• Now support for boundary conditions in the API
• Enabled time-interpolation for all events (forcings) in the API
More technical details
• Upgraded threedicore to 2.0.16
• Added additional threedimodel file validation. That is, if the threedimodel files are missing or
the table_admin_file size exceeds the SIMULATION_DOCKER_MEMORY setting, a validation
error will be raised and the resource will be set to disabled.
• Add details for the user for why a scheduler event-worker failed.
• Fix for the bug where shutdown_simulation is not awaited when the event-worker has failed. This
caused the failed simulation to hang until the Timeouts. WORKERS.value (2 minutes) has passed.
• Various smaller fixes to avoid validating a grid event twice (closes #853).
• The event worker now converts exceptions properly to strings.
• The events.models.Simulation object expects the sim_uid as str not int.
• Added usage statistics endpoint and usage filters (including a simulation type filter (“live”/”api”).
• Using django’s get_valid_filename() method in combination with Path().name to avoid users posting special characters in file names.

4.5. 3Di API
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4.6 3Di computational core releases
4.6.1 August 2022 (Hotfix)
• Fixed the initialisation of the calculation core.
• Let a simulation crash when a NaN occurs during the calculation.

4.6.2 March 2022
General
• Reordering of nodes and lines: the order and ids of the calculation nodes and flowlines will be
different.
• Reprojection of 1D objects: the EPSG database that is used when reprojecting spatialite geometries
to the model projection was upgraded from version 7.9 to 10.041. Due to improvements in the
projection definitions, this may result in effects due to geometries that are displaced relative to the
DEM (and correspondingly the 2D grid), for example 1D-2D lines or grid refinements. Note that in
all cases no correction grids (e.g. RDNAPTRANS) or date-dependent datum shifts (e.g. ETRS89
to WGS84) are applied. Versions corresponding to EPSG database 7.9: PROJ4 4.8.0, August 2011
Versions corresponding to EPSG database 10.041: PROJ4 8.2.1, Dec 2021
Channels, pipes and culverts
• 1D initial waterlevels on channels/pipes/culvert nodes are now (linearly) interpolated between
connection nodes.
• The volume of an embedded channel/pipe/culvert (that is added to the 2D nodes in which they
are embedded) now stems precisely from the part of the channel/pipe/culvert that is inside the 2D
cell. Previously, this was not the case.
• If the direction of a channel/pipe/culvert geometry is reversed compared to the “connection_node_start” and “connection_node_end”, then this is now fixed automatically.
• The calculation type of culverts is not ignored anymore.
• For calculation nodes on channels with connected calculation type, the cross section will be used
until the surface level of the DEM. This will give differences for channels with connected calculation
type in case the cross section is below the surface level.
Cross section definitions
• A new “closed rectangle” (type 0) cross section definition is available. This definition requires both
width and height.
• For tabulated cross section definitions, the input is validated more strictly. Previously, a wrong
input (e.g. using a comma as separator between numbers) resulted in the table only receiving one
value.
2D initial waterlevels
• The no data value in 2D initial waterlevels is now excluded while taking the min, max, or mean.
This means that cells with partial data now receive a water level whereas in the old route they did
not.
Obstacles / Levees
• The algorithm with which 2D flowlines are assigned to obstacles/levees is changed. Now, every
flowline that intersects the obstacle/levee is assigned to it.
• Also levee/obstacle geometries can be drawn outside the DEM area, which was previously not
possible. 2D boundary conditions
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• The constraints on 2D boundary conditions have become less strict. Every border cell can now get
a boundary condition. It is required however that the border cells of a single boundary condition
form one horizontal or vertical edge. The boundary condition does not need to be precisely at the
cell edge anymore. Also it is not required anymore to adjust the DEM to precisely align to the
border cells; if there is no DEM data at the outer cell edge, the DEM data will be extrapolated.
Gridadmin / Results NetCDF
• The gridadmin.h5 and results_3di.nc file now uses NaN (not-a-number) instead of -9999 for missing
values in float columns. Integer type columns still have –9999 to denote “missing”.

4.6.3 February 2022
2.17.4 (2022-02-23) - Bugfix in embedded (connection) node in lateral files processing
2.17.3 (2022-02-22) - Make sure threedimodel workers receive tasks only once. - Include threedimodels
which are being validated in max amount of threedimodels check for schematisation. - Support embedded
(connection) nodes in laterals files and other API resources.
2.17.2 (2022-02-16) - Bumped threedi-tables to 1.2.6 - Bumped threedigrid to 1.1.14, geometry filtering
bugfix. - All boundaries conditions in a file need to have the same timesteps. - Bugfix: simulations
need either duration or end_datetime - Fixed uploading revision rasters with md5sum (deduplication)
in case the other raster has a different type. - Improve speed of user_organisation_roles queries. - Allow
threedimodel filtering on revision__schematisation__id. - Maximum number active model check no
longer takes non valid models into account.

4.6.4 January 31st 2022 (Klondike)
This release contains a big change in 3Di model creation. The Grid and Table builder have been rewritten
from the ground up.
Breaking changes
• Previously, 3Di models were created from repositories in models.lizard.net, by inpy. The new 3Di
models are created from schematisations in the 3Di API, by POSTing to the “create_threedimodel”
API endpoint. Because of a new Grid generation. Node ids can differ from old versions of a
threedimodel.
General
• CRS transformation (reprojection): transformations from the native spatialite projection (WGS84)
to the model projection is now done using the PROJ4 library version 8.2.0 instead of version 4.8.
Expect slight changes in coordinates if you use CRS definitions that received updates in the past
years (Dutch “rijksdriehoek”, British national grid).
• Quadtree creation (2D Cells)
• The behavior around refinements is altered slightly. Grid cell sizes at edges can differ slightly.
Channels, pipes and culverts
• The order of the coordinates in a channel or culvert linestring does not matter anymore. Previously,
in case that the geometry was reversed (the first coordinate in the linestring coincides with the
“connection_node_end” and vice versa), makegrid connected the “connection_node_end” to the
wrong side of the channel.
• 1D initial waterlevels on channels/pipes/culvert nodes are now (linearly) interpolated between
connection nodes.
• The volume of an embedded channel/pipe/culvert (that is added to the 2D nodes in which they
are embedded) now stems precisely from the part of the channel/pipe/culvert that is inside the 2D
cell. Previously, this was not the case.
Cross section definitions
4.6. 3Di computational core releases
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• A new “closed rectangle” (type 0) cross section definition is available. This definition requires both
width and height.
• For tabulated cross section definitions, the input is validated more strictly. Previously, a wrong
input (e.g. using a comma as separator between numbers) resulted in the table only receiving one
value.
Obstacles / Levees
• The algorithm with which 2D flowlines are assigned to obstacles/levees is changed. Now, every
flowline that intersects the obstacle/levee is assigned to it.
• Also levee/obstacle geometries can be drawn outside the DEM area, which was previously not
possible.
2D boundary conditions
• The constraints on 2D boundary conditions have become less strict. It is required that the 2D
boundary condition intersects a horizontal or vertical string of cells. If there is no DEM data at
the outer cell edge, the DEM data will be extrapolated to compute the cross sectional area of the
boundary flow line.
Gridadmin
• The gridadmin file now uses NaN (not-a-number) instead of -9999 for missing values in float
columns. Integer type columns still have –9999 to denote “missing”.
• The following datasets were added for nodes: code, dmax, s1d, embedded_in, boundary_type,
has_dem_averaged
• A group “nodes_embedded” was added.
• The following datasets were added for lines: s1d, ds1d, dpumax, flod, flou, cross1, cross2,
cross_weight
• The following values were removed from meta: ijmax, imax, jap1d, jmax, levnms, lgrmin, linall,
lintot, n2dall, nodall, nodobc, nodtot.
• The “prepared” attributes were removed.
• The following datasets were removed from pumps: nodp1d, p1dtyp. The datasets code and upper_stop_level were added.
• A group “cross_sections” was added.
• The following datasets were removed from breaches: llev, kcu, seq_ids.
• The group “surface” was added if the model contains 0D (surfaces/impervious surfaces)

4.6.5 October 18th 2021
We have released a new version of the computational core.
• There is an improved version to compute flow through a breach. The new formula is 2D-grid-size
independent and allows sensitivity studies to be conducted based on the discharge. In most cases,
your discharge results will remain roughly the same. Also, the discharge becomes tunable, to offer
an easy sensitivity option. It also allows you to get back your previous results.
Bugfixes:
• Fixed the computation of the breach width. Especially, the initial growth was underestimated in
case the time to reach the maximum breach depth was large.
• Fixed a small bug in the raster edits. This fixed also the option to perform rsater edits in computational cells having only 4 subgrid cells.
• Fix for broad weir formulation for the critical conditions
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4.6.6 March 8th 2021
In short the following fixes are included in the calculation core: - Fix for long crested weir; new routine
that does not request an extra computational node. - Fix for short crested weir; Fix to determine
super- from sub-critical regime. - Fix for weirs for negative subcritical flows - Fix for 1D coordinates
in netcdf file: The z-coordinates of the boundary points, are now set correctly in the netcdf - Fix for
initial conditions in netcdf file: In case of 1D-2D models, some variables, like the wet-surface areas of a
computational node, the wrong value was written in the results netcdf at the start of the simulation.
Long crested weirs: The formulation of the long crested weir has been replaced by a new one. This new
version is based on the law of Bernouilli instead of an alternative implementation of the advective terms
for a regular 1D element. The flow over the weir is an accurate computation of the flow under ideal
circumstances, but the new formulation does not require an extra computational node and has proven
to be more stable under varying flow conditions.
Short crested weirs: Flow over a weir knows three different stages: sub-, supercritical and critical flow.
Under super-critical flow conditions, the formulation remains the same. We fixed the formulation under
sub-critical flow conditions and in strong varying flow conditions. The biggest change in discharge
behaviour is expected for weirs that flow in negative direction. Moreover, the time dependency of the
flow over the weir has been adjusted. This has no effect on stationary flow, but has a slightly improved
stabilizing effect on the flow under changing flow conditions.

4.6. 3Di computational core releases
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Contact

For more information about 3Di as a product, please visit https://3diwatermanagement.com/. Here you
can request a demo or book a training.
For a free license for scientific researchers, contact us at info@3diwatermanagement.com.
For more information about Nelen & Schuurmans as a company, check out our website. For general
questions, feel free to contact us at info@nelen-schuurmans.nl.
For 3Di specific questions about 3Di, please check out our FAQ and Problem Solving before reaching out
to our Servicedesk.
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6

FEWS-3Di integration

6.1 Introduction
Since 2019 the 3Di Hydrodynamic Simulation Software contains a new setup of the 3Di API. This API
version 3 is developed with the goal to fully support interaction with other applications, from setting
up a calculation to retrieving the simulation results. There are already some applications which interact
with 3Di;.e.g. ESRI ArcGIS and the 3Di livesite.
In the field of operational water management models are widely used to simulate the hydrological and
hydrodynamic system. Real-time control systems interact autonomously with models and use the simulation results to determine the desired control of structures. Delft-FEWS, developed by Deltares, is one
the most common software packages in operational water management.
For the integration of Delft-FEWS and 3Di an adapter is build. This adapter provides functionalities to
interact with 3Di from an operational Delft-FEWS system.
This document describes the functional and technical design of the FEWS-3Di integration and gives
detailed information about the configuration in FEWS.
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6.2 Procedure
The following procedure describes the steps to start a simulation, set the initial condition, add forcings,
follow the progress and retrieve the results. The authorization for interaction with the 3Di API is based
on a 3Di service account. This account is allowed to start simulations autonomously from external
applications. The credentials will be part of the configuration of the operational system. All models
available to the user of the 3Di account can be configured to run operationally.

6.2.1 Select 3Di model
Simulations can be started with 3Di models that are available to the user. A list of the available models
can be found through the API or through https://management.3di.live/models. Every 3Di model has a
unique identifier, which needs to be submitted when creating a new simulation.

6.2.2 Create simulation
To start a simulation, a simulation resource has to be created first. This simulation resource is created by
sending simulation metadata through the API. The data consists of, among others, the unique identifier
for the 3Di model that should be used, the organisation the simulation is requested for, the timespan of
the simulation et cetera. After creating a simulation, an unique identifier is obtained. This identifier is
used to add initial conditions and/or forcings to the model simulation.

6.2.3 Add initial conditions (optional)
After a simulation has been created, initial conditions, like water levels or a saved flow state of a previous
simulation can be added. The API provides a list of previous saved flow states for a 3Di model. These
saved states all have an unique identifier which can be used to add them to the simulation. The simulation
unique identifier needs to be submitted for every initial condition.

6.2.4 Add forcings (mandatory)
The API provides specific endpoints for different forcings/events. These events are coupled to the
simulation by submitting them with the unique identifier of the simulation. Every event needs to be
added via a separate API call. The following events/forcings endpoints are currently available:
• Rain
• Sources and sinks
• Laterals
For now adding at least one event is mandatory.

6.2.5 Start simulation
After the (optional) initial conditions are set and events are added to the simulation, the simulation
is ready to run. A simulation is started by the adapter posting a new ‘start’ action to the /simulations/{id}/actions/ API endpoint. After a simulation has been started, it cannot be started again. If
you want to re-run the simulation you need to re-create it.

6.2.6 Follow progress
The API provides a /simulations/{id}/progress/ endpoint to check the progress of the simulation. It
shows how far the calculation is in terms of the last calculated timestep and the total progress as a
percentage.
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6.2.7 Check simulation state
After (and during) the simulation, the latest state of the simulation can be retrieved via the api endpoint
/simulations/{id}/states/latest/. After a successful run the latest state is ‘finished’ (or something similar). If the simulation crashed, the latest state is ‘crashed’ and provides information about the crash, if
available.

6.2.8 Get results
Results can be retrieved via the /simulations/{id}/results/timeseries/ endpoint. This endpoint allows
to provide filtering parameters for getting time series of a simulation. Under the hood it is going to
provide a subset of the filtering/subset options provided by Threedigrid (https://threedigrid.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/api.html#filtering). Threedigrid is a Python package created and maintained by Nelen
& schuurmans for interacting with 3Di model administration and 3Di model simulation results. The
timeseries endpoint will provide access to time series of threedicore entities like calculation points, lines,
grid cells et cetera. The adapter makes it possible to easily retrieve the 1D or 2D results.

6.2.9 Get saved states identifiers
The simulation end state is available via the state/latest endpoint. An overview of all created saved
states files is presented in the simulation end state including the unique identifiers of the saved state that
can be used to set the initial state of an upcoming simulation via the API.

6.3 Implementation
6.3.1 General information
In this section the configuration of a 3Di model in FEWS is explained. On this topic basic knowledge
is assumed about coupling models in FEWS. Otherwise general information can be found on the public
wikipedia of Deltares (see link). The sections below will focus on the aspects specific to the 3Di coupling,
e.g. the conditions, grid definition and general adapter settings.

6.3.2 Starting points
Models coupled to FEWS systems are commonly installed on FEWS servers and can be run on the
local machine. 3Di is a fully cloud-based and the simulations are performed in the cloud. This implies
FEWS needs to interact with the 3Di cloud. One of the advantages of cloud modelling is that the
FEWS servers don’t need to be equipped with extensive computer resources. Also model maintenance
is more straightforward, as a modeller can easily adjust the model in his personal working environment
and upload it as a new revision. It’s need to be noted that as a3Di model is running in the cloud the
Forecasting Shell Servers of the FEWS systeem need to be connected to the internet. The 3Di API is
available at https://api.3di.live/.

6.3.3 Grid definition
The quad-tree technology of 3Di uses a irregular grid to simulatie the water flow in two dimensions. The
irregular grid can be displayed in the FEWS system and project e.g. the water depths through time.
Below an example is shown. The grid can be created from a netcdf output file by using a function below
the F12 menu in a FEWS client.

6.3. Implementation
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The function generates a shapefile from the netcdf which can be used in a grid definition. The shapefile
can be added to the MapLayerFiles of the FEWS configuration and the grid can be defined in the
Grids.xml. Make sure also the location is defined in the Locations.xml. For the definition of the location
the actual coordinates are not relevant. Below an example is given of a grid definition.
<irregular locationId="3DI-TEXEL">
<esriShapeFile>
<file>grid_2D_open_water.shp</file>
<geoDatum>Rijks Driehoekstelsel</geoDatum>
<x>%X%</x>
<y>%Y%</y>
</esriShapeFile>
</irregular>
The defined locationId can be used in the GeneralAdapter and GridDisplay for the interaction with the
3Di model and presentation of the simulation results.

6.3.4 General adapter
The general adapter of a 3Di simulation will consist of three steps:
1. Preprocessing
• Defining the run information
• Export forcings as input for the model
• Defining the cold/warm initial conditions
2. Start and follow the simulation
• Status
• (Error) Logmessages
3. Postprocessing
• Import time series of 1D elements (e.g. discharges of structures)
• Import the calculated water depths of the 2D grid
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6.4 Installation of adapter
The adapter is developed as a python package in Python3 and available in the Python Package system
pip. The package can easily be installed using the (windows) command: pyhon pip install fews-3di
As usual with installations of python modules, its recommended to install the package in a python
virtual environment (also known as venv). This prevents interference with other python installations
and packages.
More information can be found at: https://pypi.org/project/fews-3di/

6.4. Installation of adapter
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7

Login to the Live Site

7.1 Login
Follow the steps below to access the 3Di Live Site :
1) Start the internet browser (Chrome or Firefox) and go to: https://3di.live
2) Log in with your username and password.
• Username and password can be requested via servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl.

After logging in to the 3Di Live Site , the Welcome screen will show:
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Fig. 7.1: Welcome screen.
In this screen, there are two possibilities:
• Start a new session using the Start a new session tab.
• Follow an ongoing session via the Following a session tab.
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8

Start or follow a session

8.1 Following a session
Through the tab Follow session an active session of your organization can be followed. Select an active
simulation and press follow. The number of followers of a session is unlimited. To leave the session, go
to the user menu under the user icon (top right) and press Leave session.

8.2 Start a new session
• Select the New session tab.
• Select your company in the Billing goes to: drop down menu.
• Select the model you want to start.
A new session will be started. During the start up of the model tips for use of the site will be shown. It
may take several minutes to load the model. Actual loading time is dependent on model size, calculation
grid and table step size.
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Fig. 8.1: Loading screen.
For each organization, the number of simultaneous sessions is limited according to the agreement (contract). If the limit is reached, the message “Your organization is already running X sessions” will show.
The amount of server time used is subtracted from the time available within the agreement.
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CHAPTER

9

Overview session screen and tooling

When starting or following a session, the screen in Fig. 9.1 will be loaded. The loaded model will be
shown in the complete extent. At the top left you can see the name of the loaded model.

Fig. 9.1: Interface main session.
1. With the Start simulation button, the simulation can be started and paused once started.
2. The simulation run time will be indicated in [hours:minutes].
3. Indicates the load of the model on the server in %.
4. The User menu.
5. The Search Bar.
6. This bar contains the following tools from top to bottom:
• Selection tool
• Line-selection tool
• Discharge tool (2D)
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• Pumping tool (2D)
• Rain tool
• Wind tool
• Raster-edit tool
• Flood barrier tool
• Layer tool

9.1 User menu
Click the user icon at the top right of the screen to show the User menu. The user menu has the
following options:

9.1.1 Preferences

Calculation speed The Calculation speed is the rate at which the calculations are shown on screen.
The Calculation speed is slowed down (capped speed) by default. This is done because the Live Site is
meant to give a live insights in what is happening. If the model is too fast, it can be hard to understand
the flows.
If you want to calculate on full speed, choose the Real-time speed option. The model most likely will
speed up in case the % on the top right of the screen was not indicating 100% already. In case the server
load is at 100%, no gain will be seen in calculation speed on the Live Site.
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9.1.2 Help
Currently sends you to https://3diwatermanagement.com/3di-start/. For support from the help desk,
visit https://nelen-schuurmans.topdesk.net/.

9.1.3 Quit simulations
Quitting the simulation ends the use of calculation time. And let’s you save your results.
You can:
• Quit, don’t store results
• Quit, store results, for more information, see: Store results.

9.1.4 Restart simulations
Restarting the simulation resets all the calculations that have been made and reloads the simulation. If
you want to save your results you will get sent back to the start screen afterwards.

9.2 Search Bar
The Search Bar enables you to locate assets of your schematisation. You can search for asset type (e.g.
pipe), name, code or id.

9.3 Selection tool
By default, the selection tool is switched on. With it you can click anywhere on the map to visualise
the time series at that location. By default water depth and water level will be shown. If the model
contains ground water, that graph is also shown.
The time series can be downloaded in CSV format. The points in the graphs in Fig. 9.2 are the points
calculated by the 3Di calculation core and are independent from the output time step that the modeller
has set while following a location. If a location is clicked later during the simulation, the historic values
on the graph are the values shown according to the output time step.

9.2. Search Bar
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Fig. 9.2: Point selection tool.

9.4 Line-selection tool
The Line-selection tool shows the height of a cross section, together with the water level in that
transect. Click the start and end point in any place on the map for the cross section (within the 2D
model domain).

Fig. 9.3: Line-selection tool.
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The side view shows the elevation in green and the water in blue. By hovering over the graph with
the mouse, exact values can be seen. Keeping this graph open during a flood event will show you how
the water level is slowly rising. Note that in the example also groundwater is available in the model
indicating an extra blue line (only in those cases where ground water is set up in the schematisation).

9.5 Discharge tool
With the Discharge tool a constant source of water can be added to the model. Select the icon and
change the amount of water you want to apply. In the dropdown menu you can change the unit. You
can also change the duration of the discharge. Click PLACE ON MAP and click a location on the
map that should be the source. The water will start flowing from this location over the 2D domain. It is
the modelling equivalent of a 2D lateral. When you press the Play button, the intervention will become
active.

Fig. 9.4: Discharge tool.
If you made a mistake when creating discharge, you can delete before you activate it. After you have
started your simulation, you can stop the discharge while its status is ‘active’, when your simulation is
paused. The discharge will then only have had an effect during it’s runtime and not for the previously
set duration time.

9.5. Discharge tool
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9.6 Pumping tool
With the Pump tool, a constant sink of water can be added to the model. Select the icon and change
the amount of water you want to pump out of the model. In the dropdown menu you can change the
unit. You can also change the duration of the pumping. Click PLACE ON MAP and click a location
on the map that should be the pump. The water will be pumped out from the 2D domain from this
location (1D pumps should be added in the model schematisation). The water that is taken out of the
model will not flow back into the model and is considered a loss. It is the modelling equivalent of a
negative 2D lateral. When you press the Play button the intervention will become active.
If you made a mistake when creating a pump you can delete before you activate it. After you have
started your simulation, you can stop the pump while its status is ‘active’, when your simulation is
paused. The pump will then only have had an effect during its runtime and not for the previously set
duration time.

9.7 Rain tool
Through the Rain tool icon, rainfall can be added to the model. The following rain event types are
available:
• Constant: a homogeneous event in both space and time across the entire model range.
• Radar: use historical rainfall data (only available in the Netherlands).
• Design: use a design event. This event is homogeneous over the entire model area and heterogeneous in time.
These three options for adding rainfall all cover the entire model area.
When choosing a Constant type of precipitation, the rain intensity (in mm/h) and duration of the rain
must be defined. The rain intensity is uniform and constant in the given time frame.
The option Radar is currently only available in the Netherlands and uses historical rainfall data that
is based on radar rain images. Providing temporally and spatially varying rain information. The Dutch
Nationale Regenradar is available for all Dutch applications for organisations that have this module in
their contract. On request, the information from other radars (worldwide) can be made available to 3Di
as well. In order to apply this type of rain a historical time frame needs to be set.
When choosing the option Design, a number between 3 and 16 must be selected. These numbers
correlate to predetermined rain events, with differing return periods, that fall homogeneous over the
entire model. Numbers 3 to 10 originate from RIONED and are heterogeneous in time. Numbers 11 to
16 have a constant rain intensity. When selecting a design rain the total rainfall and duration information
will change in the tab.
For a more detailed description on rainfall, see: Rainfall.
When the rainfall is active a cloud icon appears on the top right of the screen. Information about the
rainfall event can be accessed by keeping the rainfall tab open. Active and past (inactive) events are
shown in this tab
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Fig. 9.5: Rainfall tool.

9.8 Wind tool
A compass card appears after clicking on the Wind tool icon. By clicking in the compass card a
homogeneous wind field with a specific direction and speed can be set up for the whole model in the 2D
domain. This direction can also be filled in numerically. The strength and duration of the wind can be
changed. Because the wind is constant for the whole model you only need to press CREATE. When
the wind is active a wind icon appears on the top right of the screen.

9.8. Wind tool
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Fig. 9.6: Wind tool.
Once you have created a wind event, you can press EDIT. This lets you either STOP WIND or after
altering the fields UPDATE EXISTING WIND.

9.9 Raster-edit tool
The Raster-edit tool lets you edit the elevation raster (DEM) by pressing DRAW ON MAP and
drawing a polygon and setting a constant elevation level (in mMSL) for that polygon. After you have
drawn your polygon, you can CONFIRM the polygon and your raster edit will be active for the rest
of the simulation. You can also EDIT DRAWING and change the shape of your polygon.
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Fig. 9.7: Raster edit tool.

9.10 Flood barrier tool
A flood barrier can prevent a certain area from flooding. To see the flood barriers tool in action, you
can watch the Floodbarriers preview on Youtube.
Click on the Flood barrier tool icon

at the left of the screen. The flood barrier tool appears.

Fig. 9.8: Flood barrier tool.

9.10. Flood barrier tool
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You can set the height in the elevation box.
• The height is in meters Mean Sea Level (m MSL). If the waterlevel in the flow link crossing the
flood barrier exceeds this height the water will flow over the flood barrier.
Press the DRAW ON MAP button to draw the shape of the flood barrier on the map.

Fig. 9.9: Flood barrier tool - start creating flood barrier.
Click on the map to set the first point. The flood barrier is created by selecting points on the map. Every
new point selected on the map creates a line connecting with the previous point. All points together
form the flood barrier.

Fig. 9.10: Flood barrier - first point selected.
During the creation, you can go back to the previous point or cancel the entire flood barrier. Cancel the
on the map or clicking UNDO LAST POINT in the flood barrier tool
last point by clicking on the
(on the left). Cancel the entire flood barrier by pressing CANCEL in the flood barrier tool.
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Fig. 9.11: Flood barrier - multiple points selected.
Confirm the flood barrier by pressing the

on the map or CONFIM in the flood barrier tool.

Fig. 9.12: Flood barrier created.

9.11 Layers tool
Click on the Layer tool at the bottom left of the screen. The Map layers appear:

9.11. Layers tool
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Fig. 9.13: Layer tool.
In the Map layers menu the background map can be chosen under Basemaps:
• Topographic
• Satellite (Default)
• Dark
In the Calculation section all layers are shown that indicate (a visualisation of) results of the simulation
on the map:
• Waterdepth shows you the proportional depth of the water on the 2D domain.
• Flow velocity shows the velocity of the flow in the 1D elements, with the movement of white
dots.
• Model grid depicts the (sub)grids of your model.
In the 2D Model Rasters you can activate a slightly transparent Digital Elevation Map.
If the model contains 1D-elements, they are set to visible by default. Depending on which 1D elements
are present in the model (and turned on in the Map layers menu), you will see:
• Breaches (shown after zooming in)
• Channels
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• Culverts
• Levees
• Manholes (shown after zooming in)
• Nodes
• Sewers
• Pump stations
• Weirs
Colors for all these layers can be changed to reflect user preferences by clicking on the small paint pallet
next to the element.

9.11. Layers tool
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CHAPTER

10

Quitting the simulation

In the menu menu you can select quitting the simulation, this ends the use of calculation time. If
this option is not used the session remains active. One of the following scenario’s might apply:
• time out after being inactive is set to 30 minute for a running simulation
• time out after being inactive is set to 5 minute for a paused simulation
• leaving the session via a tab will close the simulation after 30 minutes
You can:
• Quit, don’t store results
• Quit, store results
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CHAPTER

11

Store results

Results can be stored by clicking User menu, then clicking Quit Simulation and then Quit, Store
Results. There are two options:
• Download results directly via the browser
• Store them to the Lizard platform (see https://docs.lizard.net/a_lizard.html)
Stored (raw) results can also be downloaded using the”3Di Models and Simulations” in the 3Di Modeller
Interface, see: Viewing results with the Modeller Interface. Note that these raw results are only available
for 7 days.
The options in Lizard storage are as follows:
• raw data and logging
• basic processed results
• arrival time map
• damage estimation (NL only)
The Basic processed results option includes the following derivations from simulation results for
Lizard users:
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• Water level - temporal
• Water depth - temporal
• Maximum flow velocity
• Maximum rate of rise
• Maximum water depth
• Flood hazard rating
The Damage estimation option uses a module called WaterSchadeSchatter (currently only available
in The Netherlands) which provides two products derived from the maximum water depth.
• Damage estimation map
• Damage estimation table
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CHAPTER

12

Notables

• When paused and inactive for too long, the session will close and say: ‘This simulations is no longer
active. You may start a new simulation.’
• Editing of structures or DEM can only be done after pausing a simulation.
• In the current setup special attention to models with initial water levels in 2D and laterals.
• Initial water level in 2D is taken into account, but only with the ‘max’ parameter.
• Laterals in a model are at the moment not used in the Live Site.
• Structure controls are at the moment not used in the Live Site.
• The color scheme of the water depth can not be changed in the Live Site.
• The language of the site will change depending on the language settings of your browser. Currently
mandarin, english and dutch are supported. Please keep in mind that model elements are never
translated.
• Manholes are turned off by default. Turning them on and zooming out might cause the Live Site
to slow down.
• Water depth is not shown in the channel nodes.
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CHAPTER

13

Building and editing a model schematisation

3Di can be used for many different purposes like simulating big floods or urban runoff processes. For
each purpose the modeller should decide which components to use and how to set them up to create a
working model. The sections below help you with these tasks by listing several requirements, options
and applications per component.
Are you a novice 3Di modeller? Please consult tutorial1_workflow or apply for one of our courses (see
https://3diwatermanagement.com/training/3di-course/)

13.1 Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface
13.1.1 Introduction
The Modeller Interface (MI) will help you with building 3Di models locally.
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With the Klondike Release (January 2022), all modelling steps can be done in the Modeller Interface.
In this video we present the workflow from start to finish of the new simplified modelling process.

13.1.2 Create a new 3Di model schematisation
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1. Open the Modeller Interface
2. Activate the plugin
3. Choose your default folder
4. Click on the ‘New’ button
5. Fill in your credentials to login
6. Choose a name (obligatory) and tags (optional)
7. If you have rights to more than one organisation, choose the desired organisation
8. Click ‘Next’
9. Fill in other settings, such as the projection and friction type and simulation timestep
10. Click ‘Create Schematisation’
11. If you get errors, please solve them, otherwise you will get a “SUCCESS” message
13.1. Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface
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Congratulations, you have your first commit!
An alternative way to load a schematisation is via importsufhyd.

13.1.3 View and edit 3Di model schematisation
After loading your 3Di model schematisation, there are several ways to inspect your model. We have
added the following features to assist you in viewing and editing the model schematisation:
• Multiple styles per layer
• Drop down menus
• Immediate validation
• Automated field fill
• Multi-line fields for time series
Multiple styles per layer
The multiple styles per layer can help you when analysing your model. The different styles depict aspects
of the layer you might be interested in, without cluttering your schematisation with too much information
at once.
To switch between stylings: 1) Right click the layer you are interested in. 2) Hold your mouse over styles
and the multiple styles will be shown. 3) Click on the style you want to use. The style with the dot next
to it is the active style. The figure below shows an example for selecting a style.

Some styles add a label to the object. Keep in mind when using these stylings that the labels only
become visible when a certain zoom level is applied.
The default style depicts the locations of the objects in the layer. The other stylings are explained briefly
below:
1D and 2D Boundary conditions:
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Style
Timeseries
label

Description
The ‘timeseries label’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the boundary
type, and the smallest (min:) and largest (max:) value in the time series.

1D and 2D Lateral:
Style
Timeseries
label

Description
The ‘timeseries label’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the smallest
(min:) and largest (max:) value in the time series.

When looking at these timeseries keep in mind that the values get rounded off to 2 decimal places, which
can make it seem like the values are zero (0.00) when in fact they were not.
Connection Nodes:
Style
Id

Initial
water
level
Storage
area

Description
The ‘id’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the id of the connection
node. This can be useful when connecting other elements to existing connection
nodes.
The ‘initial water level’ style is a categorised styling that represents the connection
nodes without an initial water level in the default style and the connection nodes
with an initial water level as blue outlined dots with labels that depict the initial
water levels (in m MSL).
The ‘storage area’ style depict the storage area of the connection nodes as a ratio
style with a label. The extent of the schematisation corresponds to the size of the
storage area of the connection node. The label depicts the storage area.

Manholes:
Style
Default
Levels
Calculation
type
Code

Description
The ‘default’ style is a categorised styling depicting the locations and indicators of
the manholes. The different manhole indicators have different zoom levels in order
to avoid clutter. When zooming into a certain area the local manholes will appear.
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the surface level (s:),
the drain level (d:) and the bottom level (b:).
The ’calculation type’ style is a categorised styling that depicts the way 3Di
calculated the interaction between a manhole and the 2D computation domain.

The ‘code’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the code of the manhole.

Cross section location (view):
Style
Levels
Cross
section

Description
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the bank level (bank:),
the reference level (ref:) and the difference between the two (diff:).
The ‘cross-section’ style adds a label depicting the shape, the maximum width (w:) and
the maximum height (h:) of the cross-section definition. The width (in m) is the
diameter in the case of a circle and the max width in the case of a tabulated profile.

Pumpstation view:

13.1. Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface
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Style
Default
Capacity
Levels

Description
The ‘default’ style depicts the locations of the pumpstation view and the drawing direction
of this view with arrows pointing toward the end node.
The icon size corresponds with the pump capacity. The label depicts the capacity of the
pumpstation (in L/s).
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the upper stop level (up:),
the start level (st:) and the lower stop level (lo:).

Pumpstation point view:
Style
Capacity
Levels

Description
The extent of the schematisation corresponds to the capacity of the pump. The label
depicts the capacity of the pumpstation (in L/s).
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the upper stop level (up:),
the start level (st:) and the lower stop level (lo:).

Channel:
Style
Calculation
type
Drawing
direction

Code
Calculation point
distance

Description
The ’calculation type’ style is a categorised styling that depicts the way
3Di calculated the interaction between a channel and the 2D
computation domain.
The ‘drawing direction’ styling depicts the drawing direction of the
channel, with the arrows pointing toward the end connection node. Flow
in the drawing direction has positive values, flow in the opposite
direction has negative values.
The ‘code’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the code of
the channel.
The ‘calculation point distance’ styling depicts the approximate location
of the calculation points. These calculation points are where the
interaction with the 2D domain can take place.

Weir:
Style
Default
Levels
Drawing
direction
Width

Description
The ‘default’ style depicts the locations of the weirs. When a weir is closed in
one direction a perpendicular dash and arrow are added to the line.
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the crest level
of a weir (in m MSL).
The ‘drawing direction’ styling depicts the drawing direction of the weir,
with the arrows pointing toward the end connection node. Flow in the drawing
direction has positive values, flow in the opposite direction has negative values.
The line width corresponds to the (minimum) width of the weir. The label shows
the shape and (minimum) width of the cross section in meters.

Culvert view:
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Style
Levels
and flow
direction
Calculation
type
Drawing
direction

Diameter

Description
The ‘levels and flow direction’ style adds arrows and a label to the default
style. The arrows point in the expected flow direction (high to low
invert level) and the label shows the invert level for the start point (s:)
and end point (e:) of the culvert.
The ’calculation type’ style is a categorised styling that depicts the way
3Di calculated the interaction between a culvert and the 2D computation
domain.
The ‘drawing direction’ styling depicts the drawing direction of the culvert,
with the arrows pointing toward the end connection node. Flow in the
drawing direction has positive values, flow in the opposite direction
has negative values.
The line width is based on the average of the (max.) width and (max.) height
of the cross section. The label shows the cross section shape and the
(max.) width and (max.) height (in mm).

Orifice:
Style
Default
Levels
Drawing
direction
Diameter

Description
The ‘default’ style depicts the locations of the orifices. When a orifice is closed
in one direction a perpendicular dash and arrow are added to the line.
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the crest level of an
orifice (in m MSL).
The ‘drawing direction’ styling depicts the drawing direction of the orifice, with
the arrows pointing toward the end connection node. Flow in the drawing
direction has positive values, flow in the opposite direction has negative values.
The line width is based on the average of the (max.) width and (max.) height of
the cross section. The label shows the cross section shape and the (max.) width
and (max.) height (in mm).

Pipe:
Style
Default
Levels
and flow
direction
Calculation
type
Drawing
direction

Diameter
Code

Description
The ‘default’ style is a categorised styling depicting the locations and
sewerage types of the pipes.
The ‘levels and flow direction’ style adds arrows and a label to the default
style. The arrows point in the expected flow direction (high to low
invert level) and the label shows the invert level for the start point (s:)
and end point (e:) of the pipe.
The ’calculation type’ style is a categorised styling that depicts the way 3Di
calculated the interaction between a pipe and the 2D computation domain.
The ‘drawing direction’ styling depicts the drawing direction of the pipe,
with the arrows pointing toward the end connection node. Flow in the
drawing direction has positive values, flow in the opposite direction
has negative values.
The line width is based on the average of the (max.) width and (max.) height
of the cross section. The label shows the cross section shape and
the (max.) width and (max.) height (in mm).
The ‘code’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the code of
the pipe. This code is bases on the two manhole codes which enclose
the pipe.

Obstacle:
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Style
Levels

Description
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the crest level of an obstacle.
(in m MSL).

Levee:
Style
Levels

Description
The ‘levels’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting the crest level of an Levee.
(in m MSL).

Grid refinement:
Style
Default

Refinement
levels

Description
The ‘default’ style depicts the locations of the grid refinements. The dashed
pattern is based on the refinement level. The number of dots represents the
refinement level.
The ‘refinement level’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting
the refinement level.

Grid refinement area:
Style
Default

Refinement
levels

Description
The ‘default’ style depicts the locations of the grid refinement areas. The hash
spacing and the dashed pattern of outline are based on the refinement level. The
hash spacing represents the size of the calculation cells based on the refinement
level and the number of dots in the polygon outline represents the refinement
level.
The ‘refinement level’ style adds a label to the default style, depicting
the refinement level.

Impervious surface:
Style
Surface inclination
Area and dry
weather flow

Description
The ‘surface inclination’ style is a categorised styling depicting the
locations and the surface inclinations of the impervious surfaces.
The ‘area dry weather flow’ style depicts the amount of dry weather flow
in L/d for each impervious surface, calculated
as dry_weather_flow * nr_inhabitants.

Surface:
Style
Area and dry
weather flow

Description
The ‘area dry weather flow’ style depicts the amount of dry weather flow
in L/d for each surface, calculated as dry_weather_flow * nr_inhabitants.

13.1.4 Drop down menus
We have added drop down menus for multiple value attributes in tables. This to assist you in selecting
the proper values. The figure below shows an example for selecting a shape for a cross section definition.
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13.1.5 Immediate validation
For obligatory fields, we have added non-binding constraints. In fields that are correctly, green checks
will appear next to the fields after there are filled. An orange cross will appear in case, the field is
mandatory, but not filled.

13.1. Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface
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13.1.6 Multi-line fields for time series
Multi-line fields are designed for editing time series. In the example of the Figure, the time serie of a
discharge boundary condition is edited.

13.1.7 Automated field fill
Some fields are automatically filled to assist in making your model schematisation. Here is an overview
of the fields that are filled automatically:
• The cross-section location fetches the corresponding channel-id automatically
• Channels and culverts automatically fill connection node ids when drawing between nodes with
snapping.
• Invert level from culverts. If invert level is empty culverts assumes the invert level based on manhole
bottom_level
On top of that, some default values for some of the mandatory fields are set. This helps you build models
faster. The following default values will be set, in case they are left blank. The listed values are defaults,
so please change them if required for your specific application.
You need to set your QGIS locale to ‘English UnitedStates’ in order for this functionality to work
properly. See the Before you begin > Software section for instructions.
v2_global_settings:
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Column name
dem_obstacle_detection
dist_calc_points
flooding_threshold
frict_avg
frict_type
guess_dams
numerical_settings_id
start_date
start_time
table_step_size

Default value
0
10000
0.001
0
2: Manning
0
1
today
today 00:00
0.01

v2_aggregation_settings:
Column name
aggregation_in_space

Default value
False

v2_2d_lateral:
Column name
type

Default value
1: surface

Column name
code

Default value
new

v2_connection_nodes:

v2_channel:
Column name
display_name
code
zoom_category
connection_node_start_id
connection_node_end_id

Default value
new
new
5
id of connection node on start point (when snapped)
id of connection node on end point (when snapped)

v2_culvert:
Column name
display_name
code
calculation_type
dist_calc_points
invert_level_start_point
invert_level_end_point
frict_type:
discharge_coefficient_positive
discharge_coefficient_negative
zoom_category
connection_node_start_id
connection_node_end_id

Default value
new
new
101: isolated
10000
bottom_level of manhole when snapped to one
bottom_level of manhole when snapped to one
2: Manning
0.8
0.8
4
id of connection node on start point (when snapped)
id of connection node on end point (when snapped)

v2_pipe:
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Column name
display_name
code
calculation_type
dist_calc_points
friction_type
zoom_category

Default value
new
new
1: isolated
10000
2: Manning
3

v2_simple_infiltration:
Column name
display_name
infiltration_surface_option

Default value
new
0

v2_weir:
Column name
display_name
code
crest_type
discharge_coefficient_positive
discharge_coefficient_negative
friction_value
friction_type
zoom_category
external

Default value
new
new
4: short crested
0.8
0.8
0.02
2: manning
3
True

Column name
display_name
code
crest_type
discharge_coefficient_positive
discharge_coefficient_negative
friction_value
friction_type
zoom_category

Default value
new
new
4: short crested
0.8
0.8
0.02
2: Manning
3

v2_orifice:

v2_manhole:
Column name
display_name
code
zoom_category
manhole_indicator

Default value
new
new
1
0: inspection

v2_pumpstation:
Column name
display_name
code
type
zoom_category
90

Default value
new
new
1: pump behaviour is based on water levels on the suction side
3
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v2_cross_section_definition:
Column name
code

Default value
new

Column name
code
friction_type

Default value
new
2

Column name
code

Default value
new

Column name
code

Default value
new

v2_cross_section_location:

v2_obstacle:

v2_levee:

v2_grid_refinement:
Column name
display_name
code
refinement_level

Default value
new
new
1

Column name
display_name
code
refinement_level

Default value
new
new
1

v2_grid_refinement_area:

v2_numerical_settings:
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Column name
limiter_grad_1d
limiter_grad_2d
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d
limiter_slope_friction_2d
convergence_cg
convergence_eps
use_of_cg
max_nonlin_iterations
precon_cg
integration_method
flow_direction_threshold
general_numerical_threshold
thin_water_layer_definition
minimum_friction_velocity
minimum_surface_area
cfl_strictness_factor_1d
cfl_strictness_factor_2d
frict_shallow_water_correction
pump_implicit_ratio
preissmann_slot

Default value
1
0
0
0
0.000000001
0.00001
20
20
1
0
0.000001
0.00000001
0.05
0.05
0.00000001
1
1
0
1
0

v2_impervious_surface:
Column name
display_name
code
area
zoom_category

Default value
new
new
area based on geometry
0

Column name
display_name
code
area
zoom_category

Default value
new
new
area based on geometry
0

v2_surface:

Notables: The 3Di database has some fields that are not in use. To clean the view, we have hidden
them in the form view. They are still available in the database. Moreover, we have made some field
names easier to read: for example, prefixes are excluded (e.g. pipe_).

13.1.8 Add levee breaches
Levee breaches can be created in 3Di-models that contain a connected v2_channel (calculation_type =
102) and a v2_levee-structure. For more information on the theory behind levee breaches in 3Di, see
Breaches.
Before adding levee breaches, please make sure that the data in v2_levee-table is correctly filled out. For
simulating breaches, 3Di requires the crest_level of the levee in m MSL (a), the material of the levee
(b) and the max_breach_depth relative to the crest level in meters (c).
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IMPORTANT WARNING: adding levee breaches should generally be the last step in the modelling
process. When connected points belonging to a channel are moved across a levee in order to simulate a
breach, they are assigned a calculation_pnt_id that refers to the id number of the old calculation point.
Any changes that affect the amount of calculation/connected points or the location of calculation points
(like adding a new v2_channel) will lead to changes in the id numbers of the calculation points, and
hence, to moved connected points referring to the wrong calculation points.
To add levee breaches to your model using the 3Di toolbox, please follow the steps below:
1. Set up a connection with the SQLite or PostgreSQL database of your model (see: Raster checker).
2. Click on the 3Di toolbox and select Step 3 - Modify schematisation.
3. Choose Predict calc points and select your SQLite or PostgreSQL model from the list. Two virtual
layers will then be added called v2_connected_pnt and v2_calculation_point.

4. Select the v2_connected_pnt-layer in the QGIS Layers Panel (a) and click on Select Feature(s) in
the QGIS Attributes Toolbar (b).
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5. Now select the connected points of the channel on which you want to force a levee breach. Selected
points will turn yellow.

6. Next, double-click on Create breach locations and a new window will pop-up.

7. In the first box (a) the v2_connected_pnt-layer that was created in Step 3 is auto-selected from a
drop-down menu. If it isn’t in the list something went wrong in the previous steps.
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8. In the second box (b) you enter a search distance in meters. This is the distance perpendicular to
the channel that is searched for a v2_levee.
9. In the third box (c) you enter a number that controls at what distance away from the v2_levee
the new calculation point is created. IMPORTANT: The levee breach will only work if the new
calculation point is located in a different calculation cell from that of the original calculation point.
Hence, is advised to select a distance_to_levee that is larger than the size of the calculation cells
in which the levee breach occurs.
10. The use only selected features tick box (d) should be checked if you want the tool to create breach
locations only for the points you selected in the v2_connected_pnt-table.
11. The dry-run tick box (e) can be checked if you first want to create a temporary layer of the moved
connected points. This can be useful to compare the original locations with the new locations.
12. When the auto commit changes tick box (f) is checked, all changes made in the v2_connected_pntlayer are immediately saved. Since these changes can’t be reverted and they can be easily saved
with the click of one button, we recommended leaving this box unchecked.
13. Click on the OK-button (g) to create the breach locations. Note that you will still need to save
the v2_connected_pnt-layer before changes are committed to the model. An example of (not yet
committed) connected points that have been moved across a levee to simulate a levee breach, can
be seen in the figure below.
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13.2 Using the Schematisation Editor
13.2.1 Introduction
The Schematisation Editor is a powerful tool that simplifies the process of building and editing schematisations. It automates certain tasks of the regular workflow, which enables the user to build schematisations faster while reducing the chance of making errors. The main advantages of the Schematisation
Editor are:
• Directly edit all layers of your schematisation, using all native QGIS functionality for editing vector
features.
• Quickly add features to your schematision with the “magic” editing functionality for 1D layers. For
example: existing connection nodes are used when drawing a pipe between them, new connection
nodes and manholes are created when a new pipe is digitized, etc.
• Easily move nodes and all connected lines using the smartly pre-configured snapping and topological
editing settings.
• Easily move the start or end of pipes, channels, culverts, orifices, weirs, pumps. Connection node
id’s will be automatically updated for you.
• Get a complete overview of your schematistion: all rasters that are part of your schematisation are
added to the QGIS project when the schematisation is loaded.
• Spot the tiniest local variation in elevation with the hillshade layer that is automatically added on
top of your DEM.
• Visualise the mapping of (impervious) surfaces to connection nodes and change them by updating
the geometries.
• Easily navigate through your schematisation: layers in the layer panel are neatly grouped together
in collapsed groups.
In the regular workflow, schematisation data is stored in a spatialite (.sqlite) . The Schematisation Editor
stores this data in a geopackage (.gpkg). The database schema (the names and data types of tables and
columns) of this geopackage also differs from the spatialite database schema. The Schematisation Editor
loads the data from the spatialite into a geopackage; you make your edits in the geopackage, and when
you have finished editing, save your changes to the spatialite.
Currently, the Schematisation Editor is released as ‘experimental’ plugin. In a future release, we expect
to replace the spatialite by the geopackage entirely (for editing as well as uploading), so that this loading
and saving will no longer be necessary. Functionality for viewing and editing schematisations will be
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removed from the 3Di Toolbox plugin. The Schematisation Editor will remain ‘experimental’ until this
has been completed.

13.2.2 Installation and updating
The easiest and recommended way to install the Schematisation Editor is:
1) Installing the newest version of the Modeller Interface.
2) In the Plugin Manager (Plugins > Manage and Install Plugins), go to Installed and check the box
for ‘3Di Schematisation Editor’
To update to a newer version of the Schematisation Editor:
1) Make sure that in Plugins > Manage and Install Plugins > Settings, the ‘Show also experimental
plugins’ box is checked
2) Go to Installed plugins, click on 3Di Schematisation Editor and then ‘Upgrade plugin’
If you prefer using your own QGIS installation, the Schematisation Editor can be installed by:
1) Making sure that in the Plugins > Manage and Install Plugins > Settings the ‘Show also experimental plugins’ box is checked;
2) Searching ‘3Di Schematisation Editor’ in the Plugin Management Screen, and pressing the Install
Plugin button.
3) Make sure that ‘Enable macros’ is set to ‘Always’ in Settings > Options > General > Project files.

13.2.3 Loading & Saving
Once the Schematisation Editor has been installed successfully, the option menu shown in Fig. 13.1
should be visible in the plugin toolbar.

Fig. 13.1: The Schematisation Editor options menu.
To start working with the Schematisation Editor, the data from the spatialite has to be loaded into a
geopackage. This is easily done by using the Load from Spatialite button. The Schematisation Editor
automatically performs the transformation and saves the .gpkg-file in the same folder and with the same
name as the spatialite.
Once you are finished with editing the schematisation, the changes have to be saved back to the spatialite.
Save to Spatialite will save the data back to the spatialite from which you loaded it. Save As gives
you the option to select another spatialite to save your data to. Do not forget to save your changes to
the spatialite before uploading the spatialite to a new revision!
Schematisations can also be opened directly from the geopackage, using the Open 3Di Geopackage
option.
The Remove 3Di Model button removes the schematisation layers from your project.

13.2.4 Creating new features (digitizing)
General
To add a feature:
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1) Select the layer in the Layers panel.

2) Press the ‘Toggle Editing’ button (

).

3) Click on ‘Add Point-’ (
), ‘Add Line-’ (
on what kind of feature you want to add.

) or ‘Add Polygon Feature’ (

), depending

4) Left click on the map to add a Point feature. When adding Line or Polygon features, add multiple
locations by left clicking and finish by right clicking.
5) Fill in the Attribute Form. The orange fields are required to fill in. The other fields are optional.
Press OK to finish the process.
6) When you are finished with adding the features, disable ‘Toggle Editing’ and save your schematisation to spatialite.
Please check out the Notes on the 3Di Features below for information to correctly add 3Di features to
the schematisation.
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Fig. 13.2: An example of the Feature Attribute window when adding a pipe.
Notes on the 3Di Features
• Channel - A channel can exist of 2 or more vertices. The connection nodes and the Cross Section
Location are added automatically. Do not forget to fill in the required Feature Attributes for the
Cross Section Location.
• Cross Section Location - Should be placed on top of a channel vertex, (not on the start or end
vertex).
• Culvert - The culvert can also exist of 2 or more vertices and the connection nodes are added
automatically.
• Orifice - An orifice can only consist of 2 vertices. The connection nodes are added automatically.
• Pipe - To draw a single pipe, the geometry must have exactly 2 vertices. A line with more than
2 vertices will be split into several pipes. Check out the tip below to add a trajectory of multiple
pipes.
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• Pump - The geometry of a pump must have exactly 2 vertices. The connection nodes are added
automatically. For external pumps, which pump water out of the model domain, the Pumpstation
(without end node) should be used. For internal pumps, which pump water between two nodes
within the model domain, the Pumpstation (with end node) should be used.
• Weir - The weir consists of exactly 2 vertices, and the connection nodes are added automatically.
• (Impervisous) Surfaces - First draw the (impervious) surface polygon(s), then add (impervious)
surface map lines. These should start on the impervious surface polygon and end at the connection
node to which it is mapped.
Tip: In order to digitize a trajectory of multiple pipes, first digitize the manholes, fill in the bottom
levels, and then draw the pipe trajectory over these manholes by adding a vertex at each of the manholes.
The pipes that are generated will use the manhole’s bottom levels as invert levels and the connection
nodes and manholes will be added automatically.

13.2.5 Pasting features from external data sources
Features can be copy-pasted from external data sources into the schematisation editor. Check out the
QGIS Documentation for how to work with the attribute table.
Note: Please note that when pasting features from external sources, the above mentioned perks of the
Schematisation Editor will not be applied to the features.

13.2.6 Editing feature attributes
There are two options to edit feature attributes:
1) Via the attribute table.
2) Select the desired feature layer, enable the ‘Identify Feature’ option (
), and select a feature on
the map. This will open a window with not only all feature attributes of the feature, but also the
feature attributes of all related features. These can be found in the other tabs within the window.

13.2.7 Editing feature geometries
For editing the geometries of features, the ‘Vertex tool’ can be used, see the QGIS documentation. On
top of the standard QGIS functionalty, the Schematisation Editor provides extra functionalities:
• When moving a node, all connected features will move along.
• Changing the start/end vertex of a line feature (e.g. pipe, channel, culvert, orifice, weir, pump
(impervious) surface map) allows you to connect the line to another connection node.

13.2.8 Deleting features
For the general documentation on deleting features, check out the QGIS documentation. When following
those steps in the Schematisation Editor, one will be prompted the following screen:
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Fig. 13.3: Deleting features options
When selecting ‘Delete this feature only’, only the selected features will be deleted. This will result in
an invalid schematisation, but can come in handy if a part of the model has to be deleted.
When selecting ‘Delete all referenced features’, all connected features will also be deleted. Your schematisation will most likely still be valid when using this option.

13.3 Visualising computational grids
3Di builds a computational grid from schematisation data (stored in spatialite and rasters). This computational grid is stored in a “gridadmin.h5” file. You can visualize these grids in the 3Di Modeller
Interface.

Fig. 13.4: An example of a visualised computational grid
You can also generate the computational grid from a schematisation. This is very useful to understand
how the data in your schematisation is interpreted by 3Di. It answers questions like:
• Where is each 2D cell located?
13.3. Visualising computational grids
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• With which 2D cell does this channel exchange?
• Which cell boundaries are affected by this obstacle?
• Where are potential breaches located exactly?

13.3.1 Computational grid from gridadmin.h5 file
The processing algorithm “Computational grid from gridadmin.h5” reads the computational grid data
from the .h5 file and writes it to GIS-layers in a GeoPackage. You can find it in the Processing Toolbox
(Main Menu > Processing > Toolbox), under 3Di > Computational Grid. Choose a folder that contains
a gridadmin.h5 file and an output location for the GeoPackage. Once the algorithm has been run, the
layers from the GeoPackage will be added to your project. If you do not need this data anymore after
closing the 3Di Modeller Interface, you can also save to a temporary file.

13.3.2 Computational grid from schematisation
The processing algorithm “Computational grid from schematisation” builds a computational grid from
schematisation data (stored in spatialite and rasters). The algorithm writes this to a gridadmin.h5 file and
subsequently converts that data to GIS-layers in a GeoPackage. You can find it in the Processing Toolbox
(Main Menu > Processing > Toolbox), under 3Di > Computational Grid. Choose your schematisation’s
spatialite file and an output location for the GeoPackage. Once the algorithm has been run, the layers
from the GeoPackage will be added to your project. If you do not need this data anymore after closing
the 3Di Modeller Interface, you can also save to a temporary file.

13.3.3 Differences between locally and server-generated grids
Please note that when generating the computational grid locally, some attributes will not be filled. The
reason for this is that some information about the grid is generated by the routine that creates the
volume tables (lookup tables that contain the relation between volume and water level, friction, etc.).
This routine is run on the server, but not included in the grid building algorithm in the 3Di Modeller
Interface. This applies to all attributes that are related to elevation in the 2D domain:
• Node layer: max_surface_area, bottom_level (for 2D and embedded nodes). Also note that a
node’s drain_level is only relevant if there is no 2D; otherwise, the exchange_level of the 1D
flowline contains the relevant data.
• Cell layer: max_surface_area, bottom_level, impervious_layer_elevation
• Flowline layer: exchange_level (for 2D en 1D/2D flowlines)
• Obstacles: exchange_level

13.4 Editing a model schematisation with the live site
In the live site, you can temporarily adjust values. For example, you can change the pump capacity and
weir height, and you can close 1D elements such as channels, pipes, weirs, culverts and orifices. You can
also perform a DEM edit via the raster edil tool.
The buttons at the mid left of the screen are used to interactively adjust the forcing of the model. Two
of these buttons can be used to alter the model: - Discharge tool - Pump tool - The raster edit tool

13.4.1 Adding a discharge point
With the discharge tool a constant source of water will be added to your model. Select the icon and
change the rate (in m3/s) to what you want to apply, then click at a location on the map to point the
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location. This can only be done when your simulation is paused. The water that is added to the 2D
surface of your model and will flow in constantly from that point.

13.4.2 Adding a pump station
With the pump tool a constant sink will be added to your model. Select the icon and change the rate
(in m3/s) to what you want to apply, then click at a location on the map to point the location. This can
only be done when your simulation is paused. The water that is taken out of the model will not flow
back into the model and is considered a loss.

13.4.3 DEM edit/ Raster edit
A DEM edit is a tool in the live site, it allows to adjust the height of the bathymetry. This can be done
at any time during the simulation.

13.4. Editing a model schematisation with the live site
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To edit the bathymetry of the model, make sure the DEM-layer is activated. This can be done via the
maplayers menu and clicking on the ‘Digital Elevation Model’ layer. The elevation edit is in absolute
numbers in m MSL. If you are not sure about the elevation to use, use the side view tool to check the
height in the model. In some cases it might be useful to also turn on the model grid layer.
After entering a value, click ‘Draw on map’ and start clicking.
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After finalising the polygon by clicking again on the first point, click on confirm. The Edit then shows
in the applied items section

The result can be checked using the ‘Side view’ tool.
Please note that if there is water on the 2D while editing, and the edit lowers the surface the calculation
core needs a few time steps to get to a new water level in the DEM edit location.

13.5 Modeling guidelines
13.5.1 Rasters
Raster-files
In 3Di we can use several raster input types. 3Di uses raster-files stored in the Geo-Tiff format. 3Di
knows which raster-files to use through a relative path-reference in the v2_global_settings table in the
spatialite.
13.5. Modeling guidelines
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You may use any source for your raster information. Below see an example for the DEM, which is the
main raster in case you want to do a simulation that includes rasters.
DEM
For the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) satellite or LIDAR-based information is often used. When
working with crude SRTM-data for instance, it is important to derive the genuine surface level and
remove any artefacts. Also, adding bathymetry information to your raster could be useful, since the
satellite and LIDAR techniques are unable to see under water.
Raster requirements
How you derive your raster information is entirely up to you. 3Di rasters have to meet the following
requirements:
1. Format GEO TIFF (.tif)
2. Projection in meters (EPSG:28992 in NL)
3. Projection complete according to OGC (check epsg.io)
4. Projection fits data location
5. Pixel size is square
6. NODATA = -9999
7. Type = Float32
8. All raster-files must have the same pixel size, origin, size and NODATA pixels
9. Data values must meet input types
10. Advised: Origin is rounded to pixel size precision
Using GDAL to check and edit your rasters
There are several packages available that allow you to meet the requirements stated above. Below are
some examples using GDAL.
If you are using Windows, GDAL should be installed together with QGIS and available through the
OSGeo4W Shell. Try finding it through your start menu. A full list of GDAL functionalities and help
can be found under the gdal documentation.
Retrieve raster information using gdalinfo
This example shows you how to find and retrieve the meta-information of your raster through the
OSGeo4W Shell.
• Start the OSGeo4W Shell
• Change the directory to the location of your raster file (use for example D: and cd myfiles/
mymodel/raster)
• Then type: gdalinfo <raster-file>
This will give you a list of all raster information available for your raster-file. Check whether your file
meets the requirements listed above. Note that information that is not listed, is missing and must be
added.
Change raster information using gdalwarp
To change or update your raster information you must be aware that some changes will affect your data
content. For instance, updating your pixel size will require re-sampling or aggregation of your existing
data.
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We will use gdalwarp to update our raster information. This is a versatile command that enables you
to re-project, aggregate and change the data type of your raster all in one command. The first example
shows you how to change the NODATA value and transform it into a GeoTiff for any given raster. If
you already found your raster in the OSGeo4W Shell you can use the following commands:
gdalwarp -srcnodata <your-NODATA-value> -dstnodata -9999 <raster-file> -of Gtiff warp_
,→output.tif
Note that the words that start with ‘-‘ are options in gdalwarp. They are followed by a parameter specific
to that option. Also, if your NODATA value is specified in the raster information, you may omit the
srcnodata option.
The next example sets all raster-information in one command for rasters that use the Dutch projection.
It is a useful example as long as you remember how it may change the actual data in your pixels:
gdalwarp -s_srs EPSG:XXXX -t_srs EPSG:28992 -of Gtiff -ot Float32 -tap -tr 0.5 -0.5 ,→srcnodata XXXX -dstnodata -9999 -cutline study-area.shp -crop_to_cutline <raster,→file>
warp_output.tif
Tip: Always use the -tap option to make sure all your rasters are properly aligned.
The example uses an extra shape-file of the study area. This is convenient when you are using several
raster-files. It ensures that all raster-files you make have the same extent and NODATA pixels. You
should make sure however that the shape-file’s projection matches that of your raster information. If
you are not sure what any of the commands do exactly, you can check the gdal documentation or try
options separately to generate several output files and checking them with gdalinfo to see which option
generates the result you want.
Compress rasters using gdal_translate
Once your raster meets all requirements there is one last thing to consider. 3Di is cloud-based so we
advise you to compress all raster-files before uploading. The example below shows you how:
gdal_translate -co COMPRESS=DEFLATE warp_output.tif compressed.tif
This command copies all data and information but compresses the data.
Note that we only recommend the DEFLATE compression option. Other options may give better compression or performance in certain cases, but they are not supported in 3Di.

13.5.2 Flood model
In this instruction we will set up a relatively simple model that can simulate floods, using a DEM and
some levee’s. For a flood model we need a DEM and possibly a friction raster. For this instruction it is
assumed you have both at the ready.
Spatialite database
Once all your raster-files meet the requirements (as outlined in Rasters) we can set up the model through
the spatialite database. The spatialite database contains all the information that goes into your model
except the raster-files. To see what is inside the database, you have to connect to the spatialite database
using the Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface. This way, all relevant 3Di-layers
are loaded.
Global settings
The global settings table (v2_global_settings) contains all general settings for your model. It must
contain at least one row for your model to work. You can find a complete overview of all settings through
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database-overview. Here some basic settings are discussed as well as how to set up your computational
grid, but you will need the database overview as well.
Some basic settings you must fill out have to do with keeping track of your scenario and the type of
model you are making. Consider the following steps:
1. The first basic settings you must fill out are the scenario id and a simple name for your scenario.
The scenario name will be shown in the 3Di web portal once you uploaded your model.
2. Set use_2d_flow to 1 (we want to make a 2D flood model) and set use_1d_flow and use_0d_flow
to 0.
3. Set the default simulation time step (sim_time_step) to (for instance) 30 seconds. 3Di will automatically decrease the time step if no solution can be found in the given time step size.
4. Set your output time step (output_time_step) to 300 seconds. This setting is important since
3Di will generate a larger results-file the smaller your output time step is.
5. The flooding threshold determines when water starts to flow from one cell to the next. Set it to
0.01 meter. This ensures a more stable and quicker simulation.
6. Set the DEM and friction files relative paths to the raster-files you created. Make sure you use the
full path (relative from the folder in which the spatialite is stored) and full filenames (including
.tif).
7. Set the friction type so that it matches your friction raster-file.
8. Check the 3Di database-overview for the remaining settings and fill-out all those listed as mandatory. Except kmax and grid_space, they are explained below.
Computational grid
The computational grid consists of all the calculation cells combined. It consists of square calculation
cells, that may vary in size. In each calculation cell a volume and water level is computed. Velocity and
discharge are computed on the edges between these calculation cells. The sizes of the calculation cells
depend on two global settings: kmax and grid_space. The grid_space defines the size of the smallest
calculation cell in your computational grid. The kmax is your maximum refinement level that determines
the biggest possible calculation cell. If you do not define any local grid refinement, all calculation cells
will have the maximum size (i.e. grid_space * 2^(kmax-1)). Below, a picture is shown to remind you of
the way the computational grid is created. Every large cell can be split into four smaller cells by adding
local grid refinement.

Fig. 13.5: Grid refinement
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For now, set your grid_space and kmax. Your grid space must be a multitude of your raster pixel size.
If we assume you are using a pixel size of 5 meter, a grid_space of 10 meter and a kmax of 4, then your
biggest calculations cells will become 80 meters high and wide. The next section shows you how to add
local grid refinement.
Local grid refinement
Adding local grid refinement allows you to calculate the flow of water in a certain area in greater detail
while maintaining larger calculation cells in other areas. This way you can keep the model as fast as
possible. Generally speaking, you will use grid refinement in areas of your model where you expect high
variability in water levels and flow. For instance, near a breach location, levee or river bent. In other
areas, like a floodplain or relatively flat farm land, you can use larger cells as they tend to flood quite
gradually. You have two options to add local grid refinement: #. by drawing polylines and storing
them in the v2_grid_refinement table in your spatialite database; #. by drawing polygons and storing
them in the v2_grid_refinement_area table in your spatialite database. Any calculation cell that is
intersected by a grid refinement line will be split until it meets the given grid refinement. You can set
the refinement level for every line segment or polygon. Set it to 1 for your smallest calculation cell equal
to grid_space.
You will not be able to see the resulting computational grid until after you upload your model.
Levees or obstacles
Flow from one calculation cell to the next is determined at the edge of each cell and depends on the
local pixel values along the edge. In the case of a thin levee this could mean your calculation cell edges
don’t align with the highest pixel values of the levee. This means 3Di will not pick up on the correct
height of the levee. To solve this problem, you must add levees or obstacles to your model as a vector
, i.e. a polyline, in your spatialite database in the tables v2_levee or v2_obstacle. Both tables allow
you to set the minimum crest level at the edge of a calculation cell. The location of the polyline you
draw determines which edges are affected. The image below shows an example.
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Fig. 13.6: Levee in computational grid
The table v2_levee works similar to the v2_obstacle but allows you the set some additional parameters
that are used to simulate a breach. When the 2D-levee varies in height you can use different line segments.
Make sure all your levee segments are drawn within the extent of your raster-files.
More information about levees or obstacles can be found in Obstacles, Levees and Breaches.
Breach locations
There are two ways to add breach locations to a model, manually for each breach or automatically for
selected channels. In both cases the table v2_connected_pnt and v2_calculation_points must be
filled completely and correctly. The calculation points are points on which 3Di will place water level
calculation points. The connected points refer to these calculation points by a unique id. The location
of the connected points marks the location where the 1D2D connection is made to the 2D computational
grid. If a straight line between the calculation point and the connected point crosses a 1D-levee, a breach
location is generated.
To add a breach location next to a levee you have to have a model that has a connected channel and
at least one levee. The Building and adjusting a model with the Modeller Interface can be used to add
breach locations to your model.
No actual breach points will become visible for either of these options in QGIS. These will only become
visible on the 3Di web portal.
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More information about breaches can be found in Breaches.

13.5.3 Water system
To model the water system of a polder you will need different types of structures and perhaps a larger
level of detail than available in your bathymetry files. For this purpose, 3Di offers channels and structures
that can be linked to the 2D computational grid. We refer to them as the 1D components. This tutorial
shows you the steps needed to add these elements to an existing model. More background information,
can be found at 1D Flow.
The first thing you must do is activate 1D flow in the global settings. Also consider the following
parameters in the global or numerical settings:
• advection_1d
• max_angle_1d_advection
• max_degree
• use_of_nested_newton
Channels
To add a channel or network of channels consider the following steps:
1. First, load these tables from the spatialite database:
a. v2_channel (line geometry)
b. v2_connection_nodes (point geometry)
c. v2_cross_section_location (point geometry)
d. v2_cross_section_definition (no geometry)
2. Channels are drawn in between connection nodes, so start by adding nodes on the start and endpoints of your channels. If you wish to add structures later on, make sure to add enough nodes as
they are also linked between connection nodes (and thus not placed on top of channels).
3. After saving your edits in QGIS, the connection nodes id’s are filled automatically. You can fill
out the other attributes of the connection nodes later on.
4. Now draw your channels from connection node to connection node. Make sure you snap the start
and end-points to the connection nodes and fill out the connection_node_start_id and connection_node_end_id for every channel feature. Then fill all the attribute fields for all channels
except the id’s and save your edits.
5. Every channels needs at least one cross-section. Start by adding one or multiple cross-section
definitions in the table v2_cross_section_definition. You have several options to define you profile,
check the database-overview for more details. One definition can be used on multiple locations.
Note that the v2_cross_section_definition id’s are filled after you save your edits.
6. You can place cross-sections on channels using the v2_cross_section_location. You may place
multiple cross-sections on one channel. When placing locations, consider the following:
a. Cross-section locations must be placed on a channel vertex. If you have no vertex available
on you channel, add one.
b. Cross-section locations may not be placed on the start- or end-point of a channel
c. When placing multiple cross-section locations on one channel consider the distance between
your computation points. Make sure you have sufficient computation points on your channel,
to take this variations into account.
d. Refer to the correct channel id in the attribute field channel_id.
e. Refer to the correct definition in the attribute field definition_id
13.5. Modeling guidelines
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f. If it is a connected or double connected channel, make sure to fill in the bank_level. This is
the level, that determines the exchange between the water in the channel and that on the 2D
surface.
After these steps your channel is complete. If you wish you can fill out the initial water level on the
connection nodes. In case there are added computational points in the channel, these get the initial
water level of the start connection node. Embedded channels require some additional steps, these are
described below.
Structures
Structures in 3Di are defined as a connection between two connection nodes. 3Di supports four types of
structures (1D flow over structures):
1. Pump station
2. Weir
3. Orifice
4. Culvert
Check out the database-overview for a short description of the requirements of the structure attributes.
However, here are some notes to help you:
• The shape of the weir, orifice and culvert is stored in the cross-section definition table. So make
sure you have some available before you start adding these structures. (Weirs and Orifices)
• Culverts are the only structure type that has a geometry, it is a line. This means it can be curved.
The culvert length is derived from its geometry. All other structures are defined only as a link
between nodes. (Culvert)
• To add a structure, make sure you have two connection nodes available at the ends of two channels.
Fill in the correct start and end connection node id in the sqlite tables. You must work in the
v2_structure table. Editing in view tables is not supported.
• The pump station pumps from the start node to the end node. You can choose how it is controlled
using the type attribute. (Pumps)
• If you wish to model several structures that are only connected to each other, for instance a
culvert followed by a weir. You must add a small storage area to the connection node. Normally,
the storage area is derived from the cross-section of the adjoining channel, but when there is no
channel connected to a connection node, it has by default no storage. So add it manually, or your
model won’t work.
• Finally, you must make sure that one of the cross-section’s reference levels near the structure is
below the start, crest or invert level of the adjoining structure.
1D boundary condition
Boundary conditions for the 1D system are placed on connection nodes. They can be placed on connection
nodes that are connected to a single isolated channel or structure, so not on an embedded or connected
channel. Check the different types of boundary conditions available in the database-overview.
The time series field in the spatialite database can only be filled by copy-pasting your time serie into the
spatialite as QGIS does not allow you to enter a newline. You may use this example:
0,0.000000
15,1.000000
30,2.000000
45,3.000000
60,2.000000
9999,2.000000
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Embedded channels
Embedded channels are useful when you wish to add more detailed profiles to a course raster-file. Also,
they are the most efficient way to add channels since they don’t add to the number of computational
points. In fact, the volume in the channel is integrated with that of the 2D computational cell. When
modelling embedded channels, consider the following:
• The water level in the embedded channel is always equal to the water level in the underlaying 2D
grid cell.
• Embedded channels add extra connections between 2D grid cells, but ignore obstacles and levees.
• Make sure the embedded channel profile always partially lays below the surface level in you DEM
(you can’t have floating embedded channels).
• Make sure no more than one channel vertice falls inside a single raster-file pixel.
• Embedded channels only function when they connect several 2D grid cells, so make sure no embedded channel falls completely inside one 2D grid cell,
• All connection nodes connected to an embedded channel become embedded, so make sure structures
or channels of other types that are connected to these connection node cross at least one 2D grid
cell boundary, and
• Do not place boundary conditions directly on embedded channels.

13.5.4 Sewerage
To model the sewerage system you will need different types of structures. A sewerage model can be
solely the sewerage system itself (1D), or it can interact with the surface using 2D raster-files (1D/2D).
This tutorial shows you what steps you need to take to add these elements to an existing model. The
first thing you must do is activate 1D flow in the global settings. Also consider the following parameters
in the global or numerical settings:
• manhole_storage_area
• advection_1d
• max_angle_1d_advection
• max_degree
• use_of_nested_newton
If you want to make a solely 1D-sewerage model you have to define the inflow parameters. For more
information, see Inflow.
Manholes
Manholes are the base of your sewerage model, because they define the locations where the 1D sewerage
system can interact with the surface. Each manhole must have a volume and refer to a connection node.
To add a manhole consider the following steps:
1. First, load the table v2_connection_nodes (point geometry) from the spatialite database if you
haven’t already.
2. Each manhole needs to be linked to a connection node, which determines its geographical location.
3. Furthermore, each manhole must have dimensions. You have several options to define these dimensions. Check out the the database-overview for more details. Note that manholes do not refer to
the cross section definition table (as do the structures). The drain_level determines the elevation
at which the manhole can interact with the surface and water can flow in or out of the manhole.
This is only used in case of connected manholes.
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4. The manholes must have manhole_indicators (what kind of manhole it is) and calculation_type.
The calculation_type defines whether, and how, the water can flow in or out of the manhole.
5. In case of a purely 1D sewerage model, the manhole storage area has to be defined in the global
settings. This determines the size of the ‘storage’ that is used as a substitute to determine the
volume at street level when the water rises above the drain_level in case of connected manholes.
Structures (sewerage)
Sewerage structures in 3Di are always a connection between two connection nodes, without their own
geometry. 3Di supports four types of structures in sewerage systems:
1. Pipe
2. Weir
3. Orifice
4. Pumpstation
Check out the database-overview for how use the structure attributes. Below, some specific details are
listed.
• The shape of the pipe, weir and orifice is stored in the cross section definition table. So make sure
you have some available before you start adding these structures.
• To add a structure you have to define the correct start and end connection node id in the sqlite
tables. You must work in the v2_structure table, editing in views is not supported.
• The pumpstation pumps from the start node to the end node. You can choose how it is controlled
using the type attribute. It is possible to leave the end node blank (NULL). In that case the
pumpstation pumps water ‘out of the model’ and functions as a boundary condition. This could,
for example, simulate the final pumpstation that pumps the water to the sewage treatment plant.
Impervious surfaces
It is also possible to use a solely 1D-sewerage model without any 2D component. If that is the case make
sure you activate “use_0d_inflow” in the global settings. In this case you force the ‘0D-surfaces’ into
the sewerage system. This is done by linking the ‘0D-surfaces’ (v2_impervious_surface) to a connection
node (using v2_impervious_surface_map), check the database-overview for more details.
To calculate the dry weather flow, i.e. (household) wastewater, you have to define the ‘nr_of_inhabitants’
and ‘dry_weather_flow’ in the v2_impervious_surface table.
1D boundary conditions
Boundary conditions for the 1D system are placed on connection nodes. They can only be placed on
connection nodes that are connected to a single structure. So not on structures or embedded or connected
channels. Check the different types of boundary conditions available in the database-overview.
The timeseries field in the spatialite database can only be filled by copy-pasting your timeseries into the
spatialite as QGIS does not allow you to enter a newline. You may use this example:
0,0.000000
15,1.000000
30,2.000000
45,3.000000
60,2.000000
9999,2.000000
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13.5.5 Hybrid Models
Generally, rain falls directly on the surface, before it finds its way into the sewer system. However in
urban areas, a significant part of the rain falls on buildings. There, it can flow to the sewer system
through rain pipes or it can be stored. 3Di can be used to model any sanitary, storm and combined
sewer system, with water entering the model using the 0D inflow in combination with 2D rainfall. In
The Netherlands, there is a system called NWRW, which formed the basis for the 0D inflow model. This
is described in more detail in section Inflow.
0D inflow
0D inflow is a module in 3Di that computes the amount of rain that falls on a surface and arrives in
the 1D network. These surfaces represent (urban) elements, which are coupled to the sewer system. For
example buildings, or more distant roads which are included in the 1D domain only. The type of surface
determines whether there is volume stored, infiltrated or delayed in flowing to the 1D network. In short,
the 0D inflow module computes the rainfall volume (area x rainfall_intensity x delta t) for each time
step for each impervious area or surface area.
The impervious surfaces table uses the Dutch NWRW model. In this model, a surface is defined by
certain characteristics. It can be for example sloping or flat, paved or unpaved etc. These characteristics
are translated to hydrological parameters like storage and delay of inflow. These are translated into a
discharge hydrograph which is added as a lateral inflow to the sewer system. The surface table works
similar to the impervious surface table but differs because you have to specify all the hydrological
parameters of the surface yourself (i.e. infiltration, outflow delay, storage). For more information on 0D
rainfall: Rainfall.
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Fig. 13.7: Impervious surfaces which facilitate the 0D inflow.
2D Rainfall
Rain which falls in the 2D domain precipitates on every computational cell where a DEM is defined.
After the rain has fallen on the surface model it flows freely and interacts with connected 1D elements
and therefore might enter the sewer system through manholes.
Hybrid Modelling
Key to properly representing the precipitation processes in urban areas is the combination of 0D and
2D inflow, so called “hybrid modelling”. To account for rain that falls on roofs or other surfaces, that
should be coupled to the sewer system (through drain pipes). This is obtained by including these areas
in the 0D inflow module. However in that case, it should be excluded from the 2D rainfall.
There are two ways to exclude rain from falling in the 2D domain:
• Interception (Section Interception);
• Removing the (impervious) surfaces from the 2D rasters;
Interception is a parameter which can be defined as a (2D) raster. It specifies the amount of rain which
can be intercepted. This parameter can also be used to intercept only precipitation where 0D-inflow
surfaces are defined.
To generate such a raster you could follow these steps: - Create a raster with only zero-values - Define at
the locations of the surfaces an interception value that exceeds the total rainfall event. For example, if
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the total rainfall is 70 mm, an interception of >70 mm should be specified at the location of the surfaces.
The advantage of using interception is that the other rasters are not affected. Therefore it remains
possible to have flow through (or below if using groundwater) the surfaces. A disadvantage is that the
model becomes larger and might become too large for grid generation.

Fig. 13.8: An example of a interception raster
Removing the (impervious) surfaces from the 2D rasters is the second option to exclude precipitation from
the 2D domain. 2D rain falls only where the DEM is defined. Therefore, by removing the (impervious)
surfaces from the DEM (turning them into nodata) the precipitation is removed from the 2D domain.
As all 2D rasters have to overlap precisely, one should remove the surfaces from the DEM and all other
rasters present (i.e. infiltration, friction). The advantage of this method is that there is no additional
raster required. A disadvantage might be that flow through (larger) surfaces will be obstructed.
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Fig. 13.9: Hybrid DEM with removed surfaces to limit 2D rainfall.

13.5.6 Control Structures
This sections shows you how to set up a control on structures in your model. It uses a new tool from
the QGIS 3Di Toolbox, so make sure you have installed a recent version of the QGIS plugin. Also, check
out the workings of the controls at Control Structures.
Connect your model
Start by connecting to the spatialite database through QGIS [1]. Even when you have loaded your model
using the Load database section of the plugin, you must make an extra connection with your spatialite
database to be able to select the database. Open the plugin toolbox [2] and the control structures tool
[3]. A screen will pop-up inwhich you can select your model [4].
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Measuring group
The second tab shows the measuring groups, where you can view and add new measuring groups. The
measuring group is a selection of stations. Each group may consist of one or more stations. Their
combined weight must equal 1.
To add a measuring group, click new and a new pop-up will appear. Here you can load an existing group
to copy it into a new group through Load measuring group. Or create indivudual measuring stations into
the group. One measuring group can be used to control several structures.
To view an available measuring groups in your model, select the measuring group id and click view.
Measuring station
The second tab shows to overview of the measuring stations in your model. Measuring stations are for
instance connection nodes. To view all available measuring stations in your model, click view or view all.
Rule
In the rule tab, you will create and manage your existing rules. At this moment, you are only able
to implement a table controlled rule. Click New to open the create table control pop-up. Choose the
measure variable and operator (see Table control). Then add the table increments with measuring and
action values. Remember that these values are not interpolated. So add sufficient increments to create
a smooth transition. Finally, select the structure on which the rule applies and click save.
To view available rules in your model, click view.
Control group
In the control group a measuring group and a rule are combined to create a control. You may use one
measuring group for multiple controls. The rule applies to one structures and can be used only once in
each group.
Add a control by clicking new and fill in the name and description of the control you are about to create.
Then select the measuring group id and rule id for your first rule and click new. Add extra combinations
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if you wish to use multiple controls in your model. Only one control group will be active, so make sure
all rules for your model are listed in one group. When your done, click Save.
You can define multiple groups in one spatialite database, but only one is active per model scenario (or
global settings entry). You must therefore specify the control group id in the global settings for your
scenario(s). This is the final step in activating the controls.

13.5.7 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are used to describe the behavior of the system outside the domain of interest.
Boundary conditions can be present in both the 1D and 2D domain. A boundary condition has a
location, a type and a value. The type defines the method that is applied to handle the flow. There are
four types of boundary conditions: water level, discharge, velocity and water level slope (Sommerfield)
over time. Water level values can be defined as a constant or as a time series.
• Water level [mNAP]: The user defines a water level. The computation of the solution will hold
the water level at that location fixed at the given values. The flow will adapt to that value. For
example, the water level behind a sewer spillway or an alternating tidal elevation.
• Discharge [m3/s]: The user defines a discharge. This flux and momentum is applied to the boundaries. It is typically used to define incoming values, for example, the incoming discharge of a
river.
• Velocity [m/s]: The user defines a velocity into or out of the model. This type of boundary condition
is also usually used at locations where water is entering the system.
• Water level slope (Sommerfeld) [m/m]: The user fixes the water level gradient at this boundary.
This is very convenient at the outgoing boundary. This boundary condition allows the system to
go to an equilibrium, and allows disturbances to go out of the system in stead of being reflected.
Boundaries in the 1D network
Boundary conditions for a 1D network are defined on connection nodes. They can only be defined on
connection nodes that have only one connection to the rest of the network.
The boundary is defined in the v2_1d_boundary_conditions table. There the user can define the type,
the location and the time series. The values of the time series are interpolated between the defined times.
A time series must be defined over the full period of the simulation. In QGIS it is not possible to add
a new line in the attribute table. Therefore you should either compose the timeseries in a text-editor
and copy paste it into the field, or compose the time series through the field calculator and use “\n” to
create a new line. With the Meuse Release of the 3Di Plugin, a specific menu came available to assist in
editing the values.
The time series for all 1D boundary conditions must be the same. Check the different types of boundary
conditions available in the Database overview. Please note that a boundary cannot be placed directly
on a pump station.
Boundaries in the 2D domain
A 2D boundary can be used to specify the flow at the edges of the 2D domain. The boundary should
exactly coincide with the edge of the bathymetry raster. The 2D boundaries can only be defined perfectly
horizonal or vertical.
The 2D boundary condition can be defined in the v2_2d_boundary_conditions table. There you can
define the type and the (time varying) values. The time series are specified as a list of time (seconds)
and values (dependend on boundary type) i.e.:
0,10 9999,10
The values are interpolated between the different times. A time series must be defined over the full
period of the simulation. The time series may be longer, but not shorter. In QGIS it is not possible to
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add a new line in the attribute table. Therefore you should either compose the timeseries in a text-editor
and copy paste it into the field, or compose the timeseries through the field calculator and use “\n” to
create a new line. With the Meuse Release of the 3Di Plugin, a specific menu came available to assist in
editing the values.
There are some tips and tricks to define the location of the 2D boundary condition. - As the boundary
condition is defined at the edge of the batymetry raster, it works best with straight rasters. - It can help
to convert the raster outline to a shapefile, that defines the location of the boundary condition.
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CHAPTER

14

Checking the model schematisation

It is very useful to check your model schematisation before uploading. It can raise errors and let you
solve them early on, or it can raise warnings, which you might want to solve.
Checking the model schematisation can only be done with toolboxes in QGIS designed for 3Di models,
which come pre-installed with the Modeller Interface. For information how to download the Modeller
Interface or the seperate plugins, please visit Installation manual.

14.1 Toolbox for working with 3Di models
The 3Di toolbox is actived by clicking the toolbox icon in the 3Di-Toolbox bar.

After clicking the toolbox icon, a new window is opened. Click the arrow next to the Tools icon to open
the toolbox and view the different tools that are available.
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14.2 Raster checker
The Raster checker is launched since the QGIS 3.4.5 version of the Plugin and now available for the LTR
version. This tool checks the rasters for your 3Di model schematisation. The tool verifies for example:
• The correct nodata value
• Consistent projection between rasters
• Alignment of all rasters
The principe of the raster checker is to check if your model will calculate. It does not validate on logical
values and if elements are connected.
The RasterChecker checks your rasters based on the raster references in your sqlite. This is done for all
v2_global_setting rows.
The following checks are executed:
– Per individual raster: –
• 1: Are all filenames of rasters within one setting_id unique? (3Di can handle this, but the
RasterChecker not).
• 2: Do the referenced rasters (in all v2_tables) exist on your machine?
• 3: Is the raster file extension .tif / .tiff?
• 4: Is the raster filename valid? (no special characters, no space, max one ‘.’ and ‘/’)
• 5: Is the raster single- (not multi-) band?
• 6: Is the raster nodata value -9999?
• 7: Does the raster have a projected coordinate system (unit: meters)?
• 8: Is the raster data type float 32?
• 9: Is the raster compressed? (compression=deflate)
• 10: Does the pixelsize have max three decimal places?
• 11: Are the pixels square?
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• 12: Are there no extreme pixel values? (dem: -10kmMSL<x<10kmMSL, other rasters have their
own limits
– All rasters per setting_id at once: –
• 13: Is the cumulative number of pixels of all rasters per setting_id lower than 1.000.000.000?
– Raster comparison: –
• 14: Is the projection equal to the dem projection?
• 15: Is the pixel size equal to the dem pixel size?
• 16: Is the number of data/nodata pixels equal to the dem.
• 17: Is the number of rows-colums equal to the dem?
– Pixel allignment: –
• 18: Are pixels correctly aligned (data and nodata locations) with the dem?
How to use the raster checker?
To use the Raster checker, set up a connection with the SQlite of your model.
1) Open the Data Source Manager under the drop down menu Layer on top of the screen.
2) Go to SpatiaLite and click New. Browse to the location of your model Sqlite and open it.
3) Now you can close the Data Source Manager window.

4) The Raster checker can be accessed by opening the Toolbox.
14.2. Raster checker
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5) The Raster checker can be found under Step 1 - Check data. By double clicking raster_checker.py
the Raster checker is opened in a seperate window.

6) Under Model schematisation database you can choose the spatialite of your model.
7) Click OK to start the raster checker. When the tool is finished the following message pops-up:

8) The log-file of the raster checker can be found at the same location as the location of the SQlite.
The log-file can be opened with a text editor such as Notepad. The log-file looks similar to:
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Here, one can also find the overview of the 18 checks that are performed.
9) The performed checks are numbered 1 to 18. This number is called a check_id.
10) Under sub-heading Found following raster references, there is a list with the rasters used in your
model schematisation.
Further down in the log-file, the outcome of the raster checker for each raster is shown.

11) The first column, named level, shows the importance of the notification (info, warning or error).
Errors need to be solved.
12) The second column, named setting_id, refers to the id of the row in the v2_global_settings table
of the sqlite, where the raster reference can be found.
13) The third column contains the check_id.
14) The fourth column is the feedback, it contains the outcome of the specific verification check.
15) If one of your rasters is not aligned with the DEM (bathymetry file), check_id 18 will give an error.
Make sure all your rasters have the same extent and and have nodata pixels at the same location.

14.2. Raster checker
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14.3 Schematisation checker
The schematisation checker analyses your 3Di model database (.sqlite file) for completeness and consistency between tables. With the checker you can make sure most database errors are found before
sending the model to the 3Di servers for model generation.
In order to use the schematisation checker follow these steps:
1. Start the Modeller Interface
2. Add a connection to the model database (Layer -> Data Source Manager, Select SpatiaLite on the
left and create a ‘New’ connection or connect to an existing connection)
3. Open the schematization checker by opening the Toolbox in the 3Di Plugin, select Step 1: check
data, select schematisation_checker.py
4. Select the SpatiaLite connection of the model database and the location where to store the output
of the schematisation checker. Click run to run the schematisation checker. Click open to open the
output.
The output is a comma seperated value file, which can be opened in, for example, Excel. It contains 6
columns: id, table, column, value, description and check:
• id: identification number of the row where a check encounters an error.
• table: the table in which the error occurs.
• column: the column which contains the error.
• value: the current value in the cell
• description: description of the error
• check: the type of check that found the error, described below
What is checked?
There are currently different general checks applied on all tables and columns of the model database.
These checks are:
• TypeCheck
• NotNullCheck
• ForeignKeyCheck
• EnumCheck
• UniqueCheck
• GeometryCheck
• GeometryTypeCheck
Apart from the general checks on the database data and structure there are more 3Di specific checks:
• BankLevelCheck
• CrossSectionShapeCheck
• TimeSeriesCheck
• Use0DFlowCheck
TypeCheck Every cell in every table will be checked if the type of the entered value is correct. A values
in cell is expected to be a(n): - integer (-4, 0,1,2, etc…) - real (3.6, -5.2) - text - varchar (text of limited
length) - geometry (point, linestring or polygon) - bool (bolean, true or false) - datetime (2019-07-02
14:27+02:00)
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EnumCheck Some cells expect specific values. For example, the type of a boundary condition is either
1, 2, 3 or 5 (respectively water level, velocity, discharge or Sommerfeld). Any value other than the
enumerated values will result in an EnumCheck error.
NotNullCheck If a cell is NULL it id empty. For some cells this is allowed, but others cells are obliged
to contain a value. If this obligation is not met, a NotNullCheck error is given.
n.b. An empty text or varchar does not equal NULL.
ForeignKeyCheck Many tables contain foreign key columns which refer to other tables. An example is
the column connection_node_start_id in the table v2_channel. This column refers to the column id in
the table v2_connection_node. If a channel is entered with connection_node_start_id = 1, there should
be an entry in the table v2_connection_nodes with id = 1. If this is not the case a ForeignKeyCheck
error will be given.
UniqueCheck Some values have to be unique. An example is the name column in v2_global_settings.
If multiple rows are entered with the same name, a UniqueCheck error will be given.
GeometryCheck If an entered geometry is invalid the GeometryCheck error will be returned. The
most occurring reason for invalid geometries is self-intersection of polygons.
GeometryTypeCheck This check makes sure the geometry type (point, linestring or polygon) is consistent with the expected geometry type.
BankLevelCheck Check if the row bank_level of v2_cross_section_locations table is not NULL, when
the corresponding channel is of the type connected or double_connected.
CrossSectionShapeCheck Each type of cross-section shape requires certain input. This check verifies
if all cross-section shapes are well posed:
• Rectangle: A width is required, a height is optional. The dimensions should be positive decimal
numbers.
• Circle: Only a “width” is required. This is diameter of the circle and should be a positive decimal
number.
• Egg: Only a “width” is required. The height is 1.5 times the width. This value should be a positive
decimal number.
• Tabulated rectangle or trapezium: A list of widths and heights are required. The lists should contain
only positive decimal numbers seperated by spaces and contain the same amount of values. The
first value of height should always be 0. The height list should be increasing. In case the width is
set to 0 m at the heighest increment, the cross-section is closed.
TimeseriesCheck This check verifies if time series are correctly defined. It checks whether the time
steps in that table are all the same.
Use0DFlowCheck If 0D flow is configured in the global settings table, there should be at least 1
(impervious) surface defined in the model.

14.3. Schematisation checker
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15

Adding scenario information and running a simulation

Before you can simulate your model you need to add scenario information. A scenario holds information
like the weather condition during a simulation, the total runtime of a simulation and laterals, breaches
and initial conditions.
Adding scenario information and running a simulation can be done in the Modeller Interface with the
3Di Models and Simulations plugin or on the 3Di Live Site. You can run an interactive simulation on
the Live Site. The Live Site will provide an insight while the scenario is running, when your simulation
is finished you can download the results. When you use the Modeller Interface your results will only be
provided after the simulation has finished. The Modeller Interface does provide a more detailed overview
where you can enter your scenario information.

15.1 Using the Modeller Interface
To start simulating with the Modeller Interface, you first need to open the Modeller Interface, Start up
the “3Di Models and Simulations” plugin, load your model. and Add scenario information. This section
also provides information on the different options for your scenario.

15.1.1 Start up the “3Di Models and Simulations”
Open the Modeller Interface. Click on Plug-ins from the menu bar and open the dropdown menu. Click
on “3Di Models and Simulations” to start up the plugin. For a guide on how to install the Modeller
Interface or the”3Di Models and Simulations” see Installation manual.
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15.1.2 Load model
Load your model by clicking start in the “3Di Models and Simulations”. In the pop-up window (wizard)
choose Load from Web.
Note: If you are using 3Di outside of the Netherlands you need to change the Base API. See: Plugin
settings on how to do this.
screenshot toevoegen

Users that have access to run simulations for more than one organisation will get a menu in which they
choose the organisation:
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Now choose only simulate (only option available at the moment):

Choose the model that you like to run simulations on, and click Load model:

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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On load of the model the following files are retrieved from the server:
• cells
• breaches (only when present in your model)

Cells represent the computational grid comprised of computational cells. This file can help analyze
modelling results when used in an overlay with the model schematization. For theoretical information,
see The grid.
Breaches can be used for breach calculations. The number of the breach as shown in the map canvas is
the number required in the wizard. Alternatively, you can also select a breach before starting the wizard,
see Add levee breaches. This breach will then be used in the calculation. For theoretical information, see
Breaches.
Note: if the files have been downloaded before the Modeller Interface will use the cached version.

15.1.3 Simulate
To start a simulation, click on the SIMULATE button. Next, the following window will be shown:
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This window shows an overview of current simulations for the specific organisation. In this panel simulations can be started and stopped.
To stop a simulation, select the simulation you want to stop and click on Stop Simulation.
To start a simulation you can either use Load template or New simulation. Both options will enable
you to fill in scenario information and start a simulation.

15.1.4 Add scenario information
Using Load template enables you to re-use a previously stored scenario template. All the previous
defined settings are automatically filled into the scenario information. This information can still be
edited, before you run the simulation.
Selecting New Simulation will start a simulation with a new scenario that still needs to be filled in.
After clicking ‘new simulation’ the start screen of the wizard is shown:

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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In this window the various options, to be used in the simulation calculation, can be defined.
Boundary conditions: Not configurable yet. Boundary conditions are taken from the spatialite directly.
Initial conditions: To define the use of a (previously) saved state or initial water levels in 1D, 2D or
Ground water.
Laterals: To select laterals to use in the model.
Breaches: To select a breach to open in the model.
Precipitation: To define precipitation in the model.
Wind: To define wind in the model.
Multiple simulations (becomes available when using either breaches or precipitation): To define multiple
simulations with rainfall or breaches. Useful when simulating multiple events on the same model.
Generate saved state after simulation: To save the end result of the simulation as a saved state.
Post-processing in Lizard: This is a feature that is only available for users of organisations that have a
Lizard account. It enables you to store the results in the cloud and it triggers automated post-processing
of water depth, water levels, time of arrival, flood hazard rating and damage estimations maps. See
Post-processing in Lizard on how to use post-processing.
Check the options you want to be used in the calculations of your simulation, and click Next.
The next step is to name the simulation. You and other users within your organisation will be able to
find this simulation and its results based on the name. It can also be used to look up simulations later.
Adding tags can clarify for other users what your simulation calculated or can be used to assign a
simulation a certain project name or number.
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The first step in any simulation is choosing the duration of the simulation:

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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The next steps depend on the selection of options from the initial screen of the wizard. Unchecked
options will be omitted by the wizard.
Initial conditions
Initial conditions either refer to the use of saved state file, or the use of initial water level in 1D, 2D or
groundwater (2D).
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1D options:
• Predefined: this refers to the initial water level as defined in the column initial_waterlevel in the
connection nodes in the spatialite.
• Global value: this would be a generic initial water level value in m MSL which is applied in all 1D
nodes of the model.
2D Surface Water options:
• Raster: this refers to the initial water level raster as uploaded with the model to the model database.
• Aggregation settings: This can min, max or average
• Global value: this would be a generic initial water level value in m MSL which is applied in all 2D
nodes of the model.
2D Groundwater options:
• Raster: This refers to the initial water level raster as uploaded with the model to the model
database.
• Global value: This would be a generic initial water level value in m MSL which is applied in all 2D
ground water nodes of the model.
Laterals
Laterals can be uploaded using .csv format for either 1D or 2D. For a more detailed description on
laterals, see: Laterals.

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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The CSV file format is generated by a right-mouse click on table: v2_1d_lateral. Then choose export
–> save features as –> Select csv as output format. Choose a filename and location to store and click
OK. the file should like like this:
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Important note: Units in the CSV are seconds (for time steps) and m3/s (for the flows).
Breaches
A breach can be selected using the menu below:

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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When choosing the model to calculate in a breaches file was downloaded from the server. The number
of the breach as shown in the map canvas is the number required in the wizard. Alternatively, you can
also select a breach before starting the wizard. This breach will then be used in the calculation.
For a description on breaches, see: Breaches.
Precipitation
There are several options to define a precipitation event for your simulation. In the drop-down menu,
one can choose Constant, Custom, Design and Radar events. For all events an offset can be defined.
The offset is the duration between start simulation and the start of the rainfall event.
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When choosing a Constant type of precipitation, the stop after and rain intensity (in mm/h) must also
be defined. The stop after is the duration between the start of the simulation and the end of the rain
event. The rain intensity is uniform and constant in the given timeframe. The rain intensity preview
provides the rain intensity throughout the simulation in the form of a histogram.

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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When choosing the option Custom, the event is defined in a CSV-file. The format is in minutes, and
the rainfall in mm for that time step. Please keep in mind that the duration of the rain in the custom
format cannot exceed the duration of the simulation. The interpolate option will gradually change the
rain intensity throughout a time series. Without the interpolate function the rain intensity will stay
constant within a time step and will make an abrupt transition to the next time step.
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When choosing the option Design, a design number between 1 and 16 must be filled in. These numbers
correlate to predetermined rain events, with differing return periods, that fall homogeneous over the
entire model. Numbers 1 to 10 originate from RIONED and are heterogeneous in time. Numbers 11 to
16 have a constant rain intensity:
Rain 11 statistically occurs once every 100 years. The duration of this event is 1 hour with a constant rain
intensity of 70 mm/h. (T= 100.0 year, V=70 mm, Standard rain event (local) from Delta Programme
2019).
Rain 12 statistically occurs once every 250 years. The duration of this event is 1 hour with a constant rain

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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intensity of 90 mm/h. (T=250.0 year, V=90 mm, Standard rain event (local) from Delta Programme
2019).
Rain 13 statistically occurs once every 1000 years. The duration of this event is 2 hours, with a constant rain intensity of 80 mm/h. (T=1000.0 year, V=160 mm, Standard rain event (local) from Delta
Programme 2019).
Rain 14 statistically occurs once every 100 years. The duration of this event is 48 hours, with a constant
rain intensity of 2.5 mm/h. (T=100.0 year, V=120 mm, Standard rain event (regional) from Delta
Programme 2019).
Rain 15 statistically occurs once every 250 years. The duration of this event is 48 hours, with a constant
rain intensity of 2.7 mm/h. (T=250.0 year, V=130 mm, Standard rain event (regional) from Delta
Programme 2019).
Rain 16 statistically occurs once every 1000 years. The duration of this event is 48 hours, with a
constant rain intensity of 3.4 mm/h. (T=1000.0 year, V=160 mm, Standard rain event (regional) from
Delta Programme 2019).
These so-called design rain events are time series, which are traditionally used to test the functioning of
a sewer system in the Netherlands.

Radar - NL Only is only available in the Netherlands and uses historical rainfall data that is based on
radar rain images. Providing temporally and spatially varying rain information. The Dutch Nationale
Regenradar is available for all Dutch applications. On request, the information from other radars can
be made available to 3Di as well.
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Multiple simulations
This option becomes available when using either breaches or precipitation. You can define multiple
simulations with different rainfall or breaches. Useful when simulating multiple events on the same
model.
Wind
Wind in 3Di applies to 2D surface water. Read more about wind and the physics used by 3Di here:
Wind effects.
You can choose between a Constant or a Custom type of wind. For both events an offset and a drag
coefficient can be defined. The offset (start after) is the duration between the start of the simulation
and the start of the wind event. The drag coefficient has a default value of 0,005. By increasing the drag
coefficient, you increase the influence of the wind.
When choosing a Constant wind event, the stop after, wind speed and direction must also be defined.
The stop after is the duration between the start of the simulation and the end of the wind event. The
(meteorological) wind direction is defined as the direction from which the wind originates, measured
in degrees clockwise from due north. Therefore, wind blowing toward the south has a direction of 0
degrees. You can either use the wind rose to depict which way the wind is blowing, or enter the direction
manually.

15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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When choosing a Custom wind, the CSV format is minutes, wind speed in m/s and wind direction,
both for that time step. The interpolate options will gradually change the wind speed or wind direction
throughout a time series. Without the interpolate functions the wind speed and wind direction will stay
constant within the time steps and will make an abrupt transition to the next time step.
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After choosing all the settings check the overview, press Next and Add to Queue. The simulation will
15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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start up when there is a session available on the servers within your organisation.

Generate saved state after simulation
To save the end result of the simulation as a saved state. A saved state file can be used as an initial
condition. For more information, see: State files.

15.1.5 Post-processing in Lizard
Storing your results in Lizard and automated post-processing is only available for users of organisations
with a Lizard account. This function will generate maps of water depth for each output time step, a
maximum water depth for the whole simulation water levels for each output time step, a maximum water
level for the whole simulation, time of arrival, flood hazard rating and damage estimations. The damage
estimations are only available in the Netherlands. Contact us at servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl if you
like to use this option and don’t have access yet.
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Basic processed results stores the 3Di output files in the Lizard platform:
• Result NetCDF (containing actual values)
• Aggregate NetCDF (availability and content dependent on user settings. required for water balance
tool in Modeller Interface)
• Grid administration (gridadmin.h5 file. required to load NetCDF results in Modeller Interface)
• Calculation core logging (A zip containing logfiles)
As a service, the following maps are available in Lizard:
• water depth maps per output time step
• maximum water depth map
• flood hazard rating
• rise velocity
• water level
• max water level
• max velocity
• rainfall
All maps can be downloaded as GTiff, either via the interface demo.lizard.net or via the lizard API.
When Arrival time map is checked a map with arrival time is being calculated showing the time of
arrival of water per pixel in hours.
Damage estimation is only available in the Netherlands: automated estimate of damage as a result of
flooding. Takes into account water depth and duration of flood. Result is the following damage maps:
• Water depth (WSS)
• Damage (direct)
15.1. Using the Modeller Interface
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• Damage (indirect)
• Total damage
And a damage summary in csv format. For more information check the documentation here: https:
//docs.3di.lizard.net/d_results_from_lizard.html

15.1.6 Results
For information on how to get, view and analyse results, see Viewing results with the Modeller Interface.

15.1.7 Old table
The most used API options are included in the newest version of the plugin. Important consideration is
a difference between API v1 and v3 how initial waterzylevels, laterals and boundaries are handled. The
current status is as follows:
Forcings

Live site

Boundary conditions
Initial water level
2D
Initial water level
1D
Initial water level
GW
Laterals 1D and
2D
Breaches
Precipitation

SQLite

Wind
Control
Structures
DWF (inflow)
Settings

SQLite,
‘max’
SQLite

“3Di Models and Simulations”
Wizard
SQLite
always

SQLite
Not used
Open in gui
Add using live
site
Add using live
site
Not used from
SQLite
Not used from
SQLite
SQLite

OpenAPI Client

Add predefined/global in wizard
Add predefined/global in wizard
Add in wizard with CSV (b)

SQLite, can be overwritten
(a)
Add raster/global to simulation
Add predefined to simulation
Add predefined to simulation
Add CSV

Open breach using wizard
Add using wizard (c)

Open breach
Add to simulation

Add using wizard

Add to simulation

Not used from SQLite

Add to simulation

Add as laterals, use dwf calculator
SQLite

Add to simulation as lateral CSV
SQLite, can be overwritten

Add raster/global in wizard

This is a temporary situation, simulation templates will be implemented on our servers. In these templates users will be able to predefine the forcings and settings that users want to use in a model. A
model can contain multiple simulation templates
(a): When overwriting the boundary conditions, both 1D and 2D need to be supplied
(b): When using the laterals as a CSV note that units of the laterals in the wizard are expected in m3/s
(c): CSV files can contain up to 300 entries
This means that for boundary conditions nothing changes between API v1 and v3. Values are taken from
the spatialite. The following requirements still hold for the boundary conditions:
• number of entries have to be exactly the same
• time has to be the same value (e.g. al time series have 0, 10, 20, 40 as time. It is not possible to
have a boundary condition with the time as 0,15,20,40)
Initial water levels are taken from the spatialite if the users selects this in the wizard, see the section on
initial conditions below for a ‘how to’.
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Laterals are not taken into account when added to the spatialite. The user has to add them to the API
call for them to be taken into account. See the section on laterals below for a ‘how to’.
DWF (inflow) In API v1 inflow on connection nodes is being calculated based on nr of inhabitants per
impervious surface and the mapping to the connection nodes. In API v3 users can calculate the inflow
separately using the dwa calculator tool. The output of this tool is a csv with lateral inflow. This csv
can be used in the “3Di Models and Simulations”. In this approach is more transparant and generic
usable for different countries.

15.2 Using the 3Di Live Site
Through the 3Di live site (version 2.0) the models of your organisation can be loaded and simulations
can be started. During the session others can follow the simulations ‘live’. Also interventions can be done
in the model during the simulation. Results are presented in real-time. All the steps from adjusting the
input of water, to viewing the calculation results are described in this section.
For instructions how to login to and use the 3Di live site see Login to the Live Site.

15.2.1 Start the simulation
The simulation starts by pressing the Play button at the top of the screen. The calculation time is
displayed next to the ‘Play’ button.
To change the calculation speed (the real time speed at which your simulation is shown) see: User menu.

15.2.2 Simulation interventions
The buttons at the mid left of the screen are used to interactively adjust the forcing of the model:
• add a Discharge point (2D)
• add a Pumping point (2D)
• add Rainfall
• add Wind
The functioning of these buttons is described in the following sections.
NOTE: The result of forcing water is not visible until the simulation is running.
Discharge point
With the Discharge tool a constant source of water can be added to the model. Select the icon and
change the amount of water you want to apply. In the dropdown menu you can change the unit. You can
also change the duration of the discharge. Click PLACE ON MAP and click a location on the map
that should be the source. The water will start flowing from this location over the 2D domain. When
you press the Play button the intervention will become active.

15.2. Using the 3Di Live Site
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Pumping point
With the Pump tool a constant sink of water can be added to the model. Select the icon and change
the amount of water you want to pump out of the model. In the dropdown menu you can change the
unit. You can also change the duration of the pumping. Click PLACE ON MAP and click a location
on the map that should be the pump. The water will be pumped out from the 2D domain from this
location (1D pumps should be added in the model schematisation). The water that is taken out of the
model will not flow back into the model and is considered a loss. When you press the Play button the
intervention will become active.
Rainfall
Through the Rain tool icon, rainfall can be added to the model. The following Type’s are available:
• Constant: a homogeneous event in both space and time across the entire model range.
• Radar: use historical rainfall data (only available in the Netherlands).
• Design: use a design event. This event is homogeneous over the entire model area and heterogeneous in time.
These three options for adding rainfall all cover the entire model area.
When choosing a Constant type of precipitation, the rain intensity (in mm/h) and duration of the rain
must be defined. The rain intensity is uniform and constant in the given time frame.
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The option Radar is only available in the Netherlands and uses historical rainfall data that is based on
radar rain images. Providing temporally and spatially varying rain information. The Dutch Nationale
Regenradar is available for all Dutch organisations that have the NRR module. On request, the information from other radars can be made available to 3Di as well. In order to apply this type of rain a
historical time frame needs to be set.
When choosing the option Design, a number between 3 and 16 must be selected. These numbers
correlate to predetermined rain events, with differing return periods, that fall homogeneous over the
entire model. Numbers 3 to 10 originate from RIONED and are heterogeneous in time. Numbers 11 to
16 have a constant rain intensity. When selecting a design rain the total rainfall and duration information
will change in the tab.
For a more detailed description on rainfall, see: Rainfall.
When the rainfall is active a cloud icon appears on the top right of the screen. Information about the
rainfall event can be accessed by keeping the rainfall tab open. Active and past (inactive) events are
shown in this tab

Wind
A compass card appears after clicking on the Wind tool icon. By clicking in the compass card a
homogeneous wind field with a specific direction and speed can be set up for the whole model (v2).
This direction can also be filled in numerically. The strength and duration of the wind can be changed.
Because the wind is constant for the whole model you only need to press CREATE. When the wind is
active a wind icon appears on the top right of the screen.

15.2. Using the 3Di Live Site
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Breaches
If breach locations are predefined in the model, these can be activated as follows:
1. Check whether breaches are turned on in the map layer menu.
2. Zoom in to a breach location
3. By clicking a breach location a pop-up screen with settings for this breach appears.
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To show the flow rate over time, select a breach location using the point information tool.

15.2.3 Real time results during a simulation
By default, the selection tool (top left) is switched on. With it you can click anywhere on the map
to visualize the time series at that location. Default water depth and water level will be shown. If the
model contains groundwater that graph is also shown.
The time series can all be downloaded in CSV format. The points over time that are shown are the
points calculated by the 3Di calculation core and are independent from the output time step that the
modeller has set.

Also the height of a cross section can be displayed with the Line-selection tool, together with the
water level in that transect. Click the start and end point in any place on the map for the cross section
(within the 2D model domain).

15.2. Using the 3Di Live Site
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The side view shows the elevation in green and the water in blue. By hovering over the graph with
the mouse, exact values can be seen. Keeping this graph open during a flood event will show you how
the water level is slowly rising. Note that in the example also groundwater is available in the model
indicating an extra blue line.

15.2.4 Store results
Results can be stored by clicking User menu (top right) then clicking Quit Simulation and then
Quit, Store Results. There are two options:
• Download results directly via the browser
• Store them to the lizard platform
Stored (raw) results can also be downloaded using the”3Di Models and Simulations” in the 3Di Modeller
Interface, see: Viewing results with the Modeller Interface. Note that these raw results are only available
for 7 days.
The options in Lizard storage are as follows:
• raw data and logging
• basic processed results
• arrival time map
• damage estimation (NL only)
The Basic processed results option includes the following derivations from simulation results for
Lizard users:
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• Water level - temporal
• Water depth - temporal
• Maximum flow velocity
• Maximum rate of rise
• Maximum water depth
• Flood hazard rating
The Damage estimation option uses a module called WaterSchadeSchatter (currently only available
in The Netherlands) which provides two products derived from the maximum water depth.
• Damage estimation map
• Damage estimation table

15.2. Using the 3Di Live Site
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16

Storing, viewing and analysing results

Results can be viewed and analysed with the Modeller Interface, the live site or the Scenario Archive in
Lizard.

16.1 Modeller Interface
16.1.1 Viewing results with the Modeller Interface
Results
After a simulation is finished the results will be stored on our servers for 7 days. The files can be
download via the RESULTS button in the “3Di Models and Simulations”. These files are a gridadmin.h5,
results_3di.nc (the NetCDF) and log files. For information on the results, see Results 3Di.
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These same files can be extracted from lizard, including post-processing maps that are created when
‘Post-processing in Lizard’ is activated in the wizard. See :ref:‘simulate_api_qgis_post_processing‘.
After download the NetCDF can be loaded together with the spatialite using the 3Di Toolbox as described
below.
Overview of the 3Di Toolbox
After installation of the plugin a toolbar is added to the QGIS interface. The different tools are explained
below. In the Modeller Interface the 3Di toolbar is directly available.

1) Clear cache
2) Load 3Di model and results
3) Toolbox for working with 3Di models
4) Graphs of time series
5) Side view tool
6) Statistical tool
7) The water balance tool
8) Animation tool
Load 3Di model and results
A model schematisation can be loaded by clicking the database icon with the blue plus-sign (number 2
in the Figure above). A new window will be opened.
1) Under ‘Model’ you need to load the Sqlite containing your model In case you are loading you model
schemetisation for checking and editing your Sqlite, step 2 is not necessary. 2) Under ‘Results’ you can
load the NetCDF containing your simulation results (usually named results_3di.nc). It is important to
select a result file that belongs to the model you used for your simulation (i.e. your NetCDF must be
generated by the sqlite you loaded. Do not use an old or changed Sqlite). 3) After the loading finished,
click ‘Close’ to return to the QGIS interface
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16.1.2 Analyzing results with the modeller interface
Viewing and Analysing 3Di results
We have various tools developed to assist users in analysing a viewing their results. In this section, some
of these are described.
The water balance tool
The water balance tool computes the water balance in a sub-domain of your model. It uses the incoming
and outgoing flows in that domain and visualizes the various contributions of the flow in graphs. The
development was an initiative of Deltares and jointly developed with Nelen & Schuurmans. The water
balance tool is co-funded by the Top Sector Water (Ministry of Economic Affairs)
This is the only results tool that requirers the generation of specific results. Therefore, we also discuss
the input requirements of this tool.
Settings to use the water balance tool
To be able to use the water balance tool, aggregated results are required for a range of variables. This
to ensure, that the shown water balance is consistent and complete.
The aggregation settings can be found and configured in the spatialite-table v2_aggregation_settings.
For more information on the aggregation settings, see Aggregated output. The default settings for the
water balance tool are listed below.
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id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

timestep
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Table 16.1: Aggregation settings for water balance tool
var_name
aggregation_in_space
aggregation_method
flow_variable
pump_discharge_cum FALSE
cum
pump_discharge
lateral_discharge_cum FALSE
cum
lateral_discharge
simple_infiltration_cumFALSE
cum
simple_infiltration
rain_cum
FALSE
cum
rain
leakage_cum
FALSE
cum
leakage
interception_current
FALSE
current
interception
discharge_cum
FALSE
cum
discharge
discharge_cum_neg
FALSE
cum_negative
discharge
discharge_cum_pos
FALSE
cum_positive
discharge
volume_current
FALSE
current
volume
qsss_cum_neg
FALSE
cum_negative
surface_source_sink_discharge
qsss_cum_pos
FALSE
cum_positive
surface_source_sink_discharge

Of course, the time step, cq, the period over which is aggregated, is adjustable. For new models, these
settings are included in the empty spatialite database (empty_database). For existing models, these
settings must be added to the v2_aggregation_settings -table. These SQL queries will help you in doing
so:
Empty v2_aggregation_settings table:
DELETE FROM v2_aggregation_settings;
Add aggregation settings for all rows in the global settings table:
INSERT INTO v2_aggregation_settings(global_settings_id, var_name, flow_variable,␣
,→aggregation_method, timestep)
SELECT id, 'pump_discharge_cum', 'pump_discharge', 'cum', output_time_step FROM v2_
,→global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'lateral_discharge_cum', 'lateral_discharge', 'cum', output_time_step FROM␣
,→v2_global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'simple_infiltration_cum', 'simple_infiltration', 'cum', output_time_step␣
,→FROM v2_global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'rain_cum', 'rain', 'cum', output_time_step FROM v2_global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'leakage_cum', 'leakage', 'cum', output_time_step FROM v2_global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'interception_current', 'interception', 'current', output_time_step FROM␣
,→v2_global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'discharge_cum', 'discharge', 'cum', output_time_step FROM v2_global_
,→settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'discharge_cum_neg', 'discharge', 'cum_negative', output_time_step FROM v2_
,→global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'discharge_cum_pos', 'discharge', 'cum_positive', output_time_step FROM v2_
,→global_settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'volume_current', 'volume', 'current', output_time_step FROM v2_global_
,→settings
UNION
SELECT id, 'qsss_cum_pos', 'surface_source_sink_discharge', 'cum_positive', output_
(continues on next page)
,→time_step FROM v2_global_settings
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(continued from previous page)

UNION
SELECT id, 'qsss_cum_neg', 'surface_source_sink_discharge', 'cum_negative', output_
,→time_step FROM v2_global_settings
;
Note that the above query sets the aggregation time step equal to the output time step. If you want to
use different aggregation time step, make sure to use the same time step for all aggregation variables in
order to enable the use of the water balance tool.
UPDATE v2_aggregation_settings SET time_step = [fill in a number];
Using the water balance tool
In a few steps, one can get insight in the water balance of their own system.
1) Define a spatialite and the results that are to be analysed by loading your model and results using
the ‘Select 3Di results’-button in the toolbox.
2) The water balance tool is activated by clicking the balance icon in the 3Di-Toolbox bar.

In case, the aggregated results are missing or incomplete the following error pops up:
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3) Draw a polygon to define the domain of the model for the area of interest. This can be done
by clicking at multiple locations within the model domain. Click Finalize polygon to finish the
polygon. The graph shows the water balance over time for the selected area.
4) By right-clicking the graph, a menu appears in which the range of the x-axis and y-axis can be
adjusted. The visible x-axis determines the period over which the water balance is calculated.
5) The button Hide on map the polygon over which the water balance is calculated is hidden.
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Display settings
6) The different colours show the different flow types, explained in the legend on the right.
7) By hovering over a flow type in the legend, the corresponding plane lights up in the graph and the
corresponding flow lines will be marked with red dotted lines in the map of the model.
8) The different flow types can be activated and deactivated in the graph by clicking the box next to
the flow type name.
9) All flow types can be activated or deactivated using the buttons activate all and deactivate all.
10) In the water balance menu different display options can be chosen. In the first drop-down menu
(default = ‘1d and 2d’) you can choose to display only 1D-flow (‘1d’) or 2D-flow (‘2d’) or both (‘1d
and 2d’).
11) In the second drop-down menu (default = ‘everything’) you can choose to display all flows (‘everything’) or only the main flows (‘main flows’).
12) In the last drop-down menu (default = ‘m3/s’) you can choose to display flow (‘m3/s’) or cumulative
volume (‘m3’).
Note: the different flow types are ‘stacked’ in the graph. This means the flow volumes are added to each
other when activating multiple flow types.
Volume change is shown in the graph as well. In this case, the volume change is the result of the total
positive and negative flow (inflow and outflow of the area). The volume change is not stacked but shown
as a separate line in the graph.
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Total balance
13) By clicking the button Show total balance a new screen will pop-up, showing the total volume
balance over the period set on the x-axis of the graph (shown in title).
14) To adjust this period, close the screen with the bar diagrams, right click on the water balance
graph, open the option x-axis, activate the option manual and set the minimum and maximum
time. Then, click again on Show total balance to create the water balance diagrams for the new
time range.

The top diagram shows the net water balance from all domains. The bottom diagrams show the water
balance per domain.
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It is possible to save the graphs as an image or export the water balance data to a CSV-file.
15) To save an image of the graphs, right-click on one of the graphs. Choose ‘Export’ in the menu that
opens. A new window opens.
16) In the first box you can choose the items you want to export. Click ‘Entire Scene’ to export all
graphs or choose one of the ‘Plot’-items to export a graph seperately.
17) In the second box you can choose the export format. Choose ‘Image file’ for an image and choose
‘CSV from plot data’ to export the actual data.
18) Click ‘Export’ to generate your figure.
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Explanation of flow types
In the overviews the flow is split in several domains. These distinguish themselves based on how the flow
is computed. Therefore, you will find the 2D flow, groundwater and the 1D flow domain. Below a more
detailed doscription of the various components.
2D Surface water domain
• 2D Boundary flow: Inflow and outflow through 2D boundaries
• 2D Flow: Inflow and outflow in the surface domain crossing the borders of the polygon
• Lateral flow to 2D: Sources or sinks based on 2D laterals
• 2D: 2D flow to 1D: Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 1D network elements
within your polygon (for example, surface run-off from rain into a 1D-channel or water that overflows the banks in your channel).
• 2D: 2D flow to 1D (domain exchange): Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 1D
network elements crossing the borders of your polygon
• In/exfiltration (domain exchange): Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 2D
groundwater domain
• Rain: Incoming water from rain
• Constant infiltration: Flow out of the 2D domain based on simple infiltration
• Interception: Intercepted volume
2D Groundwater domain
• Groundwater flow: Inflow and outflow through the 2D groundwater domain crossing the borders
of your polygon
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• In/exfiltration (domain exchange): Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 2D
groundwater domain (generally inflowing water through infiltration).
• Leakage: sources or sinks based on leakage
1D Network domain
• 0D Rainfall runoff on 1D: Inflow volume from 0D module
• 1D Boundary flow: Inflow and outflow over a 1D boundary
• 1D Flow: Inflow and outflow in 1D network elements crossing the borders of your polygon
• 1D Laterals: Sources and sinks based on 1D laterals
• 1D: 2D flow to 1D: Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 1D network elements
(e.g. surface runoff from rain into a 1D-channel) within your polygon
• 1D: 2D flow to 1D (domain exchange) Flow exchange between the 2D surface domain and the 1D
network elements crossing the borders of your polygon
• Pump: pumped volume
Graphs of time series
The graph tool can be used for visualizing model results over time. for example, it allows users to quickly
plot the water level variation of a specific node or the discharge variation of a flow link (e.g. a channel
or pipe) over time. The information is quickly at hand in just a few steps. All the variable that are
saved in the NetCDF are available. They are structured on flow lines and nodes, depending on how they
are defined in the computational core. An overview of the variables in the NetCDF can be found in the
section Results 3Di.
The following steps are required to view your results: 1) First, make sure you have loaded a model
schematisation and the corresponding results (NetCDF) into your QGIS project using Load 3Di model
and results. 2) Activate the graph tool by clicking the graph button in the 3Di toolbar. A new panel
with the title 3Di result plots is launched in your QGIS-project. 3) In the layer overview window go to
the layer group results: results_3di and activate the ‘flow-lines’ layer or the ‘nodes’ layer:
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4) Activate the Select features tool in QGIS, by clicking this logo in the Attributes toolbar from QGIS:

5) Select the specific nodes or flow lines. You can select multiple nodes or flow lines simultaneously,
but for speed purposes it is advised to limit it to a maximum of 20 features.
6) Click the Add button in the 3Di results plot panel. The results for the selected features are loaded
from the NetCDF and visualized over time in the graph.
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7) You can switch between node and flow line results by activating the tab Q-graph for flow lines and
H-graph for nodes.
8) In the drop-down menu on the right side of the panel you can choose the type of results you want to
see. The y-axis shows the corresponding range and unit of the results type. The x-axis shows the
time. Note: the time is often displayed in kilo-seconds (ks). 1 ks = 1000 seconds � 16.7 minutes.
9) Below the drop-down menu there is an overview of the nodes/flow lines you selected, with the id
of the node/flow line and the type. In this overview you can activate or deactivate the results in
the graph by clicking the checkbox next to it. A feature can be deleted by first selecting it in this
overview and then clicking the Delete button below the overview.
10) The data from the graph can also be exported to an image or csv-file. Right-click the the graph
figure and choose ‘Export’ from the drop-down menu. A new window pops-up in which you can
choose the output format and settings.
Animation tool
To understand the behaviour of your water system, it is important to get insight in the flow that changes
in space and in time. The Animation tool allows a spacial view of the results, which can be played back
and forth in time. Water level, velocities and discharges can be visualized by this tool.
1) Activate the Animation tool by clicking ‘Animation on’. A blue progress bar appears at the top of
the map-window. Wait till this progess bar has disappeared before you continue.
2) The first drop-down menu defines the kind of results you will see on the flow lines (e.g. discharge,
velocity).
3) The second drop-down menudefines the kind of results you will see on the nodes (e.g. water level).
4) The slider scrolls through time and allows you to go back and forth through the results of your
simulation.
5) The timestep of the slider is shown in the box on the right side.
DAYS:HOURS:MINUTES from the start of the simulation.

Time notation is in

When the Animation tool is activated, temporary layers are created to show the chosen results:
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The thickness of the lines scale with the the size of the flow over the lines. The arrows indicate the flow
direction. The colours of the nodes, represent different values of the node results.
When groundwater is not used in the model,
‘node_results_groundwater’ can be turned off.

the layers ‘line_results_groundwater’ and

An example of the animated flow lines is shown in the figure below.
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Here, the purple arrows show flow over the 2D domain. The pink arrows show the flow from the 1D
domain to the 2D domain or vice versa. In this case this is flow from the terrain into a sewerage manhole.
The blue arrows show the flow in the 1D network.
The line results can also be filtered to distinguish between type of flow. To do this, right click on the
‘line_results’ layer and choose ‘Filter’ from the drop-down menu. A new window will pop up:
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Double click on ‘type’ and click ‘Sample’ to see which types are available. In the ‘filter expression’ field
you can specify the types of flow lines you want to show, e.g. “type” = ‘2d’. In the Figure below, an
example of filtered 2D flow is shown.
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Side view tool
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1) Activate the Show side view tool by clicking the map icon in the 3Di toolbar.
2) A new panel opens. Click ‘Choose sideview trajectory’.
3) A new layer is created and is directly shown with yellow lines. These yellow lines are all possibile
trajectories for a sideview. Choose a starting point by clicking on a yellow line (point A). By clicking
on a second yellow line (point B), the end of your trajectory is defined. The tool automatically
detects the shortest route from point A to B. The trajectory is shown as a red line on the map.
The sideview of this trajectory is shown in the graph.
4) A trajectory can contain multiple points. Just click on the next point on the yellow line (point C)
and the sideview of the shortest route from point B to C is automatically added to the graph.
5) The graph contains the following elements:
a. The pipe/channel dimensions, represented by the grey area.
b. Dimensions and locations of manholes.
c. Green line: surface levels of manholes
d. Green dotted line: drain levels of manholes
e. Blue line: the water level.
6) The slider in the Animation tool can be used to scroll through time.
Statistical tool
The statistical tool can ben used to calculate sewerage statistics from 3Di results. To use it, first make
sure you load a 3Di model together with the results you want to calculate the statistics from.
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1) Activate the Statistical Tool by clicking the statistics icon in the 3Di toolbar. The tool will
immediately start calculating the statistics and a progressbar at the top of the map window shows
the progress.
2) When the calculations are finished, new layers are added to the QGIS project. These layers contain
statistics from the 3Di results on pipes, manholes, pumps and weirs. The layers are explained below.
Note: DWF = Dry Weather Flow, CSF = Combined Sewer Flow, SWF = Storm Water Flow
Metadata_statistics
• table: Refers to the table, see below
• field: Refers to the fieldname, see below
• from_agg: If set to 0 the statistics are derived using actual values on the output time step. This is
the case if no aggregation value is available. Not using an aggregation netcdf makes the statistics
derived using this tool less accurate
• input_param: For advanced users: Refers to the input parameter from the NetCDF
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• timestep: When not derived from aggregation netcdf it is important what timestep has been used.
It gives an indication of the accuracy of the value.
Pipes
• Discharge (max): Maximum discharge which occurs during the simulation
• Velocity (max): Maximum velocity which occurs during the simulation
• Gradient (max): Maximum gradient of the waterlevel in the pipe
• Velocity (end): Velocity in the pipe occuring at the last timestep
• Velocity DWF and CSF (end): Velocity at the last timestep for DWF and CSF pipes
• Velocity SWF (end): Velocity at the last timestep for SWF pipes
Manholes
• Fill level (max): Percentage of manhole that is filled based on maximum water level occuring
during the simulation
• Fill level DWF and CSF (end): Percentage of manhole that is filled based on water level at the
last time step of the simulation for DWF and CSF manholes.
• Fill level SWF (max): Percentage of manhole that is filled based on water level at the last time
step of the simulation for SWF manholes.
• Duration of water on street: The total amount of time the water level in the manhole is higher
than the surface level of the manhole during the simulation. Note that the unit is in hours, so 0.25
hr means 15 minutes.
• Waterdepth (max): The max water depth above the manhole surface level that is occuring during
the simulation. Values greater than 0 mean there is water on the street.
• Waterdepth DWF and CSF (max): The max water depth above the manhole surface level that is
occuring during the simulation for DWF and CSF manholes. Values greater than 0 mean there is
water on the street.
• Waterdepth SWF (max): The max water depth above the manhole surface level that is occuring
during the simulation for SWF manholes. Values greater than 0 mean there is water on the street.
Pumps
• Percentage of pump capacity in use (max): The percentage of the total pump capacity that is used
at the moment the pump is pumping at max.
• Percentage of pump capacity in use (end): The percentage of the total pump capacity that is used
at the last time step of the simulation.
• Total pumped volume: The total volume that is pumped over the entire simulation.
• Pump duration on max capacity: The total amount of time the pump is pumping at its max
capacity.
Weirs
• Head difference (max): The maximum difference in head between the two sides of the weir.
• Overflow volume (cum): The total cumulative volume that has flown over the weir.
Calculate waterdepth and waterlevel maps
The tool is location in the Processing Toolbox. It can be found via the menu, click ‘Processing’, then
‘Toolbox’. The following window will appear. If there are a lot of tools you can use the text ‘3Di’ in the
search bar.
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The tool requires gridadmin.h5 file, the result_3Di.nc file and the DEM file that was used in the model.
There is a choice between:
• interpolated water depth
• interpolate water level
• non-interpolated water depth
• non-interpolate water level
Because 3Di calculates using the volumes in a quadtree grid, calculating water depth is done by interpolation water levels and substracting the DEM from this result. In some cases the non-interpolated water
level or depth is required, the tool supports those options too.

The resulting file can be stored in the temp folder of the Modeller Interface, or stored in a project folder
by the user. The resolution of the resulting map is equatl to the resolution of the DEM.
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Please make sure to use the correct gridadmin file (downloaded with each simulation) and the correct
DEM.
A sample result looks like this:

The processing toolbox enables users to generate water depth maps in batch in case this is required. For more information on how this works we refer to the QGIS documentation here:
docs.qgis.org/3.16/en/docs/user_manual/processing/modeler.html
Watershed Tool
Introduction
The Watershed Tool allows you to find what is upstream and downstream of any point or area in a
3Di simulation result. Upstream or downstream elements include surface areas (2D cells), sewerage and
open water system flow (1D flowlines) and impervious surfaces (0D inflow). If there is a significant net
flow from the element to the target location, the element is included in the upstream result set; for the
downstream area, this is based on flow from the target node(s) to the downstream elements. These
connections may consist of any (combination of) type of flowline included in the model. Pumplines are
not yet implemented.
User manual
The tool has four sections. From top to bottom: Inputs, Settings, Target Nodes, and Outputs. This
manual first describes the most basic use of the tool and explains how the advanced options in these
sections can be used.
Most basic use of the tool
• In the Inputs section, select a ‘results_3di.nc’ file as input for ‘3Di results NetCDF’.
• If the corresponding gridadmin.h5 file is located in the same folder, it will be found automatically.
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• If you want to include impervious surfaces in your analysis, fill the ‘3Di model sqlite’ input (optional).
• After selecting the inputs, the tool preprocesses your model results. This may take a few seconds
(up to half a minute for very large models).
• When the preprocessing is finished, click the button ‘Click on Canvas’ in the Target Nodes section.
• Now click on a target node on the map canvas. The upstream cells, area and 1D connections will
be added to the result layers.
Inputs section
3Di results NetCDF
Results of a 3Di simulation (results_3di.nc file). More information about this file type can be found in
the 3Di documentation. Required input.
3Di gridadmin file
Grid administration (gridadmin.h5) file. If this file is located in the same folder as the results_3di.nc
file, it will be found automatically. Required input.
3Di model sqlite (optional)
The 3Di model sqlite (.sqlite file) is an optional input, required only for visualizing which
v2_impervious_surface features are upstream of the target node(s). This functionality is currently
not supported for v2_surface features.
Settings section
Threshold (m3 )
Determines which flowlines are included in the network used for calculating upstream or downstream
connectivity. Only flowlines that have a cumulative discharge above the threshold are included.
More specifically, the threshold applies to the absolute net cumulative discharge. E.g., if the time window
is 30 minutes (1800 s) and the discharge is -1.0 m3 /s, the net cumulative discharge is 1800 m3 . If flow
direction changes during the simulation, the discharge may be -1.0 m3 /s in the first 15 minutes (900 s)
and 0.5 m3 /s in the last 15 minutes, the absolute net cumulative discharge = abs(-900 + 450) = 450 m3
Start and end time (s)
These settings allows you to analyse the flow during part of the simulation time instead of the full
simulation time.
Please note that if an area is marked as upstream or downstream of a node for the chosen time window,
it does not mean that water can flow to that point within the given time window. E.g. if you would
select the source of the Nile as target node and a time window of 10 minutes, there would still be a fully
connected network of flowlines all the way down to the Mediterrean, but this does not mean that a drop
of water can flow all that distance within ten minutes.
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Target Nodes section
Target nodes are the node(s) for which to compute the upstream and/or downstream cells, areas, flowlines
and impervious surfaces. The tool allows you to select target nodes in three different ways.
Click on canvas
Click the ‘Click on Canvas’ button, then click on a target node on the map canvas. This works in a way
comparable to the Identify tool. Using Click on Canvas, you will always select only one target node.
Catchment for selected nodes
First use the Select tool to select one or more target nodes, then click ‘Catchment for selected nodes’.
Target nodes in polygons
Use this option to select target nodes based on their intersection with polygons in a layer of your choice.
* Add the polygon layer to your QGIS project * Select the layer in the dropdown menu below ‘Target
nodes in polygons’ * Click the button ‘Catchment for Polygons’
If you want to perform the calculation for only a subset of the polygons in the polygon layer, first select
the polygons you want to include in the analysis and check the box ‘Selected polygons only’
Outputs section
Upstream and downstream checkboxes
Control whether only upstream, only downstream or both types of cells/areas/flowlines/impervious surfaces are calculated by checking the upstream and/or downstream boxes.
Browse result sets
If you have generated two or more result sets, it may be helpful to browse through them one by one. *
Check the box ‘Browse result sets’ * Use the spinbox up/down arrows to go from one result set to the
next.
Clear results
If you want to delete the results you have generated so far, the button ‘clear results’ can be used (rather
than deleting all features from all result layers).
Please note
• Pumplines (pumping stations that pump from one location in the model to another) are not taken
into account in the network analysis.
• Interflow is not taken into account in the network analysis
• Groundwater flow is taken into account but has not been tested yet, please check the results
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16.2 3Di Live Site
After running scenario and saving results, see Store results. you can also analyze model while the scenario
is still running*

16.2.1 Analyzing results while scenario is running
1D network
Channels and structures can be included as 1D elements in the model. The channels show the direction
of flow with the help of moving points. The direction and speed are based on the flow velocity in the
channel. The different sizes of the points are based on thhe discharge. The results (discharge, water
level, waterdepth and flow velocity) are available at the structures by selecting them.
Discharge and velocity are in the lines:

And water level and water depth are in the nodes:

16.2. 3Di Live Site
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It is also possible to adapt some properties of structures during the calculation. This includes among
others the closing of a culvert or increasing the pumping capacity.

16.2.2 Analyzing results when scenario is done

16.3 Scenario Archive
3Di users that have access to Lizard can view and playback stored scenarios. Depending on your contract
and location you may be able to view estimates of damage caused by inundation or flooding (waterschadeschatter). For Lizard users, you can view your scenanrio’s here: https://demo.lizard.net/viewer/
If scenario’s are set to public, you do not need an account to view them. If you also have Lizard
management rights, you can manage your scenario’s here: https://demo.lizard.net/management/data_
management/scenarios For more information, please visit the Lizard documentation page: https:
//docs.lizard.net/c_scenarios.html

16.3.1 3Di Scenario Archive
After simulating with 3Di, the scenario can be processed to several rasters to visualise your results.
These rasters can be viewed using the Lizard portal and in the 3Di Modeller Interface using WMS. Note:
these post-processed results are only available for Lizard subscription holders.
The following results are available:
Water levels: Water level relative to mean sea level (m) at a certain time step or maximum water level
per calculation cell.
Water depth: Water depth (m) relative to surface level (water level minus surface level). Surface level
is defined by the DEM used by the model.
Rainfall: Rain intensity per calculation cell (mm/h).
Maximum flow velocity: Maximum flow velocity per calculation cell (m/s). Can for example be used
for flood damage estimations.
Rise velocity: Rate of rise (m/s), defined by the difference in water level per second. Can for example
be used for flood damage estimations.
Flood hazard rating: Rating used to indicate the degree of danger caused by flooding. The flood
hazard rating is calculated as follows:
HR = d * (v + 0.5) + DF

Where:
HR = (flood) Hazard Rating
d = depth of flooding (m)
v = flow velocity (m/s)
DF = debris factor

When water depth is smaller than or equal to 0.25 than DF = 0.5, else DF = 1.

16.3.2 View stored results
To view results in Lizard, follow these steps
#.. Go to Lizard (e.g. demo.lizard.net) and Log on.
#.. Expand the layer view and scroll down to add another layer
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#.. Search for your scenario name and select it, then go back

1. Select your scenario in the layers panel. Here you can view several processed results and download
raw results. Select the layer ‘waterdiepte’ (or waterdepth).

16.3. Scenario Archive
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1. Then click the small vizier on the selected layer. This will zoom your view to your model extent
and the correct period in time in which your scenario was stored (see time frame at the bottom of
your screen).
2. To playback your scenario click the play button. To pause click it again. You will notice that the
image will sharpen as soon as you pause playback. You may also click on a point on the map to
view a graph of the water depth at that location.
3. Raw results can be downloaded from the menu directly. To download a raster select the export
button and select the result you would like. You must choose a spatial projection and resolution.
All data within your current view is exported. When the export is ready for download you receive
a message in your inbox.

Fig. 16.1: Lizard export button
Stored
results
can
be
managed
organisation>.lizard.net/management/scenarios

using

the

following

URL:

<your-

16.3.3 Damage Estimation
Depending on your location Lizard provides estimates of damage caused by inundation or flooding. To
use the damage estimation your study or model area must be within the Netherlands.
The damages are estimated based on the land-use type, depth of the inundation, year of the month
and repair time and are closely linked to the dutch waterschadeschatter.nl. The damage can be used
by selecting the ‘damage estimation’ option and providing the parameters. The land-use map can be
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viewed in lizard and is fixed. The water depth is derived using the maximum water level and the most
recent AHN elevation. The damage estimation does not use the DEM provided in the model.

The estimated damages are available on a 0.5 m x 0.5 m resolution. Direct, indirect and total damages
are available in separate raster layers. In addition, a CSV formatted file with total damages can be
downloaded from Lizard.
Further documentation (only in Dutch) can be downloaded from here. The used damage table are
available in Excel and CFG (for use on waterschadeschatter.nl. The damage estimation in Lizard was
developed together with Hoogheemraadschap Hollands Noorderkwartier.

16.3. Scenario Archive
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16.3.4 Load rasters in 3Di Modeller Interface using WMS
To view post-processed results from your 3Di scenario in the 3Di Modeller Interface follow the following
steps:

1. Find the scenario UUID in the scenario management screen of your Lizard portal. Go to
{yourportal}.lizard.net, click on Management > Data > 3Di Scenarios and search for your
scenario. After opening, you can copy the UUID from the URL.

2. Compose WMS url. Fill out the name of the Lizard portal you are using and the UUID of your
scenario in the following URL:
https://{yourportal}.lizard.net/wms/scenario_{UUID of
scenario}/?request=getcapabilities

For example:
https:
//demo.lizard.net/wms/scenario_c30ef7f2-c871-4d70-a087-8f078f9ebafd/?request=GetCapabilities

3. In the 3Di Modeller Interface connect to the Lizard WMS server using the Data Source Manager.
a) Choose WMS/WMTS as data source.
b) Create a new connection.
c) Give your scenario a name and copy the URL composed in the previous step.
d) Under Authentication choose Basic.
e) You need to use a personal API key. If you do not have one yet, you can create one in the Lizard
management portal. Go to yourportal.lizard.net, go to Management > Personal API keys >
+New Item. Use __key__ as username and the personal API key you created as password. See the
Lizard documentation for more information.
f) Click OK to save the connection.
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4. When the connection is created, several layers appear (expand the Title-section to view full names
of the layers). The layers can be added to the project by selecting them and clicking Add.

16.3. Scenario Archive
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5. The water depth, water level and rain rasters can also be viewed as timeseries.
a) A temporal raster is indicated by a small clock icon in the layer panel.
b) Activate the Temporal Controller by clicking the clock sign on the toolbar.
c) Turn on Fixed range temporal navigation or Animated temporal navigation.
d) Choose for which time step of your simulation you want to see the water level or depth.
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Manage your schematisations and models

https://management.3di.live/

The Modeller Interface is used to build and edit you model schematisation on your own computer.
However, the 3Di models are stored in the cloud, to enable version control. When uploading a model
it is stored in the so-called 3Di Model Database. Users upload their model with a description of the
adjustment being made. Colleagues can synchronise their models on their own laptop and continue
working with the improved version.
The Management Portal can be used to monitor running simulations, download results, manage 3Di
models, schematisations and simulation templates.
In the top right, you can change organisations if you have access to mulitple organisations.

17.1 Management - Schematisations
If you click on the ‘Schematisations’ tile in the overview, you see a list of all schematisations
of your organisation.
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After you find the schematisation your looking for (you can search by Name, Tag and Created by), you
can click on the name to open the detail view.

In this detail view, you can do the following things:
• Generate or re-generate a 3Di model and see the progress
• After that, see all 3Di model info
• Delete schematisation, revision or model (first all revisions have to be deleted) and simulation
template
• Download the sqlite and rasters
• Check the id’s
• See what simulalatons have been run with this schematisation
• See what simulation templates are connected to the schematisation

17.2 Management - Models
If you click on the ‘Schematisations’ tile in the overview, you see a list of all models of your
organisation.
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This list can be exported to an Excel file, which can be handy if you want to clean up your 3di models.
You can also see the models on the map in the map view.

17.2. Management - Models
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Tutorial 1: Workflow of creating a 3Di Schematisation and a 3Di Model

Since January 31st 2022 (Klondike), when the Klondike release took place, the complete workflow of
creating a schematisation and 3Di Model takes place within the Modeller Interface. This tutorial will
guide you through this workflow. We will use a simple model of the Laugharne and Pendine Burrows in
the United Kingdom. The burrows enclose a flat area of reclaimed salt marshes that are currently used
as farmland. Whilst this tutorial represents a real-world area, it is important to keep in mind that the
model is greatly simplified for the purpose of this tutorial.

18.1 Requirements
• Having the 3Di Modeller Interface, or a custom QGIS with the Models and Simulations plugin,
installed. Check out the Installation manual if you do not have the most recent version installed.
• Having access to the 3Di management_portal.
• Having a copy of the Digital Elevation Map (DEM) for the Burrows area saved locally, which can
be downloaded here.
Tip: Feel free to reach out to the Servicedesk whenever you get stuck or experience problems during
this tutorial.

18.2 Creating a Schematisation
A schematisation basically exist of a Spatialite and rasters. A spatialite is a database with a .sqlite
extension, which contains the settings and feature data of your schematisation. To create a new schematisation:
1) Open your Modeller Interface and click on the 3Di Models and Simulations icon (
should now see the Models and Simulations plugin panel.

). You

2) Click the New button (
) and fill in a unique schematisation name, such as ‘Burrows_tut1_<yourname>’, optionally one or more tags, and select an organisation. The schemati-
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sation will be saved on name of this selected organisation. Since we are creating a schematisation
from scratch, the Create new Spatialite option should be selected for the Spatialite option.
3) Click next twice.
4) Fill in the folowing values as schematisation settings:
Note: Select the downloaded DEM for the Digital elevation model field.

Fig. 18.1: The settings for your new schematisation.
The schematisation will be saved in your Modeller interface root folder, under the folder with your new
schematisation name > work in progress > schematisation. Here you will find your sqlite file and a raster
folder with, in this case, only a .tif file of your DEM. The schematisation should also be selected in your
3Di Models and Simulations Plugin.
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18.3 Adding the schematisation to your QGIS project
In order to upload the new schematisation to the management screens, the sqlite has to be loaded into
your Modeller Interface. This can be done by clicking the ‘Select 3Di results’ button (
) and selecting
the sqlite at the above mentioned file location. The ‘Select 3Di results’ button can be found in the 3Di
toolbar or via Plugins -> 3Di toolbox -> Select 3Di results.
Note: Please note that, so far, your schematisation only contains the minimum required information
to be uploaded to the management screens. Now that your sqlite has been imported to your modeller
interface, your schematisation can be extended. This, however, falls outside the scope of this tutorial.

18.4 Uploading the Schematisation
Follow these steps to upload the schematisation to the management screens:
1) Press the upload button (

) in the Models and Simulations plugin.

2) Click on ‘New Upload’ in the window that has popped up and click ‘Next’.
3) Press the ‘Check Schematisation’ button, which controls whether your spatialite and Rasters are
valid to upload. During this tutorial, this should give no warnings nor errors. If the database
schema version of your spatialite is outdated, you get a popup asking you to migrate (update) the
spatialite to the current schema version. Update the schematisation for this tutorial.
4) Continue by going to the next screen. Here you have to fill in a commit message. “First commit”
is the conventional way of describing the first commit of a new schematisation. Later on, when you
want to upload newer versions of your schematisation (so-called Revisions), it is a good-practice to
enter detailed information about the changes that you have made.
5) The default settings of this window are to upload the Schematisation and process it to generate a
3Di Model. Select UPLOAD ONLY if you do not need a 3Di Model.
Once the progress bar is complete, your schematisation should be visible in the management screens.
If you selected UPLOAD AND PROCESS, the newly generated 3Di Model can be found in both the
management screens and the 3Di Livesite.
Congratulations! You have just uploaded your first schematisation and threedimodel.

18.3. Adding the schematisation to your QGIS project
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Tutorial 2: Building a Basic 2D Flow Schematisation

19.1 Introduction
In this tutorial, you will build a schematisation to model basic 2D flow in 3Di. We will start from scratch
with an empty sqlite and build a schematisation step by step. The final product will be a working
3Di model that can be used on the 3Di Live site. The schematisation will be a representation of the
Laugharne and Pendine Burrows, which are located in Carmarthenshire (Wales). The burrows enclose
a flat area of reclaimed salt marshes that are currently used as farmland. Although the schematisation
represents a real-world area, some processes will be simplified for the sake of this tutorial. Please keep
this in mind while analysing the results of your simulations.
In this tutorial you will:
• Re-practice the workflow of creating a new schematisation.
• Couple a digital elevation model (DEM) to your schematisation.
• Configure the settings of a 2D model.
• Validate your model input with the raster checker.
• Validate your model schematization with the schematization checker.
• Generate a 3Di Model and play with it on the 3Di Livesite.
Before you start, please make sure to:
• Install the 3Di Modeller Interface. Please see Installation manual for instructions.
• Install the 3Di toolbox in the Modeller Interface. Please see Plugin Installation for instructions.
• Gain access to the 3Di Live Site. Please see Login to the Live Site for instructions.
• Download the Taf dataset , which contains a digital elevation model (DEM) of the Laugharne and
Pendine Burrows called dem_2m_LPB.tif and an empty .sqlite database, which can be ignored.
The digital elevation model contains United Kingdom public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v2.0.
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19.2 Building the Schematisation
19.2.1 Creating a new Schematisation
As we are building a schematisation from scratch, the workflow explained in Tutorial 1 will be used to
initialize a new schematisation. If you haven’t followed this tutorial yet, please do so before continuing
this tutorial.
Name your newly created schematisation ‘Tutorial2_<your_name>’, select the correct organisation
and check the ‘Create new Spatialite’ box. Press the ‘Next’ button twice and fill in the data as provided
in Fig. 19.1. Select your downloaded DEM .tif file for the Digital elevation model field.

Fig. 19.1: Initial Schematisation settings

19.2.2 Setting up your QGIS project
When your schematisation has successfully been generated, it can be added to your QGIS project. During
this process, you might get a warning prompt on an outdated database schema version. If so, select Yes.
Your spatialite should now be visible in your Layers panel.
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It is convenient (but not required) to add the DEM to your project as well. This is simply done by
navigating to the folder of your schematisation, navigate to ‘work in progress’>’schematisation’>’rasters’
and finally drag your DEM file into your QGIS project. Please make sure that you use the DEM file
from your project folder in stead of your download folder. Changes made to your DEM file will not be
tracked if you use the wrong file.
Another way to make building your schematisation visually easier is to add a background. A good option
would be the Google Satellite background map:
a. In your browser panel, right-click on “XYZ Tiles” and select “new connection”. If the browser panel
is not visible in your 3Di modeller interface, select “view” > “panels” > “browser panel” from the
top menu bar. [1]
b. Fill in Name as “Google
lyrs=s&x={x}&y={y}&z={z}. [2]

Satellite”

and

URL

as

https://mt1.google.com/vt/

c. Select “OK”. The Google Satellite layer should now be visible in your browser panel. You may
need to click the small triangle to the left of “XYZ tiles” if the layer does not become immediately
visible. [3]
d. Double-click the Google Satellite layer to load it into your project. [4]
e. Reorder the layers such that the Google Satellite layer is below the 3Di model. This will ensure
the visibility of the model components at later stages. [5]
Lastly, it is advised to set your project reference to EPSG:27700 (British National Grid) for this tutorial.
This can be done in the bottom right of your QGIS/MI window.
Your QGIS project should now look like this:

Fig. 19.2: The proposed setup of your QGIS project including i) your Spatialite loaded, ii) the DEM
added, iii) a background layer, and iv) a projection of 27700.

19.2.3 Set up your Schematisation settings
The most fundamental element to building a schematisation is choosing your correct settings. We will
go through all required settings for a basic 2D flow model. A list of mandatory settings and detailed
descriptions can be found in the database overview. Extra elements, such as 1D channels, levees or
hydraulic structures, are discussed in the other tutorials.

19.2. Building the Schematisation
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Complete the global settings
The global settings are found in the v2_global_settings table. Open the settings by
A. Right-click the v2_global_settings table. [1]
B. Select Open attribute table. [2]
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C. Select Switch to form view in the bottom right corner. [1]
D. Select Toggle editing mode and in the top right corner. [2]

Now everything is set up to configure the global settings. 3Di requires you to complete all mandatory
settings before changes can be saved. These are recognized by the orange color when not filled in. For
an overview of the mandatory settings, checkout the database overview pdf. Attempts to save the
settings before all mandatory field have been completed will result in an error message.
The settings that we will use for the 2D flow simulations in the Laugharne and Pendine Burrows Model
are as follows (some settings allready have been filled in due to the settings that you have set during the
Schematisation creation):

Setting
id
name
use_0d_inflow
use_1d_flow
use_2d_rain
use_2d_flow

Table 19.1: General
Value for this tutorial
Comments
1
Tutorial_2D_flow
0: do not use 0d inflow Use only when point sources are present
No
This tutorial does not define 1D channels
Yes
Enables rainfall
Yes
Enables 2D flow

Setting
grid_space
kmax
table_step_size
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64
1
0.10

Grid
Comments
Minimum grid cell size in metres
See Computational grid
See Computational grid
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Setting
dem_file
epsg_code
frict_coef_file
frict_coef
frict_type
frict_avg
initial_groundwater_level_file
initial_groundwater_level
initial_groundwater_level_type
initial_waterlevel_file
initial_waterlevel
water_level_ini_type
interception_file
interception_global
wind_shielding_file

Setting
start_date
start_time
sim_time_step
timestep_plus
minimum_sim_time_step
maximum_sim_time_step
nr_timesteps
output_time_step

Table 19.3: Terrain information
Value for this tutorial
Comments
rasters/dem_2m_LPB.tif
27700
British national grid
NULL
Only used for spatially varying friction
0.06
Farmland
2: Manning
No
NULL
No groundwater
NULL
(NULL)
NULL
-10
max
NULL
NULL
NULL

Only for spatially varying initial water
level
in metres; selected for a dry start
No interception
No wind

Table 19.4: Time
Value for this tuto- Comments
rial
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
00:00:00
30
in seconds
No
Only when extra control over the timestep is required
0.01
30
240
120

Setting
interflow_settings_id
groundwater_settings_id
numerical_settings_id
simple_infiltration_settings_id
control_group_id

for a 2 hour simulation
in seconds

Table 19.5: Setting id’s
Value for this tuto- Comments
rial
NULL
No interflow
NULL
No groundwater
1
Reference to the model specific numerical settings
1
Reference to the model specific infiltration settings
NULL
No control groups

19.2. Building the Schematisation
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Table 19.6: Extra options 1D (not relevant as this tutorial does
not contain 1D elements)
Setting
Value for this tutorial
Comments
advection_1d
0: Do not use advection 1d No 1D elements
dist_calc_points
10000
No 1D elements
manhole_storage_area
NULL
No 1D elements
max_angle_1d_advection NULL
No 1D elements
table_step_size_1d
NULL
No 1D elements

Table 19.7: Extra options 2D
Setting
Value for this tutorial Comments
advection_2d
1: Use advection 2d
dem_obstacle_detection
No
guess_dams
No
dem_obstacle_height
NULL
Obstacles not activated
embedded_cutoff_threshold
NULL
flooding_threshold
1e-06
table_step_size_volume_2d NULL

Tip: Do not forget to save your changes after completing all settings, by clicking on save edits in the
top left corner.

Complete the infiltration settings
The settings for the infiltration mechanism are contained in the v2_simple_infiltration table, which can
be found just above the global settings. Right-click again to open the Attribute Table [1], toggle editing
[2], add a new feature [3] and start editing the settings to the provided values in Table 19.8.

Editing the table work in a similar manner as with the v2_global_settings table. Complete the following
settings:
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Table 19.8: General
Setting
Value for this Comments
tutorial
id
1
Must match the simple_infiltration_settings_id in the
v2_global_settings_table
display_name
infiltration
infiltration_rate
360
in mm/hour; uniform silty sand is assumed in this tutorial
infiltration_rate_file
NULL
Only used for spatially varying infiltration rates
max_infiltration_capacity_file
NULL
infinite infiltration capacity is assumed in this tutorial
infiltra0
See Infiltration
tion_surface_option

Complete the aggregation settings
The aggregation settings control the aggregation of model results.
v2_aggregation_settings table.

They are contained in the

As with the previous settings, open the attribute table, toggle the editing mode and add a feature.
However, select switch to table view this time.

The different rows of the table refer to different model output categories. For each category, set the
global_settings_id at 1 if this is not the case yet. You can either do this manually by filling in 1’s in
the column [1], or by:
A. Selecting the column global_settings_id in the drop down menu [2]
B. Typing a 1 in the bar [3]
C. Clicking update All [4]
D. And pressing save edits [5]
Retain the default values for all other settings.

19.2. Building the Schematisation
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19.2.4 Complete the numerical settings
The numerical settings are contained in the v2_numerical_settings table which can be found under
advanced numerics.

As with the previous settings, open the attribute table, toggle the editing mode, switch to form view
and add a feature if the settings do not yet contain one. Change the settings, where required, to the
following values:

Setting
id

Value for this tutorial
1

Table 19.9: General
Comments
Must
match
the
v2_global_settings_table

Table 19.10: Limiters (not used in
areas)
Setting
limiter_grad_1d
limiter_grad_2d
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d
limiter_slope_friction_2d

Setting
convergence_cg
convergence_eps
use_of_cg
use_of_nested_newton
max_degree
max_nonlin_iterations
precon_cg
integration_method
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numerical_settings_id

in

the

this tutorial, only for sloping
Value for this tutorial
1
0
0
0

Comments

Table 19.11: Matrix
Value for this tutorial
1e-09
1e-05
20
0: when the schematisation does not include 1D-elements …
5: for surface flow only
20
1
0

Comments
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Table 19.12: Thresholds
Setting
Value for this tutorial
flow_direction_threshold
1e-06
general_numerical_threshold 1e-08
thin_water_layer_definition
0.05
minimum_friction_velocity
0.05
minimum_surface_area
1e-08

Table 19.13: Miscellaneous
Setting
Value for this tutorial
cfl_strictness_factor_1d
1
cfl_strictness_factor_2d
1
frict_shallow_water_correction 0
pump_implicit_ratio
1
preissmann_slot
0

Comments

Comments

All the settings should now be up to date, which means you are good to go validate and upload your
Schematisation.

19.3 Validate and upload your Schematisation & Generate a 3Di
Model
Following the basic workflow (explained in Tutorial 1), we are now checking the Schematisation, uploading
it to the 3Di Management screens and generate a 3Di model by:
1) Pressing the Upload button in the Models & Simulations plugin.
2) Clicking the New Upload button, followed by the Next button.
3) Clicking the Check Schematisation button. This should result in no errors. If you did get a warning
or error, please thoroughly check the preceding steps. Otherwise, click Next.
4) Select Upload for the Spatialite and Terrain Model, fill in a commit message such as “First Commit
Tutorial 2 <name>”, select UPLOAD AND PROCESS and click the Start Upload button.
After waiting for about 2 minutes, you should see the following window:

19.3. Validate and upload your Schematisation & Generate a 3Di Model
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19.4 Run your 3Di Model on the Livesite
You can now find your 3Di Model via the 3Di Live Site or via the 3Di Modeller Interface and use it for
simulations. The Schematisation can also be found in the Management screens.

You have now succesfully build a 2D flow model Schematisation from scratch!
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Tutorial 3: 2D flow model over sloped terrain with multiple rasters

In this tutorial, we will build a basic 2D flow model in mountainous terrain using 3Di. We will edit an
existing sqlite, and this tutorial will introduce friction and infiltration rasters. These rasters have been
highly simplified for the purpose of this tutorial. As with any other component of the tutorials, the data
and outcomes cannot be used to draw conclusions of the real-world location that was the inspiration for
this tutorial. At the end of this tutorial, you will have a basic working model that you can run on the
3Di live site.
The selected area is that of Lake Mead in the USA. The lake is enclosed between the mountains of
Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. The area contains strong elevation differences and steep slopes, which
changes the hydrodynamics. Specifically, the standard assumption that the variation in water level is
much smaller than the variation in bed level does not hold in this terrain. Therefore, different settings
are required, which will be explored in this tutorial.
You will learn the following skills in this tutorial:
• Edit an existing .sqlite from the model database.
• Insight in the relevant settings for sloping terrain.
• Couple a friction raster to your 3Di-model.
• Couple an infiltration raster to your 3Di-model.
Before you start, please make sure to:
• Install the 3Di Modeller Interface. Please see Installation manual for instructions.
• Install the 3Di toolbox in the Modeller Interface. Please see Plugin Installation for instructions.
• Gain access to the 3Di web portal. Please see the Login to the Live Site for instructions.
• Download the starter pack for this tutorial, which includes a partially completed .sqlite-database
and rasters (DEM, friction, infiltration, infiltration capacity) for Lake Mead here.

20.1 Model initialisation
20.1.1 Model preparation
Unpack the starter package and save the contents into a folder. You should have a partially configured
.sqlite, and a folder named “raster”. The raster folder contains a DEM, a friction map, an infiltration
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map, and an infiltration capacity map. The partially configured .sqlite already has all the mandatory
settings.

20.1.2 Loading the model in the 3Di Modeller Interface
Our model must be imported in the 3Di Modeller Interface to view and modify its contents. The model
can be loaded via the 3Di toolbar (part of the 3Di toolbox plug in) by following these steps:
A. Open the 3Di Modeller Interface.
B. Create a new project.
C. In the figure below; Select the select 3Di results button on the 3Di Toolbar (white database
icon). [1]
D. Select load in the model section, and select the Lake_Mead.sqlite database provided with this
tutorial. The load button may not be visible on all screens and zoom settings. It can help to
enlarge the pop-up window. [2]
E. You should now see the 3Di model as part of your Modeller Interface layers. [3]

Now load the rasters into Modeller Interface to view your data.
A. Set the project coordinate system to EPSG:32612 (UTM zone 12N) in the bottom right of your
window. If you are asked to choose a conversion, select a conversion that is valid for Utah, USA.
[1]
B. Add the add the DEM via Layer > Add layer > Add raster layer. Now select Mead_DEM.tif
from the “raster” folder. [2]
C. Repeat the previous step to add the friction raster named Mead_friction.tif, the infiltration raster
named Mead_infiltration.tif, and the infiltration capacity raster Mead_infiltration_capacity.tif.
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You can also do this by dragging the .tif files from their folder into the Modeller Interface screen.

Fig. 20.1: Empty LP_burrows.sqlite and DEM loaded into the 3Di Modeller Interface and projected on
a google satellite background map.

20.2 Model building
20.2.1 Set the model name
As a first step, let us set the name for the model. This is contained in the global settings table. Rename
the model via the following steps
A. Right-click the v2_global_settings table. [1]
B. Select Open attribute table. [2]

20.2. Model building
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C. Select Switch to form view in the bottom right corner. [1]
D. Select Toggle editing mode in the top left corner. [2]
E. Set the name to “Tutorial_2D_slope”. [3]

This name will be displayed in the 3Di Live Site, once you start a simulation. Keep the global settings
open on editing mode for the next step.

20.2.2 Add rasters to the model
This tutorial includes four rasters: the digital elevation model (DEM), the friction raster, and the
infiltration rasters.
The DEM is mandatory for every model. The friction and infiltration rasters are among the most
commonly used data sets for 3Di models. The friction raster controls the bottom resistance of the
bottom to the flow. The infiltration raster controls the infiltration rate of surface water into the soil.
Finally, the infiltration capacity raster sets the capacity of the soil to store water.
The DEM and the friction raster must be added through the global settings, contained in the
v2_global_settings table. Continue to modify this table.
A. Select the tab Terrain information. [1]
B. Add the DEM file by adding “raster/Mead_DEM.tif” to the field “dem_file”. The part “raster/”
is a relative path with respect to the .sqlite. It denotes that the DEM is stored in the raster folder.
[2]
C. Set the epsg_code to “32612”. [3]
D. Add the friction file by adding “raster/Mead_friction.tif” to the field “frict_coef_file”. [4]
E. Set the frict_coef to 0. This global value will not be used in the model, as we have defined a
spatially varying friction raster for the full domain. [5]
F. The coefficients in the friction raster are Manning coefficients. Check that this matches the field
“frict_type”. [6]
G. Unselect Toggle editing mode in the top left corner (see [2] in the image above), and save
changes. You can now close the pop-up window.
20.2. Model building
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The infiltration raster and infiltration capacity raster control the spatially varying infiltration rate in
mm/day and the maximum infiltration capacity in mm respectively for each grid cell. They are added
to the model via the infiltration settings, which are contained in the v2_simple_infiltration table.
A. Right-click the v2_simple_infiltration table. [1]
B. Select Open attribute table.
C. Select Switch to form view. [2]
D. Select Toggle editing mode. [3]
E. Add the infiltration raster by adding “raster/Mead_infiltration.tif” to the field “infiltration_rate_file”. [4]
F. Add the infiltration capacity raster by adding “raster/Mead_infiltration_capacity.tif” to the field
“max_infiltration_capacity_file”. [5]
G. Set the infiltration rate to 0. This global infiltration rate is overwritten by the spatially varying
infiltration raster. [6]
H. Unselect Toggle editing mode, and save changes. You can now close the pop-up window.
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You now have a model with a spatially varying elevation, friction, and infiltration, but the model settings
are representative for flat areas.

20.2.3 Modify the settings for mountain environments
3Di must be configured differently for areas with steep slopes than for flat areas, due to the strong
variations in water level that may occur within a grid cell (see Limiters for a technical description). We
will modify the settings file, which was created for a flat area, such that it can be applied to sloping areas
instead. Here we will only discuss the settings that must be changed. A full overview of all settings can
be found at the database overview
First, we will set the numerical settings. Modify the numerical settings via the v2_numerical_settings
table.
A. Right-click the v2_numerical_settings table.
B. Select Open attribute table.
C. Select Switch to form view. [1]
D. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
E. Select the tab “Limiters”. [3]
F. Set the limiter values as in the table below. [4]
Table 20.1: Limiters
Setting
Value
limiter_grad_1d
1
limiter_grad_2d
0
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d 3
limiter_slope_friction_2d
1

Comments

For sloped areas
For sloped areas

G. Select the tab “Thresholds”
H. Set the thin_water_layer_definition to 0.3. This value is in meters.
I. Select the tab “Miscellaneous”

20.2. Model building
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J. Set the frict_shallow_water_correction to 3.
Second, we will change how infiltration is computed in the model. In flat areas, infiltration is typically
computed in the wet subgrid cells only. This method does not work in mountainous terrain, where
the elevation differences within a cell are large. Therefore, the infiltration will be computed over the
whole surface. This is implemented through the “infiltration_surface_option”. Documentation on the
infiltration settings can be found at Infiltration.
A. Right-click the v2_simple_infiltration table.
B. Select Open attribute table.
C. Select Switch to form view. [1]
D. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
E. Set the infiltration_surface_option to 1. [3]

20.2.4 Complete the location-specific settings
Lake Made is a large lake with an area of 640 km2 at maximum capacity. This leads to an extensive
model domain of approximately 90 by 110 km. The grid and the output settings are adjusted to account
for the large model domain. The initial water level will also be modified to match the elevation of the
lake.
First, we will set the grid cell size and the table step size to improve the calculation speed of the model.
The grid cell size will be set to 400 m in accordance with the large domain. The table step size controls
at which vertical resolution properties (other than elevation) are translated from the subgrid domain to
the computational domain. A table step size of 10 m is selected for this model. This is very coarse for a
typical 3Di model, but it is justified here due to the large elevation differences at the subgrid level. Both
properties are part of the global settings.
A. Right-click the v2_global_settings table.
B. Select Open attribute table.
C. Select Switch to form view. [1]
D. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
E. Select the tab “Grid”. [3]
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F. Set the grid_space to 400. This value is in meters. [4]
G. Set the table_step_size to 10. This value is in meters. [5]
H. Keep the global settings table open.

According to our elevation map, Lake Mead is located at around 340m above sea level. The deepest
point of Lake Mead has a depth of 160 m at full capacity. Therefore, we set the initial water level at
500m.
A. Select the tab “Terrain Information”.
B. Set the initial_waterlevel to 500. This value is in meters.
C. Keep the global settings table open
The discharge of precipitation into Lake Mead takes a long time due to the large model domain. The
number of time steps and the time between model outputs is increased to reflect the slow time scale.
More time steps and a larger output time step are selected to account for the slower drainage.
A. Select the tab “Time”.
B. Set the nr_timesteps to 1440. This amounts to a model duration of 12 h, as the time step is 30 s.
C. Set the output_time_step to 900. This value is in seconds.
D. Save you changes.
The aggregation time step is also set to 900 s. This has already been set correctly in your .sqlite.
With the completion of the location-specific settings, we have built a basic working 2D flow model for
mountainous terrain.

20.3 Model validation
A short description of the model validation is given here. A comprehensive guide with visual support is
provided in Tutorial 1 (post_processing) and for a general guide see Checking the model schematisation.

20.3. Model validation
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20.3.1 Verify the model rasters using the raster checker
Before sending our model to the web portal, it is important to validate that our model contains no errors.
The raster checker is part of the 3Di toolbox and performs 18 checks to verify the quality of the DEM.
The raster checker checks all the rasters that are included in the model. These are the DEM, the friction
raster, the infiltration raster and the infiltration capacity raster. In order to use the raster checker, follow
these steps:
A. Select the commands for working with 3Di models button. On the right of your screen, a
tab “3Di” will open. [1]
B. Expand the “Step 1 – Check data” line and click on the raster checker. [2]
C. In the pop-up screen, select ‘spatialite: Lake_Mead’ and click OK. [3]

The following screen will appear:

20.3.2 Verify the model schematisation using the schematisation checker
The second validation that we have to perform before sending the model to the web portal is that of the
model schematisation. For this, we use the schematisation checker. It checks the model tables for many
possible errors that cause the model to crash when you want to compile the model. In order to check
your model schematisation, follow steps a and b from the previous step, but now select schematisation
checker. Again, select ‘spatialite:Lake_Mead’ and select the destination for the output file. Select Run.
The output file is an excel file in which all the warnings and errors that were found are listed. You may
get the error “Value in v2_aggregation_settings.aggregation_in_space should be of the type integer”.
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This is a known error in the schematisation checker, which will be removed in a future update. If you
get this error, you can ignore it.
If you do not get any further warnings or errors, your model is successfully validated and is ready to
upload to the web portal.

20.4 Model activation
A short description of the model activation is given here. A comprehensive guidance with visual support
is provided in Tutorial 2 (model_activation).

20.4.1 Upload your model
See Uploading the Schematisation for how to upload your model.
The model is now also available on the 3Di Livesite and the management screens.

20.4.2 Run your model
You have now build a 2D flow model for mountainous terrain from scratch! You can now run your model
via the 3Di Live Site (Login to the Live Site) or via the 3Di Modeller Interface (Using the Modeller
Interface). It will be available under the name you gave it.

Fig. 20.2: The final model on the 3Di live site. The initial water level can be seen in dark blue through
the grid.

20.4. Model activation
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Tutorial 4 Building a 2D flow model with levees, channels and breaches

In this tutorial, you are going to build a basic 2D flooding model for an area with levees, with a breach
location. We will start with a model for which the basic parameters are already filled in, and expand the
model step by step. We will finish this tutorial with a working model that you can play around with on
the Live Site. Our area of interest is the municipality of Nissewaard on the island of Voorne-Putten in the
Netherlands. The municipality of Nissewaard consists of urban area and farmland. Whilst this tutorial
represents a real-world area, it is important to keep in mind that some processes will be simplified for
the purpose of this tutorial.
In this tutorial, you will learn the following skills:
• Add levees to a 2D model.
• Add channels to a 2D model.
• Create a breach event in a 2D model.
• Run the model with the breach event in the 3di Live Site.
Before you start, please make sure to:
• Install the 3Di Modeller Interface. Please see Installation manual for instructions.
• Install the 3Di toolbox in the Modeller Interface. Please see Plugin Installation for instructions.
• Gain access to the 3Di web portal. Please see the Login to the Live Site for instructions.
• Download the dataset for this tutorial here.

21.1 Model initialisation
21.1.1 Model preparation
Unpack the starter package and save the contents into a folder. The dataset that you downloaded for
this tutorial contains an partially configured .sqlite database and a digital elevation model (DEM) for
a part of the Nissewaard municipality. This DEM is called dem_Nissewaard.tif and is located in the
folder named “rasters”. The structured .sqlite database contains all elements that can be included in
a 3Di model. The basic settings are already filled in. For a step-by-step instruction for filling in these
parameters, see Tutorial 2: Building a Basic 2D Flow Schematisation.
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21.1.2 Loading the model in the 3Di Modeller Interface
Our model must be imported in the 3Di Modeller Interface to view and modify its contents. The model
can be loaded via the 3Di toolbar (part of the 3Di toolbox plug in) by following these steps:
A. Open the Modeller Interface.
B. Create a new project.
C. Select the select 3Di results button on the 3Di Toolbar (white database icon). [1]
D. Select the load button in the window that pops up, and select the Nissewaard.sqlite database in
your model folder. [2]
E. You should now see the 3Di model as part of your Modeller Interface layers. [3]

Now load the rasters into Modeller Interface to view your data.
A. Set the project coordinate system to EPSG:28992 (Amersfoort/RD New) in the bottom right of
your window.
B. Add the add the DEM via Layer > Add layer > Add raster layer.
dem_Nissewaard.tif from the “raster” folder.
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21.2 Model building
21.2.1 Levees
In the model area for this tutorial, different levees are present. This can also be observed from the DEM
for this area. For more information on levees, see: Obstacles, Levees and Breaches.
When you are building a model of a certain area and you want to include the levees, you will need data
on the location, height, material and maximum breach depth of the levees in that area. In this tutorial,
we are going to draw a levee around the area and assume a uniform height for this levee of 3 meters
above NAP. Furthermore, we will assume that the levee is made of clay and has a maximum breach
depth of 3 meters.
Levees can be implemented in the v2_levee table. Follow these steps:
A. Make sure the DEM of the model area is opened in QGIS and places below the 3Di Model in the
Modeller Interface layers, this way you can see the levee that you draw.
B. Right click on the v2_levee table and select Open attribute table. [1]
C. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
D. In the main screen, click on the Add line feature button. [3]
E. Draw your levee in the main screen. You can follow the white lines at the boundaries of the DEM
(these indicate the levees). It is important that the levees are drawn within the DEM. You cannot
have a levee outside of the DEM. When you are finished with drawing the levee, right-click with
the mouse. Then the ‘Object-attribute’ screen will pop-up.
F. Fill in the following parameters:
• id: filled in automatically
• code: give your levee a code or name so you can later identify it
• crest_level: 3 (we assume a uniform crest level of 3 meters)
• material: 2: clay
• max_breach_depth: 3
G. Click OK and untoggle the editing mode. [4]

Your levee should look something like this:
21.2. Model building
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21.2.2 Channel
Now that we have added the levees to the model, we are going to add a channel to the model. For more
information on channels, see: Channels and see Channel Flow.
Channels are drawn in between connection nodes which act as the start and endpoint of the channel. If
you want to make a more elaborate model and include structures in the channel (for example a weir),
you have to add extra connection nodes to link these structures to a channel (they cannot be placed on
top of a channel). For now, we just want to add one channel, so we need to add two connection nodes
to the v2_connection_nodes table.
After a channel is added to a model, a channel geometry needs to be assigned to the channel. This is
done in two steps. First, we have to define a cross section profile in the v2_cross_section_definition
table, and second, we have to link this profile to the channel via the v2_cross_section_location table.
Lastly, we have to add boundary conditions to the channel. These boundary conditions have to be linked
to the connection nodes. Boundary conditions are used to describe the behavior of the system outside
the domain of interest. For more information, see: Boundary Conditions.
So to add a channel or network of channels we will alter the following tables:
• v2_connection_nodes (point geometry)
• v2_channel (line geometry)
• v2_cross_section_definition (no geometry)
• v2_cross_section_location (point geometry)
• v2_boundary_conditions (point geometry)
First we will add the start and end connection node of the channel:
A. Select the v2_connection_nodes table. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
C. Click on the Add point feature button. [3]
D. Click on a desired location on your map to add a connection. Make sure the connection nodes
are located within the DEM layer. After clicking in the screen the ‘Object-attribute’ screen will
pop-up.[4]
E. Fill in the following parameters:
• id: filled in automatically
• code: give your connection node a code or name so you can later identify it
• inital_waterlevel: 3
• storage_area: 0.1
F. Then click OK and untoggle the editing mode. [5]
G. Do the same for location [6]
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Next, we are going to add a channel:
A. Select the v2_channel table. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
C. Click on the Add line feature button. [3]
D. Click the enable snapping button. The enable snapping button helps you to make sure you
connect to a certain point in the map. [4]
E. Hover with your mouse over the upper connection point, until a purple square appears. If you click
when the purple square appears, you have connected the channel to the connection point.
F. Draw the channel by clicking on different locations, as done in the figure below. In order to make
sure the channel is connected to the other connection point, again click when the purple square is
visible. Similar to drawing the levee, it is important that the channel is drawn within the DEM.
You cannot have a channel outside the DEM. When you are finished with drawing the channel,
right-click with the mouse. Then the ‘Object-attribute’ screen will pop-up.
G. Fill in the following parameters:
• id: filled in automatically
• display_name: give your channel a code or name so you can later identify it
• code: give your channel a code or name so you can later identify it
• calculation_type: 102:connected
• dist_calc_points: 50
H. Then click OK and untoggle the editing mode and click Save. [5]
For more information on calculation types, see: Types of 1D elements (calculation types).

21.2. Model building
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Adding channel geometry:
A. Right click on the v2_cross_section_definition table and select Open attribute table. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
C. Fill in the following parameters: [3]
• id: filled in automatically
• code: rectangle_channel
• shape: 1: rectangle
• width: 10
• height: 3
D. Untoggle the editing mode and click save. [4]
For more information on cross section shapes, see: Cross-sections of 1D elements.

A. Select the v2_cross_section_location table. [1]
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B. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
C. Click on the Add point feature button.
D. Click the enable snapping button. The enable snapping button helps you to make sure you
connect to a certain point in the map. [3]
E. Hover with your mouse over the channel that you have drawn. Click when a purple square becomes
visible. Then the ‘Object-attribute’ screen will pop-up. [4]
F. Fill in the following parameters:
• id: filled in automatically
• code: give your cross section location a code or name so you can later identify it
• reference_level: 0
• bank_level: 4
• friction_type: 2: Manning
• friction_value: 0.0022
• definition_id: 1 (this id number is related to the previously added cross section definition)
• channel_id: 1 (this id number is related to the previously added channel)
G. Untoggle the editing mode and click save. [5]

Lastly, we add boundary conditions:
A. Right click on the v2_1d_boundary_conditions table and select Open attribute table. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
C. Fill in the following parameters:
• id: filled in automatically
• connection_node_id: 1 (this id number is related to the previously added connection nodes)
• boundary_type: 1: waterlevel
• timeseries:
– 0,3.0
– 15,3.5
21.2. Model building
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– 9999,3.5
D. Click on the add feature button and enter the same parameters. Only this time, enter 2 in the
connection_node_id box.
E. Untoggle the editing mode and click save. [4]

21.2.3 Breach location
Now that we have added a connected channel to our model, we are going to add a breach location. For
more theoretical information on breaches, see: Breaches. For a more detailed guide on how to add a
levee breach, see: Add levee breaches.
Follow these steps to add a breach:
A. Click on the Commands for working with 3di models button. [1]
B. Open ‘Step 3 - Modify schematisation’. [2]
C. Choose predict calc points. [3]
D. Choose Nissewaard.sqlite and click OK. [4]
In your schematisation, two tables have now been added: v2_connected_pnt and v2_calculation_point.
These tables are also visualised in your screen: a lot of points are added along the channel.
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In order to add a breach, we have to move one of the connected points in the model from its location in
the channel to the other side of the levee.
E. Select the v2_connected_pnt table. [1]
F. Select Toggle editing mode. [2]
G. Click on the vertex tool button. [3]
H. Click on one of the connected points in the channel and drag the point to the other side of the
levee. Then the ‘Object-attribute’ screen will pop-up.
I. Fill in the following parameters:
• exchange_level: 3
• id: filled in automatically
• calculation_pnt_id: filled in automatically
• levee_id: 1
J. Untoggle the editing mode and click save. [4]

21.2. Model building
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The displaced connected point is now the link between the 2D grid cell in which it is placed and the
corresponding calculation point in the channel. In other words, this connection point now forms a link
between the 1D and 2D part of the model. More information about calculation points, connected points
and breaches can be found in the 3Di documentation.

21.3 Model validation
A short description of the model validation is given here. A comprehensive guide with visual support is
provided in Tutorial 1 (post_processing) and for a general guide see Checking the model schematisation.

21.3.1 Verify the model rasters using the raster checker
Before sending our model to the web portal, it is important to validate that our model contains no errors.
The raster checker is part of the 3Di toolbox and performs 18 checks to verify the quality of the DEM.
The raster checker checks all the rasters that are included in the model. In our case, this is only the
DEM for the area of Nissewaard, but in more sophisticated models you can also include other rasters,
like friction and infiltration.
In order to use the raster checker, follow these steps:
A. Select the commands for working with 3Di models button. On the right of your screen, a
tab “3Di” will open. [1]
B. Expand the “Step 1 – Check data” line and click on the raster checker. [2]
C. In the pop-up screen, select ‘spatialite: Nissewaard’ and click OK. [3]
The following screen will appear:

21.3.2 Verify the model schematisation using the schematisation checker
The second validation that we have to perform before sending the model to the web portal is that of the
model schematisation. For this, we use the schematisation checker. It checks the model tables for many
possible errors that cause the model to crash when you want to compile the model. In order to check
your model schematisation, follow steps a and b from the previous step, but now select schematisation
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checker. Again, select ‘spatialite: Nissewaard’ and select the destination for the output file. Select
Run.
The output file is an excel file in which all the warnings and errors that were found are listed. You may
get the error “Value in v2_aggregation_settings.aggregation_in_space should be of the type integer”.
This is a known error in the schematisation checker, which will be removed in a future update. If you
get this error, you can ignore it.
If you do not get any further warnings or errors, your model is successfully validated and is ready to
upload to the web portal.

21.4 Model activation
A short description of the model activation is given here. A comprehensive guidance with visual support
is provided in Tutorial 2 (model_activation).

21.4.1 Upload your model
See Uploading the Schematisation for how to upload your model.
The model is now also available on the 3Di Livesite and the management screens.

21.4.2 Run your model
You have now build a 2D flow model for mountainous terrain from scratch! You can now run your model
via the 3Di Live Site (Login to the Live Site) or via the 3Di Modeller Interface (Using the Modeller
Interface). It will be available under the name you gave it.
It is important to note that you have to open your breach in the 3Di Live Site. In the 3Di Live Site,
breaches are depicted as a brown dot [1]. You can open a breach by clicking on the breach and clicking
on the settings button [2]. Here you can open the breach. Also, you can set the time it takes for the
breach location to be fully breached (Time [H]) and the initial breach width.

21.4. Model activation
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Tutorial 5: Building a 1D model

Welcome to the tutorial for building a 1D model in 3Di. In this tutorial, you will learn to work with a
1D flow model in 3Di. We will start with a database file (.sqlite) that is already partly filled in. The
sqlite is not yet complete, so we will add information to the model to get a basic working model that
you can run on the 3Di live site. The system in the .sqlite is a non-existent combined sewerage system.
The model does not represent a real-world system, but is meant to get acquainted with the different
components of a 1D combined sewerage system.
You will learn the following skills in this tutorial:
• Edit an existing .sqlite model database
• Get acquainted with the different elements of a 1D combined sewerage system
• Configure the settings of a 1D model
• Validate your model schematization using the schematization checker
• Compile your model on the 3Di live site
Before you start, please make sure to:
• Install the 3Di Modeller Interface. Please see Installation manual for instructions.
• Install the 3Di toolbox in the Modeller Interface. Please see Plugin Installation for instructions.
• Gain access to the 3Di web portal. Please see the Login to the Live Site for instructions.
• Download the dataset for this tutorial here.

22.1 Model initialisation
22.1.1 Model preparation
Unpack the starter package and save the contents into a folder. The dataset that you downloaded for
this tutorial contains an partially configured .sqlite database.
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22.1.2 Loading the model in the 3Di Modeller Interface
Our model must be imported in the 3Di Modeller Interface to view and modify its contents. The model
can be loaded via the 3Di toolbar (part of the 3Di toolbox plug in) by following these steps:
A. Open the 3Di Modeller Interface.
B. Create a new project.
C. Select the select 3Di results button on the 3Di Toolbar (white database icon). [1]
D. Select the load button in the window that pops up, and select the 1D_tutorial.sqlite database in
your model folder. [2]
E. You should now see the 3Di model as part of your Modeller Interface layers. [3]

The outlook of the model is depicted in the figure below. Depending on the coordinate system of your
screen, it is possible that the model looks a bit ‘distorted’. You can solve this by changing the coordinate
system in the lower right corner to EPSG:28992.
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22.2 Model building
22.2.1 Compile the global settings
The global settings are contained in the v2_global_settings table.
v2_global_settings table must be filled in. Follow these steps:

For every 3Di model, the

A. Open the attribute table v2_global_settings. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode in the top right corner. [2]
C. Select Add feature. [3]
D. Select Switch to form view in the bottom right corner. [4]

22.2. Model building
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Now we can start to configure all settings. 3Di requires you to complete all mandatory settings before
changes can be saved. Attempts to save the settings before all mandatory field have been completed will
result in an error message. A list of mandatory settings and detailed descriptions can be found in the
database overview. Finally, please note that the following settings have been selected specifically for
this tutorial.
Let us now fill in the settings of each tab in the global settings table.

Setting
Value for this tutorial
id
1
name
1D_tutorial
use_0d_inflow
Use_0d_inflow 1: use
v2_impervious_surface
use_1d_flow
Yes
use_2d_rain
No
use_2d_flow
No

Table 22.1: General
Comments

In contrast to the 2D models in the previous tutorials, we use
0D inflow (using the NWRW model) for the 1D model
In this tutorial, we look at a 1D model, without a 2D component
In this tutorial, we look at a 1D model, without a 2D component

Table 22.2: Grid
Setting
grid_space

Value for this
tutorial
2

kmax

1

ta0.01
ble_step_size
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In a 1D model the grid space is not used, but in order to upload the
model this value needs to be filled in.
In a 1D model the grid space is not used, but in order to upload the
model this value needs to be filled in.
See Computational grid
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Table 22.3: Terrain information
Setting
Value for this Comments
tutorial
dem_file
NULL
epsg_code
NULL
frict_coef_file
NULL
frict_coef
0.026
The friction value is not used, but must be filled in in order
to upload the model
frict_type
2: Manning
The friction type is not used, but must be filled in in order
to upload the model
frict_avg
NULL
iniNULL
tial_groundwater_level_file
iniNULL
tial_groundwater_level
ini(NULL)
tial_groundwater_level_type
iniNULL
tial_waterlevel_file
initial_waterlevel
-99
The initial water level is not used, but must be filled in in
order to upload the model
wamax
The initial water level type is not used, but must be filled in
ter_level_ini_type
in order to upload the model
interception_file
NULL
interception_global
NULL
wind_shielding_file
NULL
The terrain information is not relevant for a 1D model, but some information must be filled in, in order
to upload the model.

Setting
start_date
start_time
sim_time_step
timestep_plus
minimum_sim_time_step
maximum_sim_time_step
nr_timesteps
output_time_step

22.2. Model building

Table 22.4: Time
Value for this tuto- Comments
rial
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
00:00:00
30
in seconds
No
Only when extra control over the timestep is required
NULL
This can be relevant for a 1D model
NULL
240
60

for a 2 hour simulation
in seconds
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Setting
interflow_settings_id
groundwater_settings_id
numerical_settings_id
simple_infiltration_settings_id
control_group_id

Table 22.5: Setting id’s
Value for this tuto- Comments
rial
NULL
No interflow
NULL
No groundwater
1
Reference to the model specific numerical settings
NULL
No infiltration
NULL

No control groups

Table 22.6: Extra options 1D (not relevant as this tutorial does
not contain 1D elements)
Setting
Value for this Comments
tutorial
advection_1d
1: Use advec- There are 1D elements
tion 1d
dist_calc_points
10000
manNULL
With this setting, you create a storage area with a specified area
hole_storage_area
connected to every manhole
max_angle_1d_advection
NULL
taNULL
Only if you want to overwrite the value given under ‘grid’
ble_step_size_1d

Table 22.7: Extra options 2D
Setting
Value for this tutorial
Comments
advection_2d
0: Do not use advection 2d There are no 2D components
dem_obstacle_detection
NULL
guess_dams
NULL
dem_obstacle_height
NULL
embedded_cutoff_threshold
NULL
flooding_threshold
0.001
table_step_size_volume_2d NULL
The extra options 2D is not relevant for a 1D model.
Don’t forget to save your changes after completing all settings, by clicking on save edits in the top left
corner.

22.2.2 Complete the aggregation settings
The aggregation settings control the aggregation of model results.
v2_aggregation_settings table.

They are contained in the

As with the previous settings, open the attribute table [1] and toggle the editing mode [2]. However,
select switch to table view this time [3].
The different rows of the table refer to different model output categories. For each category, set the
global_settings_id to 1. You can either do this manually by filling in 1’s in the column [4], or by:
A. Selecting the column global_settings_id in the drop down menu
B. Typing a 1 in the bar
C. Clicking update All
D. And pressing save edits
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Retain the default values for all other settings.

22.2.3 Complete the numerical settings
The numerical settings are contained in the v2_numerical_settings table which can be found under
advanced numerics. As with the previous settings, open the attribute table, toggle the editing mode,
switch to form view and add a feature. Complete the following settings:

Setting
id

Value for this tutorial
1

Table 22.8: General
Comments
Must
match
the
v2_global_settings_table

Table 22.9: Limiters (not used in
areas)
Setting
limiter_grad_1d
limiter_grad_2d
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d
limiter_slope_friction_2d

22.2. Model building

numerical_settings_id

in

the

this tutorial, only for sloping
Value for this tutorial
1
0
0
0

Comments
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Table 22.10: Matrix
Value for this tutorial

Setting

Comments

convergence_cg
convergence_eps
use_of_cg
use_of_nested_newton

1e-09
1e-05
20
1: When the schematization includes 1D-elements with closedprofiles
max_degree
700: for 1D flow
max_nonlin_iterations 20
precon_cg
1
integration_method
0

Table 22.11: Thresholds
Setting
Value for this tutorial
flow_direction_threshold
1e-06
general_numerical_threshold 1e-08
thin_water_layer_definition
0.05
minimum_friction_velocity
0.05
minimum_surface_area
1e-08

Table 22.12:
Setting
cfl_strictness_factor_1d
cfl_strictness_factor_2d
frict_shallow_water_correction
pump_implicit_ratio
preissmann_slot

Miscellaneous
Value for this tutorial
1
1
0
1
0

Comments

Comments

The overview of all settings for this tutorial can be referenced here. .. Deze link nog aanpassen naar de
pdf als die er is

22.2.4 Complete the v2_pipe settings
We will zoom in on the different components of the model. The model in the .sqlite contains a network
of pipes. The different parameters of these pipes can be set in the table v2_pipe. The values and a short
explanation of the parameters is given in the tables below. To save time, it is recommended to adjust
the parameters for the different pipes at the same time. This can be done by following these steps:
A. Open the attribute table v2_pipe. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode and in the top right corner. [2]
C. Select Switch to table view with the button in the lower right corner. [3]
D. Select the parameter that needs to be adjusted in the box above the table. [4]
E. Fill in the value that needs to be inputted. [5]
F. and choose Adjust all. [6]
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Setting
Id
display_name:
Code
Calculation_type
Dist_calc_points

Table 22.13: General
Value for this tutorial Comments
N/A
The id’s are already filled in
N/A
The display names are already filled in
N/A
The codes are already filled in
1: Isolated
See below
1000
See below

Calculation type: You have different choices for the calculation type. You can choose between embedded,
isolated, connected, broad crest en short crest. An elaborated explanation of these calculation types can
be found in the 3Di documentation: Types of 1D elements (calculation types). In this model, we set the
calculation_type for all pipes to ‘isolated’. This means that the 1D pipe cannot exchange water.
Dist_calc_points: This parameter controls the distance between the calculation points on the pipe. In
this tutorial, set this parameter to 1000. Since all pipes are shorter than 1000 m, this means that there
are no calculation points on the pipes; the water levels, velocities and discharges are calculated on the
connection nodes.

Setting

Value for
this tutorial
InN/A
vert_level_start_point
InN/A
vert_level_end_point
Friction_value
0.0145
Calcula2:
Mantion_type
ning
Cross_section_definition_id
N/A
Material

N/A

22.2. Model building

Table 22.14: Characteristics
Comments
The start invert level is the level of the pipe at the start of the pipe;
these are already filled in
The end invert level is the level of the pipe at the end of the pipe;
these are already filled in
Default Manning friction value for concrete pipes

Link to the v2_cross_section_definition table, where the cross sections of the pipes are defined. These are already filled in.
Already filled in
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Setting
Sewerage_type
Zoom_level

Value for this tutorial
N/A
N/A

Setting
Connection_node_start_id
Connection_node_end_id

Table 22.15: Visualization
Comments
Already filled in. ‘0:mixed’, since we are modelling a mixed sewerage system.
Already filled in. This parameter determines the visibility in the
3Di live site.

Table 22.16: Characteristics
Value for this Comments
tutorial
N/A
Already filled in; the connection node that is connected to
the start of the pipe.
N/A
Already filled in; the connection node that is connected to
the end of the pipe.

22.2.5 Complete the v2_manhole settings
The different pipes in the model are connected via connection nodes. Open de v2_connection_nodes
attribute table. As you can see in this table, each connection node has an id, code and a storage area.
For a 1D sewerage model, you do not have to fill in the initial water levels for the connection nodes. The
model will then be empty at the start of each model run. All parameters in the v2_connection_nodes
table are already filled in, so you can close the table again.
Next, open the v2_manhole attribute table. Each connection node is connected to a manhole. The
different parameters for these manholes can be set in the v2_manhole table. The values and a short
explanation of the parameters are given in the tables below. To save time, it is recommended to adjust
the parameters for the different manholes simultaneously. This can be done in the same manner as was
described for the v2_pipe table.

Setting
Id
display_name
Code
Connection_node_id
Calculation_type

Value for this tutorial
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1: isolated or 2:
connected

Table 22.17: General
Comments
The id’s are already filled in
The display names are already filled in
The codes are already filled in
The id of the connection node that is connected to the manhole.
These are already filled in.
See below

Calculation_type: You can choose here between embedded, isolated and connected. An elaborated
explanation of these calculation types can be found in the 3Di documentation: Types of 1D elements
(calculation types). As was described above, the calculation type depends on the manhole type. Set the
calculation type to ‘connected’ for inspection manholes, by following these steps:
A. Open the attribute table v2_manhole. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode and in the top right corner. [2]
C. Select Switch to table view with the button in the lower right corner. [3]
D. Select the parameter that needs to be adjusted in the box above the table. [4]
E. Fill in the value that needs to be inputted. [5]
F. and choose Adjust all. [6]
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By setting the calculation type of the inspection manholes to ‘connected’, these manholes can exchange
with a storage area that was defined in the global settings with the parameter manhole_storage_area
(under Options_1D ). As soon as the water level in the manhole exceeds the drain level, the water in
the manhole can exchange with a storage area that has a surface area of 100 m2.
In the same manner, set the calculation type of the manhole features that are either outlets or pump
station to ‘1: isolated’. By setting the calculation type of these manholes to isolated, these manholes
cannot exchange water with the surface.

Setting
Shape
Width
Length
Surface_level
Drain_level
Bottom_level

Table 22.18:
Value for this tutorial
00: square
N/A
N/A
N/A
Surface_level – 0.15
N/A

Characteristics
Comments
Are already filled
Are already filled
Are already filled
Are already filled
See below
Are already filled

in
in
in, usually 0.8 is chosen.
in. See below
in. See below

Bottom level, drain level and surface level: For each manhole, you have to enter 3 levels, that are
visualized in the figure below.
• The bottom level represents the bottom of the manhole
• The surface level represents the top of the manhole
• The drain level is a level that is introduced in 3Di to indicate the water exchange level. In reality,
the drain level and the surface level are the same. However, a model is a simplification of a realworld situation. This is visualized in the figure below, which depicts a road with a manhole in
the middle and two road gullies at either side of the road, where the top of the two road gullies
lies somewhat lower than the top of the manhole. In this tutorial, this is schematized as a single
manhole with a sewerage pipe. In reality, the water in the sewerage system will start exchanging
with the surface when the water level in the system exceeds the top of the road gullies. These gullies
are not schematized in this model and therefore an extra level, the drain level, is introduced.

22.2. Model building
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In the .sqlite, the surface levels are already entered, but the drain levels are not yet filled in. We want
to set these drain levels 15 cm below the surface level. This can be done by following these steps:
A. Open the attribute table v2_manhole. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode and in the top right corner. [2]
C. Select Switch to table view with the button in the lower right corner. [3]
D. Open the field calculator. [4]

E. Select Bestanden velden verniewen. [5]
F. select the parameter “drain_level”. [6]
G. Type the following expression in the box: “surface_level” -0.15. [7]
H. Press OK. [8]
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Setting
Zoom_category
Manhole_indicator

Table 22.19: Visualization
Value for this tutorial

Comments

•
0: inspection, 1: outlet or 2:
pumpstation

See below

Manhole_indicator: This parameter indicates the type of manhole. Although this parameter does not
influence the 3Di calculations, it is still recommended to use it since it will make the visual overview
of the model in the Modeller Interface better understandable. You can distinguish between inspection,
outlet and pumpstation. In the .sqlite, the manhole_indicator for the different manholes is already set.

22.2.6 Complete the v2_weir settings
Since the model in the .sqlite is a mixed sewerage system, the outlets in the model are all connected to
a weir. Only if the water level exceeds the crest level of the weir, water can flow out of the sewerage
system. Also, there are 6 internal weirs included in the model. The different parameters for these weirs
can be set in the v2_weir table. The values and a short explanation of the parameters are given in the
tables below. To save time, it is recommended to adjust the parameters for the different pipes at the
same time. This can be done in the same manner as was described for the v2_pipe table.

22.2. Model building
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Setting
Id
display_name
Code

Setting

Table 22.20: General
Value for this tutorial Comments
N/A
The id’s are already filled in
N/A
The display names are already filled in
N/A
The codes are already filled in

Value for
this tutorial
Crest_level
N/A
Crest_type
N/A
Dis0,8
charge_coefficient_positive
Dis0,8
charge_coefficient_negative
Friction_value
0,02
Friction_typ
Manning
Cross_section_definition_id
N/A

Setting
Zoom_category
Sewerage
External

Table 22.21: Characteristics
Comments
The crest levels are already filled in
The crest types are already filled in

Default Manning friction value for a short crested weir.
Link to the v2_cross_section_definition table, where the cross sections of the weirs are defined. These are already filled in.

Table 22.22: Visualization
Value for this tutorial Comments
N/A
Determines the visibility in the 3Di live site; already filled
in
Yes
Already filled in
No
Already filled in

Table 22.23: Connection nodes
Setting
Value for this tutorial
Connection_node_start_id N/A
Connection_node_end_id
N/A

Comments
Already filled in
Already filled in

22.2.7 Complete the v2_pumpstation settings
At some locations in the 1D sewerage system, pumpstations schematized in the model. The different
parameters for these pumpstations can be set in the attribute table v2_pumpstation. Open the attribute
table to see these parameters. In this tutorial, the different parameters for the pumpstations are already
schematized in the model, so we don’t have to change anything. More details on the parameters in the
v2_pumpstation table can be found in this general overview: Pumps.

22.2.8 Complete the v2_boundary_conditions settings
Each outlet of the 1D model consists of a weir connected to a 1D boundary condition. These boundary
conditions can be found in the attribute table v2_1d_boundary_conditions. Open the attribute table
to see these conditions. In this tutorial, the boundary conditions for the different outlets are already
inputted in the model, so we don’t have to change anything. Note that the boundary conditions are
all water level boundaries, where the water level is set to -10 m for the entire computation time of the
model. Since the level of the sewerage pipes and manholes is much higher than -10 m, this means that
water can always flow out of the model, once it reaches a level higher than the crest level of the weirs.
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22.2.9 Complete the v2_impervious_surface settings
The input for the 1D model in this tutorial comes from the 0D inflow module in 3Di. In this module, the
rainfall volume is calculated for each time step and each 0D surface individually (area x rainfall intensity
x time step). Based on the formulation of the impervious area, the discharge hydro-graph (discharge
over time) is calculated as a lateral discharge on its downstream 1D connection node. More information
on the 0D inflow module can be found in the 3Di documentation: Rainfall.
In order to add impervious surfaces for 0D inflow to the model, we need the v2_impervious_surface
table and the v2_impervious_surface_map table. In the v2_impervious_surface table, the different surfaces are defined. Subsequently, these surfaces are linked to a connection node in the
v2_impervious_surface_map table. We are now going to add a surface for 0D inflow to the model:
A. Open the attribute table v2_impervious_surface. [1]
B. Select Toggle editing mode in the top right corner. [2]
C. Select Object polygoon toevoegen. [3]
D. Draw a new polygon in the model and right-click when the surface is ready.
E. A pop-up screen appears where different parameters need to be filled in.
F. Fill in the surface_class. You can choose which class you want to add. [4]
G. Fill in the surface_inclination. You can choose which inclination you want to add. [5]
H. click on OK and save your changes. [6]
I. Remember the id of the surface that you just added.

J. Select the v2_impervious_surface_map attribute table. [1]
K. Select Toggle editing mode in the top right corner. [2]
L. Select Add feature. [3]
M. Enter the id of the surface that you just added as ‘impervious_surface_id’. [4]
N. Enter the id of the connection node that you want to link to the surface as the ‘connection_node_id’.
[5]
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O. Set the percentage to 100. This means that 100% of the rainfall that falls on the surface is
discharged to the connection node. [6]
P. Choose OK and save your changes.

22.3 Model validation
A short description of the model validation is given here. A comprehensive guide with visual support is
provided in Tutorial 1 (post_processing) and for a general guide see Checking the model schematisation.

22.3.1 Verify the model schematisation using the schematisation checker
Before sending the model to the web portal we want to check the schematization. We can use the
schematization checker for this. It checks the model tables for many possible errors that cause the model
to crash when you want to compile the model. In order to check your model schematization, follow these
steps:
A. Select the commands for working with 3Di models button. On the right of your screen, a
tab “3Di” will open. [1]
B. Expand the “Step 1 – Check data” line and click on the raster checker. [2]
C. In the pop-up screen, select ‘spatialite: 1D_gemengd’ and click OK.
The following screen will appear:
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The output file is an excel file in which all warnings and errors that were found are listed. You may get
a few errors that are known errors in the schematization checker. These errors will be removed in the
future and may be ignored for now. These errors include:
• “Value in v2_aggregation_settings.aggregation_in_space should be of the type integer”
• “Invalid timeseries”
• “Pumpstation.lower_stop_level should be higher than Manhole.bottom_level”
If you do not get any further warnings or errors, your model is successfully validated and is ready to
upload to the web portal.

22.4 Model activation
A short description of the model activation is given here. A comprehensive guidance with visual support
is provided in Tutorial 2 (model_activation).

22.4.1 Upload your model
See Uploading the Schematisation for how to upload your model.
The model is now also available on the 3Di Livesite and the management screens.

22.4.2 Run your model
You have now build a 1D flow model for a mixed sewerage system! You can now run your model via the
3Di Live Site (Login to the Live Site) or via the 3Di Modeller Interface (Using the Modeller Interface).
It will be available under the name you gave it.

22.4. Model activation
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23

Installation manual

23.1 3Di Software requirements
• To be able to build, edit and run schematisations you need to install the Modeller Interface
• Our live site and management screens are optimized for chrome browser
Note: Are you running into problems when downloading or updating the software? Please consult the
‘problem solving’ section and if the error and/or solution is not mentioned, please contact our support
office (servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl)

23.2 Modeller Interface installation
You can install the modeller interface simply with the downloadlink below.
• Install the Modeller Interface
last update: 12 December 2022
The newest Modeller Interface also includes the newest versions of the 3Di plugins. If you would like, you
could also upgrade the 3Di plugins from within the Modeller Interface manually. Follow the instructions
of this movie to do so: How to upgrade 3Di plugins in the Modeller Interface.

23.2.1 Personal API Key
When you start the 3Di Models & Simulations plugin for the first time, you are required to set a
personal_api_key that will be used to log in. The QGIS Password Manager stores this Personal API
Key securely (encrypted). If you have never used the QGIS Password Manager before, you will be
asked to set a master password for the QGIS Password Manager. Fill in a password and make sure you
remember it. Check the box ‘Store/update the master password in your Password Manager’ so that you
do not have to fill in the master password every time you start up QGIS.
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Now, when you log in through the 3Di Models & Simulations plugin, you will be asked to set a Personal
API Key and the settings dialog will appear.

• Click ‘Obtain…’. Your web browser will open, showing the management page where you can create
a new Personal API Key. Create a new Personal API Key by pressing the ‘+NEW ITEM’ button
in the upper right corner.
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• Add a name for the new Personal API Key. You could use ‘qgis’, for example. Press on ‘Submit’
to the right.

• A popup shows with your Personal API Key. You can copy the Personal API Key to your clipboard
with the icon on the right or select and copy the text. This Personal API Key cannot be accessed
after closing this popup. In case you closed the popup before you added the Personal API Key to
QGIS, you can always create a new one.

• Return to the 3Di Modeller Interface.
• In the 3Di Models & Simulations plugin Settings dialog, click ‘Set…’.
• Paste the Personal API Key and click OK.
• Click Save.
You can now use all online functionalities of the 3Di Models & Simulations plugin. When logging in is
required, the Personal API Key will be read from the QGIS Password manager and be used for logging
in.

23.2. Modeller Interface installation
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23.3 Advanced: seperate installation of QGIS and appropriate plugins
You can also install QGIS seperately with the appropriate plugins. We only recommend this if you have
specific reasons for this.
• Install the Long Term Release (LTR) of QGIS, and install the 3Di toolbox and “3Di Models and
Simulations” as QGIS plugins

23.3.1 Plugin Installation
• QGIS Standalone Installer Version 3.22 (Long term release). Get QGIS .
After the installation of QGIS, set the interface language and locale to American English.
This makes it easier to understand the instructions in this documentation. Some locales
do not support scientific notations of numbers, these are required for very small numbers
(e.g. 1e-09).
– Go to Settings > Options > General
– Tick the box ‘Override System Locale’
– For User Interface Translation, choose ‘American English’
– For Locale, choose ‘English UnitedStates (en_US)’
– Restart QGIS
• QGiS 3Di plug-in specially designed for 3Di
– 3Di Toolbox
– 3Di Models and Simulations
– 3Di Schematisation Editor - EXPERIMENTAL
The plugins work for:
• QGIS 3.22.x (LTR after March 2021)
• 64-bit version of QGIS (see below for more details)
• On Linux/OSX: install the following system dependencies: python3-h5py python3-scipy python3pyqt5.qtwebsockets
• 3Di v2 results
To install the 3Di-Toolbox plugin follow the steps below:
1) Open QGIS and via the menu bar go to ‘Plugins > Manage And Install Plugins’.
2) Go to ‘Settings’.
3) Add a plugin repository
4) Fill in a name and copy the URL: https://plugins.3di.live/plugins.xml into the URL box.
5) Go to ‘All’ and choose ‘3Di toolbox’ from the list
6) Install the plugin.
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To install the “3Di Models and Simulations” plugin follow the steps below:
1) Open QGIS and via the menu bar go to ‘Plugins > Manage And Install Plugins’.
2) Go to ‘Settings’.
3) Add a plugin repository
4) Fill in a name and copy the URL: https://plugins.lizard.net/plugins.xml into the URL box.
5) Go to ‘All’ and choose ‘“3Di Models and Simulations”’ from the list
6) Install the plugin.
7) To active the panel of the”3Di Models and Simulations”, choose plugins –> “3Di Models and
Simulations” –> “3Di Models and Simulations”. Now the panel will be available.

23.3.2 Plugin settings
To set the Base API URL:
1) Open QGIS and via the menu bar go to ‘Plugins > “3Di Models and Simulations” > Settings’
2) Fill in a Base API URL. The Base API URL is in most cases https://api.3di.live. If you want to
connect to our second calculation center in Taiwan, the base API URL is https://api.3di.tw/

23.4 Information for system administators
23.4.1 General information
All applications make use of https traffic over port 443 with public signed SSL/TLS certificates. If
certificate errors show, please check any security software. One way of testing this is by visiting https:
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//api.3di.live/v3 in a browser and check the certificate. If it is issued by R3, this is the certificate
configured by us. Any other name will point towards the security software in use.

23.4.2 3Di Modeller Interface
This is a preconfigured version of QGIS (www.qgis.org), with some options switched off, different
stylesheets, and some pre-installed plugins. Two of these plugins (3Di Toolbox and “3Di Models and
Simulations”) are maintained by Nelen & Schuurmans. QGIS itself and the other pre-installed plugins
are not made / maintained by Nelen & Schuurmans.
Install instructions for the 3Di Modeller Interface can be found in Installation manual.
Because the 3Di Modeller Interface is a customized QGIS, we refer to the QGIS documentation when
you run into any issues that are not specifically related to the plugins ‘3Di Toolbox’ or ‘“3Di Models and
Simulations”’:
• QGIS User Manual: https://docs.qgis.org/latest/en/docs/user_manual/
• Installation section in QGIS User Manual: https://docs.qgis.org/latest/en/docs/user_manual/
introduction/getting_started.html#installing-qgis
URLs accessed by 3Di Modeller Interface
Make sure the 3Di Modeller Interface is allowed to communicate with following URLs:
• PyPI: https://pypi.org/ (only during first run after installation / update)
• 3Di API: https://api.3di.live (each time a simulation is started from the Modeller Interface)

23.4. Information for system administators
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24

FAQ and Problem Solving

This section will help you solve some problems or errors that may occur when using 3Di. Some issues
are due to the software, these will be summarised in the section Known Issues, including a temporary
solution. Errors, due to input data or other user settings can occur in various components or steps of
the modeling process:
1. Generating a 3Di model from the spatialite data or
2. During simulation via the live site or via an API call.
The section ‘Frequently endured issues’ mentions different types of errors and how to find them.
We start with answering the frequently asked questions.
As our software is constantly improving, we will update this page with solved issues.

24.1 Frequently Asked Questions
Klondike
• Are all my models automatically migrated?
*We will supply schematisations for the new route. New Models need to be created by the user. This can
easily be done by going to management.3di.live –> models –> schematisations select a schematisation
and click ‘generate model’.
An explainer on schematisations and simulation templates can be found here.
• I installed the new plugin but I don’t see any models. What happened to them?
Don’t worry, your schematisation have all been migrated. Simply generate the models using the management.3di.live page and your models will be available
• Can I calculate with models generated with inpy using the new Models and Simulations plugin?
No, you can’t. Either use the old plugin for that or go to management.3di.live and generate the 3Di
model from the schematisation of choice. We highly recommend everyone to start using the new route
• I don’t like change, can I still use the old inpy & Tortoise?
Yes, you can. For a limited time this workflow will remain available.
• Do all models work on the new route after the Klondike release?
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Almost all of them do. There is a very limited number of models that contains errors we cannot fix or
set as a warning. We have contacted the owners of these models individually. Even though we have done
our best in identifying these models, but in some rare cases your model doesn’t do what you expect in the
new route. Please contact our servicedesk if this is the case
• Are all grid generation functionalities of 3Di still supported?
All of them except for the dem obstacle detection.
• Do I need to change all of my scripts?
There is a migration workflow available here. The migration is only required if you want to use the new
functionality.
• I uploaded extra files using Tortoise. Is this still supported?
No. Only data that is used in a schematisation is supported.
• I added extra tables in my SQLite, will they be deleted?
No, those will be ignored.
• How do I edit a simulation template?
You can’t. But you can clone it into a new simulation and edit that.
• Can I change infiltration in a simulation template?
No, infiltration is part of the schematisation. You can copy a schematisation and change the infiltration
file there. An explainer on schematisations and simulation templates can be found here.
• Why is the name of my simulation template ‘default’?
The name is being read from the v2_global_settings table in the ‘name’ column. If that happens to be
‘default’, then that is the name of your simulation template.
• What happens if I add an extra entry in the v2_global_settings table?
Extra entries will be ignored.
• I have a variant on my schematisation that I like to test, what is the best way of doing so?
Copy/clone the schematisation, make your changes and upload it as a new schematisation.
• What is a good location for my working directory in the Modeller Interface 3Di Models And
simulations plugin?
Choose any directory you like but we strongly advise you not to use the same directory as you were using
for tortoise.
• How do I change my working directory in the Modeller Interface ‘3Di Models and Simulations’
plugin?
• Via the settings of the plugin (see below).
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• Is all information from my spatialite being read ?
Yes, either it is being used as part of the schematisation and converted to a 3Di Model, or it is part of
the simulation template.
• My QGIS defaults to the Dutch language, does that matter?
What matters is that the numbers notation is set to English. There is some bug in QGIS with scientific
notations and Dutch number notations which can cause weird behaviour of the plugin. Please set your
QGIS or Modeller Interface to English (settings –> options –> locale –> en_GB).
General
• My model shows unstable behaviour, what can I do to avoid this?
Instability is not common within 3Di, but certain settings or modelling choices can cause problems for
the solver.
We have these tips:
1) Decrease your calculation time step (background information: courant number)
2) Decrease your output time step temporarily. This makes it easier to analyse what goes wrong
3) Check combinations of nodes with a small storage area and pump stations with a large capacity.
Make sure the ‘gemaalkelder/pump basement’ is large enough
4) Check if there are pump stations that are pumping to another 1D-node within the same 2Dcomputational cell
5) Check whether there are sewerage pipes shorter than 1 meter. If so, see if you can make them
longer or add storage on the nodes that the pipes are connected to.
6) Put the ‘pump_implicit_ratio’ in the numerical settings to 1. This makes sure that the model
calculates smoothly for pump stations (see Settings for Matrix solvers –> pump_implicit_ratio)

24.2 Known Issues
24.2.1 General
• When applying 2D boundary conditions, it is not allowed to have more than one grid resolution
on the edge. However, there is no clear error message for this. To solve this, add a grid refinement
line on the boundary. This will force a uniform grid on the 2D boundary line.
24.2. Known Issues
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• Note, that in v2_control tables (v2_control_table, v2_control_memory, v2_control_pid,
v2_control_timed) the unit for adjusting the pump discharge capacity via the API is actually
m3/s, even though the unit used normally is L/s.
NB: This is only the case via the API. In the Modeller Interface (sqlite) the unit is in l/s.
• For simulations including interflow or embedded elements, not all results can be viewed. Moreover,
the water balance ignores part of the flow, therefore it will seem to be inconsistent.
• There are some issues related to projections. We are encountered this for our UK-based models (.sqlite). These models will show a shift in the geometries in QGIS. The reprojection from
EPGS:27700 (British National Grid) to WGS84 is based on an outdated reprojection in the spatialite. There is a solution for this:
1. In QGIS open the (table without geometry) table “spatial_ref_sys”
2. go to row srid 27700
3. update column proj4text (overwrite existing value) with +proj=tmerc +lat_0=49 +lon_0=-2
+k=0.9996012717 +x_0=400000 +y_0=-100000 +datum=OSGB36 +units=m +no_defs
This might also be the case for other projections.
• The manhole_storage_area in the v2_global_settings table of the data base must be set as an
INTEGER.
• After downloading a recent result netcdf within the QGIS-plugin the following error occurs: “The
selected result data is too old and no longer supported in this version of ThreediToolbox. Please
recalculate the results with a newer version of threedicore or use the ThreediToolbox plugin for
QGIS 2.” This error might also occur when trying to download a NetCDF larger than 2GB. If this
happens, try downloading it via the result email or adjust the model settings.
• Wind shield factor is not taken into account during a simulation
• Boundary conditions can only be applied via the model sqlite. Uploading a boundary condition as
a json file using the API will result in a failure of the simulation.
• In rare cases the waterdepth interpolation in the livesite may show unexpected behaviour; it shows
triangular patterns. These deviations are only visual, so the results are still correctly. This will be
fixed in the near future.
• The following checks don’t work in case there is no index in the spatialite:
– It doesn’t check for stand alone connection nodes
– It doesn’t check for connection nodes that are too close or on top of each other

24.2.2 Modeller Interface
• “TypeError: setValue(self, float): argument 1 has unexpected type ‘NoneType’ “. Maximum time
step requires a value and cannot be NULL
• The Modeller Interface and the plugins have trouble installing if there is already a previous version
installed because of old dependencies. Please remove (before installing a new version) the folder
‘{user profile} python’ alle folders instead of ‘expressions’, ‘plugins’ and ‘share’. (e.g. the error
‘sqlalchemy’ might indicate this is the case)
• If you have an older version of the MI (e.g. based on QGIS 3.10), you should remove it via Windows
Apps & Features, to avoid any conflicts.
• When using the sideview-tool in the QGIS-plugin, the length of the side view profile of pipes in the
graph can be different than the actual length of the pipe. This is due to a projection conversion
error in QGIS and does not affect 3Di calculations.
• A schematisation that is uploaded via the MI without processing will appear falsely in the management pages as ‘not valid’. If you upload the schematisation again with processing, the model
will be generated.
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• The Sideview is not supported for channels.
• Embedded and interflow can not be read with the standard tooling.
• When using an infiltration rate file in v2_simple_infiltration, an infiltration value of ‘NULL’ is
not valid and will cause an error. Please use an infiltration rate value of 0 instead.
• Leakage does not work in the Modeller Interface. Please use the API for now if you want to use
leakage.

24.2.3 Live site
• If a raster has both NaN and Nodata values the live site DEM will color yellow (showing color scale
for -9999)

24.2.4 Management pages
• A schematisation that is uploaded via the MI without processing will appear falsely in the management pages as ‘not valid’. If you upload the schematisation again with processing, the model
will be generated.

24.3 Frequently endured issues
Per category, we include the frequently endured issues. In case you think a specific issue should be
included, please let us know.

24.3.1 Uploading a new revision/migrating a model
Error: (400)
Error: (400) Reason: Bad Request HTTP response headers: HTTPHeaderDict({‘server’: ‘openresty/1.15.8.3’, ‘date’: ‘Fri, 11 Feb 2022 07:44:04 GMT’, ‘content-type’: ‘application/json’, ‘contentlength’: ‘68’, ‘vary’: ‘Accept, Origin, Cookie’, ‘allow’: ‘POST, OPTIONS’, ‘x-frame-options’: ‘DENY’,
‘x-content-type-options’: ‘nosniff’, ‘strict-transport-security’: ‘max-age=63072000’, ‘referrer-policy’:
‘strict-origin-when-cross-origin’, ‘x-xss-protection’: ‘1’}) HTTP response body: [“Maximum number of
active threedimodels for a schematisation is 3”]
You have reached the max number of active 3Di models for this schematisation. Please go the management.3di.live and remove one or more 3Di models that are attached to this schematisation
sqlite3.IntegrityError: CHECK constraint failed: _alembic_tmp_v2_aggregation_settings
This can be fixed by the following 2 adjustments.
1. Set aggregation = 0 instead of aggregation = FALSE
2. remove table _alembic_tmp_v2_aggregation_settings

24.3.2 Running a simulation
“exit_code”: “4161 [health_check_premature_container_error]”
Please run the simulation again. There was a temporary disruption.
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“exit_code”: “4265 [health_check_postprocessing_error]”
Please run the simulation again. There was a temporary disruption.
ERROR - F - Matrix diagonal element, near zero
At one calculation point there is no storage area or the wet cross section area is near zero or even negative.
This may be caused by various reasons listed below:
• Structure levels are below cross section reference levels, f.i. a culvert below the bed level. This is
not possible as when water level drops below the bed level, flow through the culvert has no area
to flow to. Update reference or structure levels so that they match. Reference levels can be below
structure levels.
• A lateral inflow from laterals or an inflow surface is connected to a node without storage area, f.i.
an pump end node or boundary node. Removes laterals or inflow from these nodes.
• Water level boundary is below structure level.
• All definition values for width and height must be positive.
• Pump start level is below pump stop level.
The error is followed by a reference to the node without any storage or link without wet cross section
area. This will look something like:
near zero, aii(nod)<1.0d-10,nod,aii(nod),su(nod)
,→0000E+00

14614

14439

0.0000E+00

0.

The first number (14614 in this example) refers to the calculation node on which the error occurs. This
number can be found using the QGIS plugin when a result of this model is available. The number can
be located using the node_results. The id’s in this table match the one given here. The second number
is a link id and can be found using the line_result layer.
ERROR : The combination of cross-section types is invalid for input channel number:
Not all cross-section definition types can be combined for a single channel. Only type 1 (rectangle) and
type 2 (circle) or type 5 and 6 (both tabulated) can be combined. If you have multiple cross-section
types on one channel change these or split the channel.
ERROR - F - Impossible line connection at calculation node: 729
This error may occur when using embedded in combination with structures. Make sure no structure is
placed entirely inside a 2D computational cell. You can only check this when you have a copy of the 2D
computational grid. You can obtain this by making a purely 2D model of your DEM and grid refinement
of try making one using the ‘create grid’ function in the QGIS processing toolbox.
Runtime Error: NetCDF: String match to name in use
Check the aggregation NetCDF name settings, names must be unique.

24.3.3 Loading results
Runtime Error: attempt to write a readonly database
This means that the gridadmin.sqlite is still in use by you or another user or is not closed correctly. You
can fix this by removing the file ‘gridadmin.sqlite-journal’ (not gridadmin.sqlite!).
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24.3.4 Signing in and sign up
403 - You do not have a 3Di account. Please contact your manager and ask for an invitation
Please contact our support office and let us know your login name or mail address and the error code if
you received any.
Note: Please ensure that “https://auth.lizard.net/” domain is indeed displayed in your browser’s
address bar and that your browser displays the lock symbol indicating that the connection is secure.

24.3.5 Finding a model
Can’t find the model you are looking for? Please check the following:
• If you have access to the organisation to which the model belongs
• If the model is available on API v3 (https://docs.3di.live/d_api.html#api-v3)
Please contact the service desk if you need assistance.

24.3.6 Connecting to the 3Di API
In some cases the 3Di Models and Simulations plugin (part of the 3Di Modeller Interface) can give
a generic SSLError on a Windows system (see figure below). To solve this issue, please contact your
organisation’s system administrator. Instructions for your system administrator on how to solve this
problem are given below the figure:
Error: HTTPSConnectionPool(host='api.3di.live', port=443): Max retries exceeded with␣
,→url: /v3/auth/token/ (Caused by SSLError(1, 'A failure in the SSL Library occurred␣
,→(_ssl.c:1129)')))

This error is resulting from a combination of how the plugin validates SSL/TLS certificates and how
Windows expects that to happen. We are using Let’s Encrypt as our certificate supplier for most of our
3Di webservices. In September 2021 their root certificate ‘DST Root CA X3’ expired and was replaced
by the ‘ISRG Root X1’ certificate. All of the Let’s Encrypt domain name certificates are issued by
24.3. Frequently endured issues
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Intermediate Certificate ‘R3’. There are some cases where this Intermediate Certificate is still issued by
‘DST Root CA X3’, and this can create issues.
To solve this, please open a Microsoft Management Console (mmc.exe) and add the Certificates Snap-In
for the user.

Open the “Intermediate Certification Authorities” and then the “Certificates” folder. Find the ‘R3’
Intermdiate Certificate, and check who the issuer is. If this is only ‘DST Root CA X3’, please remove it
and visit https://api.3di.live/v3 with a browser.
Please contact our servicedesk after this fix is applied and are still receiving the error message.

24.4 Solved issues
The below errors and bugs should not be experienced anymore. Please let us know if you do still encounter
them.
• The toolbox does currently not work properly for QGIS 3.22. You cannot edit your schematisations.
Please use QGIS 3.16 for now if you have this issue or use the Modeller Interface.
• DEM edits do not work as intented for newly generated models (Klondike route).
• If you use the type ‘half verhard’, the gridadmin generation will crash. We will fix this by 4-4-2022.
In the meantime, we advise to choose an other type.
• The Pipe view and Orifice view can be broken in the downloaded spatialite. If that happens, the
service desk can provide 2 SQL scripts as workaround.
• The 3Di Toolbox plugin does not work with QGIS 3.16.8 and above. To avoid problems, install
the Modeller Interface or download the OsGeo Network Installer from qgis.org
• Calculations that had both rain radar and laterals crashed somewhere during the simulation.
• Dry Weather Flow in API v3 or the Modeller Interface is not taken from the spatialite. Users can
define the DWF by using the dwf calculator and applying it as a lateral
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24.4.1 INP generation
After uploading or pushing a new revision 3Di.lizard.net/models will generate a model automatically. If
an error occurs during this process the status bar will turn red and show FAIL. By clicking FAIL the
log messaging is shown. You may now look for errors either through the web page or by downloading
the file in the upper right corner of the screen. Look for any line that starts with ERROR and see if you
recognize the examples below.
ERROR - could not create threedimodels resource: (400)
The complete error looks like this:
2021-10-07 14:16:57,132 - threedi_spatialite_tools.threedi_files.api_resources -␣
,→ERROR - could not create threedimodels resource: (400)
Reason: Bad Request
HTTP response headers: HTTPHeaderDict({'content-length': '91', 'x-xss-protection': '1
,→', 'x-content-type-options': 'nosniff', 'strict-transport-security': 'max,→age=63072000', 'vary': 'Accept, Origin, Cookie', 'server': 'openresty/1.15.8.3',
,→'allow': 'GET, POST, HEAD, OPTIONS', 'date': 'Thu, 07 Oct 2021 12:16:57 GMT', 'x,→frame-options': 'DENY', 'referrer-policy': 'strict-origin-when-cross-origin',
,→'content-type': 'application/json'})
HTTP response body: {"slug":["Enter a valid \"slug\" consisting of letters, numbers,␣
,→underscores or hyphens."]}
Please check the column ‘name’ in the v2_global_settings table of the sqlite. This name should not
contain spaces. If that is the case, remove the space or replace it with a _
ERROR can not detect use case from settings.
Followed by:
Settings from v2_globalsettings are: use_2d_flow True
use_1d_flow False dem_file rasters/dem.tif
conf.manhole_storage_area 100.0
The use case was not specified correctly. Check the manhole storage area given your use case (1D, 0D,
2D or an combination). Manhole storage area must be NULL when using only 2D. For other settings
see the global settings section in the database overview, download here.
AttributeError: ‘NoneType’ object has no attribute ‘__tablename__’
Some tables that should be empty are not. For instance when v2_connected_pnt table (used for
breaches) is filled, while your model has no 1D elements. Try emptying the tables you do not use.
You can see which tables in the spatialite database are filled by dragging the spatialite into your QGIS
project. A pop-up screen appears showing all geometry tables including the number of records per table.
Check each table without a geometry.
TypeError: Improper geometry input type: <type ‘NoneType’>
Some feature(s) in a table with geometry has an improper geometry. This usually means the geometry
field is empty. This may happen when you delete all vertices, while editing while the record in the table
still exists. You must either fix the (missing) geometry or remove the given record.
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ERROR: No cross section on channel with pk 558
For a channel in your model is no cross-section defined. The error displays the pk (primary key) or
channel id for which channel the cross-section location is missing. Add a cross-section location and
definition to the given channel.
If you expect this may be the case for multiple channels or cross-sections you can check your model using
joins in QGIS. Join the definition table to the location table and see which location has no definition by
opening the table. Do the same for channels; join the locations to the channel and check the table for
any missing locations.
Fortran runtime error: Bad integer for item 2 in list input
Most likely you have failed to provide the channel, culvert or pipe calculation type, options are isolated,
connected, embedded or double connected. Fill the calculation type for each of these tables.
ERROR : Bad integer for item 2 in list input (= network file)
Similar to the error above. In addition, for every connection node the type is derived from the connecting
channels, culvert, pipes or manhole. When the node is not connected to any of these, the type cannot
be derived. Add a manhole to nodes that are not connected to any channel, culvert, pipe to set the type
for these nodes.
ERROR : Connected 1D calculation node at nodata value of raster.
Followed by:
Channel ID and pixel coordinates are:
ERROR : Calculation node
18398

2034

1681

559

A connected calculation node is outside the DEM. It may be an end or start node as well as a calculation
node halfway a channel segment. Check if any channels or nodes are outside the DEM and set them to
isolated.
ERROR : There is at least one erroneous location of a 2D open boundary.
Followed by:
It is not located at an active edge. This (these) boundary(ies) is (are) ignored
The 2D boundary condition line is outside the DEM raster. Place 2D boundary lines in the center of
the last row of pixels of the DEM.
AttributeError: ‘NoneType’ object has no attribute ‘full_name’
This error may be caused by the following:
• One or more rasters are missing. For instance, there is no DEM given or the given them does not
exists in the repository. Make sure you added it in Tortoise
• The minimum grid space and DEM resolution are not aligned properly, the amount of pixels in
the smallest computational grid cell must be an even number. Change the grid_size in the global
settings or update your rasters to meet this requirement.
• A channel may have a cross section location exactly on the start or endpoint or the profile location
is not snapped to any vertex. Check your locations using geometry functions like intersect.
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• Rasters are not aligned or have different geometries. Check your rasters using Gdalinfo and Rasters.
• Grid refinement or levees are outside the DEM.
Error in node sequence of network file
Some required fields are left blank, like the crest level of a weir. Fields may be empty in v2_orifice,
v2_channel, v2_weir, v2_culvert or v2_pumpstation. Check your recent edits and compare them with
the database overview.
ERROR: Error in 1d administration:
Followed by:
Number of input boundaries is not the same to the number of boundaries found by the␣
,→computational core
A boundary condition is linked to a node with more than one connection. A boundary may not be
spaced on a junction of multiple channels, pipes or structures. Check the elements that are linked to the
connection nodes that have boundary conditions.
ValueError: invalid literal for int() with base 10: ‘5.21585549’
This error may be caused by an incorrect time series in one of the boundary condition tables (e.g.
v2_1d_boundary_conditions). The time steps should be integers (e.g. 3, 15, 67) and can not contain
decimal numbers. The boundary condition itself (second number) does not have to be an integer.
For example:
0,0.33
5,0.46
is a valid time series. And:
0.5,0.33
5.1,0.46
is an invalid time series.

24.4.2 Results Analysis
ThreeDiToolbox Installation
During installation and/or upgrading of the ThreeDiToolbox (QGIS Plugin), one may encounter problems.
Various options are described at ThreeDiToolbox
ThreeDiGrid
The python package that can assist in analysing and making your own tools based on the 3Di results
can be found at this location. The full threedigrid documentation can be found via the following link:
Threedigrid documentation.
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No Limit to infiltration
The setting max_infiltration_capacity_file found in the global settings table is depricated. The setting
was not removed from the global settings table, but is added to the infiltration_simple_table. Values
from there are taken into account. This is solved in the autumn release 2018, however older versions of
the spatialite still have this setting there.
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Servicedesk

Nelen & Schuurmans provide a Service Desk function via https://nelen-schuurmans.topdesk.net/, The
Nelen & Schuurmans Self Service Portal shall be available 24/7. The Service Desk giving support on all
3Di modules for 3Di customers. Customers can reach telephonic support (Prio 1) on working days from
09:00 - 17:00 (CEST) excluding the days declared as dutch public holiday close days.
Customers shall report incidents primarily via the Self Service Portal but may also do so via email:
servicedesk@nelen-schuurmans.nl. This access should be used for, but not limited to: * new incidents *
monitor service progress * account requests * malfunctions reports * query, problem and defect reporting
* requests for general technical support * submission of enhancement/feature requests
All incidents relating to the 3Di software with the exception of enhancement/feature requests are recorded
and followed up at no additional cost.
If there is an error, please provide as much information as you can about the error and the model and
revision number for which the error occurs.

25.1 Priority incidents
The responsiveness of Nelen & Schuurmans is driven by the severity of an incident. All incidents within
the agreement can be subdivided into priorities. There are three levels here. Each level is based on an
urgency. The initiative for determining urgency lies primarily with the applicant. The levels are:
• Prio 1 (high): 3Di functionality is completely unavailable or inaccessible. The situation requires
immediate attention. The work and/or management processes are hindered or the importance to
the Client is large with no workaround possible.
• Prio 2 (medium): The work and/or control processes are hindered or the Client’s importance is
large, but a workaround is possible.
• Prio 3 (low): Not urgent. 3Di is impaired, a single function is impacted but key business processes
are not interrupted. The problem causes minimal operational or business impact, a general technical
question or enhancement request.
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25.2 Model specific questions
Beyond the scope are questions about model schematisations or questions about the validity of 3Di
results, for which the customer can purchase an additional service. For more info the customer can
contact the local 3Di consultant or email to info@nelen-schuurmans.nl.
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Conservation of mass

To capture or predict flow under varying conditions, one is often forced to use the computational power
of computers. Since the introduction of computers various methods have been introduced and improved.
Some aspects are true for all types of methods. Here, we will limit ourselves to the methods used in the
computational core of 3Di.
3Di is a two-layer, subgrid based hydrodynamical model, where a surface and a subsurface layer can be
defined in combination with a 1D network. The computations of flow in each domain are based on two
fundamental laws of physics; i) Conservation of mass and ii) Conservation of momentum. In this section
we will describe how we deal with conservation of mass.
Conservation of mass states that mass cannot disappear or appear in a certain domain without clear
source. For a defined domain, when all fluxes in and out of that domain are known, the change in mass
can be computed. This can be described mathematically as:
∑
∑
∑
∆ρV
=
ρQi −
ρQk +
ρSj
∆t
i
j
in

out

(26.1)

k

In which:
ρ is the density,
VΩ is the volume,
Q discharge,
S source or sink term.
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Fig. 26.1: A virtual box for conservation of mass.
The counters i, j, k count over all existing discharges, sink and source terms. In 3Di we do not account
for density variations, so the density ρ is assumed uniform and constant. This simplifies the equation for
conservation of mass to the following equation for conservation of volume:
∑
∑
∑
∆V
=
Qk +
Qi −
Sj
∆t
i
i
in

out

(26.2)

k

It is important to define the domain for which this is true. In the finite volume approach, used in 3Di, a
volume domain equals a computational cell, i.e. the water level domain. For such a domain, as shown in
the Figure, all discharges (in blue) sources and sink terms (in yellow) entering and leaving the domain
are to be defined or computed. The discharges are computed based on the momentum equations. The
Section Flow elaborates on the computation of flow in the various domains, such as 2D surface water,
ground water, 1D surface and sewerage flow. Sources and sink terms are generally terms for water that
is added or extracted in a domain. The various source and sink options are described in Source and Sink
terms. Examples of source and sink terms are Simple Infiltration and Rainfall. In 3Di, the conservation
of volume combines all flow phenomena. This is independent whether flow originates from the 1D, 2D
surface or subsurface domain. This allows a fully integrated approach of a water system.
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CHAPTER

27

Flow

In 3Di four different flow domains are defined. These domains are defined as 2D Surface Flow, 2D
Interflow, 2D Groundwater flow and 1D Flow. The flow in these domains are computed based on
conservation of mass and momentum. There are differences in the computation of the flow per domain.
These are explained in the sections below.

27.1 2D Surface Flow
The 2D surface flow is based on the 2D depth-averaged shallow water equations. These equations are
based on the conservation of momentum. 3Di considers the various processes; inertia, advection, pressure
and friction for computing the horizontal flow.
The documentation in general and this section specifically will soon be further improved.

27.2 2D Interflow
In a 2D model, the water flows over the surface and can infiltrate into the soil. Surface water flow is
described by the shallow water equations. The infiltration is based on the available water above the
surface, the maximum infiltration rate and the storage capacity of the soil. All these parameters are
defined on a geographical raster, and translated to a set of values for each computational cell.
The interflow layer is an extra layer that can be defined below the surface. Surface water can be stored
and can flow within the interflow layer. The flow through the interflow layer is described by the Darcy
equation. The Darcy type of flow is believed to be more realistic for surface/subsurface flow in rainfall
runoff conditions. This is because, in these cases, one deals with very thin water layers for which small
(unknown) structures in the soil and on the ground level affect the flow. In such case the flow resembles
more a Darcy type of flow than surface water flows.
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27.2.1 Basic Principles of Interflow

Fig. 27.1: Applications of the interflow layer
The interflow layer is defined by setting the thickness of the interflow layer, the porosity and the hydraulic
conductivity. Together, these variables determine the storage capacity and the flow of the interflow layer.
When the ground level is uniform, the thickness of the interflow layer has a unique interpretation, but
when the ground level varies within a computational cell, there are multiple interpretation possible. This
interpretation can be chosen by the user by setting the interflow type. Before explaning the differences
due to the subgrid approach, first, the interflow concept will be explained for a uniform ground level.

27.2.2 Computation of Volume in 2D domain
When introducing an interflow layer, one introduces only new flow links and extra storage capacity, but
no new pressure/water level points. This implies that the volume of water in a computational cell consists
of the volume in the porous layer and that of the open water layer. The thickness of the interflow layer,
the porosity and the water level determine the water volume of a computational cell:
V = αHI A + HA,

(27.1)

In which:
α is the local porosity,
HI is the thickness of the interflow layer,
A is the pixel surface and
H is the water depth.

The water level rises from the deepest level in a cell. Therefore, water is first stored in the interflow layer
and only when the water level rises above the surface level is water stored on the surface. This implies,
that HI can be maximally the thickness of the interflow layer and H>0 when the water level is above
the surface level. The porosity depends on the soil characteristics, below one finds some examples.
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Fig. 27.2: Applications of the interflow layer

27.2.3 Computation of Flow in the interflow layer
The flow through the interflow layer is calculated by the 2D implementation of Darcy’s law for groundwater flow:
δζ
δx
δζ
QyI = −κAyI
δy

QxI = −κAxI

(27.2)

In which:
QxI and QyI = the horizontal discharges in the interflow layer.
κ = the hydraulic condutivity
AxI and AyI = the cross-sectional area.
Note: The Darcy’s velocity does not take into account that medium is a grain-aggregate. In reality water
flows through pore-paths (inter-connected pores) only. The interflow velocity computed in 3Di is related
to the discharge through the concept of effective porosity.

27.2.4 Interflow in combination with the subgrid approach
The basic principles of interflow are simple, but applied with subgrid method, it becomes more complicated. To fully understand interflow with subgrids, it is important to realize that each computational
cell (one computational cell has multiple subgrid cells) has one volume value and hence one water level.
The flow from one cell to another has two components, namely interflow and surface flow. (Only when
using the groundwater flow option in 3Di, two volumes are computed for each cell, a groundwater volume
and a surface water volume).
However, when within a computational cell the surface level varies, the moment that the water level rises
above the ground level is different per subgrid cell as the water level is uniform within a computational
cell. 3Di allows four different methods to deal with the subgrid information. The user defines this by
setting the interflow type.
27.2. 2D Interflow
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Without the interflow layer, the volume of water in a cell is computed from the surface of the lowest
subgrid cell. If interflow is used, the volume is computed from another reference level, namely the
impervious layer. In the example of the figure below, the lowest elevation is 0.0 m and the interflow
depth is defined at 1.0 m. This means that the reference (or impervious) level is at -1.0 m in this cell.

Fig. 27.3: Sketch of interflow layer for, form left to right, Part I, II and III
The interflow layer is completely dry (V=0 m3 ) if the water level in a cell is at the level of the impervious
layer (-1.0 m). The interflow layer is completely filled (saturated), if the water level is at the same level
as the highest surface level of a subgrid cell in this computational cell (+1.0 m). The relation between
the water level and the volume, as shown in the graph below, can be split into three parts. In part I;
there is only water in the interflow layer. The curve is fully determined by the porosity distribution. In
part II; water is partly in the interflow layer and partly above the ground level. In part III; the volume
rises linearly with the water level as the interflow layer is fully saturated and the whole surface area of
the cell is wet.

Fig. 27.4: Relation between water level and volume
The user defines the thickness of the interflow layer. As the surface level varies, the level of the impermeable layer would vary too. Nummerically, it has advantages to choose within a computational cell a
uniform reference level. So the defined thickness of the interflow layer is always relative to the lowest
pixel. The lowest pixel is either defined in the computational cell or in the modelling domain. This is
up to the user. To be able to control the storage capacity, the porosity within a subgrid cell can be
rescaled, to guarentee for an unchanged storage capacity. Whether, this rescaling is performed depends
also on the user settings. In the next paragraph, the four option are explained in detail.
Using the automatic rescaling of the porosity, the storage volume in the interflow layer is according to
the expected volume based on the defined porosity and defined depth of the interflow layer. If rescaling
is used, then the user also has to define a reference level for the impervious layer. This extra reference
level has no physical meaning and has been added for advanced numerical purposes, such as stability.
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The porosity is rescaled to this extra permeable reference level. In case the porosity is kept constant,
the storage capacity in areas with higher surfae levels is larger than in lower lying areas. However, in
this case the relation between the water level and the volume remains linear (except at the transsition
of surface level).

27.2.5 Technical explanation of the four interflow types
There are 4 types or settings of interflow that determine the relation between porosity, water level and
volume. For types 1 and 2 the user explicitly defines the thickness of the porosity layer and the depth
of the impervious (the reference) layer. In theory both should have the same value. But early practice
showed that using a very deep impervious layer, results in a more stable simulation. When choosing
interflow type 1 or 2, the porosity is rescaled in order to preserve the storage capacity as would be based
on the thickness and the porosity. For interflow type 3 and four the porosity remains constant.
Type 1 For type 1 the user defines a fixed thickness of the interflow layer throuhout the model domain
and am uniform impervious layer elevation, which is determined relative per computational cell. One is
also to define a porosity, which can be defined globally or with a raster. The porosity and the thickness of
the interflow layer determine the storage capacity in the calculation cell. De elevation of the impervious
layer determines whether the cell is dry or wet. To guarentee the storage capacity defined by the thickness
of the layer and the porosity, the porosity in the interflow layer is rescaled (α̂) to the elevation of the
impervious layer, according to:
α̂ =

α∗L
max(HI , L)

(27.3)

In which:
α = input porosity,
L = interflow layer depth and
HI = Dsur –Dinp ,

defining,
Dsur = surface level elevation and
Dinp = elevation of the impervious layer.

The rescaled porosity is than used to compute the volumes and the water levels.
Type 2 This interflow type resembles type 1. The porosity is determined according to the method
described under type 1. The only difference is that the elevation of the impervious layer is not determined
relative to the lowest surface level within one computational cel, but relative to the lowest pixel in the
entire model domain.
Type 3 When using interflow type 3, the volume in the interflow layer depends on the porosity per pixel
and the depth of the impervious layer is relative to the deepest surface level in the computational cell.
The porosity can be given globally or as a raster with different values per pixel. In type 3 the porosity
is not rescaled.
Type 4 is similar to type 3 but determines the depth of the interflow layer relative to the lowest surface
level in the whole model.
The figure and the table below show an example of de volumes in a calculation cell with interflow relative
to the water level. In the last column the interflow settings are given. The rows in the table correspond to
the situations displayed in the figure. The calculation cell’s area is one square meter and for simplicity
the cells contains only 4 pixels

27.2. 2D Interflow
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Fig. 27.5: Overview of different states using interflow

27.2.6 Settings for interflow
Below two tables are included with a summary of the possible settings for interflow.
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Table 27.1: Settings for interflow layer
Uniform in Model Domain
Spatially Varying in Model Domain

Parameter
Porosity

✓

✓

Porosity Layer

X
✓

Hydraulic Connectivity
✓

✓

Impervious Layer Elevation

X
✓

Porosity
Rescale

Per Cell
Type 1

Constant

Type 3

Table 27.2: Interflow Types
Model Wide
Type 2
Type 4

Result
Storage is known apriori
Extra storage in interflow layer

27.2.7 Good to know
Infiltration Infiltration from the interflow layer is only active when the water level is above the surface
level (lowest point of the DEM in that computational cell). Infiltration is not a process that allows water
from the surface to the interflow layer, it is from the total cell volume out of the model. When the water
level drops below the lowest surface level of the cell, the infiltration stops. In case, you would like to
allow the infiltration to contiunu and allow water to exit interflow layer, one can use the surface sources
and sinks functionality.
Laterals Nothing actually changes for the laterals. The extraction of water continues until the total
volume is zero. This means that the water level can be lower than the DEM.
Obstacles and levees Flow in the interflow layer is affected (stopped) by obstacles and levees. Flow
in the interflow layer does not flow under/through levees.
Connection with 1D There is no separate link between interflow and 1D-elements. So no seepage from
deep channels, all flow between 1D and 2D happens via the 2D surface. This also implies that drainage
or bank levels of 1D elements cannot be set below the 2D surface.
Embedded channels or pipes Both embedded elements and interflow affect the volume in 2D computational cells and it is therefore not advised to use them together.

27.2. 2D Interflow
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27.3 2D Groundwater flow
27.3.1 Introduction
Surface water is not only affected by rain and in and outflow of water originating from other regions. In
reality, surface water is fully coupled to and interacts with groundwater. This implies that the behaviour
and the quantity of water at the surface is affected by groundwater too. The flow in the subsurface is
influenced strongly by processes on both very large and small scales in time and space. In order to take
all processes into account, models with significant computational times are required, even when surface
flow, sewer systems and other processes are neglected.
3Di aims at a modelling method that can handle short term effects of heavy precipitation and inundation,
including the interaction with groundwater. For the computation of surface flow detailed information
about the topography and the land use is often available. However, the information about the soil is often
much less accurate and detailed. This lack of data and the complexity of the processes involved, favor a
scenario-approach when dealing with groundwater flow. Especially, when investigating the sensitivity of
areas to flooding and hindrance originating from groundwater. This approach requires a fast numerical
model that can integrate the effects of the sewer system, surface water and overland flow. Therefore,
processes need to be simplified. First, a short summary of the concepts implemented in 3Di is presented.
In the sections that follow, some more detail and context is given about large scale groundwater flow,
the implementation and the choices made in the model.

27.3.2 Summary of groundwater concepts in 3Di

Fig. 27.6: Overview of groundwater concepts in 3Di (1)
The Figure above shows a cross-section of a region with surface and sub-surface water. The Letters
in the Figure refer to the following description of the main assumptions made for the computation of
groundwater flow:
A. The phreatic surface is assumed equal to the water table. The soil below is assumed fully saturated
and the soil above assumed completely dry.
B. In the saturated zone, the flow is assumed hydrostatic and horizontal (Dupuit-assumption).
C. An example where assumption B is locally not strictly valid, is at a stream edge where the gradient
in the groundwater level is high.
D. The porosity (phreatic storage capacity) is a single, spatially variable value. It represents the
potential storage in the saturated zone. Wetting or drying effects and isolation of moisture is not
considered.
E. The infiltration is based on the Horton equation.
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F. At the bottom boundary, effects of deeper groundwater layers or extraction of water can be defined.
This bottom boundary condition is called leakage and is assumed constant in time and spatially
variable. An elaborate explanation of Leakage can be found Leakage.
G. For modelling a soil water zone, groundwater can be combined with 2D Interflow.
In the section below, while using the Letters and Numbers in Figure 1 and 3 the key concepts and the
assumptions made for the groundwater computations are explained in more detail.

27.3.3 Groundwater concepts
The subsurface is a general term for the whole domain below the surface, where many processes of the
hydrological cycle take place. 3Di aims at a fast, but accurate computation of the flow, especially concerning the interaction between groundwater and surface water. Therefore, the domain of computation
focuses on the top aquifer. However, before zooming in at this layer, a schematic overview of some of
the large scale processes is given in Figure 1. The various processes that are discussed here are indicated
by Romain numbers. Number I indicates surface flow and overland flow. From the surface (Number II )
water can infiltrate or exfiltrate to and from the subsurface, where it can flow further in the horizontal
or the vertical direction (Number III ). From thereon, several aquifers can overlap and interact. As they
are separated by (semi-)impervious layers, they can exist under different pressure regimes. The exchange
can, therefore, occur in both up- and downward direction (Numbers IV and V ). One aquifer can consist
of a zone of saturation and the zone of acration (unsaturated zone). In addition, within one aquifer,
the soil characteristics vary over time and space (Number VI ). To limit the modelling domain and the
number of processes to be taken into account, the current method for modelling groundwater flow in
3Di, is focused on the processes in the top aquifer of the sub-surface layer (the red box of Number VII ).

Fig. 27.7: Overview of large scale groundwater concepts (2)
Most of the groundwater concepts on which the groundwater method in 3Di is based, are thoroughly
described in the book of Jacob Bear and Arnold Verruijt, Modeling Groundwater Flow and Pollution.
However, here a short overview is given of the key concepts and assumptions made for the groundwater
method used in 3Di. These concepts are illustrated in the Figures 1 and 3 and indicated with Letters
and Numbers. The general aim is to simplify the processes involved in the top aquifer, but to preserve
enough accuracy for reliable simulations of the surface-subsurface interaction. The numbers below refer
to those in Figure 3 and the letters refer to those in Figure 1.
27.3. 2D Groundwater flow
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1. When only looking at the top aquifer in a system, only one phreatic surface can be defined. This
is the level at which the pressure is atmospheric (assumed zero). Below the phreatic surface is the
soil fully saturated.

2. Above the phreatic surface is the vadose water zone. There, some of the pore space is actually
occupied by water, although the soil is not fully saturated. In the right graph, near Number 2, is
the saturation of the soil is plotted as fuction of the depth. As can be seen, the change in gradient
can be quite steep and is often approximated by a step function. The step-size depends on various
issues including the characteristics of the soil. In the vadose water zone, pressures are negative,
which allows the water to go upwards (capillary fringe). This can be seen in the left graph of depth
versus pressure.

3. At the top of the capillary water, the water table is defined. In many applications it is valid to
approximate the groundwater table at the top of the capillary fringe by assuming the soil to be
saturated below this level and completely dry above it. This assumption is called the capillary
fringe approximation and gives in combination with surface water flow, a two-layer system. When
the hc is much smaller than the thickness of the aquifer, the capillary fringe can be neglected.
Then, the water table and the phreatic surface are at the same level. This is indeed assumed in
3Di. This is indicated by the Letter A.

4. The main flow in an aquifer follows the phreatic surface, therefore the phreatic surface is considered
to be a stream-line. Within an aquifer the slope of the phreatic surface (i) is generally small. It
is often much smaller than 1 ( i << 1 ) [Dupuit (1863)]. In such case, one can assume the
stream-lines to be horizontal, and use only the horizontal Darcy equations to compute the flow.
The groundwater level gradients are than defined by the height of the phreatic surface. This is
consistent with assuming a hydrostatic pressure within the aquifer. This assumption is called the
Dupuit approximation (Letter B ).

Fig. 27.8: Overview of general groundwater concepts (3)
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5. The Dupuit approximation can be locally valid, while in other regions it can be invalid. Number 5
indicates an example where the gradient of the stream-lines is high. The dashed red line indicates
where the Dupuit assumption is invalid. In stationary cases, one can apply the so-called DupuitForchheimer discharge formula to compute the outflow from groundwater to surface water. The
computation of the discharge is still quite accurate, even though the groundwater levels deviate.
In regions further than ones or twice the ∆h, the solution approximates again the actual solution.
In 3Di (Letter C ), the Dupuit-Forchheimer discharge formula is at these interfaces not applied,
as they are often not a priori known. However, for practical purpose this is often only a local
deviation.

6. The storage capacity in the soil is naturally very important, as it determines the volume that can
be added and extracted from the soil. However, the storage capacity and the saturation of the
soil is related to very complex processes. This deals with the pores, the distribution of pores and
the molecular behaviour of water interacting with the soil. These processes are responsible for the
amount of water that can be added or be extracted to/ from the soil. Therefore, for each soil type
there is difference between porosity, the specific yield and the specific retention. Where the porosity
is measure for the pore space, the specific yield, also known as the effective porosity, is a measure for
the space where water can be added or extracted. Whereas, the specific retention is representative
for the space within the pores where water cannot be added nor extracted, for example in isolated
pores. These values are actually also dependent on the local pressure distribution and partly also
whether the pores where previously filled or dry. For simplicity, all these processes are simplified by
defining a phreatic storage capacity that is a measure for the effective storage in this layer (Letter
D ). Although, this is a simplification of reality, the structures in the soil at this level of detail are
generally unknown and can, therefore not be added to a model.

7. In case of a porous surface layer, surface water will be flowing downward due to gravity, depending
on the pressure gradient, the saturation and the hydraulic connectivity. As seen in the graph,
there will be a saturated front flowing downward. There is a difference between the infiltration
rate and the effective infiltration velocity. The infiltration rate is the rate in which the surface
water level decreases. The effective infiltration velocity is the velocity of the front of the saturated
zone. Due to differences in porosity the effective velocity can vary with depth. The vertical flow
can be described by a Darcy-like formulation in the vertical:
q(x, y, z, t) = −κ(x, y, z)

∂ϕ
∂z

(27.4)

where ϕ is the hydraulic head. This equation is seemingly simple, but the hydraulic head
and the hydraulic connectivity are both dependent on the saturation of the soil. Due to the
complexity of the infiltration processes, there are various formulations for infiltration, such as
Green and Ampt, Horton and Philip infiltration. There are several differences between those
formulations. However, they share that the infiltration rate is initially higher and decreases
more or less exponentially to an equilibrium rate. For now, only the Horton-based infiltration,
see Horton based infiltration, is implemented, which is a formulation, originally, for ponded
infiltration only. The formulation described by Horton (1875-1945) takes into account that
when the soil contains more water, the infiltration rate will decrease. This can be seen in the
graph in the at Label E .

27.3. 2D Groundwater flow
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8. Within the soil, multiple aquifers can exist within one domain. Such aquifers are separated by
(semi) impervious layers, but these can leak. To simulate the potential interaction between these
layers, it is possible to add a bottom boundary condition for flow. This can represent the possible
effect of deeper groundwater layers or other sources of extraction or recharge (See Label F ).

9. The soil water zone is the layer just below the surface. Often this is a fully saturated area, but
the processes in this layer are heavily affected by the vegetation, precipitation and evaporation.
Therefor, often the simulation of this layer is difficult. In case of heavy precipitation, this layer
becomes saturated in a sort time. In such case, a user can simulate this layer with use of the
interflow layer (Label G ).

27.3.4 Horton based infiltration
Mentioned above, the infiltration process is rather complex, therefore many models use a parametrization
for this process. In 3Di, two types of infiltration formulations are implemented; Horton based infiltration and a constant infiltration. Only the Horton based infiltration is coupled to groundwater. More
information about the constant infiltration can be found at Simple Infiltration. Here, only the Horton
infiltration is discussed.
Horton based infiltration formulation describes infiltration rate that is decaying in time. Three variables
determine the infiltration rate. It is based on the notion that the infiltration rate decays to an equilibrium
value, due to changes in the soil characteristics. Mathematically, it is defined by:
f (x, y, t) = fequ (x, y) + (fini (x, y) − fequ (x, y))e−t/T (x,y)

(27.5)

in which f is the infiltration rate varying in time and space, fequ and fini are the equilibrium and the
initial infiltration rates, respectively. The decay period T determines the time that the infiltration rate
reaches its equilibrium. An example of the decay function is shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 27.9: Infiltration rate according to Horton; with fini = 300.0 mm/day and fequ = 100.0 mm/day
and T = 3.0 hours. (4)
The infiltration rate will start its decay as soon as the cell becomes wet. Currently, there is no process
to restore the infiltration rate to its initial value. This would happen in real life when an area becomes
dry again due to run-off or evaporation.
Input
For the use of Horton infiltration, one chooses indirectly to take a groundwater level into account. This
to ensure a limit to the infiltration; when the groundwater level reaches the surface. To take the storage
capacity of the soil into account, one needs to define the impervious surface layer and the phreatic storage
capacity, as well. The three Horton parameters (in [mm/day]), the impervious surface layer ([m] relative
to a reference level) and the phreatic storage capacity ([-] between 0-1) can be defined globally and
spatially varying. In case one uses the spatially varying option, a user needs to define a method for
analyzing the rasters (taking the minimum, maximum or the average in a computational domain).
The initial conditions for the groundwater level can be added to the v2_global_settings table using a
global value or a raster for spatially varying values.
You can download the complete overview of tables that 3Di uses in the spatialite database here.
Output
Similar to the other variables, the results are saved in the result files, snap-shots and aggregated results.
In contrast to infiltration computed according to Simple Infiltration, the Horton-based infiltration is
computed on a flow line. Both a discharge ([m3 /s]) and a velocity ([m/s]) are available as output. Note,
that the velocity is the infiltration rate and not the effective velocity. The effective velocity is the velocity
that the water front would subside through the soil.

27.3. 2D Groundwater flow
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27.3.5 Groundwater flow
The flow in the subsurface is computed under the assumption of hydrostatic pressure. This is also
known as the Dupuit assumption. This implies that the flow in the saturated zone is fully horizontal
and described by the Darcy equations:
∂ϕ
∂x
∂ϕ
Qy = −Ky Ay
∂y

Qx = −Kx Ax

(27.6)

with Qx , Qy the x- and y- component of the discharges, Ax , Ay the corresponding cross-sectional areas
and the gradients of the preatic surface (ϕ). Even though, the Dupuit assumption can be invalid locally,
it is very applicable on the larger scale. A famous analytical case, based on these assumptions is the
Hooghoudt equation. It describes the groundwater level in between two open water channels, see Figure
(5).

Fig. 27.10: Hooghoudt: Typical example of groundwater flow according to the Dupuit assumption. (5)
Input
The input for using groundwater flow is very similar to the input for Horton based infiltration. In
addition to these parameters, one can define the Darcy or hydraulic connectivity values globally or using
a raster for spatially varying values. The dimension of the hydraulic connectivity is in [m/day]. You can
download the complete overview of settings that 3Di uses in the spatialite database here.
Output
The discharges ([m3 /s]), the velocities [m/s] and the groundwater levels [m] are all included in the
NetCDF and in the aggregated results NetCDF. Also for the groundwater related variables yields that
discharges and velocities are defined at flow lines and the water levels at the nodes. Note, that the
velocity is the effective velocity, not the velocity of a single water particle.
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27.3.6 Numerical implementation1
The numerical implementation of the horizontal and vertical flow is based on the concept of staggered
grids as explained in The grid. This implies that pressure points are defined in the cell centers and flow
is defined at the cell edges. The spatial resolution of the 2D surface flow equals that of the groundwater
flow. Therefore, the connections between the surface and the subsurface are completely vertical and
orthogonal to the surface and subsurface layers.
The timescales of groundwater flow compared to those of surface water flow, are generally considerably longer. This would favor an explicit formulation. However, the moment that the groundwater
level reaches the surface, the timescales are the same. Therefore, only the horizontal flow is computed
explicitly, but the vertical interaction is computed implicitly.
For the sources and sinks, we choose an implementation where the sources are computed explicitly, but
the sinks are implicitly taken into account. This is to guarantee mass conservation.
We are working on a full description of the numerical implementation to be published in International
Journal For Numerical Methods in Fluids.

27.4 1D Flow
The 3Di model offers the possibility to simulate 1D flow. This means that the calculated flow velocity
and discharge is averaged over both depth and width. Effects of variations in depth and width are
included, but flow within a segment has only one direction. A 1D element can represent, for example, a
water course, a hydraulic structure or a sewer pipe. The sections below describe the several types of 1D
elements that are available in 3Di.

27.4.1 1D Flow
3Di offers the possibility to model areas as 1D networks. Generally, these simulations are very fast,
but the schematisation is a strong simplification of the real world. The 1D elements should be used for
applications in which only one horizontal dimension (flow direction) is dominant over the other directions.
In other cases, 3Di offers the possibility to make connection to the 2D domain. 3Di has various options
to integrate 1D elements in the 2D domain. This offers the possibility to preserve the complexity of the
modelling domain, but to make use of the extra resolution and speed of 1D computations. In such case,
the 1D elements are generally narrow compared to the dimensions of the 2D resolution.
The flow in 1D networks is computed, using the equations of conservation of mass and momentum, more
specifically the 1D depth-averaged shallow water equations. The momentum equation for 1D flow is:
∂u
∂u
∂ζ
τf
τw
+u
= −g
−
−
∂t
∂s
∂x
ρ
ρ

(27.7)

In which:
u is the cross-sectionally averaged velocity
s is the 1D coordinate in along the network
g is the gravitational acceleration
ρ is the density of the water
τf is the shear stress due to bottom friction
τw is the shear stress due to wind
In words; in 1D, 3Di takes inertia, advection, pressure gradients, bottom friction and wind shear stresses
into account. This yields for all types of 1D network applications. However, in the computation of
advection and the effect of wind stress on specific 1D network configurations, some differences are applied.
This will be explained more elaborated below.
1

The numerical implementation is developed by and under the supervision of G.S. Stelling, Stelling hydraulics, 2018
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1D Network
In the most abstract form, a 1D network can be viewed as a combination of nodes and lines. Such a
network is translated to a grid, as described in Computational grid for 1D domain. The nodes and the
connections have their own characteristics. Based on those, cross-sectional areas, storage and flow is
computed.

Fig. 27.11: Example of a 1D network
Cross-sections of 1D elements
There are various options to define cross-sectional areas in 3Di. There are ready made shapes; circular,
egg-shape and squares. The other two options allow the user to customize the cross-sectional area. One
can define a table with any height width combination. Moreover, the values can be interpreted as discrete
values or linearized. Some examples are shown in the figure. These tabelised options are very suited to
deal with measured profiles in open water channels.
The top width of cross-sections can be defined open or closed. When the cross-section is defined open, the
water level can rise above the defined height of the cross-section, the width of the cross-section remains
the same. This is shown in the figure with the red dashed lines. In case the cross-section is closed at the
top level, the water level cannot rise higher. The flow becomes pressurized.
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Fig. 27.12: Examples of cross-sections in 1D networks; circular, egg-shaped, rectangular, open and closed
tabulated cross-sections.
Types of 1D elements (calculation types)
A water system consists often of small channels, ditches and pipes. These are difficult to model in 2D, and
therefore they are schematised using the 1D network options in 3Di. These elements can interact with
the 2D computational domain. There are three different calculation types that determine the interaction
with the 2D domain. These calculation types are:
• Isolated; no connection to the 2D domain
• Connected; one connection to the 2D domain
• Double Connected; two connections to the 2D domain
• Embedded; fully integrated with the 2D domain

Fig. 27.13: A connected, a double connected and an embedded channel in a 2D domain.
In the sections below, these options are further discussed. In this figure, three channels are drawn within
a 2D domain. It shows a connected channel (orange), a double connected channel (purple) and an
embedded channel (green). The squares indicate the computational points of the water level and the
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circles the locations of the velocity points. Their connections with the 2D domain are indicated with
curved, dashed lines.
In a 1D network all these types of 1D elements can be used together. The sections Pipe flow, 1D flow
over structures and Channels describe how these elements can be defined in a model schematisation.
Isolated 1D network elements
When do you use this?
In case the 1D network is defined as Isolated, the element does not interact with the 2D surface domain.
In case a network is fully isolated, it is a pure 1D simulation.

Fig. 27.14: Example of an isolated element, the thin red line in indicates the top of the cross-section
information.
How it works?
This is the simplest option for 1D networks. There is no interaction with the 2D domain, so only the 1D
shallow water equations are solved.
Connected 1D network elements
When do you use this?
In case the 1D network is defined as Connected, the element can interact with the 2D surface domain.
For applications where one has an extended 2D domain including, various essential small scale features,
1D connected elements will improve the model results. Ditches, canals and manholes can be schematised
using the 1D connected elements. Hereby, locally increasing the total resolution of the model.
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Fig. 27.15: Four examples of connected elements. 1) The bank/drainage level is defined above the highest
bed levels in the 2D domain. 2) The bank/drainage level is defined below the local bed level 3) The
bank/drainage level is not defined, the exchange level is based on the local value of the bed level. 4)
This is an example of a double connected channel, where exchange levels have different values.
How it works?
The computational/water level points of 1D elements, that are defined as connected make a connection
to the nearest 2D computational/water level point. The figure shows different variations of exchange
levels. Water will start flowing when the water level rises higher than the exchange level in either the
1D or the 2D computational point.
The exchange levels can be set by the user or are based on the local bed level. Once the water level
reaches the exchange level, the computed flow is based on a reduced momentum balance;
0 = −g

∂ζ
∂s

1D2D

−

τf
ρ

(27.8)

This momentum equation in combination with a cross-section defines the flux between the computational
domains.
Q1D2D = u1D2D A1D2D

(27.9)

The cross-sectional area of the 1D2D connection is the exchange depth times an exchange length. The
exchange length varies for sewerages and for open channels. For sewerages the exchange length is based
on the storage areas of the corresponding connection node [S]:
√
(27.10)
A1D2D = L1D2D H1D2D = 4 SH1D2D
In case of open water elements, there is a difference whether the elements are of the type connected or
double connected. This type depends whether the exchange length represents one bank or two banks.
For connected elements:
A1D2D = L1D2D H1D2D = 2Lbank H1D2D

(27.11)

For double connected elements this implies:
A1D2D = L1D2D H1D2D = Lbank H1D2D

(27.12)

The connections between the 1D and 2D elements are set automatically. The connection is made, based
on the location of the 1D element and the nearest 2D computational node. Users can rearrange the
connections between the 1D elements and the 2D elements using the tooling in the Modeller Interface.
Embedded 1D network elements
When do you use this?
The option to add 1D elements to the 2D domain will effectively increase your resolution and offers the
possibility to take small elements into account. However, adding computational points will affect the
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computational effort. A middle ground could be the use of embedded 1D elements. In such case the
information of the 1D elements is integrated with the information of the 2D domain. The number of
computational points is not increased, but the number of velocity points is.

Fig. 27.16: Examples for the storage in the combined 1D2D embedded domain.
How it works?
3Di analysis the location of the 1D element and its routing in the 2D domain. It fixes the locations
where the 1D element crosses the 2D cells. In between those points, the 1D embedded point is defined.
This embedded water level point, will always have the same value as the 2D water level point. But the
velocities and discharges are computed based on the 1D flow equation. In case a structure connects the
elements, the flow will be based on the appropriate formulations.
The flow cross-sections and the storage within a cell, depend on the bed level information of the 2D
domain and the cross-section information of the 1D element. It is analysed based on the largest surface
area per height. In the figure at the right, there are the three possible configurations drawn for the storage
in the combined 1D2D embedded domain. 1) The embedded channel is fully below the 2D bed levels.
2) the embedded takes over the 2D domain. This is allowed within 3Di, but it is from an application
perspective a unnatural configuration. 3) The embedded information overlaps with the information of
the 2D bed levels and some of the 1D information is ignored.
In the figure below the section Types of 1D elements, the channel on the right is an embedded case. It
is shown that the geometry is simplified based upon the 2D geometry. It also shows, indicated with the
coloured, transparent hollows, which domain contribute to the volumes. As they can be shifted with
respect to the 2D domain, recalculation by hand can be difficult. There is an option to define the length
of interest of an embedded channel. If the channel within a 2D computational cell is shorter than that
length, that part of the channel is skipped. This is indicated by the red circle in the same figure.
Some considerations for 1D elements
Every method has advantages and disadvantages. This is also true for choices considering the 1D types.
It depends on the application, where the balance lies:
• considering connected types, the seperate dealing of the 1D and 2D domain in the same geographic
area results in an overlapping volume domain. This means that the volume above a 1D channel, is
counted twice.
• For embedded 1D elements yield that the tools for dealing with this are still very limited. Moreover,
the specific handling of the 1D information is strongly related to the 2D resolution. However, there
is no double counting of volume and no increase in computational cost.
• In general, use 1D models for applications that are truely 1D with respect the rest of the domain.
Use it for elements that are narrow with respect to the 2D resolution and all will be fine. In those
cases the advantages are great, and the disadvantges will remain small.
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27.4.2 Pressurized flow
A typical characteristic of some 1D elements is that they can have closed cross-sections (Figure b1.5).
Thereby, it is possible that the flow becomes pressurized. By introducing the subgrid method Subgrid
method, it was explained that cells could be dry, wet and partly wet. By allowing the bed height to
vary within a computational cell, the system of equation became non-linear. This was solved with a
highly efficient method. However, there are some requirements for such system to be solved. In case the
surface area decreases for increasing water levels, one of these requirements is violated. Therefore, a new
method had to be introduced to solve such a non-linear system of equations. This method is based on
the so-called nested Newton method (Casulli & Stelling 2013).

Fig. 27.17: Examples of cross-sectional areas. An open and closed cross-sectional area
By this not only flooding and drying is automatically accounted for, but also pressurized flow can be
taken into account. One of the advantages is that the volume in an element, like a pipe can be limited,
while the water level can still rise. At some point, when the pipe is full, the water level than represents
a pressure (Figure b1-6).

27.4.3 1D flow over structures
Structures control the behaviour of water systems, therefore it is crucial to take these into account. 3Di
recognises various types of structures, pumps, weirs, orifices and culverts. To guarantee the structures
are implemented in your 3Di model, structures are defined as connections between two computational
nodes, similar to channels and pipes. The sections below give an overview of the structures available
in 3Di. Moreover, structures can be controled. This means that characteristics can be adjusted based
on simulation results. This can be done using the, in 3Di implemented, control functions (Control
Structures) or by controls designed by the user via the 3Di API (apicalculations).
Pumps
Pumps in 3Di drain water from one location to another location, within or outside the model domain. The
behaviour of a pump is specified by defining the start and stop levels of the pump and the pump capacity.
Naturally, water cannot be drained by a pump when it is not there. In real life, pump capacities are
often larger than its supply. This behaviour will be seen in your model results. However, this behaviour
causes alternating water levels and discharges. This happens in real life and also in your simulations
on short time scales, but will effectively not affect the behaviour of your system. In the computational
core, we can adjust the pump capacity to ensure a more balanced of the pump. This functionality is
called the pump_implicit_ratio and can be switched off or on. In default it is switched on. More about
this functionality can be found in this section in the documentation: Settings for Matrix solvers –>
pump_implicit_ratio.
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Fig. 27.18: Schematic display of a pump function
In 3Di, users can add pumps to a schematisation via a connection node. Characteristics for pumps can
be set by configuring the attributes:
• Capacity: Maximum discharge for which the pump is able to displace water from the suction node
to the delivery node.
• Start level: in case of water levels higher than the start level, the pump is switched on.
• Lower stop level: in case of water level below the stop level, the pump is switched off. This level
should be below the start level.
• Upper stop level: in case of water levels above this level the pump is switched off as well. This is
an optional value, but if it is used, it is always higher that the start level.
• Type: Parameter to set whether the start and stop levels are defined at suction side or delivery
side of the pump. [See Figure]
There are two methods to define a pump in a 3Di schematisation:
1. Pump between two nodes: A pump between two nodes drains water from the node at suction side
to the node at delivery side with the specified pump capacity. Depending on the type of pump the
suction side or delivery side water levels determine the activity of the pump.
2. End pump: For an end pump only the suction side node needs to be specified. With no node
defined for the delivery side, all water being drained by this pump. All water pumped from the
model is specified in the flow_summary.log as contribution to the global water balance. The pump
characteristics to be specified are the same as for a pump type with start/stop levels at suction
side. Since no delivery side node is present, it is not possible to specify a pump type with start
stop level at delivery side.
Pumps in combination with structure controls
Pumps can be used in combination with controls. You can design a control that allows the water level
at different or multiple locations determine the pumps behaviour, instead of purely local water levels.
However, the local availability of water will always affect the pump capacity as well. As water that is not
locally at the pump cannot be drained away. This is ensured by stopping the pump when the local water
level is below the stop level. Your control affects the pumps’ behaviour, within the range of conditions
for which the pump is designed.
Example
Given a controlled pump at location X with a stop and start level of 0.0 mNAP and 2 mNAP, respectively.
The trigger for the control is the water level from location A. For higher waterlevels the pump capacity
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is increased. However, in case the water level at X is below 0.0 mNAP, but at A in a active range, the
pump will stop. The pump can only become active again for waterlevels at X above 2.0 mNAP.
Weirs and Orifices
Weirs are generally used to maintain and control the water level. Orifices connect two parts of channel
networks. Both structures force the flow to converge strongly at the entrance and to diverge behind the
structure. At the converging part of the flow, the assumption of conservation of momentum in 1D is
invalid. Locally at the structure, conservation of energy is much more suited. The formulations for the
flow over the weir and through the orifice are therefore based on Bernoulli’s principle. The computations
of the flow of both structures follow the same reasoning. In the explanation below, the focus is on
an open water rectangular weir, but similar steps are taken for structures with different open/closed
cross-sections.
For a weir in open water the energy head balance reads:
hI +

u2I
u2
= hII + a + II
2g
2g

where h is the local water depth, u the local cross-sectionally averaged velocity, g the gravitational
acceleration and a the height of the crest. The sub-scripts refer to the flow domains, indicated in the
figure below.
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Fig. 27.19: Illustration of short crested weir and orifice under sub- and (super-)critical conditions; a
simplified view of the 1D network and a sketch of the available discretised information.
In case of structures with closed profiles, in the equation of the energy balance h is not the water depth,
but the energy height. For structures having closed profiles, the transition of water depth to energy
height is automatically taken care of in case the area fills with water.
For robustness, 3Di schematises structures as connections between two nodes, as can be seen in the third
panel of the figure. This assumption implies that the water level on the location of the structure is
unknown. To compute accurately the discharge over the structure, a difference is made between long
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crested and short crested structures. Both resulting formulations are based on Bernoulli’s principle, but
for long crested structures, frictional losses are computed separately.
Short crested
The discharge over the structure is computed based on the effective cross-sectional area Aef f and the
velocity over the structure uII . Two states of the flow can occur over the structure: sub- and (super)critical flow. For both states, different assumptions are valid. However, for both states it is assumed
that uI is negligible compared to uII .
In case of (super-)critical flow, the downstream waterlevel does not affect the flow over the structure, as
is the case under sub-critical conditions. The fourth panel of the figure shows the information known in
a discretised world. In case the flow is critical, the water depth at the crest can be determined using the
upstream waterlevel and the definition for critical flow:
hcr =

2
(hI − a) = hII
3

The critical velocity over the structure is given by:
√
uII = C1

2
g(hI − a)
3

C1 is a loss coefficient, which can be set depending on the type and the shape of the structure itself and
the entrance. The effective cross-sectional area is in this case based on the critical water depth. For a
simple rectangular cross-section:
2
Aef f = C2 W (hI − a)
3
In which C2 is a loss coefficient due to contraction of the flow. For the total discharge in 3Di, the
discharge under free flowing conditions is computed as:
√
√
3
2
2
2 2
g(hI − a)C2 W (hI − a) = C
g(hI − a) 2
Qcr = C1
3
3
3 3
Note, that the coefficients C1 and C2 are combined is the general discharge coefficient C, which can be
set by the user.
In case of sub-critical flows, the waterlevel downstream of the structure is important. Under these
conditions the flow velocity over the structure is:
uII = C1

√

2g(hI − hII − a)

To determine the depth at the crest, it is assumed that the waterlevel at the crest is equal to the waterlevel
downstream. Based on that assumption, the effective cross-section becomes:
Asub = C2 W hII
Combining these equations, results in the discharge formulation.
Qsub = C1

√
√
2g(hI − hII )C2 W hII = CW 2g(hI − hII )hII

Long crested
For longer structures, frictional effects can become important. For the so-called broad-crested weirs and
orifices an extra loss-term is added to Bernoulli’s equation. The frictional losses ∆hF are computed as:
∆hF =
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where cf is the dimensionless friction coefficient, L the length of the structure and R is the hydraulic
radius. The dimensionless friction coefficient can be based on either Manning or the Chézy formulation.
It is also of importance that the structure length is correctly set. The computational core expects that
this is the geometrical distance between the two connection nodes. The friction coefficient can be defined
either by a Manning or a Chézy value.
An advantage of these formulations is that these do not limit the timestep during the simulation.
The attributes that define these structures are:
• Crest level: The crest level of the weir. In case of an orifice this could be equal to the bottom level.
• Crest type: Selects a short or broad crested weir/orifice formulation.
• Discharge coefficient positive/negative: The coefficient used in the discharge formulation. Depending on the flow direction the coefficients could be different.
• Cross-section definition: This defines the cross-section of the structure.
Culvert
Culverts can connect parts of 1D networks and allow flow under roads or other obstacles. In contrast to
orifices, the flow behaviour in a culvert is assumed to be determined by shape and much less dominated
by entrance losses. The flow in culverts is assumed to be a pipe flow with possible changes in crosssection. Culverts can be used for longer sections of pipe-like structures and do not have to be straight.
Shorter, straight culverts are best modelled as an orifice.
For culverts and orifices, the energy loss caused by the change in flow velocity at the entrance and exite
are accounted for by 3Di. The discharge coefficients for culverts can be used to account for any additional
energy loss.
The input parameters for culverts are similar to those for orifices, specified in the section above. Culverts
use invert levels at the start and end instead of the crest level in weirs and orifices. The input parameters
are all described in the spatialite database here.

27.4.4 Channel Flow
Some model elements of the water system can be modelled better in 1D. This mainly involves specific
characteristics of these elements which are very important for the model (like the discharge equation of
a weir). Currently available within 3Di are the following 1D elements; channels, structures, like weirs,
orifices and culverts, and levees or obstacles. This section is limited to channels. Simulating the 1D
water courses is possible in three ways. This includes three types of 1D elements; Isolated, (Double)
Connected and Embedded. The difference between these 1D elements is their interaction with 2D flow.
While modelling think of the type of 1D channel type that fits the watercourses in the study area best.
For small ditches in an area without elevation, where the flow velocity is low it is sometimes useful not
to use 1D channels. Digging ditches in the elevation map will probably lead to sufficient drainage and
will make it possible to use bigger calculation cells. The size of the calculation cells is also important.
If you expect water differences, make sure that there are small calculation cells in that area. If there is
an unsuspected flooding somewhere then reduce the size of the cells in that area or choose a connected
channel. Remember that a calculation cell can only have one water level. The volume will then be
distributed over the calculation cell whereby as a result the lowest part are inundated first. Therefore it
may look like the watercourses are leaking like the example below.
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Fig. 27.20: Example of channel leaking
Sections
All channel sections are defined by polylines. The polyline accurately defines the geography of a channel.
It does not define it’s width or depth. On several locations along the polyline characteristics can be
define in a cross section definition. For channels of the (Double) Connected type, a bank level can also
be specified at these locations. Every polyline needs at least one point on which these characteristics are
described.
A flow area needs to be described with a table, or by means of a diameter (for a circular flow area)
and a width (for a rectangular flow area). When a closed section is defined, the channel is seen as a
pipe. In reality, cross-sections are rarely symmetrical. In the 3Di calculation core, the information of the
cross-section is stored in tables, which means that part of the geometry information is lost. This loss of
information does not affect the accuracy of the 1D calculations.
A Channel is divided into several sections. The length of each section depends on the specified grid
distance, but can sometimes be smaller due to the presence of structures. The properties are assigned to
each section by means of interpolation or projection. The width and shape of the cross section determine
the dimensions of the section and thus determine the storage in the channel. If the water level rises
above the ‘end’ of the given section, the water rises upwards as a column within the dimensions of that
section. This means that above the highest point of the section the wet cross section increases linearly
and with it the volume.
Every channel section has a water level point on which volume and water level are computed. For
connected channels there is an exchange taking place between the surface water between this node and
2D calculation cell. This determines that the 1D network is more or less detached from the 2D calculation
grid. Channel sections are linked by velocity points, on which discharge and velocity are computed.
For all sections, the 1D shallow water equations are solved. The basis for the calculation of flow is solving
the continuity and momentum equations of Saint-Venant. The terms included in the momentum equation
are inertia, advection and friction. We assume hydrostatic pressure thus pressure loss is rewritten as a
water level gradient.
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Fig. 27.21: Example network of connected channel sections and 2D quadtree with channel sections in
blue, 1D2D connections in orange and the 2D quadtree in gray

27.4.5 Pipe flow
The dynamic flow through complex sewer networks can be computed fast, stable and accurately by 3Di.
3Di can be used to model any sanitary, storm and combined sewer system, offering complete hydrology
and hydraulic simulation and real-time control (RTC) modeling capabilities. 3Di uses the complete “de
Saint Venant Equations”, including backwater and transient flow phenomena. The computational core
has an automatic drying and pressurized procedure and handles both subcritical and supercritical flow.
The computation is 100% mass conservative, machine precision.
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Fig. 27.22: Sewerage system overview
The sewer network has to be defined in the 3Di model schematization. A sewer network is based on
manholes connected by pipes. In the model a wide variety of cross sections and manhole shapes are
available, including user-defined ones. In the sewer network one can specify any type of hydraulic
structure, such as single or multiple stage pumps, weirs of any shape, rectangular and circular gates,
culverts and storage and overflow basins. All structures handle free, submerged and transient flow
conditions. Real-time control, including PID control, are available for all structures to simulate real time
controlled networks.
Combination of sewer network with other 0D, 1D and 2D networks
A sewer network is a special type of 1D network. Another type of the 1D network is an open water
network. Both type of 1D networks can be combined in one model. There is no limitation to number of
sewer pipes, the number of networks or the complexity of the networks.
The 1D sewer network can be linked to a 2D terrain model above that network. The spatial boundaries
of the 1D and 2D model can be different. This implies that if desired, only a specific part of the 1D
network can be covered by the 2D network, or the other way around.
The 1D sewer network can also be linked to a 0D network of nodes. The 0D nodes can be used for rainfall
runoff inflow and dry weather flow. In the rainfall runoff process various types of paved and unpaved
areas, such as streets, roofs and parking lots can be simulated (see Inflow). Detailed infiltration as a
time-dependent process following the HORTON equation is also available.
Schematization
Basically, a sewer network is built of manholes and sewer pipes. Each manhole is represented as a node,
and each node has x,y,z coordinates. The sewer pipes are defined by a begin and an end node. Any
number of sewer pipes can be connected to a manhole node. Lateral inflow and outflows are located on
the manhole nodes. In the computational core, a volume and water level is computed at each manhole
node. Thereby the volume of each manhole and the connected sewer pipes is taken into account. In
between two nodes a discharge is computed, based on the water levels and pipe characteristics.
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Fig. 27.23: Sewerage system schematization

Fig. 27.24: Distribution of volume and flow in 3Di sewerage system
If the water level rises above the street level, as defined on each manhole, the water can be stored on
the street, by defining storage above street level. Typically, a manhole has a storage area of 1 m2, and
the street has a storage area of 100 m2. By defining street storage above the manholes, the water level
rise is slowed down, by the increased storage volume. After the storm event, the water stored above the
manhole is discharges by the sewer network.
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Fig. 27.25: Storage above manhole
A more refined approach is to link the manholes with a 2d terrain model. In that case, water is not only
stored above the manholes, but it can also flow away to lower areas. This approach is preferred for cases
with heavy rainfall where a considerable amount of water is discharges by overland flow.
Another possibility is to model the streets only by defining an open sewer pipe which represents the
street profile. In that case a 1d model is used to represent street flow between manholes. Although this
possibility exists, a 2d model terrain model is preferred for its accuracy.
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Source and Sink terms

Mass conservation is one of the two fundamental laws to which a 3Di simulation is bounded. This is
locally, per computational cell valid and globally in the simulation domain. There are various scenarios
possible to add and extract water to a simulations. Some of these are linked in 3Di to specific physical
processes, others are more generic in order to give some freedom to the users.
Here, laterals, surface sources and sinks and leakage will be discussed. They all act as sources and sinks,
but differ in their application. However, they share two major characteristics; i) water can always be
added ii) there can never be water extracted which is not there. These characteristics seem trivial, but
especially the second one is computationally not always trivial. 3Di will limit the extraction in case of
very limited water levels. Therefore, just before the cell will become dry, the extraction discharge will
be less, than the users input. This, to guarantee stability and capture reality better1 . This is valid for
all types of sources and sinks that are discussed in this section.

28.1 Rainfall
One of the source terms described in Conservation of mass is rain. Naturally, rain can fall on the 2D
domain. However, 3Di also supports inflow from rain in the 1D domain. The rain is determined by the
0D Inflow module and adds the outgoing flow directly in the 1D network.

28.1.1 Rain in the 2D Domain
There are several options for the user concerning rain. Rain is always set as an intensity in mm/hr.
During a 3Di simulation, rain is automatically converted into rainfall, as it is scaled with the active
cell surface area. The active area of a cell is defined by the cell size and the bathymetry. In case the
bathymetry is not defined (the bathymetry raster can contain nodata values) in parts of a cell, these
parts do not contribute to the active area.
1

A Surface-Subsurface Model; balancing speed, accuracy and reality, Stelling and Volp (to be published)
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Fig. 28.1: It can only rain in areas where the bathymetry is defined. The areas with nodata values in
the Bathymetry file are white.
Input
The options for rain:
1. Radar-based rain - Based on the radar rain images, temporally and spatially varying rain information is available. The Dutch Nationale Regenradar is available for all Dutch applications. On
request, the information from other radars can be made available to 3Di as well.
2. Design rain - Time varying rain intensity can be used globally during a computation. The socalled design rain events are time series, which are traditionally used to test the functioning of a
sewer system in the Netherlands. These originate from RIONED. However, all time-series from
Lizard can directly be coupled to a 3Di simulation.
3. Constant rainfall - The rain intensity is uniform and constant in time during a computation.
4. Rain cloud - a circle type of spatial rainfall with a constant value within the circle and specified
time period
Via the 3Di API are only options 1, 2, and 3 available. Via the API, multiple periods of constant rain
can be added, to customize your own rain event.

28.1.2 Rainfall on 0D node (inflow)
Apart from rainfall on the 2D domain, 3Di uses a 0D Inflow module (impervious area or surface area).
The rainfall volume (area x rainfall_intensity x delta t) is calculated for each time step for each impervious area or surface area. Based on the formulation of the impervious area or surface area (Inflow), the
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discharge hydro-graph (discharge over time) is calculated as a lateral discharge on its downstream 1D
node.

Fig. 28.2: Rainfall is translated to a lateral discharge on a 1D node.
The so-called surfaces that represent the areas capturing the rain always contain a geometry. This allows
to use the 0D module in combination with spatially varying rain.

28.1.3 Rainfall on 0D and 2D
3Di allows the user to select whether rainfall falls on 0D, 2D or both. Using both 0D and 2D rainfall
can be useful in several cases, for example:
• complex sewerage models that use inflow for the flow of water from roofs to the sewerage and 2D
surface for rainfall and discharge over roads, or
• large systems in which a small area is modeled in detail while upstream catchments are lumped in
0D inflow.
When using both 0D and 2D rainfall one must be aware that the user is responsible for defining the
correct areas in 0D and in 2D. This in order to avoid an overestimation of the area capturing rain. This
can be ensured by cutting areas from the DEM or by including interception (Interception).

28.1. Rainfall
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Fig. 28.3: Rainfall over 2D and through 0D surface as a lateral discharge.

28.1.4 Spatially varying rainfall
The resolution of spatially distributed rainfall data does usually not match the resolution of the 2D
computational cells. Generally, the resolution of the rainfall data is much coarser than the resolution
of the computational grid. The rain intensity per computational cell is based on the intensity at the
location of the center of the cell. This intensity is scaled with the active surface of the computational
cell.
For spatially varying rainfall in combination with the 0D inflow module, the intensity is determined
based on the location of the centroid of the inflow surface.

28.2 Infiltration
3Di supports to methods for computing infiltration. The so-called simple infiltration and the Horton
based infiltration. The simple infiltration uses an infiltration rate that is constant in time, while the
Horton based infiltration is based on the concept of infiltration that reaches in time an equilibrium rate.
In 3Di, the infiltration computed with the first method removes the water from the model. For the second
method, a ground water layer is defined from which water can also exfiltrate in case the groundwater
level reaches the surface level.

28.2.1 Simple Infiltration
Infiltration is the process of water slowly sinking into the soil. The infiltration rate depends on the type
of soil and the land coverage. The infiltration rate is constant in time throughout the simulation. There
are two exception for this: 1) the availability of water and when a user defines a maximum infiltration
capacity.
In 3Di, the infiltration rate is defined for subgrid cell and defined in mm/day. The infiltration is computed
per computational cell. Therefore, the infiltration rate per pixel is translated to values per computational
cell and can depend on the water level.
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When using the subgrid method, water start filling a cell from the lowest subgrid cell. When simulating
rainfall run-off scenarios, the overall water depths are relatively small, therefore often only a small part
of a computational cell is wet. If in this part of the cell the infiltration rate is low, the infiltration will be
limited. However, in reality rain falls over a full spatial domain, and reaches the lowest areas only after
a while, but might be infiltrated before it reaches that ares. Therefore, the total infiltration rate per
computational can be made dependent of the rain. Besides defining the infiltration rates, a user defines
also the infiltration_surface_option that can be found in the global settings table. In the Figure below,
an overview is given of the various types.

Fig. 28.4: Infiltration during rainfall acts on the whole surface within one computational cell (left). When
rain stops, infiltration only acts on those pixels below the water level.
The first option, defines the infiltration rate in a cell based on the assumption that the full cell is wet.
In other words, the infiltration rate in a cell is independent of the water level (left panel). The second
option, defines the infiltration rate on the cumulative rates in the wet areas (middle panel). In this
case the infiltration rate is dependent of the water level. The third option is the default option and is a
combination of the two previous options. In this case the infiltration rate of the full cell domain is used
when it is raining and only the infiltration rate of the wet area is used when it is dry (right panel).
In 3Di, many raster input variables are stored in tables. This yields as well for the infiltration rate,
as this allows the infiltration rate to be dependent of the water level and for an efficient storage of the
information. The table increment for the infiltration tables equals the 2D increment.
Maximum infiltration capacity
The maximum infiltration capacity is the maximum volume of water that can infiltrate during one
simulation at a certain location. The user defines a layer with a thickness per pixel [meters]. Based on
this, the capacity per pixel is computed by multiplying the thickness with the pixel surface area. The
maximum infiltration per computational cell is the sum of the capacity of all pixels within that area. It
will stop infiltrating when the maximum infiltration is reached.
Input
The user can define all the aspects for simple infiltration in the simple_infiltration_table.

28.2.2 Horton based infiltration
The second possibility to add infiltration to a system, is infiltration based on the Horton equation.
This describes a infiltration rate that is initially higher and decays to an equilibrium infiltration. This
type of infiltration is always used in combination with a groundwater level. In such, the infiltration is
always limited. More information about the Horton based infiltration can be found here Horton based
infiltration.

28.2. Infiltration
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28.3 Laterals
Laterals refer in 3Di to point sources and sinks. They can occur in the 1D and in the 2D surface domain.
They are treated as any source and sink term, but laterals have a specific location and can vary in time.
When one, for example, uses the tap-icon in the 3Di Live site, one adds a lateral. When adding lateral
to the 1D and/or the 2D domain, the time series can be added to the related tables in the spatialite
database.

28.4 Surface source and sink
3Di does not cover all processes that can affect a water system. To allow users to add and extract water
from the 2D surface domain, the Surface Sources and Sinks function is implemented. It allows users to
define their own source and sink rates related to a certain process. An example would be to capture
evaporation effects. These rates are treated similar to the other source and sink terms.

28.4.1 Input
The Surface sources and sinks is part of the scenario forcings, it forces the system to react to the input
and it can differ per simulation. Therefor, the input is is not part of your schematisation, but is set
in the API call. A more elaborate explanation about API calls and the specified input can be found
apicalculations and on the site https://3di.lizard.net/api/v1/calculation/start/.
In this first release, one can only use the option to add a time-series containing uniform values. In the
near future, options to add temporally and spatially variating raster values will be released. In addition
to those option, also an option for interpolation of these rates will become available. The input rates are
defined in m/s, and will automatically scaled with the grid size.

28.4.2 Output
The actual surface source and sink discharges per computational cell are recorded in the 3di_results.nc
file Results 3Di. Especially, in case of extraction of water, the quantities can differ from the input values
in case the cell becomes nearly empty. In addition to these results, one can also generate aggregated
results Aggregated output. The positive and negative cumulated results are required in case for using the
water balance tool.

28.5 Leakage
We offer the possibility to define a bottom boundary condition for the subsurface domain. At this
boundary condition, sources and sinks can be defined. There is a wide range of applications, as it can be
used as the interaction with deeper groundwater layers, local pumping or evaporation. The formulation
for leakage is therefore as general as possible.

28.5.1 Input
The input for leakage is simple, it can be defined globally and with a raster to define a spatially varying
values. The values can be positive or negative. Positive values are representing water going into the
domain. The dimension of leakage is in mm/day. You can download the complete overview of tables
that 3Di uses in the spatialite database here.
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28.5.2 Output
Sources and sinks are defined in the cell centers. This yields also for leakage values. The fluxes per cell
[m:sup:‘3‘/s] can be found in the result files and can be viewed using the Plugin. Note, that when the
flow limits the extraction, the actual values are recorded in the result files.

28.6 Inflow
In 3Di water that flows into the water body via a surface is calculated by the inflow module. Each model
with an active inflow setting will calculate the inflow into the water body of the model area when being
run as a headless calculation or in the GUI. All occurring rain events will also be applied to the defined
surfaces. Local rain events can overlay each other. Global rain events can occur in succession.
A model must have have an use_0d_inflow parameter specified in its global_settings column. This
setting allows for three different choices. When set to 0, inflow is turned off. When set to 1 it will use the
data from the v2_impervious_surface instances. When set to 2, it will use the entries for the v2_surface
instances.

28.6.1 Impervious surface
A surface often is an urban construction like the roof of a building with its typical characteristics. For
this use case 3Di has a set of pre-defined impervious surfaces (from the dutch NWRW-inloop model). The
surface itself is modelled by a v2_impervious_surface instance that can be linked to connection nodes by
v2_impervious_surface_map instances where the percentage attribute controls the inflow distribution.
The figure below shows an overview of the parameters available.

28.6. Inflow
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Fig. 28.5: Overview of surface run-off parameters
The parametrisation for the impervious surface types is fixed. It uses the following parameters:
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Surface
tion

descrip-

gesloten verharding, hellend
gesloten verharding, vlak
gesloten
verharding,
vlak
uitgestrekt
open verharding,
hellend
open verharding,
vlak
open verharding,
vlak uitgestrekt
dak, hellend
dak, vlak
dak, vlak uitgestrekt
onverhard, hellend
onverhard, vlak
onverhard, vlak
uitgestrekt

Table 28.1: Parameters Impervious Surface
outflow_delay
surface_storage
infiltration Max in- Min in(/min)
(mm)
boolean
filtration
filtration
capacity
capacity
(mm/h)
(mm/h)

0.5

0.0

False

0.0

0.0

Time
factor
reduction
of infiltration
capacity
(/h)
0.0

Time
factor
recovery
of infiltration
capacity
(/h)
0.0

0.2

0.5

False

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

1.0

False

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

True

2.0

0.5

3.0

0.1

0.2

0.5

True

2.0

0.5

3.0

0.1

0.1

1.0

True

2.0

0.5

3.0

0.1

0.5
0.2
0.1

0.0
2.0
4.0

False
False
False

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.5

2.0

True

5.0

1.0

3.0

0.1

0.2
0.1

4.0
6.0

True
True

5.0
5.0

1.0
1.0

3.0
3.0

0.1
0.1

28.6.2 Surface
To offer more flexibility it is also possible to define your own set of parameters that characterize the
inflow of a surface. This can be achieved by using surface parameters. In this case the surface can be
modelled by a v2_surface instance that then is linked to connection nodes just the same way as described
above but with its own mapping table called v2_surface_map.
The parametrisation of your specific surface-type can be set in the v2_surface_parameters table. For
an overview of the available parameters check out the database-overview.

28.6. Inflow
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29

Obstacles, Levees and Breaches

The subgrid technique used in 3Di allows for a very detailed description of the elevation. However, the
subgrid technique does not recognizes all narrow elements within a cell as blocking. Only when these
are located at the cell edges they are detected and will block flow. When an element can be defined
as narrow depends on the dimensions of the computational cell. Examples of narrow elements can be
levees, residential blocks or quay walls. There are several methods for dealing with these elements.
One can always refine the computational grid, however, this can be unnecessarily give an increase in
the computation cost, but blocking a flow can be essential for a correct result. 3Di offers two different
methods to achieve this. It can either be done by general obstacle detection, or by adding an obstacle
at a specific location. To elaborate, when using general obstacle detection, the modeler only gives an
obstacle height, which the 3Di computational core uses to determine obstacle locations itself. Using the
latter method, a modeler can add an obstacle with a specific location and height.
In practice these two methods can have a different outcome. The explicitly defined obstacles are much
stricter in closing 2D flow lines. For some situations this is necessary, however it can also result in an
‘angular’ flow domain which might result in additional friction. The ‘general’ obstacle detection is on
the other hand, not always strict enough, but it does not require any work of the modeler. Moreover, it
is also possible to use both options in one model. In this case, when both methods block a flow line, the
explicitly defined obstacle is dominant over the general approach.

29.1 General obstacle detection
The aim of the obstacle routine is to define obstacle locations based on elevation differences in the
elevation layer. As this routine can be used by only defining an obstacle height, this function is easy
to use by the modeler. However, in practice this method is not always strict enough, with ‘leaking’
obstacles as a result. Also, the routine may place flow obstacles at undesired locations due to local
elevation variations.
The obstacle routine searches for a flow route from one location to another in the direction of the
flow velocity within a so called momentum domain. Examples of the momentum domains in x- and
y-direction are shown with blue and pink planes in Figure 1. The modeler determines the minimum
level of an observed obstacle. This height is relative to the local bottom height. If there is an elevation
difference within a computational cell that exceeds the given obstacle height, the flow routine will search
for a pathway between one edge of the momentum domain to the other edge. It will try to find a route
to reach the other end of the domain for various water levels. When only a route can be found for higher
water levels than the input minimal level, the cell will be marked as one that contains an obstacle. The
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flow link is activated when the water level exceeds the height at which the other end of the cell can be
reached.

Fig. 29.1: Figure 1: A computational grid for 2D flow including local grid refinement. The momentum
domains in x- (pink) and y-direction (blue) are indicated by the planes. The schematic obstacle that is
found in the digital terrain model is indicated with a green line. The dark green lines show the route
found in the various momentum domains (the blue lines). The flow lines indicated as domains that
contain an obstacle are represented by the red lines. The blue circles show locations where one might
want an obstacle to be defined, but remains open using this routine.
There are two exceptions to the this flow routine. First, if the elevation increases with a constant slope,
this is recognized by the routine. Also, a slope is recognized when the difference between the minimum
and maximum levels at the edges of a computational cell is larger than the obstacle height.

29.2 Explicitly defined obstacles
If the model wishes to include an obstacle that may not be detected by the calculation grid or doesn’t
exist in the elevation model it can be given explicitly. These obstacles are given by a line segment and
an elevation. These lines and elevations are placed over the quadtree. The routine checks which 2D
links cross the obstacle line. For those links that are crossed the obstacle height is used instead of the
elevation height for Flow computation. The figure below shows an example of an obstacle line in green.
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Fig. 29.2: Figure 2: A computational grid for 2D flow including local grid refinements. The momentum
domains in x- (pink) and y-direction (blue) are indicated by the planes. The obstacle elements are given
with a green line and the flow links with a dashed blue line. The flow links closed by the obstacle are
marked with a thick red line.
In the computational core a levee and obstacle are dealt with the same way. However, defining them is
slightly different. Levees are a separate category of obstacle, because they need more variable characteristics than obstacles. Levees may be used to simulate Breaches.
More details on how to use obstacles, levees and breaches can be found in Flood model.

29.3 Breaches
3Di can simulate the consequences of a breach in a levee. In such case, the dimensions of the breach
determine flow through the breach and therefore the flood. The growth of a breach is a very complex
process. It is a phenomenon where hydrodynamics, morphology, groundwater and soil mechanics interact.
Many aspects of this interaction is still unknown, and therefore it is difficult to model. Moreover, detailed
modeling would require very detailed information about the levee. Generally, there is only a limited
amount of information about the soil, structure, moisture content etc of the levee. Nevertheless, rules of
thumb have been developed that describe the breach growth, which allow us to make an estimate of the
breach growth.
In a 3Di model, flow may occur between 1D and 2D elements. In certain cases this exchange is limited
by a levee. The exchange height is determined by the height of the levee. When a few extra properties
of the levee are specified for these connections, a breach can be modelled that can grow over time. More
information on levees, can be found in Obstacles, Levees and Breaches

29.3.1 Breach growth formulation
In 3Di, the formula of Verheij and van de Knaap (2002) is used to describe the growth of a breach. For
this formulation it is expected that the material of the levee (sand or clay), an initial breach width, the
maximum breach depth and the period that is needed to reach this depth are known.

29.3. Breaches
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Fig. 29.3: Longitudinal cross-section of breach showing the breach growth parameters.
This formulation splits the growth of the breach into two phases; in the first phase the breach deepens
and in the second phase the breach widens. Mathematically, the first phase can be described as:
B(t) = B0

tstart < t < T0

η(t + ∆t) = η(t) −

t
(η(t) − ηmin )
T0

tstart < t < T0

(29.1)
(29.2)

In which:
B(t) is the width of the breach at time t,
ηmin is the minimum level of the breach,
T0 is the period in the minimum level is reached,
B0 is the initial breach width, and
∆t is the time step
η(t) is the level of the breach at time t.
Once the minimum breach level is reached, the width of the breach increases according to:
∂B
|t ∆t
∂t
∂B
f1 f2 [g(hup (t) − hdown (t))]3/2
|t = 2
∂t
uc ln[10]
1 + fu2cg (t − T0 )
B(t + ∆t) = B(t) +

t > T0
(29.3)
t > T0

In which:
f1 , f2 empirically derived parameters, different per sediment type,
uc is the critical velocity
hup , hdown is the water level upstream and downstream of the breach.
Because the water level gradient in front and behind the breach is included in the formulation, a natural
balance may arise. This means that the breach stops growing, when the water levels are equal.
The above formulation also corrects for the presence of different types of materials by using a critical
velocity and the parameters f1 and f2 . The growth rate of the breach increases for materials that erode
more easily. In principle, this formulation distinguishes only sand and clay.
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29.3.2 Exchange formulation
The flow between 1D and 2D at the breach is computed based on a simplified momentum balance. A
balance is made between the friction and the forcing. Note, that the volume in the breach is neglected.
More details on how to use obstacles, levees and breaches can be found in Flood model.

29.3. Breaches
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30

Wind effects

The water levels and the flow velocities can be influenced by the wind. The extent to which this happens
depends on the wind force that exerts on the water surface. Historical, actual and forecasts wind data
are available from the meteorological institutes. Wind speed and wind force can vary in space and in
time. It is possible to take both the spatial and temporal variations into account in 3Di. In addition, it
is possible to take local shield factor into account, caused by buildings or trees.

30.1 Wind input data
The standard wind data gives the speed and direction of the wind at a height of 10 m. In order to
determine what force the wind actually exerts on the water surface, this information must be adapted
to local conditions on the water surface. In the first approach, the vertical wind profile can be described
with a logarithmic profile:
uwind (z, t) =

u∗
z
log( )
κ
z0

(30.1)

In which:
uwind = wind speed at level z,
u* = resistance speed,
κ = von Karmen constant and
z0 = roughness height.

30.2 Drag coefficient
The drag-coefficient translates the wind speed on a 10 m elevation to the speed on the ground. The
value is 0.005 by default, but can be defined by the user. At present this factor is global factor for the
entire model, but in the future this factor could be defined as a spatial field on basis of land use maps
and digital elevation models (DEM).
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Fig. 30.1: Vertical wind profile

30.3 Wind shield factor
The water surface can be located behind a row of trees, or below the bank level of the channel. This
local variation of the wind depends on the wind direction with respect to the orientation of the obstacles
and the orientation of the channel.

Fig. 30.2: Local circumstances can have a high impact on the wind force
To take these local circumstance into account a wind shield factor is introduced for 1D open-channels.
In the 2D domain it is not possible to use the wind shield factor. The wind shield factor varies between
0 and 1 to scale down the wind speed. A value of 0 means that there is no wind and a value of 1 means
no reduction. The wind shield factor is defined in 8 spatial directions. In between a linear interpolation
of the value is made. The wind shield factor is defined for each 1D schematization element. If no factor
is defined, a factor of 1 is assumed by default.
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Fig. 30.3: The wind shield factor is defined in 8 directions

30.4 Wind set-up
The impact of wind on water levels and flow velocities can be made clear by looking at the balance of
forces on a liquid particle. It is important to note that gravity is a force that works on the entire volume,
whereas the friction and the wind forces work on a surface. This implies that the wind has more impact
on a thin layer of water than a deep layer of water.

Fig. 30.4: Force balance with gravity (blue), friction (green) and wind (red)
If we take into account gravity, friction and wind forces, the equation looks like this:
δζ
τf riction
τw
d(Hu)
= −gH
−
+
dt
δx
ρ
ρ

(30.2)

In which:
u = flow velocity,
H = water depth,
ζ = water level,
ρ = density of water,
τ friction = friction shear stress and
τ w = wind shear stress.
The shear stresses are dependent on the local velocity of water and wind. The wind shear stress is
described by:
//

τw = −ρa Cw L |uwind | uwind

(30.3)

In which:
ρa = density of the air,
Cw = drag-coefficient of the wind,
L = Local wind shield factor,
|uwind | = wind speed and
30.4. Wind set-up
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uwind // = wind speed in the channel direction.
• The drag-coefficient translates the wind speed on a 10 m elevation to the speed on the ground.
• The local wind shield factor is defined by the user.
• The wind speed in the direction of the 1D channel is computed by 3Di on basis of the geo orientation
of the 1d channel network.
In summary, the wind forcing is formulated by:
∫∫
τw = ρlucht

uwind
χ Cw L
−u
χ

(

2

)
//
uwind
− u dΩ
χ

(30.4)

The wind forcing is determined over the total area of the calculation domain (Ω). In addition, we look at
the relative speed of the wind in relation to the speed of the water. On thin water layers, such as in case
of a flood, the wind has a lot of influence on the velocity of the water. However, the speed of the water
is limited by its critical velocity. Other processes such as waves and foaming will then dominate and
remove energy from the system (as it is no longer converted into speed). These waves are not included
in the 3Di model. The factor χ overcomes this limitation. This factor is important for the stability of
the model, especially when the wind works on very shallow water layers.
In the 2D domain the impact of wind is formulated by:
( x
)
∫∫
x
∂ζ
|u|u
Uwind
du
ρlucht
Uwind
2
+g
=−
χ Cd
−u
− u dΩx
+
dt
∂x
Hf
ρwater V
χ
χ
( y
)
∫∫
y
Uwind
Uwind
dv
∂ζ
|u|v
ρlucht
2
+g
=−
+
χ Cd
−v
− v dΩy
dt
∂y
Hf
ρwater V
χ
χ

(30.5)

The additional variables (in comparison tot 1D are):
u,v = velocity of the water in x- en y –direction,
|u| = absolute velocity of the water,
Hf = Friction depth on basis of subgrids,
Uwind x , Uwind y = wind component in x- and y- direction and
Ωx , Ωy = Domain of the impulse balance in x- en y- direction.

30.5 Important to know
• At present wind input fields are uniform in space.
• The drag coefficient can only be set via the API.
• In 1D, wind has no impact on closed open channel profiles and sewer pipes.
• If a 1D element has both an open and a closed profile, we assume no wind impact. If the user
wants to compute the impact of wind in this case, separate 1D elements should be used.
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Interception

31.1 Introduction
Interception refers to the process that not all precipitation reaches the ground. This can be due to
buildings or vegetation, however the storage capacity of those element is generally limited. This means
that when the precipitation exceeds a certain level, it does reach the ground. In case of 3Di, this implies
that from than on it contributes to the flow.

31.2 Interception in 3Di and the grid independence
The precipitation combined with interception determines the amount of water that reaches the ground,
or in other words the 2D flow domain of 3Di. Based on the land cover map, one can determine the
interception. This is added as an extra layer to 3Di. This layer is first filled by the precipitation, before
the water can reach the ground (See Figure below).

3Di, based on the subgrid technique, aims at minimizing the grid dependence of the results. This
is certainly crucial for interception, as this determines the amount of water that is active during the
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simulation. Therefore, users can define the interception using a high resolution raster (similar to the
bathymetry raster). 3Di analyses the values per computational grid. It relates the potential intercepted
volume with the surface area that can still capture the precipitation (See Figure below).

This implies that when there are areas within a computational cell that can still store rain, that in the
other areas of that cell, rain can reach the ground.

31.3 Input
There are two methods to make use of interception. The first is to set a global interception value. This
value is set for every subgrid cell in the model. The second method is by including a interception raster.
Each subgrid cell will have its own interception capacity. The dimension of the values used are in meter.

31.4 Output
The intercepted volume is registered in the results file (Results 3Di). The intercepted volume is a
cumulative variable; it is the total amount of volume that is intercepted in time and therefore growing.
It can also be included in the file with the aggregated results. It should be aggregated using the currentmethod (Aggregated output). This to insure that a correct reconstruction of the water balance is possible.
The total intercepted volumes is also included in the flow summary. Note, that the precipitation minus
the interception is the volumes that reaches the 2D flow domain.
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32

Basic Modelling Concepts

32.1 Introduction
In the workflow of 3Di we distinguish a schematisation and a simulation template.

Fig. 32.1: The modelling concepts of 3Di
In general, the schematisation contains all information that 3Di needs for preprocessing, e.g. to create a
calculation grid, and subgrid tables.
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Fig. 32.2: The modelling concepts of 3Di
The converted schematisation we call a 3Di model.

When building a schematisation, a user has more than one version. Online we support different versions
of the same schematisation. For every version, or revision, a 3Di model can be created
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This 3Di model needs information to run, which are initial conditions or events (e.g. rain).
To run a simulation, a user can use a simulation template or select a 3Di model and add all information
required to run a simulation.
We provide all models of a simulation template based on the sqlite.

32.1. Introduction
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Together the ThreeDiModel, Scenario Information or Simulation Template form a Simulation

The simulation template can either be used as is, or can be run with changes and stored as a new
simulation template.

32.2 Schematisation
A detailed overview of a schematisation is given in this paragraph. It consists of:
General rasters:
• dem_file
• frict_coef_file
• interception_file
Simple infiltration rasters:
• infiltration_rate_file
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• max_infiltration_capacity_file
Interflow rasters:
• hydraulic_conductivity_file
• porosity_file
Ground water rasters
• equilibrium_infiltration_rate_file
• groundwater_hydro_connectivity_file
• groundwater_impervious_layer_level_file
• infiltration_decay_period_file
• initial_infiltration_rate_file
• leakage_file
• phreatic_storage_capacity_file
1D elements:
• channels
• pipes
• manholes
• connection nodes
• structures: o weirs o culverts o orifices o pumps
• location (node id) & type (e.g. water level / discharge / etc) of boundary conditions
• dem averaging
• impervious surfaces & mapping
• surfaces
• dem refinement
• cross section locations
• levees & obstacles
GridSettings
• use_2d: bool
• use_1d_flow: bool
• use_2d_flow: bool
• grid_space: float
• dist_calc_points: float
• kmax: int
• embedded_cutoff_threshold: float = 0.05
• max_angle_1d_advection: float = 90.0
TableSettings
• table_step_size: float
• frict_coef: float
• frict_coef_type: InitializationType
• frict_type: int = 4

32.2. Schematisation
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• interception_global: Optional[float] = None
• interception_type: Optional[InitializationType] = None
• table_step_size_1d: float = None # actual default is set in __post_init__
• table_step_size_volume_2d: float = None # actual default is set in __post_init__

32.3 Simulation template
A simulation template consists of:
Simulation settings:
aggregation settings ()
numerical settings
• pump_implicit_ratio: 0,
• cfl_strictness_factor_1d: 0,
• cfl_strictness_factor_2d: 0,
• convergence_cg: 0,
• flow_direction_threshold: 0,
• friction_shallow_water_depth_correction: 0,
• general_numerical_threshold: 0,
• time_integration_method: 0,
• limiter_waterlevel_gradient_1d: 0,
• limiter_waterlevel_gradient_2d: 0,
• limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d: 0,
• limiter_slope_friction_2d: 0,
• max_non_linear_newton_iterations: 0,
• max_degree_gauss_seidel: 0,
• min_friction_velocity: 0,
• min_surface_area: 0,
• use_preconditioner_cg: 0,
• preissmann_slot: 0,
• limiter_slope_thin_water_layer: 0,
• use_of_cg: 0,
• use_nested_newton: true,
• flooding_threshold: 0
physical settings
• use_advection_1d: 0,
• use_advection_2d: 0
time step settings
• time_step: 0,
• min_time_step: 0,
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• max_time_step: 0,
• use_time_step_stretch: true,
• output_time_step: 0
Initial Water in the simulation:
• initial_groundwater (file / global setting)
• initial_waterlevels (file / global setting)
• saved state
Events:
• Dem edit
• Breach
• Laterals
• DWF
• structure controls:
– table
– time
– memory
Forcings:
• Rain
• Wind
• Inflow 0D (impervious surfaces & surfaces)

32.4 Workflow
In the 3Di workflow a user creates a schematisation. This schematisation consists of sqlite & rasters.
The simulation template is extracted from the spatialite. The name of the simulation template is the
same as the name in global settings.

32.5 Database overview
Download the database overview including the global settings section here.

32.4. Workflow
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CHAPTER

33

The grid

To allow flow to be computed numerically, space and time need to be discretised. For time are timesteps defined, and for space is a grid defined. In the sections below we elaborate on the grid specified for
computations in the 1D and in the 2D surface water and groundwater domains.
3Di simulations can consist of a surface water, a groundwater and a 1D network component. The surface
water and groundwater components are in principle a two-layer model, which can be coupled to the 1D
network. Therefore, the grid of the surface water and groundwater domain are similar, while the 1D
network is fundamentally different.

33.1 Computational grid for 2D domain
In 3Di we make use of a so-called structured, staggered grid. This implies for the surface water and the
groundwater domain that computational cells are perfect squares, where the pressure/ water levels and
volumes are defined in the cell centres and velocities and discharges are defined at the cell edges. This
also yields for the vertical coupling. In the Figures below, an example is shown of a grid in a 2D domain
and the two-layer coupling.
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Fig. 33.1: Example of a staggered 2D grid including a refinement; water levels/ pressures are defined in
the cell centres (blue dots) and velocities at the cell edges (blue bars). Water level domains are indicated
by blue areas, and the momentum domains by green and orange areas.
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Fig. 33.2: Example of a vertical staggered grid
The hydrodynamic computations are based on the conservation of volume and momentum. In the next
sections (Conservation of mass, 1D Flow, 2D Surface Flow, and 2D Groundwater flow), the methods
concerned for the computations are discussed. However, in order to solve the equations, the domains in
which they are valid, need to be defined. In the Figure above, the volume and momentum domains are
shown.

33.1.1 Grid Refinement in 2D
The computational cost of a simulation is strongly related to the number of computational cells. One
always needs to find a balance between grid resolution and computational time. There are often regions
where the flow is more complex or where one requires results with a finer resolution. To optimise the
computational cost and grid resolution, users can refine the grid locally. 3Di uses a method called
quad-tree refinement. This means, that in space, refinements are placed by dividing neighboring cells
by a factor 4 (Figures below and above). This is a simple refinement method that forces smooth grid
variations, which enhances an accurate solution of the equation.

33.1. Computational grid for 2D domain
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Fig. 33.3: An example of a computational grid with quad-tree refinements.
In case groundwater is taken into account, the grid refinement is present in both the surface layer and
the groundwater layer.

33.1.2 Subgrid method
Flow is strongly affected by the bathymetry. Therefore, to simulate flow accurately, information of the
bathymetry is crucial. To illustrate the importance of a well described bathymetry, consider the three
flows in a flume shown shown in the Figure below. While the bathymetry differs only slightly, the flow
behaves completely different.
Nowadays, detailed bathymetry information becomes more and more available. However, it is difficult to
take detailed grid information into account, without a strong increase in computational cost. In search
of an optimal balance between computational cost and accuracy, the so-called subgrid method (Casulli
2009, Casulli&Stelling 2011, Stelling 2012, Volp & Stelling 2013) is developed and implemented in 3Di.

Fig. 33.4: Examples of flow in a flume, where a slight change in bathymetry, strongly affects the flow.
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The basic idea behind the subgrid method, is that water levels vary much more gradually than the
bathymetry. In hydrodynamic computations, water levels are assumed to be uniform within a computational cell. Traditionally, this is also assumed for the bathymetry within such a cell. The subgrid-based
approach allows the bathymetry to vary within one computational cell, while the water level remains
uniform. In 3Di two grids are to be defined; a high resolution subgrid and a coarse(r) computational
grid. All input data, such as the bathymetry, roughness and infiltration rates can be defined on the high
resolution grid, while the computations are performed on the coarse computational grid. Volumes and
cross-sectional areas are based using the high resolution bathymetry information. The variation of the
bathymetry within a computational cell means that a cell can be dry, wet or partly wet. This approach
has two implications:
• The volume has a non-linear relation with the water level, because when the water level rises,
the wet surface area increases is well. Such a system can be solved using a newton iteration. To
compute the volumes at the next time step.
• As we are allowed to have a non-linear relation between water level and volume, 3Di can deal
automatically with flooding and drying. No artificial thresholds are necessary.

Fig. 33.5: An example of a computational cell with a bathymetry defined on the subgrid.

33.1.3 Input
Users define for the grid generation a cell size (of the finest grid resolution) and the number of refinement
layers. A computational cell consists always of an even number of subgrid cells. In addition, the user
needs to define where and if refinements should be defined. One can define polygons or lines to indicate
these areas and the refinement level. For a detailed example, see Flood model.

33.1.4 Some facts and figures:
• The use of high resolution information goes hand in hand with large amounts of data. To compress
this data, it is stored during the computations in tables. More information about this can be found
33.1. Computational grid for 2D domain
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in Tabulated data storage.
• There are more variables defined at the high resolution grid; such as roughness, infiltration capacity
and hydraulic connectivity. These will be introduced later in the documentation.

33.1.5 Input
The numerical grid is generated based on some the following settings: - Grid space - Number of refinement
levels - Grid refinements
The grid space is the measure of the dimension of a computational cell. It is important that a width and
the height of a grid cell contains an even number of subgrid cells. In case the dimensions of a subgrid
cell are 0.5 x 0.5 m2 , the grid space can be 5.0 x 5.0 m2 . In case the dimensions of a subgrid cell are 1.0
x 1.0 m2 , the grid space can not be 5.0 x 5.0 m2 . The grid space is defined in the v2_global_settings
table and is the dimension of the smallest grid size. The kmax setting is the number of refinement levels.
Locations where the refinements need to be defined can be added by a line using the v2_grid_refinement
table, or by an area using v2_grid_refinement_area. In case two refinement levels are defined at the
same location, 3Di will refine to the highest level indicated. 3Di will always aim at a minimum number
of grid cells, it will coarsen the grid as fast as possible, but it will only be possible to do that in steps of
four.

33.2 Computational grid for 1D domain
For studying the flow of narrow features in the landscape or sewer systems, it is advantageous to use one
dimensional models. This allows for an extensive description of the system, without actually computing
cross-flow phenomena. These are in those cases limited and the use of a 1D representation will reduce
the computational cost. In 3Di 1D networks can be defined, representing open channels, manholes, weirs,
orifices, culverts and closed pipes. There are several options to couple the 1D and the 2D domain (see
Section 1D Flow). All options for the coupling allow for a fully integrated computation, this means that
the full 1D and 2D systems are solved as one.
To compute the flow in a 1D network a grid is to be defined as well. Consistent with the grid defined for
the 2D domain, a staggered grid is used again. Pressure/ water level points are allocated with a velocity
point. An example can be seen in the Figure below.

Fig. 33.6: An example of the grid of a 1D Network. Water levels/ pressures are defined in the cell centres
(blue dots) and velocities at the cell edges (blue bars). Water level domains are indicated by blue areas,
and the momentum domains by green and orange areas.

33.2.1 Input
1D networks can consist of open channels, closed pipes and various structures. More about the various
options can be found in the Sections 1D flow over structures and Channels. The resolution of the 1D
domain can be defined per 1D element.
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33.2.2 Calculation point distance
When the computational grid is generated from the schematisation input, computational nodes are placed
at each connection node. Additionally, computational nodes can be generated in between these locations.
The spacing between these computational nodes is determined by a calculation point distance, the 1D
grid resolution. In 3Di this can be specified for each individual pipe, culvert, or channel by filling the
‘dist_calc_points’ attribute of those features. If the specified calculation point distance is larger than
the length of the feature, no additional calculation points are generated in between the connection nodes.
This is visualised in the figure below.

The cross-section of channel segments at a (new) velocity point is determined by linearly interpolating
the wet cross-sectional area from the cross-section locations during the simulation. If a velocity point
is not in between two cross-section locations, the cross-section from the nearest cross-section location is
used. If more than two cross-section locations exist between two velocity points, the ones in the middle
are ignored.

These additional computational nodes can be isolated, (double) connected or embedded. This depends on
the type that was attributed to the original pipe, cannel or culvert. In case of (double) connected elements
the exchange levels are set automatically. The exchange levels for for (double-) connected elements are
determined similarly as the cross-sections. For channels, the bank levels for the additional computational
nodes are determined by linear interpolation between the bank levels that are specified by the user at
the cross-section locations on the channel. If the computational node is not in between two cross-section
locations, the bank level of the nearest cross-section location is used. This is illustrated in the figure
below. In case more than two cross-section locations are defined between two (new) computational nodes,
the ones in the middle are ignored.

33.2. Computational grid for 1D domain
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For pipes and culverts, the drain level of the generated computational nodes is determined by linear
interpolation between the drain levels at the start and end of the pipe or culvert. This is relevant
only for pipes and culverts with calculation type ‘connected’. In the case of pipes, this can be way
to schematise gullies. Pipes and culverts always have a single cross-section over their entire length, so
interpolation of the cross-section is not necessary. If drain levels are not set, the height of the DEM at
that location is used as exchange height.
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34

Numerics

There are various numerical settings that can either improve the solution under certain conditions, and
some can speed up the computations and others will improve the stability. The various options are here
explained.

34.1 Numerical Settings
34.1.1 Preissman slot
[preissmann_slot ] (default= 0.0 m^2)
A preissmann slot is often used to model flows in pipes. When the pipes are not completely filled, such
flows can be modelled as free surface flows. However, when the discharges increase, the pipes are filled
and the flow can become pressurised. Not all hyrdodynamic models are suited for these kind of flows.
Therefore, to mimic the effects of pressurised flows, the water level can be allowed to rise higher than
the upper limit of the cross section. In order to allow this, a narrow tube is added on top of the pipe
(Figure 2). These tubes are generally quite narrow to allow the water level to rise, at a minimum cost
of extra added volume. In 3Di this is not necessary, however it can be added to circular tubes. This can
increase the stability at larger time steps. The way flow is computed in pipes is described here.
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Fig. 34.1: Upper Panel) Flow through a half emtpty pipe. Middle Panel) Pressurised flow through a pipe
with a preissman slot. Lower Panel) Pressurised flow trhough a pipe with a virtual water level (red).

34.1.2 Integration method
[integration_method] (default=0)
There are various ways to discretise equation. At the moment only first order semi implicit is supported
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and tested.

34.1.3 Settings for Matrix solvers
There are several methods available to solve the matrix consisting of the unknown water levels. Depending on the application, these settings can speed up the simulation or make the solutions more accurate.
As 3Di uses the so-called subgrid method, the system of equations becomes a weakly non-linear system.
Therefore, we need the use of a Newton iteration method in combination with matrix solvers in order
to actually solve this system of equations. The so-called nested-Newton method is needed when the
application consists of closed profiles.
The settings that belong to the Newton iteration are:
[max_nonlin_iterations] (default = 20), [convergence_eps] (default = 1.0^-5), [use_of_nested_newton]
(no default)
Maximum number of non lineair iterations (max_nonlin_iterations) is the number the computational
core will try to reach the convergence value of the Newton iteration. In cases where is extensive flooding
and drying of areas, this number can be raised as it might need more iterations to find the correct
solution. The Newton iteration needs a value that defines convergence. Initially, 3Di requires a much
lower value, but in case the system has difficulties with finding a solution, it will loosen this requirement
with a maximum of the by the user set convergence_eps.
Nested newton iterations are needed in case profiles in 1D are narrowing with height. Mathematically,
in case d^2V/dzeta^2<0. This occurs, for example, a lot in sewer systems. For these cases, the Newton
iteration method does not guarantee a solution, so the system is split in two systems that do guarantee
a solution. In case 3Di cannot find a solution it will always try, whether it can find a solution using the
nested Newton method. However, in case one has an application that consists of many of these profiles it is
faster to tel the system that it should always used the nested Newton method (use_of_nested_newton).
Maximum Degree
[max_degree](no default)
One of the methods to solve a matrix is by Gauss-Jordan elimination, substitution. Depending on the
type of network, either 1D, 2D or 1D with many bifurcations or combination of those, this method is
very efficient or not. It is also possible to solve parts of the system using this method and others with
the other method. The efficiency of the solver depends on the network. For 1D simulations this is a very
efficient solver, for 2D simulations it is less so.
Conjugate gradient Method
[use_of_cg] (default =20) [convergence_cg] (default = 1.0^-9) [precon_cg] (default =1) [convergence_cg] (default=1.0^-9)
This is an iterative method to solve matrices. Therefore, also a convergence definition (convergence_cg)
is required. It is possible to prepare this method to make it more efficient during the simulation. The
system will then be preconditioned (precon_cg), this will take time in the initializing phase, but will
safe time during the simulation itself. To limit the possible amount of iterations in order to guarantee
swiftness of the solver, there can be put a maximum of iterations before the convergence threshold is
loosened.
CFL condition
[cfl_strictness_factor_1d] (default=1.0) [cfl_strictness_factor_2d] (default=1.0)
There is a limit to the time step, called the CFL condition. This condition is due to the chosen discretization of the equations. It defined as cdt/dx<1. C is the velocity, defined as
√
(34.1)
C = |U | + (gH)
Often it is not necessary to be so strict, so sometimes the user can set this parameter which loosens the
strictness of it. Consequently, stability can decrease.
Pump implicit ratio
34.1. Numerical Settings
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[pump_implicit_ratio] (default=1, between 0 and 1)
Pumps will be switched on or off depending on the characteristics of the pump and the local water level.
For water levels between the start and stop levels of the pump, the pump will drain at maximum capacity.
For an optimal pump operation, the supply of water is in balance with or larger than the pump capacity.
However, in real-life applications, the pump capacity is larger than the supply. This results in a pump
that switches repetitively on and off during an event. Even though, this is a real-life issue and is known
from observations, one does not always want to mimic this behaviour in a simulation. This behaviour
can make the analysis of your results on water levels and discharges more difficult and as this triggers
wave-like phenomenon in the water levels and flow, it can cause time step reductions.
The computational core of 3Di can make estimates of the available water to the pump and adjust the
capacity based in these estimates. This will avoid the switching on/off of the pump unnecessarily. The
pump capacity is not affected in cases where the supply is higher or equal to the capacity and in cases
where the supply is that low that the water level should drop below the stop level. How strong this
implicit behaviour is used in the simulation, can be set by the pump implicit ratio.
A pump_implicit_ratio of 0 means the computational core does not take the supply information into
account. By setting it higher than zero, this information is taken into account more strongly according
to the value. So, the pump capacity is adjusted based on the (expected) available water.
Thresholds
For numerical computation several tresholds are needed in the code, to avoid deficiencies due to a limited
numerical accuracy. Generally this is to keep the behaviour consistent:
In order to determine the upwind method the direction of the flow is considered. To avoid the exact 0.0
m/s point we use a threshold given by flow_direction_threshold (default=1.0^-5).
We also use for various things a general threshold, this one is defined as general_numerical_threshold,
the default is 1.0d-8.

34.2 Limiters
A limiter is a general term used for certain aspects in numerical schemes that limit the effect of high
gradients in flow or forcing. This is to avoid strong oscillations, instabilities in the solution and to
increase the stability. 3Di has various limiters implemented, which can be turned on or off.

34.2.1 Limiter for water level gradient
[limiter_grad_2d] [limiter_grad_1d]
The limiter on the water level gradient allows the model to deal with unrealistically steep gradients.
These can occur when there are, for example, jumps in the bottom. In such case the water is not forced
by the difference in water level as this gradient is limited to the actual depth. Therefore a limiter function
is part of the discretization scheme. This setting exist for both the flow in the 1D domain as for the 2D
domain.

Fig. 34.2: Visualization of a case where the gradient is adjusted. The red dashed line indicates the
outcome of the limiter function.
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Function where the ratio between water depth and water level gradient prescribes the behaviour.
ϕ( m + 1) = min[1, H/(σ( m + 1) − σm )]

(34.2)

34.2.2 Limiter for cross-sectional area
[limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d ] default = 0
In sloping areas we are dealing with a situation where the primary assumption of a subgrid-based method
does not yield. The method assumes that the water level variation in space is much smaller than the
variation of the bed. This is untrue for larger cells in sloping areas. The consequence is that in that case
all the water is concentrated at the lower end of the cell. The depth that defines the cross-sectional area,
that determines the discharge within a time step, is overestimated (black boxes Figure 2).
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d = 1
This limiter starts working in case the depth based on the downstream water level is zero. Then two
options are possible, in case of a large difference in waterlevel the volume is spread over the cell domains
(Figure 2, alternative situation 1). When the difference is smaller, the average water level of upstream
and downstream is used (Figure 2, alternative situation 2). Theoretically this would make the scheme
partly second order. This is described mathematically in Figure 3.
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d = 2
This is a very stable upwind method to redefine the water level depth. It is assumed that the flow behaves
as a thin sheet flow. Therefore, the depth is defined as the upwind volume defined by the maximum
surface area.
limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d = 3, in combination with thin_layer_definition = xx [m]
In this case the limiter is more or less effective depending of the local depth. In case the depth at the
edge base on the down wind water level is larger than the definition that is given of a thin layer, the
cross-sectional area is based on the high resolution grid. When this ‘down wind’ depth is smaller than
the thin layer definition, then the limiter described for option 2 is determining the cross-sectional area.
In the in between phase the two types of cross-sections are weighed to define a new value.
This is decribed in the figure below. Mathematical derivation will follow.

34.2. Limiters
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Fig. 34.3: Grid schematisation in a sloping areas. Two alternatives to determine an effective depth for
the cross-sectional area. Lower: The alternatives for the cross-sectional area in case of limiter option 2.

34.2.3 Limiter for friction depth
[limiter_slope_friction_2d] default = 0
In order to take high resolution depth and roughness variations into account to determine the friction,
an estimate is made of the effective frictional depth. For this the actual depth is needed. Similar to the
limiter for the cross-sectional area, the actual depth in sloping areas is overestimated. In such case not
only the depth to determine the cross-sectional area can be adjusted, but also the depth to determine
the effective frictional depth. The friction can therefore be underestimated in sloping areas. Therefor
the same limiter can be used to determine the effective frictional depth by switching this limiter on. This
limiter is obligated in combination with the limiter_slope_crossectional_area_2d.

34.3 Settings for Friction
There are several settings that affect the friction.

34.3. Settings for Friction
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34.3.1 Friction shallow water correction
[friction_shallow_water_correction] (default =0) (possible values 0,1,2,3)
In case the friction assumptions based on the dominant friction balance gives a structurally underestimation of the friction, one can switch this setting on. This situation can occur in case the flow is mainly
distributed based on continuity in stead. In Figure 1, the difference between the two type of flows is
shown. Such a situation occurs for example in a sloping area where filled canals are cutting through in
cross slope direction. When the correction is switched on, the friction is determined both the classical
way and based on averaged values of depth, velocity and roughness coefficients. The maximum friction
computed by the two is used.
It is important to define a depth for which the friction is computed. Choosing the correction for the
settings 2 or 3 it will define the depth similar to the cross-sectional area limiter. For the value 1 it will
use the maximum depth at the edge of the cell.

Fig. 34.4: Upper Panel) Flow distributed based on friction dominated flow. Lower Panel) Flow distributed based on continuity.

34.3.2 Friction Average
[frict_avg] (default = 0)
The roughness coefficient will be averaged within one cell.

34.3.3 Minimum Friction velocity
minimum_friction_velocity [float], (default = 0.01 m/s)
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In case a cell is flooded, there is a moment that initially there is no water, therefore no friction as the
velocity is zero. Followed by a moment that there is a velocity. To assure a smooth transition and to
avoid extreme accelerations of the flow, we define a sort of minimum amount of friction based on this
velocity. Generally this is important only when a cell is flooded.

34.3. Settings for Friction
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CHAPTER

35

Control Structures

The possibility exists to adjust hydraulic structure parameters within the water system based on flow
variables. Flow variables can be measured during the simulation by assigning measuring locations to
certain calculation nodes. Based on the user-defined values for the parameters of a hydraulic structure, a controller will then operate accordingly. The measuring options, different control types and
the hydraulic structure parameters to adjust are explained here. Schematically adjusting properties of
hydraulic structures using some control rules can be represented as:

35.1 Measuring station
Measuring stations are locations at which a certain flow variable is monitored during the simulation.
The value of this flow variable can be used to trigger an action on a structure, based on the rules defined
in the type of control. The flow variable that needs to be monitored is set at the different controls. At
each location multiple flow variable can be monitored if necessary.
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The measurement of a flow variable can be performed at one or more locations. At each location a weight
has to be allocated to the measurement. The weighted average of a group of measuring stations is used
in the control of a hydraulic structure. The weights of these measurements have to add up to 1.0. When
using one measuring station its weight has to be set to 1.0. At the moment measuring stations can only
be defined at a connection node where the waterlevel can be monitored. Based on the waterlevel the
controls be below can execute action on certain structures.

35.2 Control types
The different types of controls are now explained. The implemented types of control are:
• Table control
• Memory control

35.3 Table control
The table control has a combination of flow values and action values as input. Each increment of the
flow value in the input table acts as a threshold for a corresponding structure value which is set on the
structure. In combination with a mathematical operators larger than and smaller than (<,>) the action
will be executed when the measurement value either falls below the threshold or exceeds it. Example for
table control input is:

Waterlevel [mNAP]
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

Table 35.1: Example control table
Weir crest level [mNAP]
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.0

Dependent on the mathematical operator the behavior for this control of the crest level of the control is
different. For instance, when the larger than (>) operator the structure value will be 0.8 mNAP between
1.2 mNAP and 1.4 mNAP. When the smaller than (<) operator is set the structure value will be 0.8
below 1.2 mNAP. Dependent on the operator the default value of the structure will be applied at the
top or bottom of the increments. For instance with the larger than operator the structure default will
be applied below 1.2 mNAP.
The measurement value stems from the flow variable that is set to monitor within each control and linked
to a group of measurement locations that are described above to react to this flow variable.

35.4 Memory control
The memory control has two thresholds which trigger an adjustment on a hydraulic structure. When
the measured flow variable exceeds the defined upper threshold the control becomes active and adjusts
the property of a structure to a new value. When the value flow variable subsequently (first the upper
threshold has been exceeded) drops below the lower threshold the control becomes inactive and the
property of the structure defaults back to its original value. This operation is similar to a pump with on
and off thresholds.
As an extra parameter the option for inverse operation of the control can be set. In this case when the
flow variable exceeds the upper threshold the control becomes inactive and was already active. After the
value of the flow variable subsequently falls below the lower threshold the control becomes active again
and adjusts the structure property.
We consider a memory control on a culvert by measuring water levels with the following input parameters:
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• upper threshold: 1.2 mNAP
• lower threshold: 0.8 mNAP
• adjusted structure value (action value): 0.0 (cutoff using discharge coefficient)
The control will be activated when the water level at the measuring station rises above 1.2 mNAP for
the first time. Now the structure property of discharge coefficients becomes 0.0 resulting in the cutoff
of flow. When the water level subsequently falls below 0.8 mNAP, the control becomes inactive and the
discharge coefficients defaults back to 1.0 which was its original value.

35.5 Adjustable hydraulic structures
Different structures can be used when using a control on a structure. The list of structures with their
possible properties to adjust are:
Weirs
• Crest level
• Discharge coeffients (to cutoff flow at 0.0)
Orifices
• Crest level
• Discharge coeffients (to cutoff flow at 0.0)
Culverts
• Discharge coeffients (to cutoff flow at 0.0)
Pumps
• Pump discharge

35.5. Adjustable hydraulic structures
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36

Tabulated data storage

In 3Di we make use of detailed data to compute the hydrodynamics via the so-called subgrid technique.
For all spatially varying parameters, high resolution raster data is used. For example, we use high
resolution raster data for the bathymetry to calculate detailed volumes in our model, but also roughness
coefficients to calculate friction are based on high resolution raster data. In 1D elements we use detailed
vector attribute data and compress this in the same manner to subsequently calculate for instance 1D
volumes or friction.
For this large amount of data, we execute a data compression by building tables per cell containing the
information needed from the raster or vector data. The data is scaled down from the subgrid resolution
to the resolution of the computational grid. Thereby, reducing the demand on hardware resources.
The detailed information is preserved and can now be accessed fast during the simulations due to the
compression.

36.1 Table structure
Information in the tables is stored relative to possible water depths. This is only necessary for the range
of water levels where the relation between water level and volume is non-linear as displayed in figure 1-3:
In other words, the information is to be tablelized for water levels for which a cell is only partly wet.
Between the deepest and highest pixel values within a computational cell and for a 1D elements. The
parameters for which information is translated into tables:
• Volumes per calculation cell (1D and 2D)
• Cross-sectional area per half of cell face (2D)
• Friction parameters per waterlevel (2D)
• Infiltration rates (2D)
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36.1.1 Table step size
The user has control over the table sizes and compression by setting a table step size (table_step_size)
for the tables in the global settings. The table step size defines the height interval between succeeding
increments. The increment size determines the amount of increments in a table and thus the amount of
compression. In 3Di one general table step size can be set for all of the above mentioned tables. However,
there are two extra tables step size parameters that can overrull the table step size for some of the tables.
The optional table steps size parameters are:
• table_step_size_1d
• table_step_size_volume_2d
When the table_step_size_1d is set different from te general table_step_sizem, the tables containing
the information of the 1D domain is processed with a different increment than information in the 2D
modelling. This can be beneficiary for the simulation, when for instance the 2D date needs to be
compressed strongly due to hardware limitations. Same principle applies for the table step size for 2D
volume tables. To be able to make an optimal balance between memory use, computational speed and
accuracy, one can also differ the table step sizes of the volume tables and the other tables necessary in the
2D domain. In order to keep the most detailed discription of the cross-sections and the friction, one can
increase the table step size for the volume tables. There linearizing the system and thereby simplifing
the mathematical solution. This can be advantage for the swftness of the programm, especially for
simulations with extensice flooding and drying.
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Results 3Di

The results of a simulation are written to file. The result file is created using NetCDF, which is a set
of software libraries and self-describing, machine-independent data formats that support the creation,
access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data. The set of libraries can be used by multiple tools
and programming languages, such as matlab, python and excel, to extract the data from the netcdf data
formats.
The 3Di Plugin visualizes the information stored in this file. An overview of the data format in the
output file is given in this chapter, to help users in reading data from file. To facilitate users in the direct
access to the results from the output file, users can make use of the python package threedigrid. Which
can be downloaded from https://pypi.org/project/threedigrid. This package helps to link the output
data to the input data.
During the spring release of 2018 the output file has been changed. The changes include a change in
name from subgrid_map.nc to results_3di.nc and changes to the data format within the output file. An
overview of both data formats is presented below.
These files consist of all relevant variables that are necessary to analyze the results of a simulation. The
user defines the output time step. The snapshots of the flow are saved at these intervals. Note, that
the output time step in combination with the size of the model will define the size of the output file.
In addition to these snap shots, 3Di can generate aggregated results. More about this can be found in
Aggregated output.

37.1 Data format results_3di.nc
The current output NetCDF file consists of all flow variables of the 1D and the 2D mesh. The results
file is constructed according to the CF Conventions . In this data format, the 2D and 1D mesh are split,
so each part of the mesh has its own result and mesh variable. A description of all the flow and mesh
variables for the 1D and 2D mesh are given below.
For the results in the 1D and in the 2D domain, results are split between node and line variable. Node
variables are typically, variables related to volumes. This concens volumes, water levels and all the source
and sink terms. Line variables are related to flow variables, in other words velocities and discharges.
This distiction is also clear in the 3Di Plugin and in the contsruction of the result files.
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37.1.1 2D Mesh Cell/Node variables:
First the meta information of the computational grid is defined.
Coordinates
Mesh2DFace_xcc: x-coordinate of the center of the computational cell
• Name: Flow Face 2D center x coordinate
• Unit: [m]
Mesh2DFace_ycc: y-coordinate of the center of the computational cell
• Name: Flow Face 2D center y coordinate
• Unit: [m]
Mesh2DFace_zcc: The deepest point in either the surface water cell or the groundwater cell
• Name: Flow Face 2D center z coordinate
• Unit: [m MSL]
Mesh2DContour_x: x-coordinates of the location of the edge of the cell
• Name: List of x-coordinates forming Face
• Unit: m
Mesh2DContour_y: y-coordinates of the location of the edge of the cell
• Name: List of y-coordinates forming Face
• Unit: m
Attributes Some administrative information
Mesh2DNode_id: IDfrom the computational core
• Name: Node Identifier
Mesh2DFace_sumax: Maximum surface area in a computational cell
• Name: Total cell surface
• Unit: m2
Mesh2DNode_type: Type of 2D computational cell
• Name: Type of 2D mesh node/face
• Types:
surface_water_2d,
grounwater_2d,
open_water_boundary_2d, groundwater_boundary_2d

groundwater_2d,

Dimensions Lenght of the arrays
nMesh2D_nodes:
• Name: Number of 2D mesh nodes/faces.
Flow Variables These are the variable that are defined in the cell centers.
Mesh2D_s1: Water level, depending on the node type, it is the surface or the groundwater
level.
• Name: waterlevel
• Unit: m MSL
Mesh2D_vol: water volume in a cell
• Name: Water volume
• Unit: m3
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Mesh2D_su: current wet surface area
• Name: Wet surface area
• Unit: m2
Mesh2D_ucx: Interpolated flow velocity in the cell center in x-direction
• Name: Flow velocity in x direction in cell center
• Unit: m/s
Mesh2D_ucy: Interpolated flow velocity in the cell center in y-direction
• Name: Flow velocity in y direction in cell center
• Unit: m/s
Mesh2D_rain: Current amount of rain in computational cell
• Name: Rain
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh2D_q_lat: Point discharge in computational cell
• Name: Lateral discharge
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh2D_infiltration_rate_simple: Current amount of infiltration in computational cell
• Name: Infiltration rate
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh2D_leak: Current amount of leakage in computational cell.
• Name: Leakage rate
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh2D_intercepted_volume: Amount of intercepted volume
• Name: intercepted_volume
• Unit: m3
Mesh2D_q_sss: Current amount of surface sources and sinks discharge in computational cell.
• Name: Surface sources and sinks discharge
• Unit: m3/s

37.1.2 2D Mesh Line variables:
The meta information, that defines the structure for the line variables is mentioned first.
Coordinates
Mesh2DLine_xcc:
• Name: Flow line 2D center x coordinate.
• Unit = m
Mesh2DLine_ycc:
• Name: Flow line 2D center y coordinate.
• Unit = m
Mesh2DLine_zcc:

37.1. Data format results_3di.nc
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• Flow line 2D center z coordinate.
• Unit = m
Attributes
Mesh2DLine_type:
• Name: Type of Cell edge
• Types: open_water_2d, open_water_obstacles_2d, vertical_infiltration_2d, groundwater_2d, open_water_boundary_2d, groundwater_boundary_2d
Dimensions
nMesh2D_lines:
• Name: Number of 2D Mesh lines.
Flow variables
Mesh2D_u1: This variable, in case of Horton-based infiltration and groundwater flow, also
consists of the vertical flow and the groundwater flow. This depends on the Line Type. This
also yields for most of the other line variables.
• Name: Flow velocity on 2D flow line
• Unit: m/s
Mesh2D_q:
• Name: Discharge on flow line
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh2D_au:
• Name: Wet cross-sectional area
• Unit: m2
Mesh2D_up1:
• Name: Flow velocity in interflow layer
• Unit: m/s
Mesh2D_qp:
• Name: Discharge in interflow layer
• Unit: m3/s

37.1.3 1D Mesh Node variables:
The results for the 1D variables are structured in a similar way. Note that embedded nodes do not have
a 1D water level, volume etc information. This information can be found in the 2D results.
Coordinates
Mesh1DNode_xcc:
• Name: Node 1D x coordinate
• Unit: m
Mesh1DNode_ycc:
• Name: Node 1D y coordinate
• Unit: m
Mesh1DNode_zcc:
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• Name: Node 1D z coordinate
• Unit: m MSL
Attributes
Mesh1DNode_id:
• Name: Node Identifier
Mesh1DNode_sumax:
• Name: Total cell surface
• Unit: m2
Mesh1DNode_type:
• Types
=
node_without_storage_1d,
open_water_boundary_1d

open_water_with_storage_1d,

Dimensions
nMesh1D_nodes:
• Name: Number of 1D mesh nodes
Node variables
Mesh1D_s1: Waterlevel in 1D Node
• Name: Waterlevel
• Unit: m MSL
Mesh1D_vol: Water Volume in a cell
• Name: Water volume
• Unit: m3
Mesh1D_su: Current wet surface area
• Name: Wet surface of 1D Node
• Unit: m2
Mesh1D_rain: Inflow in 1D from rain or dry wetter discharge
• Name: Inflow in 1D from rain
• Unit = m3/s
Mesh1D_q_lat: Point source/sink flux in 1D cell
• Name: Lateral discharge in/from 1D cell
• Unit = m3/s

37.1.4 1D Mesh Line variables:
Coordinates
Mesh1DLine_xcc:
• Name: Flow line 1D x center coordinate
• Unit: m
Mesh1DLine_ycc:
• Name: Flow line 1D center y coordinate
• Unit: m

37.1. Data format results_3di.nc
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Mesh1DLine_zcc:
• Name: Flow line 1D z center coordinate
• Unit = m MSL
Attributes
Mesh1DLine_id:
• Name: Line identifier
Mesh1DLine_type:
• Types: embedded_1d, isolated_1d, connected_1d, long_crested_structure_1d,
short_crested_structure_1d, double_connected_1d, from_node_with_storage_1d2d,
from_node_without_storage_1d2d, potential_breach_1d2d, groundwater_1d2d,
boundary_1d
Dimensions
nMesh1D_lines:
• Name: Number of 1D Mesh lines
Flow variables
Mesh1D_u1:Flow velocity on 1D flow line, including 1D2D connections.
• Name: Flow velocity on 1D flow line
• Unit: m/s
Mesh1D_q:
• Name: Discharge on 1D flow line
• Unit: m3/s
Mesh1D_au:
• Name: Wet cross-sectional area
• Unit: m
Mesh1D_breach_depth:
• Name: Breach depth on 1D2D connection
• Unit: m
Mesh1D_breach_width:
• Name: Breach width on 1D2D connection
• Unit: m

37.1.5 Pump variables:
Coordinates
Mesh1DPump_xcc:
• Name: Start point Pump 1D x-coordinate
• Unit: m
Mesh1DPump_ycc:
• Name: Start point Pump 1D y-coordinate
• Unit: m
Attributes
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Mesh1DPump_id:
• Name: Pump identifier
Dimensions
nPumps:
• Name: Number of 1D pumps
Flow variables
Mesh1D_q_pump:
• Name: Pump discharge
• Unit: m3/s

37.2 Data format subgrid_map.nc
In the file called: subgrid_map.nc exists the following information:
• X-coordinates of the 2D computational cell corner points (FlowElemContour_x)
– size[4,n2dtot]
– dimension [m]
• Y-coordinates of the 2D computational cell corner points (FlowElemContour_y)
– size [4,n2dtot]
– dimension [m]
• X-coordinates 1D en 2D computational cell center point (FlowElem_xcc)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m]
• y-coordinates 1D en 2D computational cell center point (FlowElem_ycc)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m]
• Maximum surface area computational cell (sumax)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m2]
• Connections between computational points in 1D network (FlowLine_connections)
– size [2,number of flow lines]
– dimension [-]
• Connections by a pump (PumpLine_connections)
– size [2,number of pumps]
– dimension [-]
• (projected_coordinate_system (projected_coordinate_system)
– size [1]
– dimension [-]
• Deepest point of a computational cell (bath)
– size [number of computational nodes]

37.2. Data format subgrid_map.nc
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– dimension [m MSL]
• Potential breaches
– size [number of potential breaches]
– dimension [-]
• Mapping of input and out put of connection nodes (node_mapping)
– size [2,number of connection nodes]
– dimension [-]
• Mapping of input and out put of connection lines (channel_mapping)
– size [2,number of flow lines]
– dimension [-]
• Time (time)
– size [number of time steps]
– dimension [s]
• Water level (s1)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m MSL]
• Volume in a computational cell (vol)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m3]
• Wet surface areas computational cell (su)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m2]
• Velocity interpolated in cell centre in x-direction (ucx)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m/s]
• Velocity interpolated in cell centre in y-direction (ucy)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m/s]
• Rain per computational cell (rain)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m3/s]
• Lateralen per computational cell (qlat)
– size [number of computational nodes]
– dimension [m3/s]
• Infiltration per computational cell (infiltration)
– size [n2dtot]
– dimension [m3/s]
• Velocity (u1)
– size [number of flow lines]
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– dimension [m/s]
• Discharge (q)
– size [number of flow lines]
– dimension [m3/s]
• Wet Cross-Sectional area (au)
– size [number of flow lines]
– dimension [m2]
• Velocity in interflow layer (up1) (if defined)
– size [number of flow lines]
– dimension [m/s]
• Discharge in interflow layer (qp) (if defined)
– size [number of flow lines]
– dimension [m3/s]
• Discharge (q_pump)
• size [Number of pumps]
• dimension [m3/s]
• computational cells in 2D (nFlowElem2D)
– [n2dtot]
• computational cells in 1D (nFlowElem1D)
– [n1dtot]
• computational cells concerning 2D boundary conditions (nFlowElemBound2d)
– [n2dobc]
• computational cells concerning 1D boundary conditions (nFlowElemBound1d)
– [n1dobc]
• total computational cells (nFlowElem)
– [number of computational nodes]
• Flowlines in 2D Domain (nFlowline2D)
– [l2dtot of liutot+livtot]
• Flowlines in 1D Domain (nFlowline(1D)
– [l1dtot]
• 1D2D Connections (nFlowline1D2D)
– [infl1d]
• Flowlines concerning 2D boundary conditions (nFlowline2DBound)
– [n2dobc]
• Flowlines concerning 1D boundary (nFlowline1DBound)
– [nodobc-n2dobc]
• Total number of flowlines (nFlowline)
– [number of flow lines]
• Number of Pumps (nPumps)

37.2. Data format subgrid_map.nc
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– [jap1d]
• Number of potential breaches (nBreaches)
– [levnms]
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Aggregated output

Results for a 3Di simulation are written in a results file called results_3di.nc (previously subgrid_map.nc).
This file contains the flow information (snap shots) at different times in the simulation. The interval at
which this information is written, is defined by the user via the parameter output_time_step.
Aggregated results over certain intervals during the simulation can be very useful. For instance, the
aggregated results are the input for the water balance tool in QGIS. For a consistent water balance, the
results of various snap shots is not enough in case of an output time step which is larger than the computational time step. For this purpose, an aggregated results file is available called aggregate_ results_3di.nc
(previously flow_aggregate.nc). The structure of the file is very similar as the other result file. Each
Mesh variable (s1, u1, etc.) described in the results section can be aggregated. The configuration for
this aggregation file is available in the models spatialite and the table is called v2_aggregation_settings.
The configuration and its options are explained below. The layout of the table is:

38.1 Configuration options
In the spatialite a table can be filled to configure variables and their aggregation methods to acquire
the desired aggregation results. The possible flow variables and their specific inputs are described along
with all the possible aggregation methods. Users can determine multiple aggregation options for each
flow_variable as long as the aggregation_method is not used twice for the same flow_variable.
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38.1.1 var_name
A user-defined variable name to distinguish between aggregated configuration of variables for user administration only. This setting is mandatory.

38.1.2 flow_variable
The different flow variable for which to determine aggregated results are. The flow variables for input to
generate aggregated results are:
• waterlevel
• flow_velocity
• discharge
• volume
• pump_discharge
• wet_cross-section
• lateral_discharge
• wet_surface
• rain
• simple_infiltration
• leakage
• interception
• surface_source_sink_discharge

38.1.3 aggregation_method
The different aggregation methods that can be used on a flow variable are:
• max: maximum value of the variable in the configured interval (time step).
• min: minimum value of the variable in the configured interval (time step).
• avg: average value of the variable in the configured interval (time step).
• cum: This is integration over time of the variable [dt * variable]. For instance, the cumulative net
discharge across a flow line in the configured interval.
• cum_positive: This is integration over time of the variable [dt * variable] in positive direction.
For instance, the cumulative net discharge in positive direction across a flow line in the configured
interval.
• cum_negative: This is integration over time of the variable [dt * variable] in negative direction.
For instance, the cumulative net discharge in negative direction across a flow line in the configured
interval.
• current: Uses the current value of a variable. This is required in case one checks the water balance
for variables that are the result of the processes. This is a setting only valid for volume and
intercepted_volume.

38.1.4 time step
Time step is the interval in seconds for writing and determining the aggregated flow results. In the
example above, the maximum water level is determined over every 600 seconds. The minimum water
level is determined over a period ov 500 seconds.
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38.1.5 aggregation_in_space
This setting is not yet implemented and is therefore always False.

38.2 Output format in result file
The variable name of the aggregated flow results in the aggregate_ results_3di.nc are named based on
the chosen flow variable and the chosen aggregation method:
The flow variable chosen in the flow_variable field is converted to the flow_variable naming of threedi concatenated with the aggregation method.
This convention look like this:
<threedi_flow_variable>_<aggregation _method> Every aggregated results has it’s own time variable in the aggregated result file at which the aggregated flow results were written. This variable will be
named based on the following convention: time_<aggregation_variable>
The translation between the input flow variable name and the format in the the output file is given in
the table below:
• waterlevel - s1
• flow_velocity - u1
• discharge - q
• volume - vol
• pump_discharge - q_pump
• wet_cross-section - au
• lateral_discharge - q_lat
• wet_surface - su
• rain - rain
• simple_infiltration - infiltration_rate_simple
• leakage - leak
• interception - intercepted_volume
• surface_source_sink_discharge - q_sss
An example of the output name is:
flow_variable: s1
aggregation_method: max
output_name: Mesh2D_s1_max and Mesh1D_s1_max
time_name: time_s1_max

38.3 Settings for water balance tool
To use the water balance tool in the 3Di QGIS plugin you must set a specific set of aggregation settings.
These settings are listed under waterbalanceactivate.

38.2. Output format in result file
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State files

During a 3Di computation, the user can choose to save a state of a 3Di simulation. This state can be used
in future simulations as an initial condition. The state file contains a snapshot complete flow condition
of the model.
A save state assists the user in:
1. A correct initial condition, for speeding up simulations and consistent scenario comparisons.
2. Defining a “warm state” in a operational setting. It allows the computations to continue a simulation from a previous run.

39.1 Choices in saving a state file
3Di allows the user to choose when to save a state and thereby generating a state-file. The three options
for defining a state-file are:
1. A specific moment in time. The user dictates an exact date and time to save the state file.
2. The end of the simulation. For this option, the simulation will run until the indicated end of
simulation is reached. At the end of the simulation, the flow variables of the model are saved.
3. The moment that the flow is stationary, c.q. the flow does not change in time. The “stable”
condition is defined by the user. The user indicates the maximum change in water levels and/or
flow velocities. For example: the user saves the flow state when the water level in all computational
nodes, changes less than the “threshold” 0.0000001 [m] within one time step.

39.2 Saving state files
Currently, state files can only be saved when the simulation is run via the API. In the API POST use
the parameter save_states. When a simulation is started with the parameter save_states, the response
will contain at least a status, organization_id, subgrid_id and a save_state_id. The save_state_id is a
unique id that corresponds to the exact version of the model and the version of the computational core.
This state will be deprecated when either one is updated. This means that after a new 3Di Release, a
new state file should be made. It is recommended the add a description to the saved state, although it
is optional.
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39.3 Finding and removing state files
A simulation is initialized with a state file, by refering to the unique id of the state file. The save_state_id
can be found via the user interface or the API.
The save_state_id can be found in the repository of the specific model via the user interface at user
interface . There is a column named “Nr of saved states”. By clicking on that number, the resulting
page lists the state files that are available to use for that specific model. It also shows the description if
it was provided. Note the column “available”. It indicates whether the file can be used. It might take
some time before it becomes available. From this page saved states can also be removed.
To find the saved states via the API you can navigate to: API This page lists all the state files and it
also contains instructions on how to use and remove them via API.

39.4 Using state files
To use a saved state for initializing a simulation, the user chooses the parameter use_saved_state and
provides the unique save_state_id. The simulation will ignore the initial conditions that were defined
in the model schematization and uses the state instead.
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